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Preface

Metadata and semantics are integral to any information system and significant
to the sphere of Web data. Research focusing on metadata and semantics is
crucial to advancing our understanding and knowledge of metadata; and, more
profoundly, for being able to effectively discover, use, archive, and repurpose
information. In response to this need, researchers are actively examining meth-
ods for generating, reusing, and interchanging metadata. Integrated with these
developments is research on the application of computational methods, linked
data, and data analytics. A growing body of work also targets conceptual and
theoretical designs providing foundational frameworks for metadata and seman-
tic applications. There is no doubt that metadata weaves its way nearly through
every aspect of our information ecosystem, and there is great motivation for ad-
vancing the current state of metadata and semantic. To this end, it is vital that
scholars and practitioners convene and share their work.

Since 2005, the Metadata and Semantics Research Conference (MTSR) has
served as a significant venue for dissemination and sharing of metadata and
semantic-driven research and practices. This year, 2014, marked the eighth
MTSR—Metadata and Semantics Research Conference, drawing scholars and
researchers investigating and advancing our knowledge on a wide range of meta-
data and semantic-driven topics. MTSR has grown in numbers and submission
rates over the last decade, marking it as a leading, international research confer-
ence. Continuing the successful mission of previous MTSR conferences (MTSR
2005, MTSR 2007, MTSR 2009, MTSR 2010, MTSR 2011, MTSR 2012, and
MTSR 2013), MTSR 2014 aimed to bring together scholars and practitioners
that share a common interest in the interdisciplinary field of metadata, linked
data, and ontologies.

The MTSR 2014 program and the contents of the following proceeding show
a rich diversity of research and practices from metadata and semantically fo-
cused tools and technologies, linked data, cross language semantics, ontologies,
metadata models, semantic systems, and metadata standards. The general ses-
sion of the conference included 13 papers covering a broad spectrum of topics,
proving the interdisciplinary field of metadata, and was divided into three main
themes: Metadata and Linked Data: Tools and Models; (Meta)Data Quality
Assessment and Curation; and Semantic Interoperability, Ontology-Based Data
Access, and Representation. Metadata as a research topic is maturing, and the
conference also supported the following four tracks: Metadata and Semantics
for Open Repositories; Research Information Systems and Data Infrastructures;
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Big Data and Digital Libraries in Health, Science, and Technology; Metadata and
Semantics for Cultural Collections and Applications; Metadata and Semantics
for Agriculture, Food, and Environment. Each of these tracks had a rich selection
of papers, in total 19, giving broader diversity to MTSR, and enabling deeper
exploration of significant topics.

All the papers underwent a thorough and rigorous peer-review process. The
review and selection this year was highly competitive and only papers containing
significant research results, innovative methods, or novel and best practices were
accepted for publication. Only 23 of 57 submissions were accepted as full papers,
representing 40.35% of the total number of submissions. Additional contributions
covering noteworthy and important results in project reports were accepted,
totaling 32 accepted contributions.

This year’s conference included two outstanding keynote speakers. Dr. Philipp
Slusallek, Professor for Computer Graphics at Saarland University and Scien-
tific Director at the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI),
presented an outstanding keynote “Simulated Reality: Intelligent and Efficient
Use of Semantics in 3D Environments” in which he addressed his main current
research activities that include 3D visualization with semantic content, semantic
reasoning for SW agents in these environments, and semantic middleware in the
context of ARVIDA.

The second keynote speaker was Dr. H.C. Peter Wittenburg, Senior Advisor
Data Systems at Max Planck Compute and Data Center and Senior Advisor
“The Language Archive” at Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. The title
of his presentation was “Principles for Proper Data Stewardship and Re-use –
An RDA View.”

This year’s conference also offered two tutorials for Semantic MediaWiki.
Tobias Noeske, a Wiki expert, gave an introduction into Semantic MediaWiki,
and Jonas Wäckerle, a Semantic MediaWiki professional, showed in detail how
to set up Semantic MediaWiki for special purposes.

It is fitting that MTSR 2014 was in Karlsruhe, the second-largest city in the
state of Baden-Württemberg, in southwest Germany, near the Franco-German
border. Karlsruhe is a city that can be referred to as a ”knowledge factory
with savoir vivre.” The Karlsruhe University of Applied Sciences, the largest
university of technology in the state of Baden-Württemberg, was both honored
and inspired to host MTSR. The conference organizers were committed to sup-
porting an engaging conference environment enabling thoughtful discussion and
advancing approaches to addressing metadata challenges.

We conclude this preface by thanking the many people who contributed their
time and energy to MTSR 2014, and made possible this year’s conference. We
thank, also, all the organizations that supported the conference.
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Abstract. This paper presents research examining metadata capital in the context 
of the Viral Vector Core Laboratory at the National Institute of Environmental 
Health Sciences (NIEHS). Methods include collaborative workflow modeling and 
a metadata analysis. Models of the laboratory’s workflow and metadata activity 
are generated to identify potential opportunities for defining microservices that 
may be supported by iRODS rules. Generic iRODS rules are also shared along 
with images of the iRODS prototype. The discussion includes an exploration of a 
modified capital sigma equation to understand metadata as an asset. The work 
aims to raise awareness of metadata as an asset and to incentivize investment in 
metadata R&D. 
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1 Introduction  

Digital technologies and networking capacities are dramatically changing scientific 
processes across many disciplines. This change has had a positive impact, helping to 
motivate national and global data sharing efforts. Enthusiasm for change aside, the 
reality is that a significant amount of science still relies heavily on manual activity and 
paper-based applications, simply because state-of-the-art technology cannot adequately 
support the full research plan. Even software solutions, such as spreadsheet applications 
used for data management (e.g., Excel) often require intensive, repetitive human 
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interaction for data input and analyses. These shortcomings contribute to the high cost 
of data management [1].  

Automating scientific processes and workflows will help address these challenges, 
and give scientists more time to ‘do their science.’ Investigating metadata workflows 
is crucial for developing robust, machine-driven data management [2]. To this end, 
metadata researchers need to provide convincing arguments and show the concrete 
benefits of metadata R&D. One potential research hook is to examine metadata as a 
financial asset. Cost is a significant economic factor in any domain, and can provide 
an angle for obtaining research resources and advancing metadata operations.  

This paper reports on an investigation exploring metadata cost and aspects of 
metadata value. The research presented is currently being pursued via the Metadata 
Capital Initiative (MetaDataCAPT’L) [3], an ongoing project spearheaded by the 
Metadata Research Center (MRC) [4] with support from the National Consortium for 
Data Science (NCDS) [5]. The test case is the Viral Vector Core Laboratory (VVCL) 
at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) [6], which is an 
ideal setting, given the lab’s small size and a demonstrated need for data workflow 
automation.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews selected 
research relating to metadata cost and value; Section 3 links metadata capital to 
workflow needs in the VVCL at the NIEHS; Section 4 states the research objectives; 
Section 5 reviews the research methods and processes; Section 6 presents research 
results; Section 7 discusses current activity and illustrates the modified capital sigma 
equation as a means for quantifying metadata capital. Finally, Section 8 summarizes 
the work presented and offers several concluding remarks.  

2 Metadata as an Asset: Studying Cost and Value 

An asset is something of value, either tangible or intangible. Metadata experts 
emphasize the value of metadata for data lifecycle management (e.g., data capture, 
use/reuse, provenance tracking, etc.) [7, 8, 9]. Lytras and Sicilia [9] have conducted 
one of the more extensive investigations in this area and confirm a connection 
between the cost of metadata creation and effective resource management. These 
researchers demonstrate how metadata is both a ‘product’ and an asset; in addition, 
they suggest using parametric models for estimating metadata cost.  

Work exploring information as an economic asset is fundamental to the study of 
metadata value. Machlup’s The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the 
United States [10] is a classic, providing a solid foundation in this area. Taylor’s [11] 
work on the value of information, specifically on categories, types, and the notion of 
‘value added,’ provides further groundwork. One may anticipate cataloging and 
metadata cost analyses providing further insight into the topic of cost/value; however, 
cataloging cost studies merely acknowledge metadata value (e.g., discovery and 
access), and primarily focus on staff costs and productivity. A key factor limiting 
measurement of long-term cataloging/metadata value is the research challenge 
associated with gathering the necessary longitudinal data. Breaking the mold is 
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Stalberg and Cronin’s [12] award-winning investigation, which stands out as an 
important contribution providing evidence on the cost and impact of bibliographic 
work, and offering insight into metadata cost/value relationships. 

Reuse of good quality metadata underscores the value of a ‘good’ initial 
investment. To this end, metadata/cataloging quality is also germane to the study of 
metadata capital. Garoufallou and Papatheodorou’s [8] introduction to an e-science/e-
research special issue of the International Journal of Metadata, Semantics, and 
Ontologies highlights data complexity; the sheer and growing amount of data; and 
provenance among factors impacting metadata quality. In the larger digital arena, 
Bruce and Hillman [13] have produced one of the most useful and well-known 
frameworks shaped by a set of criteria, such as completeness, accuracy, and 
conformance to expectations. Park [14] uses the Bruce and Hillmann framework to 
measure metadata quality via functional perspectives; she also maps Bruce and 
Hillman’s work to Gasser and Stvilia’s [15] more granular framework. The body of 
research targeting metadata quality, together with the other research studies identified 
in this section, all fold into the study of metadata capital.  

3 MetaDataCAPT’L and NIEHS Viral Vector Core Laboratory  

3.1 Metadata Capital and the MetaDataCAPT’L Initiative 

Metadata capital targets metadata as an asset, or a valued resource. The term 
‘metadata capital’ was first introduced in the context of the Dryad Digital Repository 
[16, 17], with an emphasis on metadata reuse. The argument put forth is that reuse of 
high-quality metadata over time and across systems increases the value of this asset 
(metadata). In other words, there is a greater return on the initial metadata investment 
when metadata is reused. A more recent articulation of metadata capital in the 2014 
April/May ASIST Bulletin (2014) [18] further expounds on the metadata cost/value 
paradigm and explores capital as both a ‘good’ and as a ‘service.’ This work is 
inspired by classic, theoretical groundwork in economics [19, 20], as well as broader 
interpretations, such as intellectual capital [21] and social capital [22].  

Viewing metadata as an asset helps advance both the day-to-day activity and the 
philosophical positing of metadata-related practices for data. Targeting metadata in 
this context may even elevate the importance of metadata research. All of these goals 
combined underlie the MetaDataCAPT’L Initiative, a project spearheaded by the 
Metadata Research Center <MRC> in partnership with the National Institute of 
Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), and supported by the National Consortium 
for Data Science (NCDS).  

3.2 The NIEHS Viral Vector Core Laboratory (VVCL) 

The NIEHS Viral Vector Core Laboratory (VVCL) provided the test case for this 
paper. NIEHS is a research institution of the U.S. National Institutes of Health, 
providing research infrastructure for, arguably, the world’s most important 
toxicology- and environmental health-related research. The VVCL aids NIEHS 
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researchers by specializing in the design, production, and validation of viral gene 
delivery. NIEHS scientists employ adenoviruses, adeno-associated viruses, 
lentiviruses, retroviruses, and sindbis viruses so that scientists can pursue their work. 
A viral vector is a commonly-used and effective tool for gene transfer to modify 
specific cell types or tissues [23]. The VVCL’s operation supports and trains the 
NIEHS community, specifically scientists studying genes and looking for cures to 
various diseases. 

As highlighted in the introduction of this paper, many scientific workflows lack 
fully automated functions. The VVCL is indicative of this current state, with VVCL 
scientists using a number of paper-based applications and relying heavily on human 
labor for data management. This predicament makes the NIEHS/VVCL an ideal case 
for exploring metadata-driven ROI (return on investment). In particular, the VVCL is 
exploring the Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS) [24] technology for 
developing automated pathways. iRODS uses machine-based actionable rules to 
automate and expedite data processes—and metadata is crucial for such operations. 
The need to understand metadata cost and value in this context aligns with the 
MetaDataCAPT’L research program and informed the research objectives pursued in 
this study.  

4 Research Objectives 

Researchers engaged in the MetaDataCAPT’L project, including NIEHS VVCL 
scientists, have identified initial steps for understanding metadata capital. The 
research objectives guiding the work reported in this paper were to: 

1. Understand the Viral Vector Core Laboratory (VVCL) workflow. 
2. Map the VVCL metadata lifecycle.  
3. Explore machine-actionable rules that can support the VVCL metadata 

lifecycle. 
4. Create an iRODS prototype for the VVCL workflow, and explore the 

application of machine-actionable rules. 

These objectives were defined to gather foundational data toward studying metadata 
cost, and aspects of value. A larger unifying goal was to further scientific study of 
‘metadata capital.’  

5 Methods 

A series of methods were used to address the above objectives.  

• Objective 1. Collaborative workflow modeling was used to capture the 
day-to-day workflow. 

• Objective 2. A metadata analysis was conducted to identify basic metadata 
generated and automatically propagated during each workflow stage in the 
VVCL process.  
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• Objectives 3 and 4. The collaborative workflow and metadata analysis 
methods (conducted to address objectives 1 and 2) also provided textual 
data describing workflow steps. This text can be parsed for microservices 
to aid the VVCL workflow via an iRODS implementation. 

6 Results 

6.1 NIEHS Viral Vector Core Lab (VVCL) Workflow 

Capturing a generic scenario can be a valuable first step to understanding a workflow. 
In spring 2014, the MetaDataCAPT’L research team worked with a generic scenario 
template to capture both qPCR and Flow Cytometry workflows [25]. A graphical 
representation for the general VVCL workflow is presented in Figure 1, followed by 
an outline of the key steps. The textual descriptions for each step can help in 
identifying microservices that may be supported by iRODS rules.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Viral Vector Core Laboratory Workflow 

Viral Vector Core Laboratory Workflow 
The VVCL workflow involves the following seven key steps:  
  
  VVCL Workflow 

1. Design experiment: A researcher needs to express a particular gene, for 
example GFP, to make particular cells fluoresce under a microscope. The 
researcher communicates this need to the VVCL staff who suggest a 
particular virus based on the need.  

2. Submit DNA sample and web form: The researcher submits a formal 
request form to the VVCL and drops off a physical sample of the DNA 
they need to be incorporated into the virus. 
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3. Transfect cells: VVCL staff perform transfection to get the DNA into the 
viral cells. This is a physical process where the reagents are added to 
growing cells and allowed to incubate for 48 hrs. 

4. Collect the supernatant, aliquot, and label: If the transfection has been 
successful the liquid (supernatant) contains liver virus with the specific DNA 
(e.g., GFP). The liquid is manually extracted from the cells and aliquoted 
into small tubes. VVCL staff handle many experiments at one time, and 
manually label the tubes. Accurate metadata for the sample is critical. 

5. Present the qPCR: A small sample is taken from the supernatant to 
quantify the amount of virus that was made by the cells. The qPCR 
machine produces a readout that can be exported as a txt file. VVCL staff 
open the txt file in Excel and perform a few statistical calculations to 
estimate the concentration of virus DNA in the sample (this gets translated 
into the titer). In some ways this is a QA (quality assurance) step. 

6. Flow cytometry: This is another method for calculating the concentration 
of virus in the sample. The flow cytometry machine produces a print-to-
file pdf. VVCL staff manually enter the results from the flow cytometer 
into an Excel sheet, where statistical calculations estimating the sample’s 
concentration of virus DNA in recorded (this gets translated into the titer). 
In some ways this is a QA step. 

7. Deliver aliquot and analysis: The physical samples, as well as 
information about the virus titer, are delivered to the researcher who will 
use the sample and the titer information to infect their desired cell(s) with 
their particular gene. 

6.2 Metadata Analysis – Mapping the Metadata Lifecycle 

The VVCL workflow modeling activity provided a framework for the metadata 
analysis, and capturing the VVCL’s metadata lifecycle (this includes the metadata 
lifecycle for VVCL work, not metadata that may be reused over time—beyond the 
lab). Metadata analysis results are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Table 1 presents 
metadata captured by the scientists’ VVCL request form. Asterisks represent 
"required" metadata, and the shading indicates automatically generated metadata 
derived from the scientist’s profile. 

Table 1. Web form submission metadata  

* = required,  = scientific/lab profile, automatic generated 
REQUESTER 
INFORMATION 

PROJECT INFORMATION SAMPLE INFORMATION 

Requester Name* Is this a repeat project? Sample Name* 
Requester email* Have you published using these vectors? Vector Type*
Building/Room Will the virus be shipped Vector Backbone* 
Phone Will the virus be used at the NIEHS facility? Drug Selection* 
Mail drop Will the virus be administered to animals? Concentration* 
Lab/branch*  Vol. Virus Request*  
PI*  Aliquot Volume* 
  # of Aliquots*
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Next, metadata is captured through the VVCL request web form prompts the viral 
request form. Table 2 shows the metadata properties for this step. Metadata 
automatically propagated from the request web is shaded.  

Table 2. Viral Vector request form metadata 

Prep 
Data 

Sample 
Name 

Contact 
Name 

PI Name Branch Core 
Prepared? 

Prepared 
By 

Virus 
Type 

Vector 
Name 

Insert 
Name 

Reporter 
Gene 

Drug 
Selection 

DNA 
Conc 

Prep Size Aliquot 
number 
& size 

Prep 
Time 

 
Metadata from the two forms (captured in Table 1 and 2) transfers to a master 

spreadsheet. As part of this step, several metadata values are calculated and manually 
added by the VVCL scientists. Table 3 presents the full collection of metadata 
captured in the master spreadsheet. The transferring of metadata to the master 
spreadsheet is, at best, semi-automatic, and requires a fair amount of time-consuming 
tasks, including cutting-and-pasting and manual input. iRODS supports automatic 
replication and transfer of metadata properties and associated values, and could 
expedite the VVCL metadata workflow. 

Table 3. Master spreadsheet  

Entry 
number 

Prep 
name 

Sample 
name 

Contact 
name 

Pi name Branch Core 
prepared? 

Prepared 
by 

Virus 
Type 

 

Vector 
Name 

Insert 
Name 

Reporter 
Gene 

Drug 
Selection 

DNA 
Conc 

Prep Size Aliquot 
Number 
& Size 

Prep 
Time 

Titer 
FLOW 
(TU/ml) 

Conc. Titer 
FLOW 

Titer 
Colonies 

 

Titer 
QPCR 
(TU/ml) 

Conc. 
Titer 
QPCR 
TU/ml 

Titer 

QPCR 

(GC/ml) 

Titer p24 

(PP/ml) 

Infectivity 
Index 
(PP/TU 
flow) 

Infectivity 
Index 
(PP/TU 
QPCR) 

Comments   

 
The collaborative workflow and metadata analysis methods provided a set of 

textual data from which rule-based microservices can be generated. Rule based 
microservice form a significant part of anyiRODS implementation. The following 
section presents example rules and provides a glimpse of the iRODS prototype that is 
under development.  

6.3 Microservices, Rules, and an iRODS Prototype 

The third objective of this work was to explore microservices. Microservices are the 
iRODS units invoked by rules. A data policy microservice may address: 

• Access, approval 
• Archiving 
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• Assessment criteria 
• Authentication, authorization 
• Deletion, trash cans, versioning 
• Integrity, replication, synchronization 
• IRB, audit trails 
• Provenance tracking 
• Retention, distribution, arrangement 

 
The VVCL is at an early stage of defining desired microservices for a potential 

iRODS implementation. A generic rule in Example 1 demonstrates the basic structure 
of an iRODS rule, where A and B are workflow variables.  

 
Example 1. iRODS generic rule 
Rule_name{ 

microservice1(…,*A,…,*B); 

microservice2(*A,…); 
} 

 
Example 2 shows a rule counting metadata properties associated with a collection, 

and could apply to a data collection. This rule counts the number of unique metadata 
properties and associated values. 

 
Example 2. iRODS metadata count/association rule 
myTestRule { 
#Rule available as rule-list-metadata.r in shared Rules 
directory 
#Input parameters are: 
# none 
#Output parameter is: 
# Result string 
 *Coll = "/$rodsZoneClient/home/$userNameClient%"; 
 *Query = select COLL_NAME where COLL_NAME like '*Coll'; 
 foreach(*Row in *Query) { 
 *Col = *Row.COLL_NAME; 
 *Q1 = select count(DATA_NAME) where COLL_NAME = '*Col'; 
 foreach (*R1 in *Q1) {*Nfiles = *R1.DATA_NAME;} 
 *Q2 = select order_asc(META_DATA_ATTR_NAME), 
count(META_DATA_ATTR_ID) where COLL_NAME = '*Col'; 
 writeLine("stdout","Collection *Col has *Nfiles files, 
metadata attributes:"); 
 foreach(*R2 in *Q2) { 
 *Meta = *R2.META_DATA_ATTR_NAME; 
 *Nmeta = *R2.META_DATA_ATTR_ID; 
 writeLine("stdout"," *Meta is used *Nmeta times"); 
 } 
 } 
} 
INPUT null 
OUTPUT ruleExecOut 
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iRODS rules are written in a modified C programming language and can be shared 
across other iRODS instances. An iRODS instance can reduce the labor-intensive task 
of checking metadata capture and transmission, which is burdensome for VVCL 
scientists and keeps takes time away from conducting science.  
 
Sandbox (VVCL iRODS prototype) 
The last objective of the work reported on in this paper was to build a VVCL iRODS 
prototype. To this end, the MetaDataCAPT’L team has focused on the qPCR data. For 
context, qPCR data is polymerase chain reaction (PCR) data, which is used to identify 
and measure DNA molecules. This process is significant for studying genes and 
researching cures to genetic diseases. Figure 2 shows metadata associated with an 
Excel data set archived in iRODS; and Figure 3 presents a metadata template for 
attribute-value-units (AVUs). AVUs are basic metadata statements akin to the 
Resource Description Format (RDF) statements. iRODS provides a form that enables 
automatic propagation and modification of AVUs. 

 

Fig. 2. Screenshot of a dataset in iRODS 
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Fig. 3. iRODS AVU metadata tab 

7 Discussion: VVCL and Metadata Capital  

Currently, VVCL scientists devote a significant amount of human resource time 
toward data management and metadata tasks. VVCL staff estimate that personnel 
spend at least 6-8 hours a week on metadata and data intensive activities per 
experiment, at a cost of approximately 50 USD per hour. This is an extremely high 
cost, when considering that basic data input hourly costs range from 5 to 20 USD per 
hour [26]. The cost escalates very quickly too, given that the VVCL can be running 
on order of 35+ experiments at any one time.  

The demand for VVCL activity is very likely to increase, given technological 
innovation and affordances in genomic engineering. Clearly, VVCL’s current mode 
of operation is not sustainable, and it is imperative to pursue a more automated 
metadata workflow. The R&D challenge is not simply in streamlining a workflow, 
but in conveying a need for metadata R&D investment. 

The work presented in this paper is predicated on a need for metadata investment 
to yield a better ROI, that is a ROI is seen with reuse of high quality metadata. 
Metadata capital has implications in this context, and is explored here via a modified 
capital gains equation. 

+ = + + + + ⋯  

 
R = value of the metadata record 

i = number of usages 
a = incremental increase in value 
n = maximum number of reuse 

 
If we consider the VVCL’s cost estimate via a time sequence (Figure 4), we can 

begin with data entry and management activities estimated at 50 USD per hour for an 
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experiment. Next, we can theoretically utilize the modified capital gains equation to 
calculate the increased value of metadata over time, as it is re-used. Here, we assume 
that a = 20 USD, representing the cost of metadata reuse per instance. We may then 
hypothesize metadata automatically re-used 18 times at this current cost, resulting in a 
total value of 410 USD. We may also anticipate that the interest in qPCR decreases 
over time. At this stage in time, only the basic citation metadata is reused, not the full 
metadata; and the cost of reuse is lowered to a =10 USD per instance. This change is 
graphed in the below example extending from a19 through a29. Finally, it may be that 
the value of the metadata record will eventually max out when a = 29, with no further 
metadata reuse. It’s important to point out the use of ‘cost’ and ‘value’ in this 
equation are illustrative, and we are aware that cost is not always equated with value. 
A case in point is a product or service that is purchased at an inflated value. Even so, 
cost is a measure of value, and provides a way to examine metadata as an asset; and 
can motivate further research in this area. 

 

Fig. 4. Metadata Capital time sequence 

Scientists need to do their science, and there are many actions that scientists simply 
neglect relating to long-term quality control and resource management because 
current systems are too labor-intensive [27]. Scientific data management workflows, 
such as the workflow utilized by the VVCL, are serving more and more scientists. 
Solutions can be sought via partnering with metadata researchers and through 
metadata investment. The MetaDataCAPT’L Initiative is making this apparent by 
joining the efforts of scientists and metadata researchers. The solutions developed 
may impact other NIEHS labs over time. Finally, this work has much broader 
implications; and, already parallels are emerging in addressing significant challenges 
interconnected with heightened awareness of biosecurity and infectious agents [28].  

8 Conclusion 

This paper presented baseline research examining metadata capital at the Viral Vector 
Core Laboratory and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
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(VVCL/NIEHS). Specific objectives met and reported on here include the VVCL 
workflow and metadata early stages of the metadata lifecycle. These steps provide 
data that can be used to identify microservices. This work is necessary to identify 
machine-actionable rules that could support the VVCL metadata lifecycle. The paper 
includes generic examples of iRODS rules for microservices and presents images 
from the VVCL iRODS prototype. Finally, the discussion explores the modified 
capital sigma equation to understand metadata as an asset. 

Metadata plays a vital role in the scientific mission, and although it is cliché to say 
“your data is only as good as your metadata,” this phrase underscores the significance 
of metadata for data management [18]. Investigating cost and value is a complex and 
requires longitudinal data, and this takes time and resources. As noted, investment in 
metadata R&D is limited, because it is seen as a practical matter—not necessarily 
worth of rigorous study. There are grand challenges to address, such as curing of 
disease and reversing climate change [29]. Resources must be allocated to metadata 
R&D if we are to aid scientists in pursuing their work and address grand challenges. 
The work being pursued at the VVCL/NIEHS serves as a model here by examining 
cost/value, contributing to a sustainable metadata infrastructure, and demonstrating 
metadata capital.  
Acknowledgements. We are grateful for the support of the National Consortium for 
Data Science (NCDS) (http://data2discovery.org/), and the NCDS Faculty Fellows 
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Abstract. Interlinking research objects using the RDF links facilitates sharing 
and data discovery on the Web of Data. This works toward enriching the re-
search repositories by linking their research artifacts to various scientific or 
even general data on the Web. In this paper, we experiment on an interlinking 
approach over Dryad, a research object repository, to a digital library dataset in 
the Linked Open Data cloud. We fetch data from both targets in different steps, 
run an interlinking tool and report as well as analyze the results. The generated 
outputs and assessed matched links show that interlinking a research dataset 
like Dryad to Web of Data brings an added value to the repository, as it con-
nects its research artefacts to scientific objects of other datasets. 

Keywords: Research object, Linked Data, Interlinking, Dryad. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, there is a rapid move towards exposing, sharing and reusing research data 
on the Web [1] using various data sharing platforms and software. Researchers, re-
search funding organizations, and research institutions began to discuss the possibili-
ties of sharing and reusing the research data. Dealing with a wide variety of research 
objects motivates the data providers to interconnect all these artifacts to make them 
discoverable and reusable through the Web. On the other hand, Linked Data [2] pro-
vides an innovative approach for integrating any kinds of data on the Web as it estab-
lishes links between arbitrary objects and facilitates their sharing and reusability. 
Given that providing the RDF links between research objects offers a flexible solution 
for resource interlinking, the Linked Data approach is a good candidate to tackle the 
question “how the research objects in different repositories can be enriched?”. There 
exist several research data environments applying Linked Data to expose their arti-
facts. Notably, Figshare1 is a research data repository that “allows researchers to pub-
lish all of their data in a citable, searchable and sharable manner”. In this paper, we 
interlink a research data repository, Dryad [3] to a scientific dataset in the Linked 
Open Data cloud and report on the results and benefits of such interlinking in detail.  

                                                           
1  http://figshare.com 
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The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the Dryad 
repository and the related studies in regard with interlinking. In Section 3, we discuss 
our methodology for accessing and interlinking the both datasets. This is followed by 
a report on the interlinking results and its evaluation (Section 4). Conclusions and 
outlooks are also provided in Section 5. 

2 Background  

The Dryad repository, as an open access dataset in the research context, allows scien-
tists mostly in fundamental science to explore, share and reuse research data related to 
scholarly publications. Most of the data, which are available in scientific and medical 
literature, provide benefits to individual researchers, educators, students, and to a 
diversity of stakeholder organizations. Data in this repository are stored as files identi-
fied by DOIs along with metadata that include information about the digital objects 
i.e. authors, title, contributor, publication year and publisher. At the time of this re-
search, Dryad has published around 24,000 metadata records which are available as 
part of the dataCite research repository[4]. DataCite also comprises millions of re-
search data and makes them accessible through an API at http://search.datacite.org/. 
Apart from publishing research metadata, one of the main goals addressed by Dryad 
repository, is supporting of the resource discovery, and reusing heterogeneous digital 
data mentioned by Greenberg [5]. One of the strong and appealing characteristics of 
Dryad according to Peer [6] is that its curatorial team “works to enforce quality con-
trol on existing content”. In another study, Rousidis et al. [7] analyzed and evaluated 
the quality of data in Dryad and proposed a set of ideas to improve the quality in some 
of its metadata elements. In regard with research artifacts, Guéret [1] investigated the 
relation between digital research objects and Linked Data. Furthermore, the author 
discussed how Digital Archives can support and share the research objects leveraging 
the Linked Data principles. However, an interlinking approach in research data re-
positories was not investigated in the mentioned studies. 

As mentioned earlier, a dataset is enriched when its contents are linked to the sev-
eral related datasets on the Web. Connecting various datasets to each other can be 
done manually which is a laborious and time-consuming task. Therefore, it is mostly 
agreed amongst dataset owners that the interlinking tools are very useful in terms of 
matching concepts to the LOD cloud [8][9], as they connect different kinds of re-
sources by finding links between them in a semi-aromatically approach. Data provid-
ers are also motivated to apply the interlinking tools to enrich their contents. These 
tools help them to find the relationships between different datasets and discover simi-
larities by leveraging a number of matching techniques. To this aim, several studies 
and projects (e.g., [10][11][12]) have used various interlinking tools to not only do 
their researches [10], but also integrate them into their works [11].  
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3 Methodology 

As data in the Dryad repository, were available in JSON format2 through the 
DataCite API3, we wrote a Java program to first obtain the Dryad’s records and then 
convert them to the Linked Data format (RDF) according to the Dublin Core schema. 
In this program, we could download around 24,000 research data records and parse 
them to get the research data items such as title, author, and publication date. Eventu-
ally, we could map the data items to Dublin Core schema and generate an RDF dump 
with around 230,000 triples which the following elements and specification: 

• Identifier (DOI) exposed  dc:identifier  
• Article title  exposed  dc:title 
• Creator of article exposed  dc:creator 
• Data publisher exposed  dc:publisher 
• Publication date exposed  dc:date 

Analyzing the records, the total number of authors of research papers in Dryad was 
111,576 (average 4.6 authors per publication) and the publication year ranged from 
2007 to 2014 (see Table 1). The number of publications per year is an increasing 
number with the exception of the current year given that this study was performed in 
July 2014. Also, 540 publications did not include information about the date. 

Table 1. The publication year of Dryad research data 

Date Publication# 
2007 7 
2008 192 
2009 485 
2010 719 
2011 2709 
2012 5030 
2013 8886 
2014 5256 

Unspecified 540 
 
After exposing the Dryad data, we explored several LOD datasets to find an appro-

priate target for interlinking. In this study, we considered that the target dataset should 
pass the following criteria to be interlinked to Dryad: 

• The dataset includes an available SPARQL endpoint or RDF dump 
• The context of the dataset is related to science, research and publication 

                                                           
2  http://json.org/ 
3  http://search.datacite.org/ui?q=*&fq=publisher_facet: 
%22Dryad+Digital+Repository%22 
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Finally, we selected the British National Bibliography4 (BNB) dataset that pub-
lishes its books and digital objects as Linked Data by the British Library, and is linked 
to external sources including GeoNames5 and RDF Book Mashup6. Currently, BNB 
includes approximately 2.8 million descriptions (more than 93 million triples) of 
books and serials published in the UK over the last 60 years.  

As a consequence of the interlinking process, we applied LIMES, a promising tool 
in this context [13], to perform the interlinking between Dryad and BNB. It is im-
portant to remark that before running LIMES, the user must set it up by shaping an 
input configuration file that specifies the criteria under which concepts in both da-
tasets are matched. The source dataset, the target dataset, the entities that should be 
considered in both targets, and the criteria under which two entities are compared, are 
parts of the configuration file. There also exists a threshold in the setting that can be 
set by the user and it means two instances are considered as matched and linked via a 
relation such as “owl:sameAs”, when the text similarity between them exceeds the 
defined threshold. Eventually, a number of links are generated by the tool and written 
in an output file to be later reviewed by experts. Once the interlinking process is fin-
ished, the user can evaluate the accuracy of generated links. Figure 1 depicts the pro-
cess we followed to perform the interlinking and evaluate the result. 

 
Fig. 1. Interlinking process for matching between Dryad and BNB 

                                                           
4  http://bnb.bl.uk/ 
5  http://www.geonames.org/ 
6  http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/bookmashup/ 
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For the purpose of this research, we configured LIMES with the following specifi-
cations to interlink the Dryad and BNB datasets. According to the setting mentioned 
in Table 2, we performed the interlinking process between the titles of research ob-
jects. Particularly, if a title in the Dryad repository had more than 95% similarity with 
a title of book in the BNB dataset using “trigrams” matching algorithm7, those records 
were considered as matched. We focused on the title element as the other elements 
either did not yield any useful results or were not applicable semantically for the in-
terlinking. For example, the research objects in the Dryad repository had identifiers 
which were originally different from each other. Moreover, the interlinking output 
over e.g., publication year includes a lot of matched research objects in one year 
without knowing their similarities in title or subject. Having this in mind, the authors 
believe that the “title” of research objects was the most appropriate element for the 
interlinking purpose. 

Table 2. LIMES configuration 

Setting Value 
Source data type Dryad RDF dump  
Target data type SPARQL endpoint (http://bnb.data.bl.uk/sparql) 
Source and target entity Research data title (dcterms:title) 
Matching algorithm Trigrams 
Threshold of acceptance 95% 

4 Interlinking Result 

As a result, LIMES read around 24,000 titles from the Dryad repository and more 
than 2.9 million titles from the BNB endpoint. The tool reported the following figures 
as output: 

• Reading time from Dryad RDF dump: 3 seconds 
• Reading time from BNB SPARQL endpoint: 11495 seconds ( > 3 hours) 
• Number of matched links above 95% similarity: 790 links 
• Number of matched links above 75% similarity: 127 links 

Total number of matched links between Dryad and BNB dataset was 790 records 
linked through owl:sameAs relationship which means that their values had more than 
95% similarity to each other. In another step, we imported the results into a spread-
sheet tool to manually analyze the number of resources matched in each dataset. Fi-
nally, 109 articles in Dryad were linked to 630 books and scientific digital objects in 
BNB. Appendix 1 also shows a sample of matched titles in Dryad linked to the BNB 
dataset.  

 
 

                                                           
7 http://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MTI/Details/trigram.shtml 
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To examine the results in the BNB dataset, we wrote a program that allowed us to 
retrieve the following information about the matched resources from its endpoint.  

• The type of resources (rdf:type): 587 resources were books (93%), 37 BNB objects 
were periodical publications(general magazines, newspapers, etc.) and the rest (6 
records) were Multi-volume books. 

• Language (dcterms:language): The language of research objects was the next pred-
icate that we retrieved from the BNB target. Almost all of matched records in BNB 
(629 resources) were in English language and only one resource was in Japanese. 

As the content reviewing the books and articles in both targets was not accessible 
due to the unavailability of the actual resources, we could not assess the relatedness of 
contents in both resources. Nevertheless; most of titles matched between two datasets 
include scientific terminologies (e.g., Fecundity, Boraginaceae) which reinforce the 
idea that the majority of matched resources in Dryad and BNB were related. A set of 
the matched terms, which were the titles of research objects in the Dryad repository, 
have been outlined in the annex. To take some examples regarding the matched re-
sources, a paper in Dryad repository about "Descriptive statistics" 
(http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.37B28/2) was linked to a book with the 
same title in BNB dataset (http://bnb.data.bl.uk/doc/resource/006999841) or an article 
about "Morphology" published in an organic journal (http://data.datacite.org/ 
10.5061/DRYAD.RH686/1) was identified as a similar object to a book in the BNB 
library collection with the same name (http://bnb.data.bl.uk/doc/resource/010979718). 
However, we found a number of resources with implicit titles which made the as-
sessment difficult for a human expert. For instance, some cases8 pointed to a title 
named “Data” and only reading their research abstracts could clarify the context of 
those resources. The foregoing discussion implies that data enrichment has been car-
ried out by making use of an automatic interlinking tool, as many research objects 
were interconnected to another published dataset in the Web of Data. However, the 
quality of output is significantly improved if a domain expert reviews the generated 
results by the tool.  

5 Conclusion 

With the rapid number of research objects, accurately interconnecting them is a key 
issue. One of the goals of interlinking is to make the research data enriched by other 
useful information on the Web. To this aim, in this paper we interlinked a research 
data repository (Dryad) to a digital library dataset (BNB) which recently exposed its 
books and periodical collections as Linked Data. After identifying the type of infor-
mation they exposed, we used LIMES, as the selected interlinking tool, to intercon-
nect the Dryad repository to the BNB dataset. To sum up and according to our  
findings, 109 research papers in Dryad were linked to 630 BNB books or periodical 

                                                           
8  http://bnb.data.bl.uk/doc/resource/008428773 and  
http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.2024G/1 
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publications on the Web and this number definitely is increased when we interlink 
Dryad (or any other research repository) to other related datasets on the Web of Data 
and leads to have more useful knowledge in the source dataset. This study is just a 
proof of how using an interlinking tool can enrich a research object dataset after pub-
lishing its resources as Linked Data. Although configuring a linking tool and identify-
ing appropriate entities in two targets requires time and technical expertise, it is fair to 
conclude that the verification of matched resources generated by the tools takes much 
less effort than comparing and connecting them manually by data publishers. 
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Annex: a sample of interlinking results between Dryad and BNB datasets 
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"Emergence" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.2320N/1 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/010047461 

"Survival" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.PR76B/2 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/012213547 

"Data" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.Q4F09SR3/1 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/008428773 

"Aphids" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.T815G/1 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/012633269 

"Simulations" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.J3R20/4 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/009460240 

"Productivity" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.4PD30/3 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/006975537 

"Archive" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.QR3T2/1 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/008825701 

"Risk" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.HM690/1 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/009749329 

"Behaviour" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.5FC56/2 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/009412520 

"Assemblies" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.7C99F/1 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/012268844 

"Predation" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.82C67/3 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/009086948 

"Pipeline" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.7C99F/2 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/009934222 

"Rattlesnakes" http://data.datacite.org/10.5061/DRYAD.2H4N301T/1 http://bnb.data.bl.uk/id/resource/009013404 
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Abstract. Case Based Reasoning is a very important research trend in
Artificial Intelligence and can be a powerful approach in the solution
of complex problems characterized by heterogeneous knowledge. In this
paper we present an ongoing research project where CBR is exploited to
support the identification of enterprises potentially going to bankruptcy,
through a comparison of their balance indexes with the ones of similar
and already closed firms. In particular, the paper focuses on how de-
veloping similarity measures for strings can be profitably supported by
metadata models of case structures and semantic methods like Query
Expansion.

Keywords: Case Based Reasoning, XML, Bankruptcy Prediction.

1 Introduction

During the last twenty years, the Case Based Reasoning (CBR) paradigm [1] has
become one of the most important research areas in Artificial Intelligence: it is
a four–steps process which uses past experiences to understand new situations,
in order to suggest a suitable way to solve new problems or to criticize the
proposed solutions. This kind of approach has immediately been adopted in
Knowledge Management applications, as in the case of chemistry [2], diagnosis
and troubleshooting [3, 4], and many other domains, as well as in the design and
implementation of general-purpose platforms [5–7].

In this paper, we present a recent development of CRePERIE platform, about
the development of similarity functions to compare alphanumerical attributes
(i.e. strings of characters) to support the identification of enterprises to be po-
tentially bankrupting. A library of metrics based on both syntactic and seman-
tic approaches has been developed, with the aim to compare enterprises on the
basis of their business sector. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly introduces the metadata model adopted in the development

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 22–29, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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of CRePERIE. Section 3 describes the five similarity functions implemented to
take care of strings. The case study and the results obtained from the tests are
provided in Section 4. The paper ends with final considerations about future
developments of this work in the context of CRePERIE.

2 CRePERIE: Case Retrieval Platform Extended to
RevIsE

In our approach, a case is a collection of case elements which correspond to
nodes of a tree-structure [8]. Formally, a case element ce is a member of the
CaseElement set: ∀ce ∈ CaseElement, ce = (id, t, n) where: id ∈ Z+ − {0} is
the identifier of the case element; t ∈ T identifies the range of values associated
to ce (i.e. String, Integer, Double); n ∈ String is the name used to refer to the
case element.

A case base C = {c1, .., cn}, 1 ≤ n < ∞, is a finite and not empty collection
of cases and every case is defined as a set of couples (ce1, v1), .., (cem, vm), 1 ≤
m < ∞, where ∀(cei, vi), cei ∈ CaseElement and t(cei) = t and vi ∈ t ∪ {⊥}
(i.e. vi is the value associated to cei).

Considering a case base, each case has to be organized following a particular
tree-structure: In this structure, inner nodes and outer nodes can be identi-
fied: outer nodes, also named attributes overlap with leaves whereas inner nodes
represent categories which the attributes belong to. In our approach, only one
structure can be defined for each case base so every case belonging to a partic-
ular case base has the same structure. The structure defines the three parts of
a generic case according to literature: ∀x ∈ StructBase, x = (d, sol, o), where
StructBase is a finite and not empty collection of case structures; d(x) = d
denotes the problem description part; sol(x) = sol denotes the solution part;
o(x) = o denotes the outcome part. The following code describes the XML
schema adopted to represent the case structure in CRePERIE (further details
can be found in [9]):

<CREPeRIE:struct name="StructName.xml" id="1">
<CREPeRIE:caseDescription>

<CREPeRIE:aggregationFunctionName>avgMatRoot
</CREPeRIE:aggregationFunctionName>

<CREPeRIE:innerNode>
<CREPeRIE:similarityFunctionName>simCaseSenString

</CREP:similarityFunctionName>
<CREPeRIE:aggregationFunctionName>avgMatNoRoot

</CREP:aggregationFunctionName>
<CREPeRIE:caseElementId>1</CREPeRIE:caseElementId>

<CREPeRIE:innerNode>
<CREPeRIE:similarityFunctionName>simCaseSenString

</CREPeRIE:similarityFunctionName>
<CREPeRIE:aggregationFunctionName>avgMatNoRoot

</CREPeRIE:aggregationFunctionName>
<CREPeRIE:caseElementId>2</CREPeRIE:caseElementId>
<CREPeRIE:outerNode>
<CREPeRIE:similarityFunctionName>simCaseInString

</CREPeRIE:similarityFunctionName>
<CREPeRIE:caseElementId>3</CREPeRIE:caseElementId>
</CREPeRIE:outerNode>
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</CREPeRIE:innerNode>
</CREPeRIE:innerNode>
...

</CREPeRIE:caseDescription>
<CREPeRIE:caseSolution> </CREPeRIE:caseSolution>
<CREPeRIE:caseOutcome> </CREPeRIE:caseOutcome>
</CREPeRIE:struct>

In the structure, each node (namely inner and outer) overlaps with a particular
ce ∈ CaseElement. Moreover, in order to support the fundamental methodology
of CBR approach based on comparison among cases, every node is coupled with
a similarity function sf , defined as sf : Cc × Cr −→ [0..1], where Cc and Cr

denotate the case descriptions of the current (i.e. the description of the new
problem to solve) and retrieved (i.e. the most similar problem to the current
one, already solved in the past) cases respectively.

A set of similarity functions is available in the system; considering a tree-
structure in which sub-trees can be identified, in order to obtain a single similar-
ity value for each sub-tree, we introduce the concept of aggregation function af ,
that works on similarity degrees of child nodes and of the parent node. In our
approach, two kinds of aggregation functions are implemented: average functions
and weighted average function. Both of them consider the similarity degrees of
inner nodes (if the root is included in calculation by means of the Root modality)
or not (if the root is included in calculation by means of the NoRoot modality).
A first type works on number intervals (both integer and double); it is necessary
to define minimum and maximum values of the range allowed for every node.
The similarity value on a node n corresponding to case element ce between two
cases x and y is defined as follows:

sf(n)(vce(x), vce(y)) = 1− |vce(x)− vce(y)|
max−min

A second type of similarity functions works on strings : they compare strings in
case–sensitive or case–no–sensitive ways and produce as result 1 (if the strings
are equal) or 0 (otherwise): since this way of comparing strings is very poor,
in order to improve the quality of CRePERIE answers we have extended the
similarity calculus by means of new functions, as described in the next section.

3 Similarity Measures for Strings in CRePERIE

As reported above, a similarity function is an instance of the case element class in
CRePERIE. Similarity is calculated attribute by attribute, given that attributes’
nature can be both numerical and textual. This section describes the evolution of
the CRePERIE platform in ranking cases from the textual attribute similarity
point of view. Given that the main aim of CRePERIE is providing the user
with collections of similarity functions, the study has focused on the design
and implementation of different kinds of metrics in order to transform them into
similarity functions. The metrics have been divided into two categories: syntactic
functions and semantic functions.
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Three syntactic methods [10] to calculate similarity between two strings have
been considered: the Jaro distance, the Cosine similarity and the Jaccard simi-
larity. The first method is one of the most used in literature, thanks to the good
results obtained in record–linkage domain, and it is based on the number and or-
der of the common characters between two strings. Given strings s = a1, a2, ..., ak
and t = b1, b2, ..., bl, a character ai in s is said to be common with t if there is

a character bj in t such that i − H ≤ j ≤ i + H , where H = min(|s|,|t|)
2 . Let

s′ = a′1, a
′
2, ..., a

′
k′ be the characters in s which are common with t, in the same

order they appear in s, and let t′ = b′1, b
′
2, ..., b

′
l′ be the characters in t which are

common with s, in the same order they appear in t: a transposition for s′, t′ is a
position i such that a′i 	= b′i. Let Ts′,t′ be half the number of transpositions for
s′ and t′. The Jaro similarity metric for s and t is

Jaro(s, t) =
1

3
·
( | s′ |
| s | +

| t′ |
| t | +

| s′ | −Ts′,t′

| s′ |
)

The Cosine similarity is based on the evaluation of the angle θ between
two vectors, and it is necessary to convert strings into vectors before proceed-
ing; given two strings s = a1, a2, ..., ak and t = b1, b2, ..., bl, let U = s

⋃
t =

u1, u2, ..., un be the union between the set of characters in s and the set of char-
acters in t; let vects,U and vectt,U be two vectors counting how many times each
character u ∈ U occurs in s and t respectively; the Cosine similarity between s
and t is defined as

SIMCos = cos(θ) =
vects,U · vectt,U

‖vects,U‖‖vectt,U‖

where ‖vects,U‖ =
√∑n

i=1(vects,U i)
2 and ‖vectt,U‖ =

√∑n
i=1(vectt,U i)

2

Finally, the Jaccard similarity beween two strings s = a1, a2, ..., ak and t =
b1, b2, ..., bl, given S and T the sets of characters occurring in s and t respectively,
is computed as

Jaccard(s, t) =
|S⋂

T |
|S⋃

T |
Different from syntactic methods, semantic metrics work on string meaning

to evaluate the similarity. In other words, the similarity between two strings
doesn’t depend on the number of operation necessary to transform the first word
into the second one, but on the calculus of the distance between them: to this
scope, strings should be organized in an opportune structure that allows to relate
them. In CRePERIE, two different methods have been implemented, namely
TreeSearch and Dictionary based on search trees and thesauri respectively.

The TreeSearch method is applicable when strings are related the one to each
other by means of is–a and part–of relationships. The method fully meets the
design requirements of CRePERIE, in which the case structure is hierarchical
as described in Section 2. Given strings s = a1, a2, ..., ak and t = b1, b2, ..., bl
belonging to a n–ary search tree T , the first step to calculate their similarity
is determining their Lowest Common Ancestor [11] in T LCAT

s,t. If LCAT
s,t =
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RootT , the similarity between s and t is zero, since they are in different subtrees.
Otherwise, the similarity value is returned by the following formula

SIMTreeSearch(s, t) =
1

2
∗ (sim(s, LCAT

s,t) + sim(t, LCAT
s,t))

where sim(s, LCAT
s,t) = 1−

Path
LCAT

s,t
,s

hT
and sim(t, LCAT

s,t) = 1−
Path

LCAT
s,t

,t

hT
.

The Dictionary approach is based on the exploitation of thesauri, sort of
ontologies where terms are bounded by means of semantic relationships like
hyponimy, hypernimy, holonimy and meronimy. In particular, an existing tool
named QueryExpander [12] is invoked to perform query expansion on each string
to compare. In this way, each string is evaluated according to the underlying
thesaurus (that is imported by QueryExpander) producing a query expansion set
for each term composing it; QueryExpander calculates also a ranking similarity
value between the term to be expanded and its query expansion set, such that
the final similarity value between the original string and the adopted thesaurus
is the mean of all the values returned by QueryExpander; the last step of the
algorithm is to calculate the mean between the two values; summarizing, given
two strings s = a1, a2, ..., ak and t = b1, b2, ..., bl and the QueryExpander (QE)
tool

SIMDictionary(s, t) =
1

2
∗ (sims,QE + simt,QE)

where sims,QE =
∑k

i=1 QE(ai)

k and simt,QE =
∑l

i=1 QE(bi)

l . The Dictionary algo-
rithm is useful when CRePERIE must compare strings not characterized by the
existence of a priori relationships between them.

4 Case Study

The chosen case study is an ongoing collaboration between the Department of
Computer Science, Systems and Communication and the Department of Business
Administration, Finance, Management and Law of the University of Milano–
Bicocca, that aims at the development of a complete methodology to identify
Italian enterprises close to bankruptcy. The challenge of this project is to demon-
strate the suitability of CBR in bankruptcy forecasting, although the previous
results are contradictory (see e.g. [13]). By choosing objective numerical at-
tributes to describe enterprises (e.g. Return on Investement, Return on Equity,
Leverage, and so on), it would be possible to define a proper case structure (see
Section 2) and a case base composed of failed enterprises; in this way, it could be
possible to understand if a currently sane enterprise will be close to bankruptcy
in the next future comparing its case description with the case base.

It has been recently decided to include in the analysis a textual parameter,
namely the ATECO 2007 Code: it is an index composed of one to three fields,
elaborated by ISTAT1, useful to understand which category an Italian enterprise

1 Acronym of The National Insitute of Statistics, see http://www.istat.it/en/ for fur-
ther information.
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Fig. 1. Representation of a ATECO 2007 Codes as a Tree

belongs to. The codes are clustered into a hierarchical structure made of 21
Sections (dividing it into 21 sub–trees), 88 Divisions, 272 Groups, 615 Classes,
918 Categories and 1224 Sub-categories. Figure 1 shows a sketch of Section A
sub–tree. Each code is completed by a description that specifies the business
typology of the enterprise. This code is very useful in comparing enterprises in a
more objective way: depending on the sector, it could be possible that numerical
indexes count differently in the decision if an enterprises is close to bankruptcy or
not. For this reason, it is very important to compare homogeneous enterprises:
the original similarity function for textual attributes in CRePERIE was only
able to understand if a word was equal to another one (similarity equal to 1) or
not (similarity equal to 0), by comparing them character by character (with the
possibility of case–sensitive matching). Doing so, the pruning of the case base
resulted too deep, and the retrieval phase of CRePERIE could not be considered
satisfying. On the other hand, ignoring the ATECO Code comparison would lead
to misunderstanding results.

5 Results and Future Works

The implementation of the library of similarity functions for strings described
above has provided the CRePERIE platform with the possibility to compare en-
terprises with similar ones from the business sector point of view (i.e. two enter-
prises are comparable if they belong to the same subtree), allowing the user to
adopt the most suitable technique according to the specific problem domain.
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Table 1. ATECO 2007 Codes used in the test and their descriptions, in Italian

ATECO Code Description

A AGRICOLTURA, SILVICOLTURA E PESCA

01 COLTIVAZIONI AGRICOLE E PRODUZIONE DI PRODOTTI
ANIMALI, CACCIA E SERVIZI CONNESSI

01.11.10 Coltivazione di cereali (escluso il riso)

01.49.3 Apicoltura

02 SILVICOLTURA ED UTILIZZO DI AREE FORESTALI

02.2 UTILIZZO DI AREE FORESTALI

02.20.00 Utilizzo di aree forestali

03.1 PESCA

03.2 ACQUACOLTURA

01.12 Coltivazione di riso

01.26 Coltivazione di frutti oleosi

Table 1 shows an extract of the Ateco 2007 Codes tree, where samples from
both equal (e.g. codes 01 and 01.11.10 or 02 and 02.2) and different (e.g. 01.12
and 03.1) subtrees are taken. Descriptions are in Italian language because of the
project nature, but this is not a limitation from the result analysis standpoint.
While the first four methods work on codes, Dictionary starts from their de-
scriptions to calculate the similarity value. Table 2 reports the similarity value
obtained in some tests on the codes above. As a first consideration, it is impor-
tant to notice that all the functions always return values in the range [0...1].
Then, they are capable to evaluate the full similarity (i.e. the test on s = A and
t = A). The third important point is that all the methods except the Cosine one
can detect null similarity (i.e. codes belonging to different subtrees). The best
results are obtained from the application of Jaro, TreeSearch and Dictionary, but
the last two methods are more precise since they take care of string semantics.
On the other hand, Jaro is faster than other two (in particular, Dictionary can
result very slow due to the Internet connection) approaches.

Summarizing, the syntactic methods performance seems to decade when
strings to compare are long, because of the error margin concerning the matching

Table 2. Similarity values for strings s and t extracted from Table 1

String s String t Jaro(s, t) SIMCos Jaccard(s, t) TreeSearch(s, t) Dictionary(s, t)

A A 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

01 01.11.10 0.7 0.9 0.2 0.6 0.6

01 02 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.0

01.11.10 02.20.00 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

02.2 03.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

A 03.1 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.7

01.49.3 03.2 0.0 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.0

01.12 01.26 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.7
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between characters growing up. The two semantic methods can be considered
more reliable. In particular, the Dictionary method will be further explored in
the future, to improve its performance: the current impossibility to choose which
terms are more relevant within the query is a problem, since the expansion is
carried out on all the description words. The research and evaluation process
can take a long time in lot of cases and the results can be affected by mistakes.
This disadvantage could be solved by loading a dedicated thesaurus within the
platform in the future: it would be necessary to build a specific thesaurus of
concepts within ATECO sections and to develop all the relationships between
the various terms.
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Abstract. Automating the evaluation of a software process is complex
due to the absence of interoperability mechanisms between the tools that
are used to manage, develop or maintain software projects. This work
presents an approach to facilitate the construction of mechanisms to
evaluate software projects. Based on information integration principles
and Linked Open Data techniques, project management and develop-
ment tools can expose their data using a set of shared models, thereby
facilitating the development of integration solutions intended for soft-
ware process evaluation. A practical application of the approach is here
described in order to facilitate automated technical reviews of projects
in software forges and repositories.

Keywords: Software Quality, Software Process Engineering, Informa-
tion Integration, Linked Open Data.

1 Introduction

Evaluation of software processes is essential for continuous quality improvement
[7]. In order to make improvements, it is necessary to measure and analyse
the errors, deficiencies or deviations in the actual process execution. Analyzing
metrics and indicators enables improving the management of software processes,
providing ways to predict and control the execution of the projects and to assess
the quality of the developed products [6].

Technical reviews are a relevant set of control activities in software engi-
neering. These activities are usually quite repetitive and require a significant
allocation of human resources, as they are often manual activities. Reviews are
usually completed at certain checkpoints throughout the software lifecycle, such
as at the end of certain phases, milestones, activities, or iterations (in incre-
mental life cycles) or just before delivery to the client [1]. During the review
processes, evidence of the good use or misuse of the organization’s methodology
and software engineering practices are checked, usually by using checklists de-
fined for this purpose. These lists typically include checking the completion of
activities of production and management, the correct format of work products

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 30–41, 2014.
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and deliverables, checking for the evidences of using a certain technique, tool or
method, etc.

It is common that organizations cannot allocate sufficient effort and human
resources to make this work. This is because software quality activities are not
traditionally considered as productive labor, in the sense that they do not di-
rectly generate new software assets. Therefore, some mechanisms to automate
technical reviews are needed.

This paper explains how to use the SPDEF framework [14] to automate tech-
nical reviews during the development of software projects. The solution uses
the RDF data exposed from each of the support tools. It enables the launch
of SPARQL queries in order to automate the collection of evidences required
by technical reviews. These tools must be previously endowed with some of the
mechanisms of data exposition and configured with a set of vocabularies suitable
for the specific tools.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the conceptual models designed
for the different supporting tools, the RDFs vocabularies implemented and the
mechanisms of data exposition required are presented in Section 2. Section 3
presents a detailed scenario of data integration for automating technical reviews.
Finally, some conclusions and other research related to our approach is included
in Section 4.

2 Models of Software Tools

Although there are no complete tools for evaluating software processes, a lot of
open source software development and management tools or software forges [3]
have wide spread in recent years. Software forges usually store a large amount of
information that can be useful for evaluating software processes. However, the
analysis of that information is difficult because of the discrepancy of the data
models used in different tools. Publishing such data under a shared information
model is essential to facilitate subsequent processes of mapping the information
contained in the different tools. As long as the different support tools publish
their data in a common and standardized way, and one easily processed by
machines, the construction of new tools focused on the evaluation of the quality
of processes and the calculation of metrics can be simplified.

With the aim of describing the structure of the information managed by such
support tools, we have designed a number of models corresponding to several
families of tools.

– Visual Modeling tool Model (VMM). From the characterization and analy-
sis of several UML tools, such as Enterprise Architect1, Visual Paradigm for
UML2 and Rational Rose3, the model shown in Figure 1 has been

1 http://www.sparxsystems.com/
2 http://www.visual-paradigm.com/
3 www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/developer/rose/

http://www.sparxsystems.com/
http://www.visual-paradigm.com/
www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/developer/rose/
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designed. This model enables representing the basic information structure
of these UML tools, but without excluding other tools commonly used to
model software systems or other entities by using other visual languages.

– Wiki Tool Model (WIKIM). From the analysis of various systems, such as
MediaWiki, Confluence4, and DokuWiki5, the model depicted in Figure 2
was designed.

– Issue Tracking Tool Model (ITM). This model (see Figure 3) was designed
from the analysis of the features of task management tools and issue tracking
systems, such as Redmine6, Jira7, and Trac8.

Fig. 1. Visual Modeling tool Model

Usually, work team members use different types of tools to manage the work
products elaborated during the development of software projects. For instance,
the non-code work products of the projects can be managed both in visual
modeling tools either in wiki systems. In order to uniformly access to the data of
the work products, regardless of the tool used, a model to define work products
with a flexible structure and types of its artifacts is also defined, as we can see
in Figure 4.

4 https://www.atlassian.com/en/software/confluence
5 https://www.dokuwiki.org/dokuwiki
6 http://www.redmine.org/
7 https://www.atlassian.com/en/software/jira
8 http://trac.edgewall.org/

https://www.atlassian.com/en/software/confluence
https://www.dokuwiki.org/dokuwiki
http://www.redmine.org/
https://www.atlassian.com/en/software/jira
http://trac.edgewall.org/
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Fig. 2. Wiki Tool Model

Fig. 3. Issue Tracking Tool Model
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Fig. 4. Software Work Product Model

2.1 Vocabularies and Equivalence Rules

According to the LOD approach, reusing vocabularies rather than reinventing
them increases the probability of LOD datasets to be re-used without further
modifications for new applications [8]. Hence the DOAP vocabulary9 was used
as a starting point to describe the basic project data that can be managed by
a software forge or repository. Since DOAP does not consider certain aspects of
software processes (e.g. versions and tasks), new vocabularies were defined for the
above generic tools models (VMM, WIKIM and ITM). All the new vocabularies
have been published on the Web, using the Neologism tool, and indexed in
the LOD directory10. The enumerated types existing in the conceptual models
described above have been implemented as instances of the SKOS standard
vocabulary 11.

There are defined relationships between the SWPM and the vocabulary terms
of specific forge tools. For example, the forge provide a simple wiki (i.e. consisting
of formatted text articles with embedded images) to describe any software model,
or the issue tracking tool might not define milestones. For this purpose, the equiva-
lence and specialization axioms owl:equivalentClass, owl:equivalentProperty, rdfs:
subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf were used. However, an univocal correspon-
dence between the elements of the models at the different levels does not always

9 https://github.com/edumbill/doap/wiki
10 http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
11 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/

https://github.com/edumbill/doap/wiki
http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
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exist. For example, a Software Product Model of the SWPM model can be mapped
to a different elements of the WIKIM model. A rule engine is needed to implement
the inference needed from the RDF triples that describe a concrete deployment
scenario.

2.2 Mechanisms for Opening Data

A set of components to expose data (using the above vocabularies from the
software process support tools is needed. Thus, the tools provide interfaces that
enable managing HTTP requests on resources identified by URIs, as well as
SPARQL queries. These interfaces return the requested information in any of
the serialization formats available for RDF.

First, we implemented a tool, called Abreforjas [15], to provide a single access
mechanism and a common format for software project data hosted on differ-
ent task management tools. This tool extracts and normalizes the information
stored in the software forges, such as Assembla or Redmine. Abreforjas enables
a LOD interface for publishing RDF data using the ITM vocabulary with the
information of the projects.

Furthermore, a data adapter for publishing LOD from the UML-based editing
tool Enterprise Architect has been implemented. For that, we opted for using
D2R Server, a linked data-relational mapper [2]. In that way, this adapter ex-
poses RDF data conforming to the VMM vocabulary.

3 Automating Technical Reviews

Figure 5 depicts the overall integration solution. It is implemented using the
LMF12 platform, which includes data storing, caching, versioning, reasoning,
indexing, and querying capabilities, among others.

LMF has a triple local repository in which the vocabularies of the supporting
tools (VMM, WIKIM and ITM) and the upper vocabulary of work products
(SWPM) included in this work were loaded. In addition, the inference rules were
also included in the semantic reasoner provided by the platform, joint with the
common rules of reasoning about the axioms of equivalence and specialization
of RDF Schema and OWL. LMF offers a module for transparently fetching and
loading RDF resources on demand from a previously registered set of datasets.
Therefore, we set the SPARQL endpoint for Enterprise Architect and the Abre-
forjas endpoint for Redmine, which allows us to extract the required data.

Next, it is essential to make links between each of the resource identifiers
(URIs) that the projects have in the several support tools. In Listing 1, a registry
of projects of a given fictional organization, implemented as a set of RDF triples,
is presented.

The code snippet above shows how a given sample project is linked, using
an equivalence axiom, with the corresponding projects hosted in the datasets of

12 https://code.google.com/p/lmf/

https://code.google.com/p/lmf/
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Fig. 5. EII solution for automating technical reviews

@prefix rdf:
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

@prefix doap:
<http://usefulinc.com/ns/doap#> .

@prefix dc:
<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .

@prefix owl:
<http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .

<http://integration.my.org/resource/projects/foobar>
rdf:type doap:Project ;
dc:name "JAVA Web App" ;
owl:sameAs <http://ea.my.org/resource/projects/foo> ;
owl:sameAs <http://abreforjas.my.org/resource/projects/bar> .

<http://integration.my.org/resource/projects/openupTemplate>
rdf:type doap:Project ;
dc:name "Template Project for OpenUp Methodology" ;
owl:sameAs <http://ea.my.org/resource/projects/openUp> ;
owl:sameAs <http://abreforjas.my.org/resource/projects/openUp> .

Listing 1. RDF implementation of a registry of internal projects
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PREFIX vmm:
<http://spi-fm.uca.es/spdef/models/genericTools/vmm/1.0#>

SELECT ?actorId ?actorName
WHERE{

<http://integration.my.org/resource/projects/foobar>
vmm:packages/vmm:embeddedPackages*/ vmm:elements* ?actorId .

?actorId vmm:type "Actor" .
?actorId vmm:name ?actorName .

MINUS {
?connId vmm:type "UseCase" .
?actorId vmm:connectors ?connId

} .
MINUS {

?connId vmm:type "UseCase" .
?connId vmm:target ?actorId

} .
MINUS {

?connId vmm:type "Association".
?cduId vmm:type "UseCase" .
?actorId vmm:connectors ?connId .
?connId vmm:target ?cduId

} .
MINUS {

?connId vmm:type "Association" .
?cduId vmm:type "UseCase" .
?connId vmm:target ?actorId .
?cduId vmm:connectors ?connId

}
}
ORDER BY ?actorName

Listing 2. SPARQL query for getting the actors who are not associated with any use
case

Enterprise Architect and Abreforjas. Furthermore, the project template resulting
from the previous deployment of the OpenUP methodology on the support tools
is also registered. With the data integration solution described above, developers
will be able to build new applications intended for conducting quality reviews of
software projects. Below, a number of SPARQL queries illustrating the quality
check rules are included.

In order to check the correct application of some practices of Software Engi-
neering, such as the UML modeling techniques, or agile project management, a
series of SPARQL queries are issued. For instance, with the query in Listing 2,
we can retrieve the actors of the system, which are identified during the phase of
analysis of a project, that are not associated with any use case. Another example
is the query in Listing 3 aimed at knowing if there are unresolved tasks that have
been planned for project milestones whose deadline has already expired.
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PREFIX itm: <http://spi-fm.uca.es/spdef/models/genericTools/itm/1.0#>
SELECT ?versionName ?versionDueDate ?issueName ?issueCompletedDate
WHERE{

<http://integration.my.org/resource/projects/foobar>
itm:versions ?versionId .

?versionId a itm:Version .
?versionId itm:name ?versionName .
?versionId itm:dueDate ?versionDueDate.
?versionId itm:issues ?issueId .
?issueId itm:name ?issueName .
?issueId itm:completedDate ?issueCompletedDate .
FILTER (?issueCompletedDate > ?versionDueDate)

}
ORDER BY ?issueDueDate

Listing 3. SPARQL query to check whether all the tasks belonging to a completed
milestone are closed

PREFIX swpm: <http://spi-fm.uca.es/spdef/models/deployment/swpm/1.0#>
SELECT ?productName
WHERE{

<http://integration.my.org/resource/projects/openupTemplate>
swpm:workproducts ?productId .

?productId swpm:name ?productName .
MINUS {

<http://integration.my.org/resource/projects/foobar>
swpm:workproducts ?productId .

?productId swpm:name ?productName
}

}
ORDER BY ?productName

Listing 4. SPARQL query to check which work products have not been elaborated as
specified in the process

In addition to the above checks, it is possible to verify the adherence of the
projects with respect to the procedures deployed in the organization. Since in
our integration solution, the data of project templates are also exposed from
the support tools, it is easy to check whether the work products expected for
a given project or the UML models required in any of the technical documents
have been developed. The query in Listing 4 allows the user to know whether
the documentary products expected for the project have been elaborated, by
comparing the product names of the process base template with those in the set
of products generated in the project under analysis.

The above queries illustrate some of the opportunities offered by the LOD ap-
proach for evaluating software processes. Choosing a vocabulary or others when
designing SPARQL queries depends on the desired level of detail for collecting
evidence. In the first examples, we used the generic tools vocabularies, VMM
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and ITM, for retrieving evidence about the use of UML modeling techniques
and the tracking of project tasks, respectively.

In order to check whether the work products were elaborated, the SWPM vo-
cabulary was used. Using this vocabulary for queries is especially recommended
in contexts where the work products of the projects are managed both in visual
modeling tools and in wiki systems. In this way, regardless of the tool used, the
way of access to the data will always be uniform.

4 Related Work

A related research to the work of this paper, but targeted to the field of scientific
information systems, is presented in [10]. Some other works related to the evalu-
ation of software processes can be found, such as: an approach to collecting and
analyzing metrics collected from different data sources [4]; the detection of in-
consistencies between the definition of the processes and the data collected from
the projects, by using semantic web technologies [13], and the use of techniques
of model relaxing and model changing for dynamically adapting process models
[11]. Other authors have used large amounts of information about projects man-
aged in popular software forges, as an empirical database for experimentation in
Software Engineering [9][12]. Also, some authors have proposed using semantic
technologies in the field of Software Engineering, such as a framework to rep-
resent testing processes in distributed development projects [5]. More recently,
several software provider companies, led by IBM, have been developing a set of
open specifications aimed at simplifying the integration of software development
tools by using LOD technologies and REST web services [16].

5 Conclusions and Further Work

This paper presents an approach aimed at tackling the high complexity of con-
ducting automated evaluation procedures of processes, based on the application
of the principles and technologies of LOD. The main objective of this work is
to ease the development of data integration solutions for process evaluation, by
using the LOD approach. Our approach comes with a series of models, imple-
mented as RDF Schema vocabularies, and a set of relationships between models,
implemented as RDF axioms and inference rules.

Achieving a global and complete view of the information managed by the sup-
port tools would enable automating the quality evaluation in software processes.
To validate this hypothesis, a detailed description of a data integration scenario
for automating quality reviews on software projects, by issuing SPARQL queries,
was described. This integration solution uses two software components (Abre-
forjas and D2R Server) for opening RDF data from some issue-tracking systems
and visual modeling tools, such as Redmine and Enterprise Architect.

Designing models for tools targeted at other aspects of the Software Engi-
neering, as configuration management or people management are proposed as
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future lines of work. In addition, we are exploring the techniques of natural lan-
guage processing and OLAP cubes for enhancing the mechanisms for opening
data from the support tools and the automated evaluation procedures.
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Abstract. In this paper we describe the development of the Web Index linked
data portal that represents statistical index data and the computations from which
it has been obtained.

The Web Index is a multi-dimensional measure of the World Wide Web’s con-
tribution to development and human rights globally. It covers 81 countries and
incorporates indicators that assess several areas like universal access; freedom
and openness; relevant content; and empowerment.

In order to empower the Web Index transparency, we established as an internal
requirement that every published data could be externally verified. The verifica-
tion could be that it was just raw data obtained from a secondary source, in which
case, the system must provide a link to that data source or that the value has
been internally computed, in which case, the system provides links to the values
from which it has been calculated. The resulting portal contains data that can be
tracked to its sources so an external agent can validate the whole index computa-
tion process.

We describe the different aspects involved in the development of the WebIndex
data portal that also offers new linked data visualization tools. Although in this
paper we concentrate on the Web Index development, this approach can be gen-
eralized to other projects which involve the publication of externally verifiable
computations.

1 Introduction

Statistical indexes are a widely accepted practice that have been applied to numerous
domains like economics and Bibliometrics (Impact factor), research and academic per-
formance (H-Index or Shanghai rankings), cloud computing (Global Cloud Index, by
CISCO), etc. Those indexes will benefit from a Linked Data approach where the rank-
ings can be seen, tracked and verified by their users linking each rank to the original
values and observations from which it has been computed.

As a motivating example, we will employ the Web Index project
(http://thewebindex.org), which created an index to measure the World Wide
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Web’s contribution to development and human rights globally. Scores are given in
the areas of access; freedom and openness; relevant content; and empowerment. First
released in 2012, the 2013 Index has been expanded and refined to include 20 new
countries and features an enhanced data set, particularly in the areas of gender, Open
Data, privacy rights and security.

The 2012 version offered a data portal1 whose data was obtained by transforming
raw observations and precomputed values from Excel sheets to RDF. The technical
description of that process was described in [2] where we followed the methodology
presented in [5].

In this paper, we describe the development of the 2013 version of that data portal,
where we employ a new validation and computation approach that enables the publica-
tion of a verifiable linked data version of WebIndex results.

We defined a generic vocabulary of computational index structures called Computex
which could be applied to compute and validate any other kind of index and can be seen
as an specialization of the RDF Data Cube vocabulary [9].

Given that the most important part of a data portal about statistical indexes are the
numeric values of each observation we established the internal requirement that any
value published should be justified either declaring from where it had been obtained or
linking it to the values of other observations from which it had been computed.

The validation process employs a combination of SPARQL [10] queries and Shape
Expressions [3] to check the different integrity constraints and computation steps in a
declarative way. The resulting data portal http://data.webfoundation.org/webindex/2013
contains not only a linked data view about the statistical data but also a machine verifi-
able justification of the index ranks.

In the rest of the paper we will use Turtle and SPARQL notation and assume
that the namespaces have been declared using the most common prefixes found in
http://prefix.cc.

2 WebIndex Computation Process

The Web Index is a composite measure that summarizes in a single (average) num-
ber the impact and value derived from the Web in various countries. There are serious
challenges when attempting to measure and quantify some of the dimensions the Index
covers (e.g. the social and political), and suitable proxies were used instead.

Two types of data were used in the construction of the Index: existing data from other
data providers (secondary data), and new data gathered via a multi-country question-
naire (primary data) which was specifically designed by the Web Foundation and its
advisers. These primary data will begin to fill in some of the gaps in measurement of
the utility and impact of the Web in various countries.

As the Web Index covers a large number of countries, some of which have serious
data deficiencies or were not covered by the data providers, some missing data had to
be imputed.

1 http://data.webfoundation.org

http://data.webfoundation.org/webindex/2013
http://prefix.cc
http://data.webfoundation.org
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The following steps summarise the computation process of the Index:

1. Take the data for each indicator from the data source for the 81 countries covered
by the Index for the 2007-2012 time period (or 2013, in the case of the Web Index
expert assessment survey).

2. Impute missing data for every secondary indicator for the sample of 81 countries
over the period 2007-2012. Broadly, the imputation of missing data was done using
two methods: country-mean substitution if the missing number is in the middle
year (e.g. have 2008 and 2010 but not 2009), or taking arithmetic growth rates on a
year-by-year basis.

3. Normalise the full (imputed) dataset using z-scores, making sure that for all indi-
cators, a high value is good and a low value is bad.

4. Cluster some of the variables, taking the average of the clustered indicators post-
normalisation. For the clustered indicators, this clustered value is the one to be used
in the computation of the Index components.

5. Compute the component scores using arithmetic means, using the clustered values
where relevant.

6. Compute the min-max values for each z-score value of the components, as this is
what will be shown in the visualisation tool and other publications containing the
component values (generally, it is easier to understand a min-max number in the
range of 0 – 100 rather than a standard deviation-based number). The formula for
this is: x−min

max−min × 100
7. Compute sub-index scores by calculating the weighted averages of the relevant

components for each sub-Index and the min-max values for each z-score value of
the sub-Indexes.

8. Compute overall composite scores by calculating the weighted average of the sub-
indexes and the min-max values.

The computation process was originally done by human experts using an Excel file
although once the process was established, the computation was automated to validate
the whole process.

3 WebIndex Workflow

The WebIndex workflow has been depicted in figure 1. The Excel file was comprised
of 184 Excel sheets and contained a combination of raw, imputed and normalized data
created by the statistical experts.

That external data was filtered and converted to RDF by means of an specialized web
service called wiFetcher2.

Although some of the imported values had been pre-computed in Excel by human
experts, we collected only the raw values, so we could automatically compute and vali-
date the results.

2 https://github.com/weso/wiFetcher

https://github.com/weso/wiFetcher
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Fig. 1. Web Index data portal WorkFlow

In this way, another application called wiCompute3 took the raw values and com-
puted the index following the computation steps defined by the experts. wiCompute
carried out the computations generating RDF datasets for the intermediary results and
linking the generated values to the values from which they had been computed.

Finally, the RDF data generated was published to a SPARQL endpoint from which
we created a specialized visualization tool called Wesby4.

4 WebIndex Data Model

Given the statistical nature of the data, the WebIndex data model is based on the RDF
Data Cube vocabulary. Figure 4 represents the main concepts of the data model

As can be seen, the main concept are observations of type qb:Observation, which
can be raw observations, obtained from an external source, or computed observations
derived from other observations. Each observation has a float value cex:value and is
related to a country, a year, a dataset and an indicator.

A dataset contains a number of slices, each of which also contains a number of
observations.

Indicators are provided by an organization of type org:Organization from the
Organization ontology[18]. Datasets are also published by organizations.

As a sample of some data, an observation can be that Italy has −0.80 as the normal-
ized value using Z-Scores in 2007 for the indicator WEF L (Impact of ICT on orga-
nizational models) provided by the World Economic Forum. This information can be
represented in RDF using Turtle syntax as5:

3 https://github.com/weso/wiCompute
4 https://github.com/weso/wesby
5 The real observation is http://data.webfoundation.org/webindex/v2013/
observation/computed 2007 1386752461095 26549. The real URIs also include
an internal long number used to uniquely identify each entity

https://github.com/weso/wiCompute
https://github.com/weso/wesby
http://data.webfoundation.org/webindex/v2013/observation/computed_2007_1386752461095_26549
http://data.webfoundation.org/webindex/v2013/observation/computed_2007_1386752461095_26549
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Fig. 2. WebIndex data model

obs:computed_26549 a qb:Observation ;
cex:indicator indicator:WEF_L ;
qb:dataSet dataset:d_52 ;
cex:value "-0.80"ˆˆxsd:double ;
cex:ref-area country:Italy ;
cex:ref-year 2007 ;
sdmx-concept:obsStatus cex:Normalized ;
cex:computation computation:c26550
...other properties omitted for brevity
.

Notice that the WebIndex data model contains data that is completely interrelated.
Observations are linked to indicators, datasets and computations. Datasets contain also
links to slices and slices have links to indicators and observations again. Both datasets
and indicators are linked to the organizations that publish or provide them.

The following example contains a sample of interrelated data for this domain.

dataset:d_52 a qb:DataSet ;
qb:structure wf:DSD ;
qb:slice slice:computed_54 , slice:computed_55, ...
...
slice:computed_54 a qb:Slice ;
qb:sliceStructure wf:sliceByArea ;
qb:observation obs:computed_26549, obs:computed_26941, ... ;
...
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indicator:WEF_L a cex:SecondaryIndicator ;
rdfs:label "Impact of ICT on organizational models"@en ;
wf:provider-link org:WEF ;
...
org:WEF a org:Organization ;
rdfs:label "World Economic Forum" ;
foaf:homepage <http://www.weforum.org/>
.
country:ITA a wf:Country ;
wf:iso2 "IT" ; wf:iso2 "ITA" ;
rdfs:label "Italy" .
...
computation:c26550 a cex:Normalize ;
cex:slice slice:WEF_L2007-Imputed ;
cex:stdDesv "0.75"ˆˆxsd:double ;
cex:mean "4.39"ˆˆxsd:double ;
cex:observation obs:obs29761
.

Computed observations and datasets contain a property cex:computation that
associate them to a node of type cex:Computation which links the computed ob-
servation to the observations from which it has been obtained. In the above exam-
ple, the computation c26550 indicates that it is a normalization of the observation
obs:obs29761 using the observations in slice slice:WEF_L2007-Imputed which
has a standard deviation of 0.75 and a mean of 4.39. Including these declarations, an
external agent can verify if the value of the observation has been well computed or if it
has been tampered. We also noticed that these declarations had another positive effect
to debug the computation process in the development phase of the data portal.

5 Computex Vocabulary

The Computex6 vocabulary defines terms related to the computation of statistical index
data and can be seen as a specialization of the RDF Data Cube vocabulary for this kind
of statistical computations. Some terms defined in the vocabulary are:

– cex:Concept represents the entities that we are indexing. In the case of the Web
Index project, the concepts are the different countries. In other applications it could
be Universities, journals, services, etc.

– cex:Indicator. A dimension whose values add information to the Index. Indica-
tors can be simple dimensions, for example: the mobile phone suscriptions per 100
population, or can be composed from other indicators.

– cex:Computation. It represents a computation. We included the main computa-
tion types that we needed for the WebIndex project, which have been summarized
in Table 1. That list of computation types is non-exhaustive and can be further ex-
tended in the future.

6 http://purl.org/weso/ontology/computex

http://purl.org/weso/ontology/computex
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Table 1. Some types of statistical computations

Computation Description Properties
Raw No computation. Raw value obtained from ex-

ternal source.
Mean Mean of a set of observations cex:observation

cex:slice
Increment Increment an observation by a given amount cex:observation

cex:amount
Copy A copy of another observation cex:observation
Z-score A normalization of an observation using the val-

ues from a Slice.
cex:observation
cex:slice

Ranking Position in the ranking of a slice of observations. cex:observation
cex:slice

AverageGrowth Expected average growth of N observations cex:observations7

WeightedMean Weighted mean of an observation cex:observation
cex:slice
cex:weightSchema

– cex:WeightSchema a weight schema for a list of indicators. It consists of a weight
associated for each indicator which can be used to compute an aggregated observa-
tion.

6 Development and Validation Approach

The validation approach employed in the 2012 WebIndex project was based on ad-hoc
resource templates and a MD5 checksum field. Apart from that, we did not verify that
the precomputed values imported from the Excel sheets really matched the value that
could be obtained by following the declared computation process.

In the 2013 version, we did a step forward on the validation approach. The goal was
not only to check that a resource contained a given set of fields and values, but also that
those values really matched the values that can be obtained by following the declared
computations.

The proposed approach was inspired by the integrity constraint specification pro-
posed by the RDF Data Cube vocabulary, which employs a set of SPARQL ASK queries
to check the integrity of RDF Data Cube data. Although ASK queries provide a good
means to check integrity, in practice their boolean nature does not offer too much help
when a dataset does not accomplish with the data model.

We decided to use CONSTRUCT queries which, in case of error, contain an error mes-
sage and a list of error parameters that can help to spot the problematic data.

We transformed the ASK queries defined in the RDF Data Cube specification to
CONSTRUCT queries. In order to make our error messages compatible with EARL [1],
we have defined cex:Error as a subclass of earl:TestResult and declared it to
have the value earl:failed for the property earl:outcome.

7 This is in plural because the value of this property is an ordered list of observations
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We have also created our own set of SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries to validate the
Computex vocabulary terms, specially the computation of index data. For example, the
following query validates whether every observation has at most one value.

CONSTRUCT { [ a cex:Error ; cex:errorParam # ... omitted
cex:msg "Observation has two different values" . ]

} WHERE { ?obs a qb:Observation .
?obs cex:value ?value1 . ?obs cex:value ?value2 .
FILTER ( ?value1 != ?value2 ) }

Using this approach, it is possible to define more expressive validations. For exam-
ple, we are able to validate whether an observation has been obtained as the mean of
other observations.

CONSTRUCT { [ a cex:Error ; cex:errorParam # ...omitted
cex:msg "Mean value does not match" ] .

} WHERE { ?obs a qb:Observation ;
cex:computation ?comp ;
cex:value ?val .
?comp a cex:Mean .

{ SELECT (AVG(?value) as ?mean) ?comp WHERE {
?comp cex:observation ?obs1 .
?obs1 cex:value ?value ;
} GROUP BY ?comp }

FILTER( abs(?mean - ?val) > 0.0001) }

Validating statistical computations using SPARQL queries offered a good exercise to
check SPARQL expressiveness. Although we were able to express most of the compu-
tation types, some of them had to employ functions that were not part of SPARQL 1.1
or had to be defined in a limited way. We described these limits in [13].

We implemented an online validation tool called Computex8 which takes as input an
RDF graph and checks if it follows the integrity constraints defined by Computex. The
validation tool can also check if the RDF graph follows the RDF Data Cube integrity
constraints and it can also do the index computation for RDF Graphs. Although this
declarative approach was very elegant, computing the webindex using only SPARQL
queries was not practical (it took around 15 minutes for a small subset), so the compu-
tation process was finally done by a specialized program implemented in Scala 9.

7 Visualizing the Data Portal

We developed a visualization tool called Wesby 10 which takes as input an SPARQL
endpoint and offers a linked data browsing experience. Wesby was inspired by
Pubby [8] and was developed in Scala using the Play! Framework. Wesby combines
the visualization with a set of templates to offer specialized views for different types of

8 http://computex.herokuapp.com/
9 Source code is available here: https://github.com/weso/wiCompute

10 http://wesby.weso.es

http://computex.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/weso/wiCompute
http://wesby.weso.es
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resources. For example, figure 3 contains the WebIndex visualization of Italy11. The in-
teractive visualization graphics use a javascript library called WesCountry that we have
also developed 12.

Fig. 3. Web Index visualization of country Italy

When there is no template for a given type of node, Wesby shows a table of properties
and values similar to Pubby. Wesby also handles content negotiation so it can return
different representations depending on the ACCEPT header.

In order to document the resulting data portal we created a set of templates using
Shape Expressions 13. We consider that this approach offers a good balance between
human readability and machine processable specification.

8 Related Work

There is a growing interest in developing solutions to improve the quality of linked
data [11, 15, 12]. We consider that it is very important to publish linked data that is
not only of high quality, but also that can automatically be validated. Validating RDF
has also attracted a number of approaches. Most of them were presented at the W3c
Workshop on RDF Validation [17] and can be classified as inference based, SPARQL
queries or grammar based.

Inference based approaches try to adapt OWL for validation proposes. However, the
use of Open World and Non-unique name assumption limits the validation possibilities.

11 It can be seen here:
http://data.webfoundation.org/webindex/v2013/country/ITA

12 http://weso.github.io/wesCountry/
13 http://weso.github.io/wiDoc/

http://data.webfoundation.org/webindex/v2013/country/ITA
http://weso.github.io/wesCountry/
http://weso.github.io/wiDoc/
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A variation of OWL semantics using Closed World Assumption to express integrity
constraints has been proposed in [6, 20, 16]. SPARQL queries can also express vali-
dation constraints and offer a great level of expressiveness [13]. Grammar based ap-
proaches like OSLC Resource Shapes [19] and Dublic Core Application Profiles [7]
define a domain specific language to declare the validation rules. Recently, Shape Ex-
pressions [3] have been proposed as a new technology to describe and validate RDF
data portals.

Representing statistical linked data has also seen an increasing interest. SDMX 14

is the primary format of the main statistical data organizations. The transformation
of SDMX-ML to RDF/XML has been described in [4]. The RDF Data Cube vocab-
ulary [9] has been accepted as a W3c Recommendation technology to publish multi-
dimensional statistical data and to link it with other concepts and data. We have opted
to follow the RDF Data Cube vocabulary and in fact, we consider that Computex can
be seen as a further specialization of RDF Data Cube to represent statistical index com-
putations.

Another line of related work is the representation of mathematical expressions as
linked data. Lange [14] gives an overview of the different approaches. OpenMath was
proposed as an extensible standard that can represent the semantic meaning of mathe-
matical objects. Wenzel and Reinhardt [21] propose an approach to integrate OpenMath
with RDF data for the representation of mathematical relationships and the integration
of mathematical computations into reasoning systems. We consider Computex as a first
step in that direction to represent statistical computations and we expect more future
work to appear about how to represent statistical computations as linked data.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we described how we were able to represent statistical index computations
as linked data which include information to track the origin of any published observa-
tion. Although the number of triples were around 3,5 million, we consider that the data
portal is of medium size, so we were able to play with different validation possibilities.

Although we have been able to express most of the computations using SPARQL
queries, we have found some limitations in current SPARQL 1.1 expressiveness with
regards to built-in functions on maths, strings, RDF Collections and performance. In
fact, although we initially wanted to do the whole computation process using SPARQL
CONSTRUCT queries, we found that it took longer than expected and was difficult to
debug, so we opted to develop an independent program that did all the computation
process in a few seconds.

After participating in the W3c RDF Validation workshop we were attracted by the
Shape Expressions formalism so we developed the documentation of the WebIndex data
portal using Shape Expressions. We consider that some structural parts of the data portal
can be better expressed in Shape Expressions.

Our future work is to automate the declarative computation of index data from the
raw observations and to check the performance using the Web Index data. We are also

14 http://sdmx.org/
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improving the Wesby visualization tool and the WesCountry library for statistical graph-
ics. We are even considering to relate visualization templates with Shape Expressions
offering a better separation of concerns in the development process.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Jules Clements, Karin Alexander, César
Luis Alvargonzález, Ignacio Fuertes Bernardo and Alejandro Montes for their collabo-
ration in the development of the WebIndex project.
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Abstract. rdfedit is a web application running on Django, rdflib and
jQuery DataTables that supports novices in the field of Semantic Web
technologies with the creation of RDF instance metadata. By utilizing
the Semantic Web search engine Sindice, rdfedit can transform literals
into URIs, fetch triples from external resources and import them into the
user’s local graph. Metadata experts can easily configure these features of
rdfedit to fit their preferences regarding metadata schemata, so metadata
creators with few knowledge about Semantic Web technologies can create
RDF data in a fast and consistent manner while also following the Linked
Data principles.

Keywords: RDF Editor, Metadata, Sindice.

1 Introduction

More than a decade has passed since [3] has shared his ideas of the Semantic
Web. Since then, the Semantic Web has grown and evolved [5, 12, 19]but it is
still is not living up to its potential. When analyzing the application of RDFa
throughout the Web in 2012, [13] only determined 4.7 per cent of all websites
inside the Bing corpus made use of that technology. A year later, [4] conducted
a similar study, this time analyzing websites within the Common Crawl Index1,
receiving only slightly higher percentage of 5.6.

The reasons on why Semantic Web technologies are not used more thoroughly
are diverse. For once, businesses do not see a valid reason for adopting such
technologies [21]. Moreover, these technologies require background knowledge
regarding the Semantic Web, but underlying concepts are hard to explain and
hard to understand for non-experts [1, 18]. [16] predicted that the adoption of the
Semantic Web will slowly rise by 2014 and finally be accepted as a mainstream
technology by 2019. Hence Semantic Web technologies seem to be on the verge
of the innovators phase to the early adopters phase when grouping the Semantic
Web user base into [17]’s diffusion model of innovations.

The opinions on how to get more people to use Semantic Web technologies
vary. [11] suggests to make the generation of Semantic Web metadata completely
invisible for users, since it should be “a by-product of everyday computer use”.

1 http://commoncrawl.org/common-crawl-url-index/
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Following this approach, a toolkit that generates RDFa when users create new
content was added to the content management software Drupal [6, 10]. Other
opinions state that such technologies should provide an additional value to the
user [22] and should be founded on features that users are already acquainted
with, such as relational database tables [14].

With the intention of supporting the growth of the Semantic Web by helping
novices in that field access related technologies, I programmed the web appli-
cation rdfedit2 to helpt users create and edit RDF data. The core idea behind
rdfedit is to make the creation of RDF instance data easier for people who know
little to nothing about Semantic Web and associated technologies. The responsi-
bility of creating good quality RDF data is distributed among Semantic Web or
metadata experts and the users who create the actual RDF data, thus only hav-
ing a few expert users who maintain and manage the system and many novice
users who feed it with data.

A target audience for this application are cultural heritage institutions who
want to create or enrich RDF metadata. Only a few experts will suffice to con-
figure rdfedit in a way so it can be used by non-experts in order to produce data
in a schema of their institution’s preference.

2 Impelementation and Features

rdfedit is running on Django while heavily making use of rdflib3, a python li-
brary to process RDF data, and jQuery DataTables4 for displaying the tabular
interface. Users currently can upload already existing RDF/XML [9] files for fur-
ther editing or simply start with a new, empty graph. When uploading a graph,
Django/rdflib receives the file, extracts all triples and parses it to the RDF table
so the users can start working with their graphs in their web browser. The table
consists of three columns: subject – predicate – object, showing the simple triple
like structure of RDF.

On upload of an already existing graph, all triples are analyzed and prepro-
cessed for later auto-completion. Since many subject and predicate URIs will be
used multiple times, full URIs are being suggested to the user when they start
typing them during a triple addition. This way, users do not have to re-type or
re-paste URIs, thus saving time and adding valid and consistent data.

In general, rdfedit offers basic functionalities like adding, editing and deleting
single triples and more complex features like bulk editing, literal-to-URI con-
version and aggregation of RDF data from external resources. To make these
processes work, an RDF/JSON [7] is being kept in the background and invisi-
ble to the user. New jQuery functions were written in order to synchronize the
changes made to the table by the user with the RDF/JSON object, hence in-
tertwining the DataTables powered RDF table and the RDF/JSON object with

2 rdfedit can be accessed at: http://141.20.126.167/rdfedit/index
Source code repository available at: https://github.com/suchmaske/rdfedit

3 https://github.com/RDFLib
4 http://www.datatables.net/
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Django and rdflib. When users are done editing their graph, rdfedit submits the
altered RDF/JSON object back to Django, where rdflib transforms that object
to a RDF/XML file and serves it as a download to the user.

Since rdfedit aims towards helping the creation of valid and consistent RDF
data, users can apply changes made to a single triple to all other affected triples
within the same graph. When applying a bulk edit, rdfedit looks for all triples
containing the old, unaltered URIs in the subject and object column and sub-
stitutes all matching cells with the new URI.

rdfedit also utilizes the API of the Semantic Web search engine Sindice5 to
offer the user a literal-to-URI conversion and fetch data from external graphs.
Administrators (Semantic Web experts) of rdfedit can determine centrally what
kind of URIs are appropriate, what data to fetch from where and how imported
data should be mapped into the local graph. Hence they ease the burden of good
quality metadata creation off the metadata creators (Semantic Web novices),
since the latter no longer need to think about what vocabularies to use or what
knowledge base might be the most appropriate for their current task. All the
experts have to do is to edit two rdfedit configuration files (see Table 1). These
files influence the outcome of the literal-to-URI conversion and triple aggregation
from external resources.

Table 1. Example configurations for fetching graphs and triples from Sindice.com

Query Configuration Mapping configuration
{

"foaf:person": {

"fq=domain": "dbpedia",

"fq=class": "foaf:person"

},

"dcterms:spatial": {

"fq=domain": "geonames",

"fq=format": "RDF"

}

}

{

"foaf:person": {

"dbpprop:author": "dc:creator",

"foaf:name": "foaf:name"

},

"dcterms:spatial": {

"rdfs:isDefinedBy": "dcterms:spatial"

}

}

When the user adds a single new triple, rdfedit checks the query-config.json
file (see Table 1, left) and checks whether the predicate of that new triple exists
as a JSON-key in the configuration file. If that is the case, Django composes
a query for Sindice accordingly. For example, a user wants to add a new triple
about the actor Wil Wheaton. Since he or she knows that Mr. Wheaton is a
person, the user chooses to use foaf:person as the predicate. The new triple
would consist of a literal object: :subject foaf:person ‘‘Wil Wheaton’’ ..
rdfedit then queries Sindice with the parameters given by the configuration file:
a) only include graphs from the DBPedia, b) only show graphs that are of the
class foaf:person. The results of that query are being forwarded into the object

5 http://sindice.com/developers/searchapiv3
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cell, where the user then can choose one of the result URIs. In this case, he picks
dbpedia:Wil Wheaton and the literal ‘‘Wil Wheaton’’ is then replaced by the
aforementioned URI, following the principle of using “Things, not Strings” [20].

Fig. 1. Screenshot of rdfedit showing the imported triples from dbpedia:Wil Wheaton

Fetching triples from external resources happens in a similar fashion. Relying
on the JSON-keys in the query-config.json file, rdfedit renders a dropdown
menu in the browser, which the user can select predefined classes from. In combi-
nation with the chosen class, the user enters some keywords and rdfedit composes
and submits a query to Sindice, where relevant graphs are being looked up. This
time, the user wants to import a set of triples about Wil Wheaton rather than
adding them one by one. He chooses the class foaf:person, enters the keywords
“Wil Wheaton” and rdfedit interacts with Sindice in the same way as described
in the literal-to-URIs conversion example. Again, Sindice returns a list of URIs
from which the user can choose one that fits his or her intentions best.

When having decided for a URI, rdfedit loads the graph behind that URI. At
this point, rdfedit compares the mapping-config.json file (see Table 1, right)
with the fetched graph and extracts all triples that have the same value, as the
JSON-keys for the user picked class of the configuration file. Since the user in
our example has chosen the class foaf:person the triples with the predicates
dbpprop:author and foaf:name will be extracted from the graph. Additionally,
rdfedit transforms the original predicates to the values of those JSON-keys. Here,
dbpprop:author would be remapped to dc:creator (see Fig. 2). This feature
encourages the reuse of already existing data and supports the Linked Data
principles as described by [2].
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3 Discussion and Outlook

It is unclear whether the features relying on Sindice will continue to work in the
future, since the team behind the Semantic Web search engine announced the
termination of support for their product [8]. Therefore alternate solutions for the
tasks described have to be evaluated and implemented. It might be necessary
to use SPARQL queries instead of utilizing the Sindice API to ensure a better
longevity of rdfedit. For rdfedit the application of SPARQL is controversial, be-
cause its original intention was to not bother users with SPARQL’s complexity,
whether they are Semantic Web experts or newcomers. Still, users should be
able to create RDF data in a semi-automatic way: while the application fetches
and inserts the data automatically, the user should still maintain in control and
check whether the imported data is actually useful.

At the moment, empirical usability tests are planned but have not been
conducted yet. In the near future, rdfedit will be evaluated by researchers of
the Berlin Brandenburg Academy of Science (BBAW), whose disciplinary back-
ground, technical affinity and Semantic Web expertise vary heavily. It is expected
that most of the participating BBAW members will fall into [15]’s user cube cat-
egory of novice users since they have a background in the (Digital) Humanities
rather than Computer or Information Science related fields.

With the results of the evaluation, rdfedit will further try to make the creation
of RDF instance data easier for people new to Semantic Web technologies. It
will continue trying to lessen the responsibility for those newcomers for creating
good quality data, for instance by implementing interoperability with metadata
crosswalks for the expert side. Furthermore, the jQuery written for the manip-
ulation of RDF/JSON are planned to be extracted and published separately
under an Open Source license, in order to contribute the growth and application
of Semantic Web technologies.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to the analysis, design and
development of Knowledge Based Systems based on the Knowledge Ar-
tifact concept. Knowledge Artifacts can be meant as means to acquire,
represent and maintain knowledge involved in complex problem solving
activities. A complex problem is typically made of a huge number of parts
that are put together according to a first set of constraints (i.e. the proce-
dural knowledge), dependable on the functional properties it must satisfy,
and a second set of rules, dependable on what the expert thinks about the
problem and how he/she would represent it. The paper illustrates a way
to unify both types of knowledge into a Knowledge Artifact, exploiting
Ontologies, Influence Nets and Task Structures formalisms and metadata
paradigm.

Keywords: Knowledge Artifact, ANDROID, Rule–Based Systems.

1 Introduction

The process of acquiring and modeling core knowledge concerning a specific
domain is a very important research topic. Many Knowledge Based Systems
(KBS) have been developed to deal with several knowledge fields [1], but the
phase of knowledge acquisition and representation is still the main problem of
this type of tools [2].

Knowledge engineering methodologies, such as CommonKads [3] and
MIKE [4], have been proposed as standard and generalized solutions to sat-
isfy enterprize needs. Another possible approach to knowledge engineering
consists in the development of dedicated knowledge based systems provid-
ing specific solutions to each problem; in this case, domain specific knowledge
acquisition and representation tools should be adopted.

The aim of the paper is the creation of a CAKE environment (Computer-
Aided Knowledge Engineering) based on the integration of tools for the rep-
resentation and the use of procedural and experiential knowledge, similar to
existing platforms for the development of software projects. As presented in [5],
the development of Knowledge Based Systems should be based on the acquisi-
tion and representation of at least three kinds of knowledge:

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 60–67, 2014.
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1. Ontological Knowledge, related to the definition of functional and struc-
tural properties of an object or problem;

2. Procedural Knowledge, concerning the description of the main steps to
solve the problem, as well as which factors influence the different steps of
the process;

3. Experiential Knowledge, devoted to represent into a homogeneous concep-
tual framework the heuristic rules adopted by the different kinds of expert
involved.

For these reasons, the implementation of KBSs has been always conceived as
a very specific activity, which can be only conducted by knowledge engineers
with the support of domain experts. The main aim of this paper is to show an
ongoing project to build up frameworks that make able everyone to develop a
KBS. To this aim the Knowledge Artifact (KA) model has been adopted: Ontolo-
gies are exploited to represent structural and functional knowledge, Influence
Nets [6] are used to deal with procedural knowledge and Task Structures [7]
to represent experiential knowledge. An XML schema for each component of
the Knowledge Artifact has allowed to transform it into a practical and usable
framework, making a user with very few specific competencies and skills able
to design and implement a complete Knowledge Based System: the reference
language to implement the KBS is JESS1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: next section will introduce the
conceptual model of Knowledge Artifact. Then, a metadata–based description
of this model implementation will be provided, through the adoption of XML
language. Finally, conclusions and future work will be briefly pointed out.

2 The KA Approach: Components and Relationships Among
Them

In our approach, the Knowledge Artifact is described as a 3–tuple 〈O, IN, TS〉,
where O is an Ontology of the investigated domain, IN is an Influence Net to
represent the causal dependencies among the Ontology elements and TS are
Task Structures to represent how one or more outputs can be produced by the
system according to a rule–based system strategy.

Figure 1 shows the KA elements and relationships among them: each ele-
ment is modeled on a three-level architecture: inputs (i.e. the observations nec-
essary to initialize the under-construction system), partial outputs (i.e. the results
of elaborations made by the system to reach its goals, starting from inputs) and
outputs (i.e. the goals of the system).

In the KA model, the underlying Ontology is a taxonomy: the root is the
description of the problem to be solved, the inner nodes are system inputs or
partial outputs and the leaves of the hierarchy are effective outputs of the sys-
tem.

1 Acronym of Java Expert System Shell,
http://http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/

http://http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/
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Fig. 1. The relationship existing among Ontology (on the left), Influence Net (on the top)
and Task/Subtask Structures (on the bottom) in the KA model.

The Influence Net model is a structured process that allows to analyze com-
plex problems of cause-effect type in order to determine an optimal strategy for
the execution of certain actions, to obtain an optimal result. The Influence Net
is a graphical model that describes the events and their causal relationships.
Using information based on facts and experience of the expert, it is possible
to analyze the uncertainties created by the environment in which we operate.
This analysis helps the developer to identify the events and relationships that
can improve or worsen the desired result. In this way you can determine the
best strategy. The Influence Net can be defined as a 4–tuple 〈I, P,O,A〉, where

– I is the set of input nodes, i.e. the information needed to the KBS to work
properly;

– P is the set or partial output nodes, i.e. the collection of new pieces of knowl-
edge and information elaborated by the system to reach the desired output;

– O is the set of output nodes, i.e. the effective answers of the system to the
described problem; outputs are values that can be returned to the user;

– A is the set of arcs among the nodes: an arc between two nodes specifies
that a causal relationship exists between them; an arc can go from an input
to a partial node or an output, as well as from partial node to another one
or an output. Moreover, an arc can go from an output to another output.
Every other kind of arcs is not permitted.

Finally, Task Structures allow to describe in a rule–based system way how
the causal process defined by a given IN can be modeled. Each Task is devoted
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to define computationally a portion of an Influence Net: in particular, Subtasks
are procedures to specify how a partial output is obtained, while Tasks are used
to explain how an output can be derived from one or more influencing partial
outputs and inputs. A Task cannot be completed until all the Subtasks influenc-
ing it have been finished. In this way, the TS modeling allows to clearly identify
all the levels of the system. The Task and Subtask bodies are a sequence of rules,
i.e. LHS(LeftHandSide)− > RHS(RightHandSide) constructs.

Each LHS contains the conditions that must be verified so that the rule can be
applied: it is a logic clause, which turns out to be a sufficient condition for the
execution of the action indicated in the RHS. Each RHS contains the description
of the actions to conduct as a result of the rule execution. The last step of our
model is the translation of all the Task and Subtask bodies into production rules
of a specific language (JESS in our case).

3 Metadata Implementation

The implementation of the different elements composing the knowledge en-
gineering framework has exploited the XML language. A proper schema has
been developed for each of them, as well as dedicated parsers to allow the user
to interact with them. Following the conceptual model briefly introduced in the
previous section, the first schema is the ontological one, as presented below.

The schema presents opportune tags to specify inputs, where the name of the
input can be put (i.e. the 〈name〉 tag in the code below) together with a value for
it (the 〈value〉 tag). Morevoer, it is possible to define an 〈affects〉 relationship
for each input, in order to explain how it is involved in the next steps of the
elaboration (i.e. which output it or partial output does it contribute to state?).

<ontology>
<name> ... </name>
<description> ... </description>
<input>

<name> ... </name>
<value> ... </value>
...
<affects> ... </affects>
...

</input>
<partialOutput>

<name> ... </name>
<value> ... </value>
...
<affects> ... </affects>
...
<influencedBy> ... </influencedBy>

...
</partialOutput>
<output>

<name> ... </name>
<value> ... </value>
...

<influencedBy> ... </influencedBy>
...

</output>
</ontology>
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A partialOutput (i.e. an inner node between an input and a leaf of the taxon-
omy) is limited by the 〈partialOutput〉 and 〈/partialOtuput〉 pair of tags. The
fields are the same as the input case, with the difference that a partial output can
be influenced by other entities too: this is the sense of the 〈influencedBy〉 tag.
Finally, the 〈output〉 tag allows to describe completely an effective output of the
system, i.e. a leaf of the taxonomy developed to represent the problem domain.
Output can be influenced by other elements of the Ontology, i.e. inputs and
partial outputs, but the vice-versa is not valid (i.e. the 〈affects〉 relationship is
not defined on outputs).

The following code illustrates an example of how an Influence Net is pro-
duced. The taxonomy is bottom–up parsed, in order to identify the right flow
from inputs to outputs by navigating the influenced by relationships designed by
the user. In this way, different portions of the under development system can
be described. Outputs, partial outputs and inputs are bounded by arcs which
specify the source and the target nodes (the source and target attribute respec-
tively).
<influenceNet>

<name> ... </name>
<description> ... </description>
<root>

--------------------- Start Output List---------------------
<output id = "id" value = "output from ontology">
</output>
...
<output id = "id" value = "output from ontology">
</output>

--------------------- End Output List ---------------------
----------------- Start partialOutput List ----------------
<partialOutput id = "id" value = "partialOutput from ontology">
</partialOutput>

...
<partialOutput id = "id" value = "partialOutput from ontology">
</partialOutput>

----------------- End partialOutput List ----------------
----------------------- Start Input List --------------------
<input id = "id" value = "output from ontology">
</input>
...
<input id = "id" value = "output from ontology">
</input>

------------------------ End Input List ---------------------
----------------------- Start Arc List --------------------
<arc id = "id" value = "name of the arc" source = "id input or partialOutput"

target = "id output or partialOutput">
</arc>

...
<arc id = "id" value = "name of the arc" source = "id input or partialOutput"

target = "id output or partialOutput">
</arc>

</root>
</influenceNet>

Finally, an XML schema for the Task (Subtask elements of the framework are
defined in the same way) can be produced as follows. The parser composes a
XML file for each output considered in the Influence Net. The input and sub-
task tags allow to define which inputs and partial outputs are needed to the
output represented by the Task to be produced. The body tag is adopted to
model the sequence of rules necessary to process inputs and results returned by
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influencing Subtasks: a rule is composed of an 〈if〉 ... 〈do〉 construct, where the
if statement permits to represent the LHS part of the rule, while the do state-
ment concerns the RHS part of the rule.

<task>
<name> ... </name>
<description> ... </description>
<input>

<element> Input from the ontology </element>
...

<element> Input from the ontology </element>
</input>
<body>

<subtask> subtask name </subtask>
...
<subtask> subtask name </subtask>
<if> rule LHS </if>
<do> rule RHS </do>
...
<if> rule LHS </if>
<do> rule RHS </do>

</body>
<output>

<value> ... </value>
...
<value> ... </value>

</output>
</task>

The XML files introduced above can be incorporated into dedicated decision
support systems to guide the user in the design of the underlying taxonomy,
Influence Net and Tasks/Subtasks. Moreover, it is possible to transform the
Task into a collection of files containing rules written for instance in the JESS
language.

4 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper has presented an ongoing research project aiming to design and
implement tools for supporting the user in the development of knowledge
based systems. As described above, the metadata approach is very useful to
this scope. The framework has been initially tested thanks to the support of
the students attending the Knowledge Engineering and Expert Systems course at
the Computer Science Department of the University of Milano-Bicocca. The
students have been asked to design and implement their projects without the
framework support and with the framework support: the JESS files produced
in both cases were similar, and this has been interpreted as a very encouraging
result.

In order to extend the framework beyond the academic world, the first step
would be to create a multi-language environment, expanding it to other rule-
based languages, such as Drools. Furthermore, it could be possible to improve
the rule encoding by supporting a complete definition and interpretation of
facts in the knowledge base. From the definition point of view, it would be nec-
essary to extend the syntax inherent to the incorporation of conditions. In this
way it could be possible to define unordered facts too. From the interpretation
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Fig. 2. The GUI for supporting user in the creation of rule–based system from Ontology,
Influence Net and Task/Subtask Structures.

point of view, it would be necessary to generate all the files to load the facts
in the knowledge base. The possibility to save the project and then reopen it at
a later time, it is a vital function for the user, but it has been neglected during
the implementation of the framework since it was not the main objective of the
study.

Moreover, the project is going to allow the user to design and implement
his/her own KBSs remotely exploiting the potentialities of Android OS: in this
way, the framework could be executed from every kind of PDAs, like smart-
phones and tablets, with the possibility to create an ad–hoc KBS when neces-
sary. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the supporting tool for this scope, where an
Android client interacts with a Java server to develop the three steps of the
framework. In this sense, a potential collaboration with the Italian Fire Corps
has started, to provide each firemen with tools to understand how to operate in
critical situations, like geographically distributed fires and earthquakes man-
agement. A prototype of the system is described in [8].

Acknowledgements. The author wishes to thank the students of the Knowl-
edge Engineering and Expert Systems course for their support in the develop-
ment of this project. Special thanks to Daniele Asnaghi for his active part in the
design and implementation of the framework.
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Abstract. Based on the concept of an application profile as proposed
by the Dublin Core initiative, the work presented in this manuscript
attempts to propose an application profile for the Earth Observation
images. This approach aims to provide an open and extensible model
facilitating the sharing and management of distributed images within
decentralized architectures. It is intended to eventually cover the needs
of discovery, localization, consulting, preservation and processing of data
for decision support. We are using the Singapore framework recommen-
dations to build the application profile. A particular focus on the for-
malization and representation of Description Set Profile (DSP) in RDF
is proposed.

Keywords: metadata, metadata standards, data interoperability, Dublin
Core application profile, Earth observation.

1 Introduction

The satellite image has become an essential source of information to address and
analyze environmental issues quickly, repeatedly and in a reliable way. Available
technologies for Earth observation satellite, offer a wide range of tools to address
the needs of scientists and territory managers more accuratly. To facilitate their
sharing and access, many initiatives are emerging from the community of Earth
observation (space agencies, industry) or the broader environmental community,
whether they are national (THEIA1.), European(INSPIRE2, COPERNICUS3 )
or global (GEOSS4). In most cases, access to the images is made possible by the
deployment of a spatial data infrastructure that provides access to distributed
and heterogeneous data [3]. It provides access to images through web services
discovery, viewing and downloading, as well as online processing. These facilities
require the implementation of an interoperability framework. The latter relies
primarily on the adoption of a specific metadata standard from the user com-
munity or its variation. It is the basis for the implementation of image access

1 THEIA : French Land Data Center
2 INSPIRE : Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community.
3 The European Earth Observation Program.
4 Global Earth Observation System of Systems.

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 68–82, 2014.
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services. However, these systems are weakly interconnected and do not provide
an as comprehensive view of available images as end-users could expect. In-
deed, the process that led to these achievements is domain-specific and produces
heterogeneous metadata schemes. That renders the implementation of common
tools for image discovery difficult.

In addition, various interoperability frameworks are defined in the field of
Earth observation. They offer metadata schemes that take the common needs
of multiple users from various communities into account. The resulting scheme
usually corresponds to the core elements of a standard. It provides general in-
formation about the resource to meet the needs of discovery and location. Those
involving spatial characteristics (projection, resolution), acquisition parameters
or quality (lineage, precision) are often absent from the proposed metadata. It
will be difficult to foresee the extension of the functionality delivered by such
a system without challenging underlying models or interoperability. To manage
large sets of heterogeneous and distributed resources, this analysis leads us to
propose a new approach to support the interconnection of geospatial resources
from various communities. Many studies [6] have been conducted for several
years to make different metadata standards interoperable and allow the conver-
sion of various metadata sets from one standard to another and to ensure an
efficient federated management.

Based on the concept of application profile as proposed by the Dublin Core
initiative [7,8], the work presented in this manuscript endeavor to propose an
application profile for the Earth observation images. Focused communities are
those of earth observation and environment. This approach aims to provide an
open model, extensible and usable, facilitating the sharing and management of
distributed images within decentralized architectures. It is intended to eventually
cover the needs of discovery, localization, consulting, preservation and processing
of data for decision support. As a first step, our approach proposes a state
of the art, which introduces the concept of satellite image and the analysis of
appropriate standards for the description of geospatial resources.We also provide
a brief overview on the role of metadata in the sharing of resources in the area
studied. The notion of application profile will also be introduced. The following
section presents the application profile through the various stages of its building.
We identify functional requirements, describe the domain model and illustrate
by examples, the formal constraint model named DSP (Description Set Profile)
associated with the definition of our application profile.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Earth Observation Image

In the context of our work, the resources5 that we want to describe are images
from the Earth observation. These resources are acquired by artificial earth satel-
lites, equipped with various sensors. They ensure the acquisition of an image of

5 The term resource is taken in its broadest sense, as any concrete or abstract entity,
which may be identified, named, manipulated across multiple representations.
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a part of the Earth. This acquisition is performed according to an acquisition
characteristic for each sensor, which that will depend on the nature of the ac-
quired image, such as spatial resolution. It is noted that an image is a large
digital resource. For example, a very high resolution6 image on an area of 20 km
by 20 km has a volume of several gigabytes.

Fig. 1. SPOT 5 image representing a portion of the mediteranean sea (East zone of
Marseille city), 10 meters of resolution. (source : équipex-Geosud project)

2.2 Metadata Standards for Earth Observation

Different standards, general or dedicated to a particular discipline, play essential
roles facilitating the distributed resource management in decentralized architec-
tures. After specifying the content and the added value of the standard Dublin
Core, the section presents current standards dedicated to the description of both
geospatial resources and Earth observations.

Dublin Core. The Dublin Core standard has a general scope that goes well
beyond the sharing of satellite images. Indeed, it has been proposed to provide
evidence to generically describe any type of resource. Thus, it provides efficient
ways to help discovery in the context of the web for any communities. For this
purpose, Dublin Core has a fifteen elements description, which constitutes the
core of standard. In our context, Dublin Core is used by the Discovery Service
OGC CSW [19] to define the searchable elements (queryable elements) of the
service in a generic way and could provide also a simplified view of retrieved
results.

6 the basic unit of the image represents a portion of space less than 1 meter on Earth.
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ISO 19115 and ISO 19115-2. ISO 19115 standard [1], enacted by ISO TC/211
is the metadata standard for geospatial resources. It proposes a conceptual
framework for describing these resources. It was designed to cover very large
geographic community needs that extend from the data management to dissem-
ination through their processing. Represented with the UML object formalism
it includes twelve main packages, nine of which are common to all geospatial
resources. Several packages are dedicated to the description of the spatial di-
mension of the resources, such as Extent Information, Spatial Representation or
Reference System Information.

The ISO 19115 standard defines core elements. It corresponds to a minimum
set of elements considered essential to meet the needs of discovery and location
of a resource. Most of time, these core elements are used to provide metadata
interoperability in information systems, which are pooling geospatial resources.
The ISO 19115 standard has been extended by the ISO standard 19115-2 [12] to
support the description of spatial gridded resources, such as satellite images. It
provides new elements of description, such as the information on the platform
and acquisition sensors. It defines some other to complete existing descriptions,
especially to clarify the characteristics of processing performed on an image
(Lineage Information package). Thus, it expands the scope of the ISO 19115
standard to meet the specific needs of image producers. The operationalization
of the standards is guided by the ISO 19139 specification [10] which gives the
transformation rules for serialization of metadata in XML format.

Earth ObservationMetadata Profile of Observations & Measurements.
Focused on the specific needs of the Earth Observation community, the meta-
data profile Observation and Measurement (O & M) [13] was built [14]. It is
part of the HMA interoperability framework defined by the ESA7. It aims to
facilitate the sharing of Earth observation products, whatever the mission and
the sensor from which they come. In this context, the concept of metadata pro-
file is the one proposed by ISO [11] and is quite different in these principles
to the one presented in section3. It describes a metadata scheme and writing
rules in XML, needed to describe the metadata of Earth observation products.
More specifically, the metadata scheme is designed for the products from the
general description to the more detailed observation mission (e.g SENTINEL)
features provided with the acquisition of the image by one of these platforms.
For this the model defines three levels of description: a ”general” level on main
characteristics of the products, a ”thematic” one, which extends the previous
one to describe the specific characteristic thematic products, such as optical,
radar or atmospheric. The last one, the ”mission” level, extending the previous
one, describes the specific products of a mission, like those of the European mis-
sion SENTINEL ensuring the acquisition of radar images. Thus, this metadata
scheme provides new metadata descriptions, related among others to acquisition
parameters of an image, such as pitch, roll, yaw of the acquisition platform.
They are essential to the geometric corrections made on the images after their
acquisition.

7 ESA : European Spatial Agency.
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2.3 Role of Metadata for Sharing and Access to Earth Observation
Data

Scientific, institutional and community initiatives for implementation of infor-
mation systems to facilitate the discovery and access to the images are numerous.
In Earth observation domain, the most emblematic is the system of the Group of
Earth Observation Systems: GEOSS. On a global scale, GEOSS aims to provide
decision support tools for a very wide range of users. The system of systems
interconnects different observing systems, production or dissemination of data
from satellite imagery.

The interconnection of different systems is based on a common set of standards
including ISO 19115 [5]. It is used to provide a common metadata scheme for
the description of resources aggregated by the systems of the system. The ISO
19115 scheme is used as a switch-across model for processing different metadata
formats. It is also used to allow a uniform query of all descriptions via a discovery
service OGC CSW [19]. It is based on the ISO19115 standard core elements. They
are extended to describe the data access services, such as Web Map Service.
If this model is relevant to the expected functional requirements, it offers a
very limited capability to filter the large amount of data referenced by GEOSS.
The heterogeneity of vocabularies, such as keywords which are used to annote
the nature of the resource, from different descriptions is not considered and
often leads to unsatisfactory accuracy of results. The THEIA Land Data Center
provides geospatial resources from images at high and very high resolution for
scientific community and public actors at the French national scale. It consists
of a federation of data centers and processing units that diffuse their data via
web services. The metadata have a similar role. At federation level, a specific
abstract model inspired by the OGC specification called EO OpenSearch [20],
is used to harmonize the harvested metadata records and represents them in
a uniform manner to perform homogenous queries. Minimalistic, in order to
simplify the operations of metadata harmonization and to meet the needs of
image location, this abstract model focuses mainly on describing the context of
data production and the main features of the image. Information about the data
content and quality are not considered. A query on the content of the original
image (spectral bands, spectral resolution) or on elements of his lineage can not
be achieved.

European project GENESI-DR8 and GENESI-DEC9 could be considered rel-
evant for our goals. Similar to the others, but with a clear focus on multi-
disciplinary issue, the objectives are also to facilitate access to Earth observation
data. For this purpose the project has implemented a spatial data infrastructure
federating many heterogeneous databases. In addition, the infrastructure pro-
vides a set of customizable services that offers users the opportunity to compose
their own processing [4]. Moreover, metadata play as the role of descriptors for

8 GENESI-DR: Ground European Network for Earth Science interoperations - Digital
Repositories.

9 GENESI-DEC: Ground European Network for Earth Science interoperations Digital
Earth Community.
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the purposes of discovery and data processing services. In this multi-disciplinary
context, the description of resources is not domain-specific but addressed by
the use of the Dublin Core vocabulary. It extended to specific geospatial data
descriptors, such as dclite4g:resolution, dclite4g:projection. Indeed, the meta-
data scheme DCLite4G [15] are built on the recommendations of the Dublin
Core Metadata Initiative, namely on application profile principles [9]. Thus, the
proposed model overcomes the community standards as they are from the ge-
ographical, the biodiversity and climate change community. The achievements
of these projects address in part our goals. We want to extend the functional
scope and take advantage of the use of the interoperability framework provided
by RDF, including associated RDF vocabularies of geospatial domain.

2.4 Notion of Application Profile

General Notions. A potential reproach to metadata standards is that they
have been designed independently of each other and thus are not able to meet
all the information needs. For this purpose, application profiles reuse metadata
standards to respond either to new requirements, or to more specific ones, for
example to combine information from different sources to deliver new interpre-
tations or to apply different filters on information. The principle is an open
approach, by taking different elements of different metadata standards and com-
bining them in a ”mix and match” manner [7] to generate a new organization
of metadata elements particularly suitable for the target application. The con-
struction of an application profile is expected to meet the needs of discovery,
characterization and consultation of distributed and heterogeneous resources, to
cater to the application needs of a specific community.

Building Principles. The definition of an application profile is subject to
different rules: a first principle is to rely on existing metadata standards, or
to maintain an open and long term a new metadata standard, which covers
the newly introduced metadata elements. The following principles relate to the
publication of enrichment approaches and use of model entities from metadata
elements. We use the work developed around the Singapore framework and ap-
plication profile named DCAP (Dublin Core Application Profile) by the Dublin
Core community.

Methodological recommendations [18] and the specification of UML concep-
tual models facilitate construction activities of an application profile. A first
structural model called DCAM (Dublin Core Abstract Model) [23], emphasizes
the notion of resource. Its specialization on described resources is a collection
of property-value pairs. The value is sometimes envisaged as a labeled resource
and can be taken from controlled vocabularies.

A second structural model named DSP (Description Set Profile) [18] comple-
ments the DCAM model to provide a prescriptive framework for the construction
of the application profile. An application profile is then considered as a set of de-
scriptions, and described through the concept of DescriptionSetTemplate.
Each description is called DescriptionTemplate. It enriches a resource
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Fig. 2. Simplified UML Class Diagram of Description Set Profile

of interest in a decentralized manner and documents it through meta-
data elements from appropriate standards. These elements, as well as
the different syntactic and/or semantics constraints that apply, are struc-
tured in statements called StatementTemplate. Statements are either
LiteralStatementTemplate, when metadata elements relate to literals or
NonLiteralStatementTemplate when metadata elements relate to URI la-
beled resources. Constraints are explained through the concept of Constraint,
which specialize in LiteralConstraint and NonLiteralConstraint.

Figure 2 shows a simplified structural diagram for the DSP, largely inspired
by diagrams described in [18,24].

3 Earth Observation Application Profile

3.1 Background

Our work takes place in the context of a project distribution of satellite images,
the Equipex Geosud project [16]. Developed under the observation of use of spa-
tial data by public French actors working on the management of natural areas
and their resources, one of the objectives of this project is to set up a technical de-
vice to make high resolution satellite images accessible to users of heterogeneous
skills, from non-specialist to remote sensing expert. These images come from
different platforms and acquisition instruments. They are delivered in specific
formats, whether the image itself, or the associated metadata. Furthermore, the
spatial data infrastructure is part of the French national data center, the THEIA
pole (cf. section 2.3), with which it has to interconnect. The figure 3 shows an
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Fig. 3. Spatial data infrastructure architecture and application profile position

overview of the architecture of our system. It is based on components ensuring
harmonization of image metadata, their tiles and their archives. The web user
services : discovery, viewing and downloading are based on the image catalog. It
provides the descriptions to search available images to invoke their visualization
and consultation of their detailed characteristics. It also gives information to lo-
cate and download them. The application profile is a core element of our system.
It provides descriptions which the metadata transformations rely on. It has a
central role in the image catalog by structuring stored metadata. Finally, image
access services build their queries on descriptions of images formalized through
the application profile.

In a second step, it is planned to lean against user applications, designed to
generate environmental indicator maps for the monitoring of natural resources.
In this context, the application profile will also provide the descriptions required
for running business processes.

3.2 Approach

The methodological approach proposed by Dublin Core metadata initiative finds
its justification to overcome the heterogeneity of images from different providers.
One of the main objectives is to offer uniform and semantically accessible image
metadata to the target community. In addition, the ability to reuse different
existing standards allows taking over the broad functional spectrum that we
want to meet. Following the recommendations of the Dublin Core community,
and particularly those encouraged by the Singapore framework, we present in
this section the functional requirements on which our profile is based. Then, we
describe the domain model related to context dissemination and processing of
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satellite images. Finally, we give some elements of the Description Set Profile
(DSP) that ensures the implementation of the application profile in our infras-
tructure and a part of a DSP is proposed.

Identifying Functional Requirements. According to the goals of our in-
frastructure and the user community, which it addressed, the main functional
requirements are the following:

– Carry out a decentralized data description management to mobilize images
only for download,

– Solve the heterogeneity of metadata schemes and terminologies to ensure a
uniform query of an image catalog,

– Have a comprehensive model for describing images that can be used by the
different access and processing services, but also for the administration of
data (management life cycle, permanent archiving, monitoring data con-
sumption by users, ...),

– Enrich vocabulary metadata to be accessible to non-specialist users, includ-
ing adding new descriptions about the content of the image (e.g land cover
range in the image),

– Offer a discovery service for images at different levels of granularity (collec-
tion, feature) to facilitate the discovery in a large amount of data,

– Search and processing of the images within the infrastructure,
– Provide indicators of image quality (e.g geometric accuracy) to allow the

user to evaluate the image quality himself.

Domain Model. A domain model is a conceptual model that identifies the en-
tities that we want to describe and the relationships between them, according to
functional requirements. Its object representation using UML formalism allows
to share our point of view with the different participants in your system, whether
they are information system specialists or not. The proposed model generalizes
and extends the existing models within the geographical community, including
the one proposed by the Public Geospatial Data Project FGDC [21] and its spe-
cialization by GENESI-DEC (cf. section 2.3) to establish an application profile:
DCLite4G [22].

Our model is shown in figure 4. The core entity Resource refers to the con-
cept of Resource as proposed by the DCAM (Dublin Core Abstract Model).
This is an abstract entity that represents all the resources that are shared. It
generalizes the two types of specific domain resources, namely the entities Pro-
cess and EarthImage. The reflexive relationship isPartOf the Resource entity
can represent, for EarthImage resource type, aggregation relationship between
a collection of images, all images having common properties, and an image. Se-
mantically equivalent to the Class dcmi:Agent, the Agent entity is an abstract
entity, which is specialized in Organization and Sensor. The first describes the
institutions involved in the creation of a resource or its distribution within the
community through relationships isCreatedBy, isDistributedBy.
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Fig. 4. Domain model for Earth Observation (UML Class diagram)

The second Sensor, describes the instruments used to acquire a satellite image.
The isAcquiredBy association allows to describe the characteristics of the sensor
used to acquire an image or set of images, as well as the parameters for the
acquisition of an image (association class Parameter).

The entity EarthImage represents the Earth observation images that we want
to make accessible or process. It provides the intrinsic characteristics of the image
including information on the temporal and spatial extent, its spatial and spectral
resolutions and information to ensure its distribution, such as size and conditions
of use. Its characteristics are completed by semantic annotations relating, for
example, administrative entities covered by the image or the land cover classes
identified on its spatial extent. These annotations are intended to facilitate the
discovery process by non-expert users.

The entity Process represents unit processing or processing chains applicable
to Earth observation images. They correspond to basic operation support, for
instance, to extract a portion of an image, to calculate a vegetation index or to
more complex processing leading to the creation of a new resource, such as a map
indicator of natural resources. The relationship isCompatibleWith to associate an
image or collection of images to processing and specifying the compatibility of a
processing to a collection of images. Finally, Meta-metadata entity provides the
information required for the management of metadata records (e.g modification
date, description language, etc..).
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Description Set Profile. According to the proposal of Singapore Dublin Core
framework and formalization of description constraints language proposed by
[17,18], each of the entities identified in the domain model are divided into sets
of description. In a first stage, we have focused our efforts on describing a few
features of interest to cover the needs of discovery and location. Description of
the Template EarthImage and Organization classes are available at this address:
http://purl.org/eoap/. For clarity they are serialized using the RDF N3 syntax
[2]. The properties that describe our interest entities refine elements from basic
description of DCMI Metadata Terms. They are refined to describe the charac-
teristics of spatial data, such as spatial footprint of an image by the ISO 19115
metadata standard.

We provide an extract from Template Description EarthImage T on the refine-
ment of the element dcterms:coverage by iso19115:EX GeographicBoundingBox
coverage class.

eoap:EarthImage T
a dsp:DescriptionTemplate ;
dsp:maxOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:minOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:resourceClass eoap:EarthImage ;
dsp:standalone ”true”ˆˆxsd:boolean ;
[...]
dsp:statementTemplate

[ a dsp:NonLiteralStatementTemplate ;
dsp:maxOccur ”infinity” ;
dsp:minOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:NonliteralConstraint

[ a dsp:NonLiteralConstraint ;
dsp:DescriptionTemplate

<eoap:GeographicExtent T>;
dsp:valueStringOccurence

”disallowed”ˆˆ<dsp:Occurence>;
dsp:VocabularyEncodingSchemeOccurence

”disallowed”ˆˆ<dsp:Occurence>;
] ;

dsp:property dcterms:coverage
] .

eoap:GeographicalExtent T
a dsp:DescriptionTemplate ;
dsp:maxOccur ”infinite” ;
dsp:minOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:resourceClass iso19115:EX GeographicalBoundingBox ;
dsp:standalone ”false”ˆˆxsd:boolean .

[...]

Listing 1.1. code 1 : Statement template coverage. Description Template
EarthImage T sample

Furthermore, the appropriate description of the entity EarthImage relies on
properties only available in the ISO 19115 standard. Such is the case, for example,
to describe the spatial resolution of an image or the hierarchical level of the
resource described.
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[...]
dsp:statementTemplate

[ a dsp:NonLiteralStatementTemplate ;
dsp:maxOccur ”infinity” ;
dsp:minOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:nonliteralConstraint

[ a dsp:NonLiteralConstraint ;
dsp:descriptionTemplateRef

eoap:Resolution T ;
dsp:valueURIOccurrence

”mandatatory” ;
dsp:vocabularyEncodingSchemeOccurrence

”disallowed”
] ;

dsp:property iso19115:MD DataIdentificationInfo:spatialResolution
] ;

eoap:Resolution T
a dsp:DescriptionTemplate ;
dsp:maxOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:minOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:resourceClass iso19115:MD Resolution ;
dsp:standalone ”false”ˆˆxsd:boolean .

Listing 1.2. code 2 : Statement template spatialResolution. Description Template
EarthImage T extract

dsp:statementTemplate
[ a dsp:NonLiteralStatementTemplate ;
dsp:maxOccur ”1”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:minOccur ”0”ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger ;
dsp:nonliteralConstraint

[ a dsp:NonLiteralConstraint ;
dsp:valueURIOccurrence

”mandatatory” ;
dsp:vocabularyEncodingSchemeOccurrence

”mandatatory” ;
dsp:vocabularyEncodingSchemeURI

iso19115:MD ScopeCode
] ;

dsp:property iso19115:MD Metadata:hierarchyLevel
] ;

Listing 1.3. code 3 : Statement template hierarchyLevel. Description Template
EarthImage T extract

We present in Table 5 an extract from the documentation of our Description
Set Profile, the Statement Template hierarchyLevel described therein.

User Scenario. We propose to illustrate the use of the application profile in
our system. This scenario that focuses on the discovery of images having prop-
erties suitable to meet the demand of a user: a geographer wants to follow the
evolution of the urbanization of the city of Montpellier by quantifying the change
of the outskirts of the eastern zone, including the passage of land under agri-
cultural influence to a residential area. To identify images that allow him to
distinguish different land uses and on which he will conduct his spatial analysis,
he needs to ask a question via the discovery service, such as: I’m searching im-
ages with a spatial resolution of less than 5 meters, which are located within the
bounding rectangle between the coordinates longitude 3,71◦ ; latitude: 43.72◦
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Name of term hierarchyLevel

Term URI iso19115:MD Metadata.hierarchyLevel

Defined By http://www.tc211.org/
Source Definition scope to which the metadata applies

EOAP Comments For satellite image, dataset level and feature [. . . ]

Vocab. encoding scheme URI iso19115:MD ScopeCode

Obligation Optional

Occurrence Not repeatable

Fig. 5. Extract of Description Template EarthImage T - Statement Template hierar-
chyLevel

and coordinates longitude: 4.04◦ ; latitude: 43.53◦. The request of the image
catalog will be based on properties dcterms:coverage for the spatial extent and
iso19115:spatialResolution for spatial resolution written in our DSP. The re-
sponse provides a set of metadata for images corresponding to the value of these
two criteria. We present above, an extract from a DSP instance describing one
of the identified images.

geosud:geographicExtent 1
iso19115:EX GeographicBoundingBox.eastBoundLongitude

”4,04” ;
iso19115:EX GeographicBoundingBox.northBoundLatitude

”43,72” ;
iso19115:EX GeographicBoundingBox.southBoundLatitude

”43,53” ;
iso19115:EX GeographicBoundingBox.westBoundLongitude

”3,71” .

geosud:earthImage 1
iso19115:MD DataIdentification.spatialResolution

geosud:resolution 1 ;
iso19115:MD Metadata.hierarchyLevel

iso19115:MD Scope.feature ;
dcterms:coverage geosud:geographicExtent 1 ;
dcterms:identifier ”2900423f−7aee−478b−ab20−fe932d4adb” .

geosud:resolution 1
iso19115:MD Resolution.distance

”5” .

Listing 1.4. Instantiation of Earth Observation DSP

4 Conclusion and Prospects

This manuscript presents an application profile for Earth observation data. It
aims to facilitate sharing of distributed data within a decentralized architecture
to various user communities. We have retained guidelines from the Singapore
Framework to build an open and expandable model reusing existing metadata
standards. Therefore the Earth Observation application profile is critical to cover
the application requirements such as discovery, location, access, preservation and
processing of images underpinning decision activities. The application profile is

http://www.tc211.org/
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the core element of the data catalog component within the spatial data infras-
tructure. In a short-term perspective it is planned to implement the transfor-
mation of metadata sets describing the resource from the Earth observation in
collections of metadata records compliant to DSP. Likewise, web components
are under development using Java EE technologies and will facilitate the build-
ing and the management of DSP models. Additionally, they will provide some
capabilities to edit, transform and visualize pre-existing or even new metadata
records that will enrich newly acquired resources.

Prospects to longer term include:

– Definition of model-based constraints to develop control mechanisms (espe-
cially validity) based on the elements of metadata records,

– Harmonization of metadata standards to take advantage of all the metadata
sets regardless of their pre-existing format,

– Use of the application profile as an ontology in order to run reasoning on
metadata records.
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Abstract. Using data culled during a metadata quality research project for the 
Social Network and Archival Context (SNAC) project, this article discusses 
common errors and problems in the use of standardized languages, specifically 
unambiguous names for persons and corporate bodies. Errors such as 
misspelling, qualifiers, format, and miss-encoding point to several areas where 
quality control measures can improve aggregation of data. Results from a large 
data set indicate that there are predictable problems that can be retrospectively 
corrected before aggregation. This research looked specifically at name 
formation and expression in metadata records, but the errors detected could be 
extended to other controlled vocabularies as well. 

Keywords: Metadata, Quality assessment, Authority control, Data utilization, 
MARC, Encoded Archival Description, Encoded Archival Context – Corporate 
Bodies, Persons and Families. 

1 Introduction 

The dream of aggregating data and providing seamless access to metadata has been 
realized. That dream, though, illustrates very real issues of data quality that confront 
the library and archival professions. Incomplete or inaccurate metadata have been a 
topic of conversation in the bibliographic cataloging world for many years. As early 
as 1987, aggregating services such as OCLC's World Cat and the former aggregation, 
RLIN, were assessed for data quality.[1] Efforts to improve the overall quality of the 
metadata being added to these aggregations were made and overall quality was 
improved. More recently, large-scale research on the use of content designation in the 
MARC environment exposed the actual use of specific fields and subfields to open up 
discussions for extending that functionality. [5] In contrast to the focus on metadata 
code, though, a large-scale analysis on controlled vocabulary application provides 
different perspectives on metadata quality.  

Research on metadata quality is not new. With the introduction of integrated 
library systems and the use of digital technologies to represent materials in 
collections, the quality of metadata has been scrutinized and analyzed and further 
identified as a problem space that requires attention. As Yasser notes, much recent 
research has examined various aspects of metadata quality, primarily in the digital 
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libraries arena. Yasser identifies five categories of metadata problems, including 
incorrect values, elements, missing information, information loss and inconsistent 
value representation. Yasser goes on to assert that the identification of problem areas 
provides metadata projects with the ammunition for preventive and/or corrective 
measures to enhance their metadata quality. [9] Aggregating data outside of local 
implementation has exacerbated these issues. Shreeves, Riley and Milewicz coined a 
new term – “shareable metadata" – to deal with the very real problems associated with 
aggregating metadata from multiple local implementations. [7] The concept of 
shareable metadata came from the significant aggregation in the IMLS-funded Illinois 
Digital Collection and Content project, which explored the use of OAI Metadata 
Harvesting Protocol to bring together disparate digital collections. [1]   

The importance of accuracy in authority data cannot be overstated. Without 
accuracy, the purpose of authority work is undermined. As Jeng notes in discussing 
the purpose of authority control, "to be full, useful, and best is to be accurate." [4] 
Authority control does not operate in a vacuum, however. As Hearn notes, authority 
records are dynamic as information and perception evolves. [3]  

The large data set produced through the Social Network and Archival Context 
(SNAC) project allows for in-depth analysis of metadata quality, particularly 
regarding common errors in name formation. Errors such as misspelling, qualifiers, 
format, and miss-encoding point to several areas where quality control measures can 
improve aggregation of data. These common error patterns can also be applied to 
other uses of controlled vocabularies.  

2 Sample Description 

The Social Network and Archival Context (SNAC) project "aims to not only make the 
records more easily discovered and accessed but also, and at the same time, build an 
unprecedented resource that provides access to the socio-historical contexts (which 
includes people, families, and corporate bodies) in which the records were created." 
[8] SNAC uses automated extraction and merging to generate records to describe 
corporate bodies, persons, and families. It extracts names from encoded documents 
provided by large-scale repositories and aggregators. These records are provided in 
Encoded Archival Description and MARC formats and generally comply with the use 
of controlled vocabularies. The advantage of this process is that the data can be 
predictable in form and format. SNAC targeted specific areas of these records for 
extraction, including those that would most likely use a controlled form of the name 
(<origination> and <controlaccess> in EAD, 1xx and 7xx fields in MARC) but also 
other areas where name references would be more freeform (e.g., names within the 
<dsc>). SNAC stores the information in records using Encoded Archival Context – 
Corporate Bodies, Persons and Families (EAC-CPF) and creates relationship 
structures between entities and other entities and entities and resources.  

As part of this work, SNAC relies on algorithms and n-gram matching techniques 
to decrease the number of duplicative records for the same entity. To test the 
effectiveness of these techniques, two phases of research were conducted. The first 
phase examined the success of extraction techniques for targeted names and the 
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accuracy of merging records that represent the same entity. The results showed a high 
success in extraction and some problem areas for merging (reported in an unpublished 
technical paper for the project). The second phase, conducted in late 2013, 
reexamined the merging protocols to see if adjustments improved the merging 
process. Additionally, new strategies were employed to examine the undermatching 
of names. One of these strategies entailed the examination of more than 26,000 names 
in browsing lists.  

3 Methodology 

A visual scan (and count for descriptive statistical purposes) of alphabetically 
organized lists of headings provided a specific view of the names in the SNAC data. 
Recording headings that appeared to represent the same entities illustrated some 
common patterns to name formation. Figure 1 demonstrates the view of the data as 
collected to create the sample. 

 
Fig. 1. Example of undermatching browsing approach, Albert, Prince Consort... 

Figure 1 illustrates the way in which the data was collected. In this browse screen, 
there are several entries for "Albert, Prince Consort of …" and within them several 
variations of Queen Victoria. This indicates that there is the potential for multiple 
records for the same entity (although this example is perhaps more obvious than 
others encountered). For the purposes of the quality metrics for the SNAC project, 
this result constituted "undermatching." Over 26,000 headings for records in different 
initial character strings were examined. The different sets examined were determined 
based on initial character strings (symbol, A-Adams, Col-Cole, T., Gle, University, 
and US). Some of those were based on random selection while others were based on 
the researcher's curiosity. Table 1 indicates the breakdown of those samplings and its 
percentage as compared to the sample of the whole letter. 
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Table 1. Sample details 

Grouping Sample size Whole letter size 
Percentage: sample 

to whole letter 
Initial character: symbol 922 922 100% 
A-Adams 10,143 84,488 12.0% 

Col-Cole, T. 1,525 160,830 0.9% 
Gle 1,122 90,319 1.2% 
University 12,020 44,756 26.9% 
US 455 44,756 1.0% 
Total sample 26,187 381,315 6.9%* 

* This number, 381,315 of the total set (19.8%), represents the percentage of the total sample of 
headings examined against the total number of records in the specific letters examined. If this 
were broadened to the entire data set, which includes 1,922,345 data records, the percentage 
examined constitutes 1.4% of the data set.  

 
Each of the character string samples demonstrated a series of errors. While SNAC 

handles records for corporate bodies, persons and families, the analysis of the 
headings focuses on corporate bodies and persons only.  Families were not merged in 
the data set so they were not analyzed although they are included in the overall 
statistics reported in Table 2.  

Table 2. Overall results from undermatching research 

Sample range
Corporate 

bodies 
Persons Families 

Total 
Groupings Headings 

Symbol 19 
(100.0%) 

0 0 19 40 

A-Adams 90 
(34.0%) 

174 
(65.7%) 

1 
(0.4%) 

265 746 

Col – Cole, T. 11 
(16.2%) 

57 
(83.8%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

68 149 

Gle 17 
(43.6%) 

22 
(56.4%) 

1 
(2.6%) 

39 106 

University 107 
(100.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

0 
(0.0%) 

107 222 

Us 2 
(22.2%) 

7 
(77.8%) 

0 9 20 

Total 245 
(48.3%) 

260 
(51.3%) 

2 
(0.4%) 

507 1,283** 

** Note: This sample accounts for an average of 2.5 headings in each grouping. This average 
has little meaning, though, given that the two family names constitute 161 headings. If the 
families are removed from the total number of groupings and their corresponding headings (505 
and 1,122 respectively), the average drops to 2.2. 
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Personal name headings "groupings" outnumber corporate body headings by 
fifteen records. When examined more closely, though, two ranges represent only 
corporate body headings (Symbol and University) and when those two ranges are 
removed, rather than constituting nearly 48.3% of the potential errors, the number of 
corporate bodies drops to 31.4%. Correspondingly, personal name errors move from 
just over half (51.1%) to over two-thirds (67.8%). These results would indicate that 
while on the surface it appears that the issues were evenly spread across entity types, 
the issues of consistent name formation are more centered on personal names than on 
corporate bodies. These results are surprising given that corporate body name 
formation constitutes very complex rules. 

Within the 507 groupings discovered in the analysis of the heading for matching, 
35 pairs were exact matches. Exact matches are identical character strings. These 
pairs were removed from the sample before the analysis on error types was 
conducted. The results outlined below are based on a sample of 472 groupings and 
1,213 headings.  

Once the sample was established, the headings were examined for differentiations. 
Thirty difference types were detected. These types ranged from miss-encoding, 
spelling and punctuation, the presence or absence of qualifiers, abbreviations, and so 
forth. Groupings were examined for all instances of difference; therefore, a grouping 
could exhibit more than one type of difference. Multiple errors occurred in 136 
groupings where between two and five differences were identified. In contrast, 336 
groupings exhibited only one type of difference.   

4 Results 

The difference types were first examined as categories and percentages calculated 
(see Table 3). Encoding errors constituted the smallest percentage of differences at 
almost 5%; typographical problems and format problem appeared at rates over 10% 
and 15% respectively. Content differences constituted the largest number of errors at 
just over 68%. This ratio could indicate that either the actual content is the center of 
the problem in name formation consistency or that the categorization of problems 
encountered was overly oriented toward content differences.  

Table 3. Differences by categories 

Category 
Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 
Encoding 31 4.9% 
Possible typographical 
errors 

71 11.1% 

Content differences 439 68.7% 
Format differences 98 15.3% 
Total 638 100.0% 
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When each category is examined more closely, some surprising issues comes to 
light. For instance, in encoding errors (see Table 4), MARC encoding problems 
within the content of the heading are prevalent, such as the presence of subfield 
letters. These errors indicate that the subfield and delimiter syntax was problematic in 
the data. The MARC encoding issues are significantly less of a problem, however, 
than the miss-assignment of the heading type. In the sample, nearly 90% of the 
encoding errors are attributed to a personal name being coded as a corporate body or 
vice versa. In addition, the single group that consisted of headings that were neither 
personal name nor corporate body name entities were encoded as corporate bodies 
(i.e., Account book, Account books, Account journal, and Accounts).  

Table 4. Encoding errors 

Specific Error 
Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage 
within category 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 
Erroneous encoding 
persname/corpname or 
100/110 

27 87.1% 4.2% 

MARC subfield as part 
of heading 

3 9.7% 0.5% 

Not a personal name or 
corporate body 

1 3.2% 0.2% 

Total 31 100.0% 4.9% 
 
The next category is a set of possible typographical errors, such as punctuation and 

spelling differences (see Table 5). In this category, there is a differentiation made 
between misspelled words and spelling differences. With misspelled words, it is clear 
that a typographical error has taken place. This is particularly true with the corporate 
body names, where such words as dentistry, information and veterinary are all 
examples of misspellings, appearing as "dentsitry," "informtion," and "veternary," 
respectively.  

Other spelling issues were less clear. For example, these two headings are part of a 
group: 

 
"Abbott, John Stephens Cabaot, 1805-1877"  
"Abbott, John Stevens Cabet, 1805-1877" 

 
In this example, two of the four names are spelled differently but it cannot be 

automatically assumed that the names are misspelled, although Cabaot in comparison 
to Cabet is a little more clear than Stephens and Stevens. Despite these differences, 
when examined in the light of other evidence it is suspected that these represent the 
same entity.  
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Table 5. Possible typographical errors 

Specific Error 
Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage within 
class 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 
Punctuation 
differences 

17 23.9% 2.7% 

Spelling differences 3 4.2% 0.5% 
Spacing 13 18.3% 2.0% 
Misspelling 38 53.5% 5.9% 
Total 71 100.0% 11.1% 

 
Content differences constitute the largest percentage of issues within this sample 

(see Table 6). The content differences identified included additional parts to the name, 
including the inclusion of specific information such as Ltd., LLC, and Inc., and the 
use of different words that have similar meaning (such as University of Alabama in 
Birmingham and University of Alabama at Birmingham).  Many of the content 
differences are focused on various kinds of qualifiers and the syntax of those 
qualifiers as they are included in the heading. In Table 6, the use of the term 
"qualifier" refers to those expressions in parentheses, such as (Firm) or (Ship). Other 
additions include the fuller form of name (as expressed in the MARC subfield $q) and 
dates (as expressed in the MARC subfield $d). Finally, a large number of issues 
involve geographic qualifiers.  

Table 6. Content differences 

Specific Error 
Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage 
within category 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 
Additional parts to the 
name (MARC $a) 

33 7.5% 5.2% 

Different dates for same 
entity (data 
discrepancies) 

41 9.3% 6.4% 

Presence of dates 
(MARC $d) 

73 16.6% 11.4% 

Inclusion of Inc., LLC, 
Ltd., etc. 

21 4.8% 3.3% 

Addition of geographic 
qualifier  

37 8.4% 5.8% 

Addition of other 
qualifier 

20 4.6% 3.1% 

Additional words in the 
name 

28 6.4% 4.4% 
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Table 6. (continued) 

Specific Error Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage 
within category 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 
Geographic term as part 
of heading rather than 
qualifier 

6 1.4% 0.9% 

Different words, similar 
meaning 

7 1.6% 1.1% 

Completeness of 
geographic qualifier 

13 3.0% 2.0% 

Co. versus & Co. 1 0.2% 0.2% 
Different words 7 1.6% 1.1% 
Different non-
geographic qualifiers 

8 1.8% 1.3% 

Fuller form of name 
(MARC $q) 

51 11.6% 8.0% 

Initials/abbreviations 
versus spelled out name 

29 6.6% 4.5% 

Amount of completion 
of date different 

43 9.8% 6.7% 

Non-geographic qualifier 
term as part of the name 
(e.g., inclusion of title) 

15 3.4% 2.3% 

Abbreviations in 
geographic qualifier 

4 0.9% 0.6% 

Subordinate corporate 
body 

2 0.5% 0.3% 

Total 439 100.0% 68.7% 
 

There is a broad distribution of difference types within the content differences 
category. The presence or absence of dates is the most common issue in this category, 
but it still only accounts for just under 17%. Other more common issues include the 
presence or absence of the fuller form of name and date completion discrepancies. 
These issues indicate that there is significant misunderstanding or lack of agreement 
on the rules for the formation of headings rather than careless application. Another 
explanation for these differences could result from the sources of information from 
which the headings are formed. Tables 8 and 9 explore in more depth the issues with 
geographic terms and dates respectively. They are discussed below. 

Table 7 illustrates the differences in the format of the heading. The largest group of 
differences is the application of established abbreviations for relatively common 
words such as company, department, or street. Date formats constitute over 10% of 
the problems in this category. This refers to the use of, for example, "b. 1876" versus 
"1876-". Descriptive standards sanction both formats to express date information, 
meaning that either heading is not technically an error. Enhanced guidelines would 
help headings creators understand when one format is appropriate over another and 
help with the consistency of application.  
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Table 7. Format differences 

Specific Error 
Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage within 
category 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 
Format of dates 12 12.2% 1.9% 
Same word, 
plural/singular 

13 13.3% 2.0% 

Co. vs. Company, 
St. vs. Street, Dept. 
vs. Department 

50 51.0% 7.8% 

And vs. & 23 23.5% 3.6% 
Total 98 100.0% 15.3% 

 
Nearly a quarter of the format differences were identified as the difference between 

an ampersand and the word "and." Logically, these concepts are exactly equivalent 
and should be automatically recognized as equivalent. The number of times this issue 
occurs, therefore, is surprising. Particularly surprising is that 13 of the 23 instances 
(56.5%) of this issue constitute the only difference detected between the two 
headings. 

Table 8. Differences within geographic terms as part of a heading 

Specific Error 
Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage 
within 

errors with 
geographic 

terms 

Percentage 
within class 

(content 
differences) 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 

Addition of 
geographic 
qualifier 

37 61.7% 8.4% 5.8% 

Geographic 
term as part of 
the heading 
rather than as a 
qualifier 

6 10.0% 1.4% 0.9% 

Completeness 
of geographic 
qualifiers 

13 22.7% 3.0% 2.0% 

Abbreviations 
in geographic 
qualifiers 

4 6.7% 0.9% 0.6% 

Total 60 100.0% 13.7% 9.4% 
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Geographic term issues account for nearly 10% of all the issues found in the 
sample. The breakdown, while skewed to the presence or absence of a geographical 
qualifier, demonstrates a relatively even breakdown of problems. The issue least 
present, the use of abbreviations in geographic qualifiers (e.g., Tenn. or Tennessee), 
only appears four times in the sample but is indicative of the other content problems 
that center on the application of rules to form headings.  

Table 9. Differences relating to dates 

Specific 
Error 

Number of 
occurrences 

Percentage 
within 
errors 

relating to 
dates 

Percentage 
within class 

 

Percentage of 
whole sample 

(n=639) 

Different dates 
for the same 
entity, data 
discrepancies 

41 24.3% 

9.3% 
(n=439, 
content 

differences) 6.4% 

Presence of 
dates 

73 43.2% 

16.6% 
(n=439, 
content 

differences) 11.4% 

Amount of 
completion of 
date different 

43 25.4% 

9.8% 
(n=439, 
content 

differences) 

6.7% 

Total for 
content 
differences 

157 92.9% 

35.8% 
(n=439, 
content 

differences) 

24.6% 

Date formats 
different 

12 7.1% 
12.4% 

(n=97, format 
differences) 

1.9% 

Total 169 100.0% NA 26.4% 
 
Date differences focus more on the actual content rather than the ways in which 

that content is expressed. Data discrepancies and completion constitute nearly one 
half of the data issues found. The presence or absence of dates constitutes over 40% 
and the rest of the date issues are in the ways in which they are formatted for 
expression. It is clear that aside from accuracy issues (e.g., clear typographical errors 
such as 100-1993, 1900-1993) are bound to occur and are accounted for as a data 
discrepancy, but some discrepancies are surprising. For example, John Quincy Adams 
appears with four different headings, and the dates that appear are listed as: 1767-
1848, 1767-1848, 1787-1848, 1797-1848. Given how much is known about the sixth 
President of the United States, it is hard to reconcile these discrepancies. 
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5 Discussion 

Assessing metadata quality is a challenge for researchers. As Hearn suggests, much 
metadata quality research is done through the analysis of individual records. [2] 
Large-scale aggregated data provides an alternative view of data. That view allows for 
the assessment of common issues. Once those issues are brought to light, data 
providers can employ local preventive measures before sharing their data in an 
aggregation. Human error will always be a factor in metadata creation, whether it is 
through carelessness or lack of standards application. Nonetheless, understanding the 
nature of errors does provide insight that can help improve the overall quality of the 
data.  

Highlighting error patterns can point to corrective measures that can be taken at a 
local level to benefit the quality of the data sent to the aggregator, such as better 
standards adherence, better education of standards, and quality control measures. 
There are, though, issues that can handled by the aggregator. The latter category 
includes recognizing equivalences such as "&" and "and." These issues could be 
resolved automatically in the aggregation. If visual integrity to the original source is a 
desire in the aggregation, behind-the-scenes equivalence can take place. The same 
could be said for equivalences between abbreviations and fully spelled-out words 
(such as Dept. and Department). This approach can be overused, however. Recent 
justifications in descriptive standard rules, for instance, demonstrate the danger in 
making assumptions about abbreviations: in the English language, "St." can and does 
stand for multiple words, such as street and saint. Careful consideration of any 
automated corrective measures should take place to mitigate the possibilities of 
erroneous equivalences. 

More problematic are the issues that cannot be easily corrected through automated 
means post-aggregation. There are a myriad of content rules that provide conflicting 
guidelines on the addition and format of dates, geographic qualifiers, or other types of 
information. In order to ensure that aggregators are cognizant of the guidelines 
followed by a particular data provider, it would be useful to know which rules were 
being followed to establish a particular heading. While many current metadata 
standard implementations provide this specificity at a record level, the 
implementation of data components such as the second indicator (and possible 
corresponding subfield 2) in a MARC 6xx field or the source attribute in Encoded 
Archival Description can be leveraged to lessen the impact of data that accurately 
follows disparate guidelines. The use of these data components, while not new to data 
structure standards, would enhance the possibilities for recognizing that differently 
structured headings according to different rules belong to the same entity. 

6 Conclusion 

Aggregating data is one way to address the dispersion of information resources 
through technological means. But the success of aggregation is dependent on the 
quality of the data being aggregated. Complicating this process is the very human 
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element of data creation, standards adherence and the myriad of standards currently in 
use. These notions are not new. As noted in Shreeves, Riley, and Mileczek, 
conformance to standards, including descriptive content standards, enhances the 
shareability of that information. [7] Often, though, this advice is only part of a larger 
critique of metadata quality rather than the center of it. As data sets get larger, more 
and more work needs to go into quality control mechanisms and more information 
needs to be attached to smaller data units. Tools have been developed to assist 
repositories in the use of standardized vocabularies, but tools alone cannot mitigate 
against the errors that can occur when data is considered outside of its initial context. 
A better understanding of the sources of data and the decisions that go into the 
creation of that data will empower the reuse of that information in multiple contexts.   
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to enhance cultural heritage data 
curation. A core research question of this study is how to share cultural heritage 
data by using ontologies. A case study was conducted using open government 
data mapped with the CIDOC-CRM (Conceptual Reference Model). Twelve li-
brary-related files in unstructured data format were collected from an open gov-
ernment website, Seoul Metropolitan Government of Korea 
(http://data.seoul.go.kr). By using the ontologies of the CIDOC CRM 5.1.2, we 
conducted a mapping process as a way of enhancing cultural heritage infor-
mation to share information as a data component. We graphed each file then 
mapped each file in tables. Implications of this study are both the enhanced  
discoverability of unstructured data and the reusability of mapped information. 
Issues emerging from this study involve verification of detail for complete 
compatibility without further input from domain experts. 

Keywords: Cultural heritage metadata models standards interoperability map-
pings and integration, Ontologies and knowledge representation for the cultural 
heritage domain, Integration of intra or inter disciplinary heterogeneous re-
sources, Infrastructures for sharing content, Digital Curation workflows and 
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1 Introduction: Enhancing Cultural Heritage Data Curation 

The purpose of this paper is to enhance cultural heritage data curation. The specific 
problem for this study begins from the current situation that much of cultural heritage 
data cannot be sharable because those data are “stuck,” which is to say restricted, or 
isolated in siloed, proprietary datasets. Relatively recently, the publication of open 
data by governments for their citizens has been growing steadily. Recently the publi-
cation of open government data has become an important communication channel 
(DiFranzo et al. 2011). A primary research question is how to share cultural heritage 
data by using ontologies.  

For the present case study, cultural heritage data records were downloaded from the 
Seoul Metropolitan Government of Korea (http://data.seoul.go.kr) website, without 
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researcher intervention. Twelve files related to libraries located in the region of the 
Seoul Metropolitan Government of Korea were selected. Each data record in Mi-
crosoft Excel format was translated from Korean to English. Direct language transla-
tion was been conducted to prevent confusion due to subtle differences in meaning. 
Two distinct records were selected from each file for ontology mapping using CIDOC 
CRM. CIDOC CRM, ISO (International Standard Organization) 21127:2006, is a 
standard for knowledge sharing in cultural heritage. The CRM is a model developed 
empirically by an interdisciplinary team, based on real world cultural heritage infor-
mation sources (What is the CIDOC CRM 2014). This study is expected to show 
practical approaches to enhancing cultural heritage data curation. 

2 Background: Data Curation, Cultural Heritage and the 
CIDOC CRM 

Data curation is to maintain, preserve and add value to research data for its lifecycle 
(IDCC 2014). Cultural heritage refers to the means by which cultural knowledge that 
brings universal value from the perspectives of history, art or science is transmitted 
(Buckland 1997). Cultural heritage institutions are libraries, museums, archives, and 
galleries. There are few published studies addressing means to enhance data curation 
in cultural heritage from open government data for knowledge sharing. However, a 
few studies were conducted by using the CIDOC CRM to summarize structure and 
combine existing data for a generic ontological model and to map and formalize exist-
ing knowledge for interoperability with other data sets (Bountouri and Gergatsoulis 
2011; Doerr and Iorizzo 2008; González-Pérez and Parcero-Oubiña 2011; 
Koutsomitropoulos, Solomou and Papatheodorou 2009; Lin, Hong and Doerr 2008; 
Stasinopoulou et al. 2007; Theodoridou et al. 2010). Bountouri and Gergatsoulis se-
mantically mapped Encoded Archival Description (EAD) to the CIDOC CRM ontol-
ogy.  Koutsomitropoulos et al. conducted a case study to implement a prototype with 
Dublin Core in digital object collections. Lin, Hong and Doerr studied inference plat-
forms by using OWL for using CIDOC CRM in cultural heritage digital libraries. 
Stasinopoulou et al. investigated ontology-based metadata using the CIDOC CRM 
ontology for knowledge-integration in the cultural heritage domain. Theodoridou et 
al. studied CRMdig in RDF/S for modeling and querying provenance. Doerr and 
Iorizzo discussed how heterogeneous cultural heritage information can be enhanced 
by using the CIDOC CRM due to its flexibility for integration, mediation, and inter-
change. They presented a case study using core ontologies of the CIDOC CRM. This 
study demonstrated the difficulties of linking documents and knowledge. For that 
reason, semi-automatic co-reference detection and correction were needed to match 
between identifiers and resources because direct data input into a semantic network 
showed ineffectiveness (see also Dionissiadou and Doerr 1994). The values of these  
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studies is in that both theoretical and practical issues are applied to face challenges in 
knowledge-sharing and studies to enhance discoverabilities of cultural heritage are 
conducted by using CIDOC CRM.  

3 The Case Study: Mapping with the CRM 

Specifically, twelve files related to libraries selected from among sixty files (as of 
May 1, 2014) in Seoul city were retrieved from the Seoul Open Data website 
(http://data.seoul.go.kr/ ). Each file was translated from Korean to English. After ana-
lyzing all of the records in the twelve files (Table 1), two distinctive records were 
selected from each of these files. An attempt was made to select records with data 
representing each value to provide the fullest mapping experience. The ontologies of 
the CIDOC CRM version 5.1.2 (CIDOC CRM 2013), which is the most recently re-
leased version, were used to interpret and construct a specific mapping format. 

Attributes of distinctive records from each file and CIDOC CRM were compared. 
Several values of each attribute were null values. Null values might be due to the 
nature of open government data, which is unstructured in a heterogeneous data  
format. 

CIDOC CRM core ontologies were used to map cultural heritage data in the select-
ed records. The twelve files used for the case study were: 

 

Adolescent Libraries/Reading Rooms in Seoul City 
School Library Hours in Seoul City 
Geographic Information of libraries in Seoul City 
Geographic Information of Small Libraries in Seoul City 
Libraries’ Events in Seoul City 
Libraries for the Disabled in Seoul City 
Library Hours (Closing Day) in Seoul City 
Library Hours (Event) in Seoul City 
Library Schedule in Seoul City 
Location and Book holdings at Guro-gu District in Seoul City 
Small Library Information in Seoul City 
Total numbers of book holdings at Guro-gu District in Seoul City. 

 

In order to prevent confusion due to subtle differences in meaning, direct language 
translation was conducted.  For example, both ‘facility name’ and ‘library name’ 
have equivalent meaning although those attributes could be represented in different 
attributes. Also, the Korean government recently changed its address system in order 
to make the address simpler. Equivalent addresses might be written differently de-
pending on the creation date of data.  

Table 1 displays geographic information of small libraries in Seoul City, which in-
volved 775 libraries, as mapped to the CRM. Table 1 shows characteristics of the 
Korean address system: address-dong, address-mountain, address-master, address-
slave, and address. 
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Table 1. Mapping results of ‘Geographic Information of Small Libraries in Seoul City’ by 
using CIDOC CRM 

  Entity Subclass of: Property Value 

Library ID 
E42 Identi-
fier 

E41 Appella-
tion 

P87 is identified by 
(identifies) 

89 

District Name 
E44 Place 
Appellation 

E41 Appella-
tion 

- Jongno-gu 

Address-Dong 
E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

- Nooha-dong 

Address-Mountain E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

- 1 

Address-Master 
E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

- 64 

Address-Slave 
E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

- - 

Address 
E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

- 
Taepydong town 
#402, 64 Nooha-
dong, Jongno-gu 

Facility Name 
E19 Physi-
cal Object 

E18 Physical 
Thing 

has former or current 
location (is former or 
current location of) 

Braille Library of 
Korean students 

Operating Agency 
E40 Legal 
Body 

E74 Group - 

Welfare for the 
Blind Siloam 
Presbyterian 
Church 

Principal Estab-
lishment 

E40 Legal 
Body 

E74 Group - - 

Characteristics of 
Facility 

- - - 
Library for the 
Disabled 

Establishment E50 Date 
E49 Time 
Appellation 

- 12/11/2009 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

Total Area E54 Di-
mension 

E1 CRM Entity - 140 

Website 
E51 Con-
tact Point 

E41 Appellation - - 

Telephone Num-
ber 

E51 Con-
tact Point 

E41 Appellation - - 

Data Creation 
Date 

E50 Date 
E49 Time Appel-
lation 

- - 

Longitude E47 Spatial 
Coordinates 

E44 Place Appel-
lation 

P87 is identified by 
(identifies) 

197217.146 

Latitude 
E47 Spatial 
Coordinates 

E44 Place Appel-
lation 

P87 is identified by 
(identifies) 

453373.479 

4 Mapping with the CIDOC CRM 

Here we explore some specific issues arising from mapping open government data rec-
ords concerning Korean public libraries using the CIDOC CRM. In this section we look 
at four of the twelve specific mappings and the data interpretation problems that arose. 

Table 2. Mapping results of “Geographic Information of libraries in Seoul City” 

  Entity 
Subclass 
of: 

Property Value 1 Value 2 

District 
Name 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

E41 
Appella-
tion 

- Jongno-gu Jongno-gu 

Address-
Dong 

E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

- Sajik-dong Pilun-dong 

Address-
Mountain 

E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

- 1 1 

Address-
Master 

E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

- 1 287 

Address-
Slave 

E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

- 28   

Address 
E45 Ad-
dress 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

- 
1-28 Sajik-dong, 
Jongno-gu 

96 Sajijk-ro, Jongno-
gu 
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Table 2. (Continued) 

Facility 
Name 

E19 Phys-
ical Object 

E18 
Physical 
Thing 

has 
former or 
current 
location 
(is for-
mer or 
current 
location 
of): 

Jongno library Children”s Library 

Operation 
Organiza-
tion 

E40 Legal 
Body 

E74 
Group 

- - - 

Establish-
ment 

E40 Legal 
Body 

E74 
Group 

- -- 
 

Character-
istics of 
Facility 

E40 Legal 
Body 

E74 
Group 

- 
Department of Educa-
tion Library 

Department of Edu-
cation Library 

Opening 
Date 

E50 Date 
E49 Time 
Appella-
tion 

- 11/17/1998 5/4/1979 

Total 
Areas 

E54 Di-
mension 

E1 CRM 
Entity 

- 0 0 

Website E51 Con-
tact Point 

E41 
Appella-
tion 

- 
lib.sen.go.kr/lib_index.
jsp 

lib.sen.go.kr/lib_inde
x.jsp 

Telephone 
Number 

E51 Con-
tact Point 

E41 
Appella-
tion 

- - - 

Data 
Creation 
Date 

E50 Date 
E49 Time 
Appella-
tion 

- - - 

Longitude 
E47 Spa-
tial Coor-
dinates 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

P87 is 
identified 
by (iden-
tifies) 

197109.533 197299.357 

Latitude 
E47 Spa-
tial Coor-
dinates 

E44 Place 
Appella-
tion 

P87 is 
identified 
by (iden-
tifies) 

452932.916 452895.106 
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Table 2 displays information about geographic information in Seoul City. This rec-
ord did not use “library name” but rather used “facility name,” which could be con-
fusing. However, confusion can be alleviated through linkage using the CIDOC 
CRM. This record was mainly populated with address information, which was very 
challenging to map. The CIDOC CRM seems to be developed based on western sys-
tems. In Eastern countries, original address systems are in use. 

Table 3. Mapping results of “Library Hours (Event) in Seoul City” 

  Entity Subclass of: Property Value 1 Value 2 

Event ID 
E42 Identifi-
er 

E41 Appel-
lation 

P42 assigned (was 
assigned by) 

3705 5575 

Event Name E5 Event E7 Activity - 
Psychological 
journey in life 

Financial 
Planning 

Library 
Number 

E42 Identifi-
er 

E41 Appel-
lation 

P1 is identified by 
(identifies) 

24 15 

Library 
Name 

E19 Physical 
Object 

E18 Physi-
cal Thing 

P54 has current 
permanent loca-
tion (is current 
permanent loca-
tion of) 

Gangdong 
Public Lilbrary 

Yangcheon 
Library 

District Code 
E42 Identifi-
er 

E41 Appel-
lation 

P1 is identified by 
(identifies) 

10 2 

District 
Name 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

E41 Appel-
lation 

P1 is identified by 
(identifies) 

Gangdong-gu 
Yangcheon-
gu 

Beginning 
date of the 
event 

E52 Time-
Span 

E1 CRM 
Entity 

P83 had at least 
duration (was 
minimum duration 
of):  

7/12/2011 1/8/2014 

Last date of 
the event 

E52 Time-
Span 

E1 CRM 
Entity 

P84 had at most 
duration (was 
maximum dura-
tion of):  

10/4/2011 1/22/2014 

Detail 
E3 Condi-
tion State 

E2 Tem-
poral Entity 

P5 consists of 
(forms part of) 

Tuesday, 19:00 
~ 21:00 

  

Beginning 
date of the 
registration 

E52 Time-
Span 

E1 CRM 
Entity 

P83 had at least 
duration (was 
minimum duration 
of):  

6/15/2011 12/28/2013 
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Table 3. (Continued) 

Last date of 
the Registra-
tion 

E52 Time-
Span 

E1 CRM 
Entity 

P84 had at most 
duration (was 
maximum duration 
of):  

7/8/2011 1/22/2014 

Users E39 Actor 
E77 Persis-
tent Item 

P131 is identified 
by (identifies) 

Adults - 40 
people 

Anyone 

Place 
E44 Place 
Appellation 

E41 Appella-
tion 

P1 is identified by 
(identifies) 

4 floor, 2 
cultural room 

Damoabang 

Price 
E54 Dimen-
sion 

E1 CRM 
Entity 

- Free 
 
- 

Telephone 
Number 

E51 Contact 
Point 

E41 Appella-
tion 

P76 has contact 
point (provides 
access to) 

02-483-0728 
02-2062-
3955 

Longitude 
E47 Spatial 
Coordinates 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

P87 is identified 
by (identifies) 

37.538576 37.533389 

Latitude 
E47 Spatial 
Coordinates 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

P87 is identified 
by (identifies) 

127.143788 126.876088 

 
Table 3 displays “Library Hours (Event) in Seoul City.” Due to the nature of event 

information, this file included very specific information. “Price” included “KRW 
(Korean Won)” rather than a simple number.  “Price” also had many string values, 
such as “Free” rather than “KRW 0” or “0.”  These records did not give address in-
formation, but provided longitude and latitude instead. 

Table 4. Mapping results of “Total numbers of book holdings at Guro-gu District in Seoul 
City” 

  Entity Subclass of: Property Value 1 Value 2 

Registration 
Number 

E42 Identi-
fier 

E41 Appella-
tion 

P1 is identified by 
(identifies) 

28910 28912 

Book Title E35 Title 
E41 Appella-
tion 

- Newspaper 
Traditional 
Liquor 

Author E21 Person 
E20 Biological 
Object 

- Chaebak Rokdam Park 

Publisher 
E40 Legal 
Body 

E74 Group - Daewonsa Daewonsa 
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Table 4. (Continued) 

Year of 
Publication 

E50 Date 
E49 Time 
Appellation 

- 2003 2008 

Call Number E42 Identifier 
E41 Appella-
tion 

P1 is identi-
fied by (iden-
tifies) 

608 빛11 252 
v. 252 

608 빛11 254 
v. 254 

ISBN E42 Identifier 
E41 Appella-
tion 

P1 is identi-
fied by (iden-
tifies) 

9.78894E+12 9.78894E+12 

Description 
of Book 
Status 

- - - Not available Not available 

Branch ID E42 Identifier 
E41 Appella-
tion 

P1 is identi-
fied by (iden-
tifies) 

24 24 

Branch Name 
E44 Place 
Appellation 

E41 Appella-
tion 

- 
Wooshin Godo 
Library 

Wooshin Godo 
Library 

Archives 
E46 Section 
Definition 

E44 Place 
Appellation 

- Room 
Evaluation 
Room 

 
Table 4 displays “Total numbers of book holdings at Guro-gu District in Seoul 

City.” This is standard library information regarding books: ISBN, author, publisher, 
and call number.  “Archives” field displays where the book is currently located so 
that library users might learn whether they can check out books or not.  

5 Discussion 

It might be essential to work with domain or knowledge experts because accurate 
ontological mapping based on CIDOC CRM demands thorough knowledge of 
CIDOC CRM ontology. For good conceptual modeling, domain experts might need to 
accumulate of factual and categorical knowledge. Another limitation that might be 
encountered arises from the subtle differences of meaning when each term is translat-
ed from Korean to English. The potential solution of this issue might be improved 
with the knowledge of the meaning of a term and the domain for the improvement of 
the usage and mapping process to discover knowledge and or information.  

Some problems arose during the mapping process. When an attribute was related to 
a description, there appeared to be no instructions for using the CIDOC CRM ontolo-
gy. This might be because the CRM is an event-centered ontology. Cultural heritage 
in open government data did not emphasize temporal entities such as events on a 
timeline. Also, open government data in the case study had many null values: the 
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most frequently occurring null values were ‘E3 Condition State’ and ‘E51 Contact 
Point.’ ‘E45 Address’ and ‘E50 Date’ also had null values. The absence of concepts 
in the ontology presented challenges for creating semantically equivalent mappings 
(see Stasinopoulou et al. 2007). 

Data curation means to maintain, preserve and add value to research data over its 
lifecycle (IDCC, 2014) to enable data reuse to support new user needs. Appropriate 
data curation with the CIDOC CRM might enhance data discoverability, maintenance 
and reusability. When the original data are not sharable, translating those data into the 
CIDOC CRM core ontologies might make those original data sharable and storable to 
enhance discoverability and interoperability among different datasets, especially those 
from cultural heritage and open government repositories containing diverse 
knowledge resources. The CIDOC CRM is RDF (Resource Description Framework) 
compliant because the graph of CIDOC CRM is usually represented in the form of 
subject-predicate-object expressions, which describe its relationships in RDF. To 
implement an RDF-compliant database in information systems, open government data 
that might otherwise be in messy and or unstructured original form can be mapped 
into the extensions of CIDOC CRM ontologies to offer new approaches to cultural 
heritage data curation. Following RDF-compliant examples of CIDOC CRM descrip-
tive relationships through actual cases can provide guidance for the fundamental work 
of data curation. 

Table 5. RDF-compliant examples of CIDOC CRM relationships 

Subject Predicate Object 

E22 Man-Made Object P1 is identified by E41 Appellation 

E22 Man-Made Object P48 has preferred identifier E42 Identifier 

E40 Legal Body P131 is identified by E82 Actor Appellation 

E52 Time-Span P78 is identified by E50 Date 

E53 Place P2 has type E55 Type 

E53 Place P87 is identified by E45 Address 

 
Scalability is an essential consideration for data curation because cultural heritage 

data in open government websites can be huge in quantity and can be rapidly increas-
ing. In the present case study, of course, we did not use large scale data but  
rather explored a small set of cases to explore processes that might be involved in  
data curation. When original data are extracted from open government websites,  
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appropriate scalability might need to be considered carefully. Small amounts of cul-
tural heritage data using the CIDOC CRM for data curation can be effective and effi-
cient when those datasets are discovered and shared with appropriate scalability.  

Data reuse over the data curation lifecycle might support new needs by adding po-
tential values to current data. Geospatial data reuse might be an essential way to share 
information. Park (2014) studied data curation by reusing open government data to 
support new needs for users in Seoul, Korea who might want to find cultural heritage 
information at a glance on a familiar visual map. She reused open government data 
with geographic data such as latitude and longitude to display integrated cultural her-
itage information at a glance by turning and plugging geographic data into Google 
Maps™ to display the location of each cultural heritage dataset with icons. The map 
can be visually enlarged or shrunk and when a user clicks any icon a pop-up menu 
opens showing integrated cultural heritage information as a whole—library name, 
district name, address, library size, web address, closing date, operation hours, and 
reading room hours.  

6 Conclusion 

One contribution of this study is that open government data, which is unstructured in 
a heterogeneous data format, was studied for mapping to the CIDOC CRM. The ma-
jority of studies in cultural heritage were conducted using structured metadata.  This 
case study revealed the complexity of mapping open government data in which many 
attributes with identical and or similar meaning were represented differently. A future 
study might be conducted enhancing the methodology from this study with the RDF  
and RDFS (RDF Schema), which might be meaningful for enabling discoverability of 
open government data over distributed knowledge resources. Another goal for future 
study will be to address the problems of scalability by mapping a larger data-set. 

Information sharing among currently distributed resources or heterogeneous data 
structures might enhance the understanding of the cultural heritage domain. The dis-
covery of information might be facilitated with the process of mapping between cul-
tural heritage information in heterogeneous resources and the CIDOC CRM Domain 
experts and systematic understanding might help to enhance semantic interoperability. 
Mapping consistency might lead to more successful resource discovery and exchange 
over distributed sources.   

Acknowledgement. Patrick Le Boeuf at the Bibliotheque Nationale de France was 
immensely helpful in constructing CRM mapping as a graph. 
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Abstract. Grounded on real industrial use cases, we recently proposed
an ontology-based visual query system for SPARQL, named OptiqueVQS.
Ontology-based visual query systems employ ontologies and visual repre-
sentations to depict the domain of interest and queries, and are promising
to enable end users without any technical background to access data on
their own. However, even with considerably small ontologies, the num-
ber of ontology elements to choose from increases drastically, and hence
hinders usability. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method using
the log of past queries for ranking and suggesting query extensions as a
user types a query, and identify emerging issues to be addressed.

Keywords: Visual Query Formulation, Ontology-based Data Access,
SPARQL, Ranking, Recommendation.

1 Introduction

In data-intensive organisations, domain experts usually meet their information
needs either by operating a set of predefined queries embedded into applications
or by involving IT experts to translate their information needs into queries. This
is because domain experts often lack necessary technical knowledge and skills per-
taining to query languages and databases. This man-in-the-middle approach for
extracting data introduces a bottleneck in data access and consequently delays
in value creation processes (cf. [1]).

Visual query formulation (cf. [2]) is a longstanding research endeavour and,
though oriented towards a wide spectrum of users, a particularly prominent ap-
proach to mitigate the data access problem of users without any technical skills
(i.e., end users – cf. [3]). This is due to fact that visual query formulation tools
rely on recognition, rather than recall, and direct manipulation of objects, rather
than a command language syntax, by using visual representations to depict the
domain of interest and queries. In this context, we have recently introduced an
ontology-based visual query system (VQS ) for end users, named OptiqueVQS
[4,5]. It is built on a scalable data access platform for Big Data developed within
an EU project called Optique1 [1]. Ontologies provide reasoning support and a
1 http://www.optique-project.eu/

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 107–119, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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domain representation closer to end users’ understanding, compared to earlier
approaches built on low-level domain models (e.g., relational schemas) (cf. [6,2]).
Besides, Optique employs an ontology-based data access (OBDA) (cf. [7,8]) tech-
nology that extends the platform’s data access capabilities to traditional rela-
tional data sources, which store a significant amount of the world’s enterprise
data today.

One of the main problems that OptiqueVQS and typically any other VQS
face is scalability against large ontologies (cf. [9]). A VQS has to provide its users
with the elements of ontology (e.g., concepts and properties) continuously, so that
users can select relevant ontology elements and iteratively construct their queries.
However, even with considerably small ontologies, the number of concepts and
properties to choose from increases drastically due to the propagative effect of
ontological reasoning (cf. [10]). In turn, the high number of ontology elements
overloads the user interface and hinders usability.

We approach the aforementioned problem with adaptivity (cf. [11]) by exploit-
ing a query history to rank and suggest ontology elements with respect to an
incomplete query that a user has constructed so far (i.e., context-aware). The
approach is specifically devised for SPARQL [12], takes semantics into account
with reasoning support, and uses SPARQL, as a programming language, for
the implementation. In the rest of paper, we first describe OptiqueVQS, present
our ranking proposal, and then discuss the related work. Finally, we provide a
discussion on the proposal and emerging issues and conclude the paper.

2 OptiqueVQS

OptiqueVQS is built on multiple and coordinated representation and interaction
paradigms (cf. [2]) and enables end users to formulate comparatively complex
queries. OptiqueVQS has a widget-based architecture, which underpins its multi-
paradigm approach and provides extensibility and flexibility. In the followings,
we describe the interface and the formal aspects of SPARQL generation.

2.1 Interface

OptiqueVQS currently has three widgets, see Fig. 1: W1 (see the top part of
Fig. 1) employs a diagram-based representation paradigm, gives an overview
of the constructed query, and allows further manipulation of it; W2 (see the
bottom-left part of Fig. 1) employs a menu-based representation paradigm along
with query by navigation interaction style (cf. [13]) to let users join concepts
via relationships connecting them; W3 (see the bottom-right part of Fig. 1) is
form-based and presents the attributes of a selected concept for selection and
projection operations. W3 also has a faceted search flavour (cf. [14]), as it uses
several natural interaction mechanisms, such as range sliders.

Query construction process in OptiqueVQS works as follows [4,5] – a demo
is available2. The user begins with selecting a starting concept in W2, i.e., a
2 http://youtu.be/ks5tcPZVHp0

http://youtu.be/ks5tcPZVHp0
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Fig. 1. OptiqueVQS – an example query is depicted

kernel concept, the selected concept appears in W1 as a typed variable-node,
and becomes active (aka focus, pivot etc.). Then, the user can extend the query
either by selecting one of the offered concept-property pairs in W2, i.e., concepts
reachable from the pivot via some object property, or by setting constraints on
data type properties or selecting output variables in W3, i.e., by restricting the
data properties of the objects belonging to the pivot. W3 also handles subclass
selection, as it presents direct subclasses of the pivot concept as a multi-select
form element. The user can change the pivot by clicking on any variable-node in
W1 and continue extending the query by selecting a concept-property pair in W2.
OptiqueVQS automatically extends the list of concept-property pairs and data
properties in W2 and W3 via the HermiT reasoner [15] (e.g., a concept inherits
all the properties of its parent concept). The user can delete nodes, access query
catalogue, save/load queries, undo/redo actions, or continue query construction
in the textual SPARQL mode.

2.2 Formal Description

OptiqueVQS currently supports linear and tree-shaped conjunctive queries. The
OBDA framework behind OptiqueVQS supports OWL 2 QL [16] and a conjunc-
tive fragment of SPARQL 1.1 [12]. OWL 2 QL is a profile of OWL 2 and in this
profile query answering can be implemented by rewriting queries into a standard
relational query language [17].
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The way the ontology controls the behaviour of OptiqueVQS should be seen
from two perspectives: from a knowledge representation (KR) perspective, Op-
tique exploits the graph-based organisation of ontological elements and data for
representing the domain and query structures (cf. query by navigation); from a
logic perspective, it uses ontological axioms to constrain the behaviour of the
interface and to extend the available knowledge. On a purely structural level, Op-
tiqueVQS could be controlled directly by a graph G that captures the concepts
and the properties of an ontology O. An OWL ontology can be viewed as a labeled
directed RDF graph G = (N,E), where N is a finite set of labeled nodes and E is
a finite set of labeled edges (cf. [17]). We consider pairwise disjoint alphabets U ,
a set of URIs, L, a set of terminal literals, and B, a set of blank nodes. An edge is
a triple written in the form of 〈s, p, o〉 ∈ (U ∪B)×U × (U ∪L∪B). The nodes of
the graph mainly represent concepts and edges represent properties. A SPARQL
query is formally represented by a tuple defined as Q = (A, V,D, P,M,R). A is
the set of prefix declarations, V is the output form, D is the RDF graph being
queried, P is a graph pattern, M are query modifiers, which allow to modify
the results by applying projection, order, limit, and offset options. SPARQL is
based on matching graph patterns against RDF graphs. P is composed of a set
of triple patterns and describes a subgraph of D. The main difference between
a triple pattern and RDF triple comes from the fact that the former may have
each of subject, predicate and object as a variable. However, once we substitute
variables in triple patterns with constants or blank nodes, we reach an RDF
graph P ′(N ′, E′) that could be considered as a subgraph of the actual RDF
data graph.

Every query generated by OptiqueVQS has a graph pattern represented by a
set of triple patterns, where each triple pattern is a tuple t ∈ V ar × U × (U ∪
V ar ∪ L) and V ar is an infinite set of variables. The state of an edited query
is composed of a partial graph pattern and a cursor position (cf. pivot). The
cursor position is either blank (i.e., empty query) or points to a variable in the
query. If the query is empty, the selection of a concept v from W2 results in
a new tuple 〈x, rdf:type, v〉 ∈ V ar × U × U in P , where x is a fresh variable.
If the cursor points to a variable x, of type v, then each selection of a object
property o with target class w from W1 (corresponding to an edge 〈v, o, w〉 ∈ G)
adds the following two triple patterns to P : 〈x, o, y〉 ∈ V ar × U × V ar and
〈y, rdf:type, w〉 ∈ V ar×U ×U , where y is a fresh variable. Every selection and
projection operation realised over a data property d in W3, while cursor is on a
variable x, adds a new tuple 〈x, d, y〉 ∈ V ar × U × (V ar ∪ L) to P . Finally, the
selection of a subclass v for a typed variable x in W3 results in a new triple in
P: 〈x, rdf:type, v〉 ∈ V ar × U × U .

3 Adaptive Query Formulation

Currently, the widgets W2 and W3 (see Fig. 1) present all the available concept-
object property pairs and data properties to users respectively. However, the lists
grow quickly due to ontology size, number of relationships between concepts, sub-
properties, inverse properties, inheritance of restrictions etc. As the lists grow,
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the time required for a user to find elements of interest increases; therefore rank-
ing ontology elements with respect to previously executed queries and suggesting
highly ranked elements first as possible query continuations have potential to in-
crease the efficiency of the users. The nature of OptiqueVQS requires suggestions
to be done for the pivot (i.e., cursor point) rather than for any part of a query.

In what follows, we first present a running example and then describe our
ranking method for context-aware suggestions. The running example is built on
one of the industrial Optique use cases, namely the Statoil use case. Statoil3
is a large international energy company focused on upstream oil and gas oper-
ations. The company reports that value creation processes could be improved
considerably, if domain experts are to be able to access data on their own.

3.1 Running Example

The exploration department of Statoil has to find new hydrocarbon reserves in a
cost effective way and ultimately the only way to prove the presence of a reserve
is to drill an exploration well, which may consist of one or several well paths,
i.e., wellbores. But since drilling is very expensive, it is important to maximise
the chances of success. To do this, all available data from previous and ongoing
exploration and production projects to extrapolate a model of the geology of a
field, which then allows to anticipate the presence of hydrocarbon reserves.

A partial simplified ontology for Statoil exploration department is depicted in
Fig. 2. The ontology currently contains 344 concepts, 148 object properties, 237
data properties, and 8190 axioms and it is yet to grow. In Fig. 3, an example
query log with three queries is assumed for the sake of brevity. The first query,
Q1, is the one that is depicted in Fig. 1 and asks for the names of wellbores with a
drilling facility and a drilling company. The second query, Q2, asks for the content
of all shallow wellbores that belongs to a well and has a drilling company of type
operator. The final query, Q3, asks for the content of all exploration wellbores
that has a fixed drilling facility and a drilling company.

In Fig. 3, PQ refers to an example partial query. The query in its incomplete
form asks for all exploration wellbores with a drilling company; the cursor point
is the variable of type exploration wellbore. At this point of query formulation
session, the widgets W2 and W3 need to suggest the most relevant continuations,
by comparing the partial query with the queries in the query log.

3.2 Ranking Method

A query log QL is basically a set of SPARQL queries: QL = {Q1, Q2, ..., Qn}.
We define a function p that takes a query Q as an input and returns its graph
pattern P . We define S as a set suggestions {T1, T2, ..., Tm}. Each suggestion
in S is a triple set Ti, which either contains two triples for W2 in the form of
{〈x, o, y〉 ∈ V ar × U × V ar, 〈y, rdf:type, w〉 ∈ V ar × U × U} or one triple for
W3 in the form of {〈x, d, y〉 ∈ V ar × U × (V ar ∪ L)}, where x corresponds to
3 http://www.statoil.com/

http://www.statoil.com/
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Fig. 2. A partial simplified ontology for the Statoil use case

the cursor variable in a partial user query Qa. Note that subclass suggestion is
not included in the ranking, since it is always suggested by default.

The ranking score, at this point, basically corresponds to the conditional prob-
ability for each suggestion Ti in S, given a partial query Qa and a query log QL,
that is Pr(Ti | p(Qa)). Conditional probability and probability functions are
defined in the followings.

Within a query log QL, the probability of a graph pattern P is defined as
the fraction of graph patterns in QL that are supergraphs [18] of P , as shown in
Eq. 1.

Pr(P ) =
|{Qi ∈ QL|P ⊆ p(Qi)}|

|QL| (1)
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Fig. 3. A query log with three queries and an example partial user query

The conditional probability of a triple set T given a graph pattern P is defined
as the quotient of the probability of the union of T and P , and the probability
of P as shown in Eq. 2.

Pr(T | P ) =
Pr(T ∩ P )

Pr(P )
(2)

Now two important questions come into play. First, how do we find super-
graphs in the query log, given a partial user query? Second, how do we extract
possible extensions, i.e., suggestions, for the partial query from found super-
graphs? As far as the first problem is concerned, it boils down to a graph match-
ing problem. We consider a graph pattern P1 to be subgraph of another graph
pattern P2, if all the triple patterns of P1 are covered by P2, independent of vari-
able names, ordering of triple patterns, and the values of constraints. Dividino
and Groner [19] review different approaches for checking graph similarity, where
our interest falls into content-based approaches. We propose a method that relies
on SPARQL itself and provides us with an exhaustive solution, as it allows us
to exploit semantic knowledge while matching queries.

The method starts with the instantiation of graph patterns of queries in the
query log by replacing variable names and constraints on data type properties
with blank nodes; blank node names are marked with a query identifier for pre-
venting any overlap and identification purposes. Then, the resulted RDF graphs
are stored in a common dedicated triple store; the instantiation of the query
log depicted in Fig. 3 is given in Fig. 4. By applying the partial query over
this triple store, one can retrieve all the queries that are the supergraphs of the
partial query.

As far as the second question is concerned, i.e., finding possible extensions, the
partial query is extended with a triple pattern from the cursor point to retrieve all
extensions occurred in the matching supergraphs. The output of partial query
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Fig. 4. The instantiation of query graph patterns

is modified to retrieve the identifiers of matching queries, properties, and the
types of variables for the returned extension. An example is given in Fig. 5
for the partial query depicted in Fig. 3 and the triple store depicted in Fig. 4.
The rest of the method involves calculation of conditional probabilities for the
suggestions, as exemplified in Fig. 5.

If one inspects the results in Fig. 5 closely, she will realise that reasoning is
involved. This is because in the query log, only Q3 is an exact match for the
partial query. However, thanks to reasoning support, Q1 is also matched, since
exploration wellbore is a subclass of wellbore. Likewise, this guarantees a match
for any query that has a semantic similarity [20] to the partial query, involving
subclasses, subproperties, inverses etc. Later in the paper, this is to be discussed
further, as there is a semantic distance involved between the partial query and
the matched query. Yet, it is possible to query the triple store without any
reasoning, if one wants to eliminate such matches, hence avoiding any semantic
distance.
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Fig. 5. Modified partial user query and possible query extensions

The final stage involves ordering and dividing S into two sets, S1 for W2
and S2 for W3, with respect to ranking score and type of each suggestion (i.e.,
concept-relationship pair vs. data type property). Then, suggestions in each set
are paginated into |Si|

j pages, where i is the set identifier and j is the window
size for a page (i.e., the required number of suggestions for a page).

4 Related Work

There are a number of visual query formulation tools available in the literature
(e.g., [2,21,22,23]); however, to the best of authors knowledge none of them sup-
ports adaptive visual query formulation. Existing approaches for adaptive query
formulation are largely developed for context-sensitive textual query formulation.

Khoussainova et al. [24] provide a system, named SnipSuggest, for context-
aware composition of textual SQL queries with respect to a given query log. The
authors translate each SQL query in the query log into a set of features (e.g., a
table name appearing in the FROM clause). Similarly, the partial query of the
user is also translated into a set of features. Possible features for extension are
identified by matching the feature sets of the partial query and the feature sets
of queries in the query log and are ranked by calculating conditional probabil-
ities. The approach generates suggestions for extending any part of the partial
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query rather than a single cursor point. Authors also propose a set of supportive
algorithms and techniques for, such as feature set matching (i.e., what if the
partial query does not appear in the query log), the selection of suggestions (i.e.,
accuracy vs. diversity), and query log elimination (i.e., to reduce the size). The
elaborate approach provided by SnipSuggest system is relevant to our contribu-
tion in many aspects. However, a fundamental difference is in feature comparison;
while the features of SnipSuggest system are a set of syntactic elements and the
feature comparison is string based, for OptiqueVQS feature sets (i.e., correspond
to the triple sets of graph patterns) have a semantic nature and compared se-
mantically. The semantic aspects not only concern how the matching is done,
but also the calculation of rankings, which we discuss in the following section.

As far as approaches for SPARQL are concerned, Campinas et al. [25] pro-
pose an approach for assisting textual SPARQL query formulation, however in
a different context. The approach assumes that an ontology describing the data
set is unknown. Therefore, the authors propose a model that summarises the
underlying data graph and extracts ontology elements to suggest. The approach
extends a given partial user query from the cursor point, similar to our approach,
and then evaluates it over the data graph summary to retrieve possible exten-
sions. However, the approach does not realise any ranking of suggestions based
on the previously executed queries and does not take semantic similarities be-
tween queries into account, possibly due to lack of rich domain knowledge (e.g.,
lack of subclass, inverse property axioms).

Kramer et al. [26] present a tool, named SPACE, to support autocompletion
of textual SPARQL queries. For this purpose, it takes a SPARQL query log as
an input and then builds an index structure for the computation of query sugges-
tions. The index structure has a root node at level 0, representing a set of queries,
while each vertex at level 1 represents a SPARQL query. The vertices from level
n − 2 to index level 1 represent graph patterns recursively. Finally the vertices
at the highest level (n − 1) represent IRIs, blank nodes, literals, variables, and
binary operators such as AND, UNION, and FILTER. The suggestion process
is done by subgraph matching for the partial user query in the index graph in a
bottom up manner. However, the authors describe neither the subgraph match-
ing process nor the details of ranking calculation. Finally, the index structure
could grow quickly as it is built on recursive decomposition of graph patterns.

5 Discussion

The fact that there exist SPARQL engines capable of handling large triple sets
effectively [27,28] is a positive evidence for the execution performance of our
approach, since our proposal relies on SPARQL querying for matching partial
user queries against a query log. One should also note that the size of a triple
store for a query log is only expected to be in the order of thousands triples, if
maintained – e.g., pruned, clustered etc.

As far as the precision of suggestions is concerned, approaches that take the
partial query into account are reported to be better than popularity-based ap-
proaches purely built on the number of occurrences of terms in the query log [24].
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Note that, initially, when no kernel concept is selected, our approach behaves like
a popularity-based approach, as it extends an empty query. Below, we discuss a
set of issues that need to be addressed:

Semantic distance: In Fig. 3, the match between the first query and partial
query is due to their semantic similarity and is not exact (e.g., exploration well-
bore is a subclass of wellbore); and in Fig. 5, the drillingFacility - Facility and
drillingFacility - FixedFacility suggestions are semantically similar. Therefore
one could incorporate the semantic distance involved as a cofactor into the rank-
ing function, so that semantically distant queries contribute less to the ranking.
Huang et al. [20] suggest a similarity measure, which can readily incorporated to
our proposal. It uses the depth of compared concepts and properties and their
least common ancestors from the root of hierarchy to compute similarity between
concepts and properties and combine them to compute similarity between triple
patterns, hence queries.

No match: A problematic situation arises when no match is found for the
partial query in the query log (cf. [24]). A possible solution could be pruning the
partial query until a match is found. At each step of a pruning process, a leaf
node, which is not the cursor point, could be randomly selected and deleted (or
with respect to some heuristics), so that partial query graph pattern does not
get disconnected and the cursor point is preserved.

Cold start: The proposal cannot draw any suggestions, when the query log
contains no or insufficient number of queries. Mostly likely sources to use for
addressing this problem are the ontology and data set. A statistical inspection
of ontology, e.g., concept centrality with respect to the number of incoming and
outgoing relationships, and the data set, e.g., the number of times each concept
and property appears in the dataset, could reveal useful information to overcome
the cold start problem.

Collective, group, or individual: The ranking and suggestions could be applied
on an individual basis for each user, i.e., only over the portion of query log that
belongs to the subject user, on group basis, i.e., only over the portion of query
log that belongs to the users of same type, and on a collective basis, i.e., over the
whole query log for every user (cf. [11]). The decision possibly should consider
whether users are homogeneous or there exist different user groups, each using
a part of the ontology heavily – e.g., geologist and chemists. In the former case,
a group or even user specific approach is more feasible, as each user group/user
focuses on a specific part of the ontology.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Ontology-based end-user visual query formulation is promising for enhancing
value creation processes; yet existing approaches are not scalable against large
ontologies. Although there are some attempts for assisted textual query formula-
tion in the literature; they are either not elaborate enough to be readily used in
our case or do not take previously executed queries into account. In this paper,
we proposed a method for ranking and suggesting SPARQL query extensions,
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which relies on the partial user query, the queries in the query history, and their
semantic similarity. We also identified notable issues to be addressed in order to
reach an elaborate solution.

The future work involves comparative evaluation of the proposed method and
its variants (e.g., with/without semantic similarity) in terms of precision. End-
user studies are also planned to measure the perceived usefulness, i.e., whether
in practice users find ranking approach useful or not.
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Abstract. Ontology alignment became a very important problem to ensure se-
mantic interoperability for different sources of information heterogeneous and 
distributed. Instance-based ontology alignment represents a very promising 
technique to find semantic correspondences between entities of different ontol-
ogies when they contain a lot of instances. In this paper, we describe a new ap-
proach to manage ontologies that do not share common instances. This approach 
extracts the argument and event structures from a set of instances of the concept 
of the source ontology and compared them with other semantic features extracted 
from a set of instances of the concept of the target ontology using Generative 
Lexicon Theory. We show that it is theoretically powerful because it is based 
on linguistic semantics and useful in practice. We present the experimental re-
sults obtained by running our approach on Biblio test of Benchmark1 series of 
OAEI2 2011. The results show the good performance of our approach. 

Keywords: Instance-Based Ontology Alignment, Generative Lexicon Theory, 
Ontology Matching, Semantic Interoperability, Semantic Web. 

1 Introduction 

Ontology alignment, is defined as the process of identification of semantic correspon-
dences between entities of different ontologies to be aligned [1], is prerequisite and 
necessary for a better understanding and interactions between not only people but also 
software agents [2]. It likewise represents the solution to the problem of semantic 
interoperability between different sources of distributed information.  

The work proposed in this article is in the context of extensional alignment i.e. in-
stance-based ontology alignment. In fact, when ontologies contain a lot of instances there 
is a very good opportunity to use the extensions of concepts in order to align them using 
instance-based techniques. In practice, two situations may arise in terms of sharing in-
stances between ontologies to align [4]. When they have common instances, it is recom-
mended to use metrics, such as JACCARD metric [1], which evaluates the overlap of 

                                                           
1  http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2011/benchmarks. 
2  OAEI (Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative) organizes evaluation campaigns aiming at 

evaluating ontology matching technologies. http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/ 
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instances between concepts, and these concepts are considered similar when their overlap 
is important [7]. In contrast, when ontologies do not share or share few instances, one 
generally proceeds to aggregate the information of instances between concepts to align. 

Contrary to our approach, the approaches that use the technique of similarity based 
on WordNet to calculate the similarities between the instances, has a disadvantage 
that is you can lose the similarity because of distinct meanings of a word i.e. distinct 
meanings of a lexical token correspond to distinct lexical tokens, if we based only 
on WordNet, especially to calculate the similarities between the instances that are 
complex i.e. the instances which are composed of several propositions. 

The approach that we propose in this paper fits into the category of instance-based 
ontology-alignment methods when the ontologies to align do not have many common 
instances (these instances can be words or labels sentences), which makes the task of 
identifying the semantic relation between concepts very difficult. Our approach 
consists to extract the argument structure and event structure (semantic features) 
described in Generative Lexicon Theory of Pustejovsky 1995, from a set of asserted 
instances which are definitely share a set of argument and event structures (semantic 
features) of a concept of the source ontology. 

Our approach aims to strengthen the similarity; and can also resolve the problem of 
ambiguity. This set of common semantic features (argument and event structures) 
presented in a document will be compared with semantic features of a concept of the 
target ontology. Finally we combine these similarities with similarities calculated by 
WordNet. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present a background in 
Section 2, and related work is presented in Section 3 on existing approaches. Section 
4 describes our contribution, and Section 5 presents the experimental results of our 
system. Section 6 contains concluding remarks and sets directions for future work. 

2 The Generative Lexicon Theory 

The Generative Lexicon [16] is a promising approach, it consists to explain the se-
mantics of all the lexical units in context. Pustejovsky proposes to associate with each 
lexical unit four distinct levels of representation to capture the semantics of the words: 

• Lexical Typing Structure: giving an explicit type for a word positioned with-
in a type system for the language i.e. organizes lexical concepts in network. 

• Argument Structure: indicating the predicative structure of the word i.e. spe-
cifying the number and nature of the arguments to a predicate. 

• Event Structure: indicating the type of event: state, transition. 
• Qualia Structure: a structural differentiation of the predicative force for a 

lexical item, which decomposes itself into four roles: 
- Formal: the basic category of which distinguishes the meaning of a word 

within a larger domain. 
- Constitutive: the relation between an object and its constituent parts. 
- Telic: the purpose or function of the object, if there is one. 
- Agentive: the factors involved in the object’s origins or “coming into being”. 
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This approach seeks to analyze the meaning of a word by decomposing it into  
different facets that constrain the way it combines with others in a sentence [16]. 

3 Related Work 

Recently, instance-based alignment has become a promising family of solutions to find 
semantic relations among concepts of ontologies. There are two main categories [4] for 
instance-based ontology alignment: approaches in the presence of common instances [7] 
and approaches in the absence of common instances such as RiMOM [5, 6], GLUE [9], 
CSA [15] and others (such as MAFRA, LSD, COMA++). We present below the prin-
ciple of CSA system which has been the object of a comparison with our system. 

CSA [15]: is an acronym of Cluster-based Similarity Aggregation for Ontology Match-
ing. The principle of CSA is to calculate the similarity between the content of instances 
using WordNet-based similarity metric with other similarity measures. 

This approach uses WordNet-based similarity to calculate similarities between in-
stances. It does not work well when instances are complex and do not use the same 
vocabulary to describe entities. 

When ontologies contain disjoint instances, most of the ontology alignment ap-
proaches proceed generally, to aggregate the information of the instances by building 
a document containing these information; using machine learning techniques; me-
thods of calculating similarities or using external resources such as documents. 

Contrary to CSA approach and many other approaches which use the WordNet 
similarity metric, the values of similarities become small between concepts that con-
tain complex instances (the instances which are composed of several propositions) 
because of the distinct meanings of a word i.e. distinct meanings of a lexical token 
correspond to distinct lexical tokens, which is the case in the instances descriptions of 
the real word, i.e. the textual content of WebPages. 

4 Our Ontology Alignment Approach 

The approach that we propose in this paper, is situated in linguistic-knowledge-based 
methods to resolve the problem of ontology alignment when the ontologies to align do 
not share the same instances. Our approach consists first to extract the argument and  
 

 

Fig. 1. Process of our Ontology Alignment Approach 
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event structures using the generative lexicon, from each instance of a concept of the 
source ontology, and the common semantic features will be grouped in a document. 
Then this document will be compared with another document that contains the semantic 
features of instances of a target concept combined with Wordnet in order to strengthen 
the similarity; these semantic features can also resolve the problem of ambiguity. 

The main contribution of our approach is that the comparison of instances is done 
at a higher level of abstraction i.e. the semantic features have a single annotation 
which are truly reflects what those concepts of the ontologies to align really refer to in 
practice. We summarize the process of our approach in Fig.1. It consists in the follow-
ing successive steps: 

4.1 Step 1: Extraction of Semantic Features 

In this step, it consists to extract the argument structure and event structure for each 
instance of a concept of the source ontology based on Pustejovsky model “the generative 
lexicon” that uses two aspects: the relational model (WordNet) and compositional 
semantics. We rely on this model for extracting the semantic features in order to identify 
a better selection of the semantic correspondences in both cases, i.e. in order to 
strengthen the similarity or resolving the ambiguity. 

We justify the use of this linguistic-knowledge information by the following two 
points: 

1- Difficulty to explicit the link between the lexical entries, while the link is often 
easily noticeable. 

2- Knowledge (without “the generative lexicon”) generates ambiguity in the 
lexicon. 

We use our approach by extracting the argument and event structures using the ge-
nerative lexicon on the one hand, from asserted instances which are necessarily shared 
common semantic features on the other hand, we can strengthen the similarity or 
resolving the ambiguity. 

To resolve the problem of strengthen the similarity or ambiguity depends also on 
the number of asserted instances i.e. get more semantic features. 

 

Argument structure and Event structure  
1. Argument Structure  

              Example1: John eats an apple                   Example2: I butter my tartine 

 

2. Event Structure  
              Example1: Construct: 
involves a process of construction 
and the result of this construction 
is: a state. 
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Our approach extracts semantic features: the argument structure (jean: human, 
apple: comestible object, I: human, tartine: physic object) and event structure (trial 
and state) like presented in the examples above and be regrouped in a documents. 

4.2 Step 2: Construction of the Document 

In this step, it consists to construct for each concept of the source and target ontology, 
a document contain all common semantic features extracted in the previous step. 

4.3 Step 3: Calculation of Similarities 

In this step, we apply the document-based metric such as the COSINE measure (1) to 
calculate the similarities between the documents that represent the concepts. 

  (1)  

Where wi,j is the weight of term i in document j, such as calculated by the method 
tf.idf, m and n are the numbers of the respective terms of the two documents. 

4.4 Step 4: Identification of Alignment 

In this step, we identify the semantic correspondences by exploiting similarities calcu-
lated in the previous step with similarities calculated by WordNet. Our method was 
combined with other alignment methods with the average aggregation strategy (Fig. 2 
(b)). We selected a threshold s to operate the filter and realize the selection of corres-
pondences. 

5 Evaluation 

5.1 Illustrative Example  

To test our approach we need to obtain the information to identify the set of semantic 
features of each word component instance. However, as there is no lexicon available 
annotated with this information, we need to get this lexicon from large text corpora. 
  

1) Resolve the problem of ambiguity 
Example: 
          1. E1= A fast decision.                     2. E2= A fast car.   
          3. E3= A fast track.                          4. E4= A fast secretary. 

 
If we compare each instance with WordNet Table .1 we find the similarities 

between these instances is very close, which mean we can resolve the ambiguity 
problem with WordNet but with our approach we find that the similarities are reduced 
(which means that these sentences are not the same) because these instances do not 
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have the same argument and event structure of generative lexicon (the column of 
Argument and Event structure in Table. 1). The mean of each instance: E1= that quickly 
takes, E2=rolling quickly, E3=that can go faster drive, E4= that works quickly.  

Table 1. Ambiguity Problem  

Matching each instance WordNet Our Approach Argument and Event structure 

 Similarity Similarity  

E1, E2 0,5 0,25 E1 (action), E2 (physic object)   

E1, E3 0,65 0,40 E1 (action), E3 (way)   

E1, E4 0,5 0,18 E1 (action), E4 (Human, animated)   

E2, E3 0,65 0,40 E2 (physic object), E3 (way)   

E2, E4 0,7 0,40 E2 (physic object), E4 (Human, animated)   

E3, E4 0,6 0,35 E3 (way), E4 (Human, animated)   

 
2) Resolve the problem of strengthen the similarity 

Example:  
1. E1= Ali began to read a book.              2. E2= The professor began to write an item. 
3. E3= I began to reread the newspaper.  4. E4= The students began to write an article. 

 
If we compare each instance with WordNet Table .2 we find the similarities 

between these instances is small, but with our approach we can strengthen the 
similarity because these instances do have the same argument and event structures 
((the column of Argument and Event structure in Table. 2) of generative lexicon. 

Table 2. Problem of Strengthen the Similarity 

Matching each instances WordNet Our Approach Argument and Event structure 

 Similarity Similarity  

E1, E2 0,32 0,55 E1=E2 (human ,animated, physic object)   

E1, E3 0,40 0,68 E1=E3 (human ,animated, physic object)   

E1, E4 0,45 0,70 E1=E4 (human ,animated, physic object)   

E2, E3 0,26 0,46 E2=E3 (human ,animated, physic object)   

E2, E4 0,48 0,71 E2=E4 (human ,animated, physic object)   

E3, E4 0,41 0,64 E3=E4 (human ,animated, physic object)   

5.2 Evaluation Metrics    

To evaluate the performance of our system we have used the standard metrics that are 
the precision, recall and F-measure. These measures of are defined as follows: 

Where |R| is the number of correspondences of the reference alignment and |A| is 
the number of correspondences found by our approach. The results obtained are 
shown below. 
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5.3 Experimental Results     

We tested our approach using the ontologies of biblio test of benchmark track ob-
tained from OAEI 2011 Campaign. We compared our approach with the similarities 
calculated by WordNet. 

The figure (Fig. 2) summarizes the results obtained in the comparison of our ap-
proach successively with similarities calculated by WordNet (Fig. 2 (a)); and CSA sys-
tem3 (Fig. 2 (b)) participated in OAEI 2011, which use WordNet matcher on biblio test. 

 

                          

   (a) Comparison with WordNet.                               (b) Comparison with CSA System 

Fig. 2. Comparison of Our Approach 

The experimental results show that: 

1) The results of our approach are better than the similarities calculated using 
WordNet (Fig. 2 (a)) in terms of precision, recall and F-measure. 

2) The results of our system are better than CSA system (Fig. 2 (b)) in term of 
precision but less good in term of recall. 

Our approach seems promising using the argument and event structures, and the 
results show the reliability and efficiency of the proposed method. 

6 Conclusion 

In this article, we introduce a new linguistic-knowledge-based approach for instance-
based ontology alignment. Our solution is very useful to identifying semantic correspon-

                                                           
3  http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2011/results/benchmarks/ 
biblio-benchmarks-r1.html. 
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dences between concepts of different ontologies when they do not share common in-
stances. 

Our approach consists to extract the argument structure and event structure 
(semantic features) from asserted instances that describe a concept, then a document 
is constructed which contain the common semantic features of all instances of this 
concept. The document of this concept of the source ontology will be compared with 
another document of a concept of the target ontology using the cosine measure then 
we combined with similarities calculated by WordNet similarity measure.In addition, 
we have implemented a platform in order to test our approach. 

As future perspectives of our work, we envision to intensify the evaluation of our 
approach, and a better exploitation of the semantic features, in future we envision to 
use the Qualia Structure of the lexicon generative in our approach. 
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Abstract. Faceted arrangement of entities and typed relations for representing 
different associations between the entities are established tools in knowledge 
representation. In this paper, a proposal is being discussed combining both tools 
to draw inferences along relational paths. This approach may yield new benefit 
for information retrieval processes, especially when modeled for heterogeneous 
environments in the Semantic Web. Faceted arrangement can be used as a  
selection tool for the semantic knowledge modeled within the knowledge repre-
sentation. Typed relations between the entities of different facets can be used as 
restrictions for selecting them across the facets.  

Keywords: Knowledge representation, Facets, Typed relations, Inferences, In-
formation retrieval. 

1 Introduction 

Knowledge representation regarded as information retrieval tool has to find solutions 
for representing knowledge elements beneficial for human use. Traditional indexing 
languages are strongly oriented towards a cognitive interpretation of their content 
representatives, the entities. This interpretation is primarily based on the user’s know-
ledge and formally supported only by providing some different types of relationships 
between the entities. Normally, no formal definition of an entity is given, e.g. by as-
sembling the set of content characterizing attributes. Assigned relationships between 
terms have to be verified mainly by plausibility. Likewise, no criteria are provided for 
the attributes that have been chosen for the decision to establish just these and no 
other relationships.  

Due to these circumstances, the represented knowledge usually can only be re-
trieved based on the entities. Inference processes along the relational paths cannot be 
performed. Only forms of drill down searches supported by the hierarchical structure 
of the knowledge representation can sometimes be processed. The quality of the result 
sets strongly depends on the transitivity of the established hierarchies, a formal prop-
erty that cannot always be taken for granted [3], [5], [18]. In this respect, indexing 
languages differ from knowledge structures built upon the principles of formal know-
ledge representations and that are seen as basis for semantic statements in Semantic 
Web environments. 
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We make a proposal for combining the two approaches in order to build retrieval 
systems with enhanced power. The aim is to discriminate a specific documents’ ab-
outness1 as far as its a posteriori content is regarded. Part of this proposal is the com-
patibility between a human understanding of the knowledge represented and to ensure 
the formal correctness of reasoning along the relational paths by machine inferences. 
The main methodological tools are faceted representation of entities, typed relations 
between the entities, and inferences along the relational paths. 

We start the discussion by presenting a short summary of essentials necessarily to 
be observed for the task of indexing understood as a statement about a documents’ 
content, its aboutness. 

2 Aboutness and Indexing  

Providing index terms can only be justified if the corresponding concepts are covered 
issues within the context of the document. Generally, this cannot be seen only with 
respect to isolated terms. Every concept is part of a semantic context and may be 
treated in syntactic connections to other concepts. The sum of all covered concepts 
and their embedding into semantic or syntactic relationships may be seen as the doc-
uments’ aboutness. Indexing should represent this aboutness by means of a know-
ledge representation containing conceptual entities and semantic relationships be-
tween them. We will discuss the requirements to be observed when solving some non-
trivial indexing and retrieval tasks. 

The semantic context gives rise for the establishment of a priori relationships be-
tween the elements of an indexing language. Usually there are three types of relation-
ships, synonymy, hierarchy, and association. The decision, which type of relationship 
should be established between two concepts is based on an intellectual content analy-
sis of the concepts. Formal characteristics are usually not given, neither for the con-
tent definition of the elements nor for the relationships. Consequently, the decision 
whether an element should be used to represent a part of the documents’ aboutness as 
an index term is also based on the elements’ content by intellectual interpretation.  

A posteriori relationships specify the context of the content elements on a second 
level. An identical sum of concepts may constitute a different aboutness if they are 
connected by different syntactical relationships. For example, one may represent the 
role ‘to be an agent of an action’ or ‘to be the object of an action’. Up-to-now, there is 
a controversial discussion about the extent to which one should deal with this type of 
relationships. Their total amount is too large for including them all into indexing and 
retrieval environments. Furthermore, as precision tools they require additional effort.  

Our concern is to discuss some characteristic features of the aboutness and its re-
presentation by the semantic features of an indexing language. We give some simple 
examples. Let us assume we are interested in all documents on songbirds. One may 
think that processing such a search only requires a single index term, e.g. singing 
                                                           
1  We prefer to use the term aboutness instead of content, subject, or topic;  

cf. http://www.iva.dk/bh/core concepts in lis/articles  
a-z/aboutness.htm  
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birds to retrieve a complete result set. But there are documents about songbird species 
that have been indexed by a more specific index term, e.g. titmice. Ideally, the know-
ledge structure for the index terms represents such connections by hierarchical rela-
tionships. Automatically collecting the set of all entries along the hierarchical trail 
could help to generate the complete result set for songbirds. The success of such an 
approach depends on the inheritance of characteristics, in other words, the hierarchic-
al relationship must fulfill the property of transitivity. 

Our second example is described by topics that require more than one term as re-
sult of a form of coordinate indexing and as search terms for post-coordinate retrieval, 
e.g. combining the terms by Boolean operators or other syntactical devices. To give 
an impression, our aforementioned example could be enhanced to the topic migratory 
behavior of songbirds. This case would require that migration behavior as well as 
singing birds have been indexed and that they can be searched in combination.  

Much more crucial is the type of topics represented by the third example, song-
birds with migratory instinct. In this case, migratory instinct shall not be a covered 
topic, so it may not have been indexed for the documents to be found. Migratory in-
stinct is only a constraining property for selecting the appropriate species of song-
birds. There exist a lot of songbird species without such a behavior. Therefore, migra-
tory instinct has to be modeled as a constraint for selecting the appropriate entities of 
the knowledge representation for subsequently generating the result set. 

We can generalize our example to the key question: how should such constraints 
be represented in a knowledge representation in order to benefit indexing and to sup-
port inference mechanisms in retrieval environments? We will come back to the ex-
ample and its generalization in Section 5. 

3 Indexing and Facets 

Basic tool for intellectual indexing is a structured collection of controlled terms. The 
concepts of such an indexing language are usually arranged according to their charac-
teristics as determined by intellectual analysis. For building proper hierarchies over 
several stages of the relational paths, inheritance of these characteristics should be 
observed. This means that each hierarchically subordinated concept has all characte-
ristics of the parent concept and at least one more. This requirement can best be met 
by avoiding poly-hierarchies or poly-dimensional connections. This especially means 
that the additional features must originate from a common aspect area or a certain 
categorical facet. If the generic context for the determination of characteristics is 
changed, poly-hierarchies become unavoidable and the result most commonly is a 
pre-combined conceptual ordering with insufficiently expressed criteria.  

As an example one can consider the following terms: table, wooden table, glass ta-
ble, kitchen table, living room table, art nouveau table, desk, changing table, side 
table. Any attempt to organize these concepts – or even an extension – into a single 
hierarchy must fail because of the reasons stated. Therefore, a subordination by 
changing aspects, as it is often found in pre-combined classifications or thesauri with 
extensive use of conceptual composition (e.g. by using compound nouns), cannot be a 
suitable condition for drawing conclusions by relational inferences.  
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To support inferences we need a faceted structure preserving the generic contexts 
within each hierarchy string. It is commonly agreed that a faceted arrangement of 
knowledge elements supports best the requirements for indexing and retrieval [2]. 
Using faceted indexing terms for representing the documents’ aboutness allows to 
specify each content component at the desired level of granularity without ignoring 
the structural requirements of building transitive relational paths. Figure 1 may serve 
as a visualization of a faceted structure suitable for the topic: Illustrated book of Eu-
ropean songbirds, composed by subjects of three aspects. 

 

Fig. 1. Knowledge structure with facets, hierarchical inferences and associated documents 

Such an arrangement has strong advantages for establishing proper hierarchies that 
avoid ambiguities. Connections established by common cultural use, scientific tradi-
tion, or statistical co-occurrences may be seen as beneficial but cannot be expressed 
by relationships within the facets. Integrating a topic like European songbirds with 
migratory instinct as a single entity would create a pre-combined knowledge structure 
with poly-dimensional connections between the entities. It cannot be properly con-
nected to the entities of only one facet without violating the requirements of transitivi-
ty and transparency of the resulting structure. We have to find another solution to 
represent such topics by the entities and the structural features of a knowledge repre-
sentation.  

4 Facets and Typed Relations 

The conceptual parts of our example can be differentiated into faceted components. 
One facet may be characterized as a taxonomical facet (songbirds) and a second one 
as a behavioral facet (migratory instinct). The connection between both facets can be 
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represented by a relationship specified as a type of association from an inventory of 
typed relationships. The general pattern of such connections is given in Figure 2 with 
an exemplification of three types of associative relationships between the hierarchical 
organized entities of four facets. 

 

Fig. 2. Faceted systematic structure with typed relations between the facets 

Analyses for developing such inventories with resulting proposals have been re-
ported in the literature, e.g. in [12], [19]. Basis of these proposals were some theoreti-
cal studies reported for example in [8], [17]. We will use a condensed inventory [6, 7] 
for our discussion in Section 5. If characterized by transitivity properties it will be-
come possible to draw inferences along the paths of typed associative relationships 
between entities of different facets and not only for entities connected by hierarchical 
relationships. In this way we want to demonstrate the potential of combining faceted 
structures with inferences along the paths of combinations of different typed relations.  

5 Typed Relations and Inferences  

Rule-based (formal) reasoning is supported by inferences about the underlying know-
ledge. For indexing and retrieval, this knowledge is given by the entities and the 
structure between them. Both elements, the indexed entities and also the relationships 
between them should therefore be used to form result sets. 

Within our approach we distinguish two types of filter processes. One type allows 
drawing inferences on the a priori statements modeled in the knowledge representa-
tion. The second type is applied to the results of an indexing process representing the 
a posteriori statements of a document. This second type is the more common one, 
typically realized by the use of Boolean operators or other syntactical devices.  

Figure 3 gives a visualization of the requirements for the first process by using ab-
stract labels. This illustration stresses the importance of structural properties of such 
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knowledge representations instead of only interpreting the content of the semantic 
entities intellectually. The labels should be read as follows: 

─ EjF
i – Entity j in Facet i  

─ EjxFi – Entity in Facet i that is in a is a relationship to EjF
i, x ∈ {a-z}  

─ EjxyFi – Entity in Facet i that is in a is a relationship to EjxFi, x ∈ {a-z}, y ∈ {a-z} 
─ Reli - Relationship of type i 

 

Fig. 3. Knowledge representation with typed property assignments and inferences 

This visualization stands for a search interest that may require the selection of all 
entities that can be characterized as ‘all entities of facet 1 that can be described as 
entities related to E1F

1 by a is a relation under the restriction given by an entity E1aF2 
of facet 2’, in short E1b$F1

*Rel2*E1aF2. Neither the entity E1F
1 nor the entity E1aF2 

should be used as a search term, the search should only be processed by the entities 
E1b$F1. 

Considering songbirds with migratory instinct as an example of this abstract set-
ting, neither songbirds nor migratory instinct must have been assigned as index terms 
to the relevant documents. We are looking for documents that make statements about 
certain concepts (songbirds) with specified properties (have migratory instinct) with-
out these properties themselves being covered in the documents.  

Facet 1 of our knowledge representation contains the knowledge about the entity 
E1F

1 (Singing birds), e.g. that E1bF1 is a songbird species. A typed relation (Rel2) to 
entity E1aF2 of facet 2 provides the constraint (has migratory instinct) for all entities 
E1b$F1 of facet 1 that is not valid for E1F

1. An inference about the hierarchical rela-
tion paths allows to generate the set of all applicable songbirds and thus to carry out 
the respective search. The dashed line connecting E1bF1 to E1aF2 gives an illustration 
for this inference. 

The example provides a proper illustration of the aforementioned abstract rule to 
choose the appropriate hierarchical node for linking it to another node of a second 
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facet by a typed relation in order to avoid the necessity for exception clauses. For 
better comprehension we will illustrate this statement by discussing three figures that 
present different small knowledge structures. It is not difficult to generalize the exam-
ples’ structural content to the general situation. 

Figure 4 shows first an assignment of typed relations to an entity Singing birds that 
must be qualified as incorrect. One of these relationships is given by ‘Singing birds 
has Migration pattern’. 

 

Fig. 4. Knowledge structure with incorrect connection of typed relations 

Of course there are songbirds having a migratory instinct, but this is not true for all 
species. A solution for modeling this fact might be to connect only those subordinated 
species to Migration pattern that really do have a migratory instinct. Despite a lot of 
effort this solution causes a lack of transparency within the knowledge structure. This 
fact is indicated in Figure 5 for connecting only very few instances. It should be im-
agined as a simulation of the general situation with possibly hundreds of connections. 

 

Fig. 5. Knowledge structure with typed property assignments but without inferences 
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Another solution of this problem may be the application of exception clauses fol-
lowing the approach of expert systems.  

Our proposal given by Figure 3 combines mainly two elements,  

─ choosing the appropriate hierarchical node for linking it to another node by a 
typed relation,  

─ inferences along the relational paths.  

Figure 6 gives an exemplification of the general setting for our example. Not all spe-
cies of songbirds are connected to Migration pattern but only those with migratory 
instinct. To avoid the danger of building structures with less transparency and to en-
sure the content-orientated consistency of the formal properties, only the species of 
respective highest hierarchical level have been chosen for the connections.  

 

Fig. 6. Knowledge representation with typed property assignments and inferences 

A further enhancement for using inferences in the domain of information retrieval is 
given by building result sets along relational paths of combinations of different relation-
ships. As has been mentioned, such a mechanism is not well supported by traditional 
indexing languages. Therefore, it may be beneficial to analyze different combinations of 
semantic a priori relations in order to make some propositions about transitive infe-
rences along the relational paths. Because of the content-based decisions about the type 
of relationships in indexing languages it is not possibly to give exact proofs for such 
transitivity statements. Especially for associative relationships one is restricted to plau-
sibility arguments. We present a summary of our findings in three tables, where we 
make use of the following enhanced inventory of the usual relationships [6, 7]. 

Equivalence 
Synonym 

Hierarchy 
Abstraction, generic context  
Whole / Part  
Abstraction, generic context  
Whole / Part  
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Chronological context 
Earlier / Later 
Later / Earlier 
Earlier / Later 
Later / Earlier 

Association 
Unspecific association 
Raw material / product 
Causality (cause – effect) 
Person as actor / action 
Institution as actor / action 
Person as actor / product 
Institution as actor / product 
Action / product 

 
The guiding principle for our transitivity statements is always the inheritance of cha-
racteristics. As has been discussed, for the hierarchical relationships this is supported 
by a faceted approach in order to avoid ambiguities. A more detailed analysis and 
presentation of the arguments has been given in [7].  

The transitivity statements are always indicated in the last column by the symbols: 

+:  Transitivity is given 
-:  Transitivity cannot be expected 
O:  Not allowed for indexing languages 

Table 1 shows the transitivity statements for combining relationships of same type.  

Table 1. Transitivity in case of same type of relationships 

Type of relation Relation 1 Relation 2 Transitivity 
Equivalence Synonym Synonym O 
    
Hierarchy Abstraction, generic context Abstraction, generic context + 
 Whole / Part  Whole / Part  + 
 Abstraction, generic context Whole / Part  - 
 Whole / Part  Abstraction, generic context - 
    
Chronological context Earlier / Later Earlier / Later + 
 Later / Earlier Later / Earlier + 
 Earlier / Later Later / Earlier - 
 Later / Earlier Earlier / Later - 
    
Association Unspecific association Unspecific association - 
 Raw material / product Raw material / product + 

 Causality (cause – effect) Causality (cause – effect) + 
 Person as actor / action Person as actor / action - 
 Institution as actor / action Institution as actor / action - 
 Person as actor / product Person as actor / product - 
 Institution as actor / product Institution as actor / product - 
 Action / product Action / product - 
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Table 2 shows the transitivity statements for combining different types of hierar-
chical relationships.  

Table 2. Transitivity in case of different types of hierarchical relationships 

Type of relation Relation 1 Relation 2 Transitivity 

Hierarchy Synonym Abstraction, generic context + 

 Synonym Whole / Part + 

 Abstraction, generic context Synonym O 

 Abstraction, generic context Synonym O 

 Whole / Part Synonym O 

 Whole / Part Synonym O 

    

Chronological context Synonym Earlier / Later + 

 Synonym Later / Earlier + 

 Earlier / Later Synonym O 

 Later / Earlier Synonym O 

 Abstraction, generic context Earlier / Later + 

 Abstraction, generic context Later / Earlier + 

 Earlier / Later Abstraction, generic context + 

 Later / Earlier Abstraction, generic context + 

 Whole / Part Earlier / Later + 

 Whole / Part Later / Earlier + 

 Earlier / Later Whole / Part + 

 Later / Earlier Whole / Part + 

 
Finally, Table 3 shows the transitivity statements for combining different types of 

hierarchical relationships with typed associative relationships. Only combinations 
with a positive statement have been included. 

Table 3. Transitivity for combinations of typed associative with hierarchical relationships 

Type of relation Relation 1 Relation 2 Transitivity 

Association Unspecific association Abstraction, generic context + 

 Unspecific association  Whole / Part + 

 Unspecific association Earlier / Later* + 

 Raw material / product Abstraction, generic context + 

 Raw material / product Whole / Part + 

 Raw material / product Earlier / Later* + 

 Action/ product Abstraction, generic context + 

 Action/ product Whole / Part + 

 Action/ product Earlier / Later* + 

 Person as actor / action Abstraction, generic context + 

 Person as actor / action Whole / Part + 

 Person as actor / action Earlier / Later* + 

 Institution as actor / action Abstraction, generic context + 
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Table 3. (continued) 

Type of relation Relation 1 Relation 2 Transitivity 

 Institution as actor / action Whole / Part + 

 Institution as actor / action Earlier / Later* + 

 Causality (cause – effect) Abstraction, generic context + 

 Causality (cause – effect) Whole / Part + 

 Causality (cause – effect) Earlier / Later* + 

 Person as actor / product Abstraction, generic context + 

 Person as actor / product Whole / Part + 

 Person as actor / product Earlier / Later* + 

 Institution as actor / product Abstraction, generic context + 

 Institution as actor / product Whole / Part + 

 Institution as actor / product Earlier / Later* + 

* Also: Later / Earlier 

 
Such a list of transitivity statements may be used for a formal mark-up in know-

ledge representations when characterizing the properties of combinations of typed 
relationships for the design of semantically enhanced search environments.  

6 Web Retrieval and Semantic Interoperability: An Outlook 

The ideas presented in this paper can be used in any indexing and retrieval environ-
ment. But they may be especially useful when applied in heterogeneous information 
environments, e.g. in the context of Semantic Web applications and its standards for 
semantic representation. To demonstrate this usefulness in principle, a prototype with 
a search form was built at the Institute of Information Science at the Cologne Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences and can be accessed via a Web interface2. This prototype was 
based on existing data originating from the database Literatur zur Informationser-
schließung (Information science literature)3. The scope of the documents corresponds 
to an extract from the ASIS&T Thesaurus [1], which was transformed into a topic map 
([4], [10], [15, 16]) by using the software Ontopia4. This environment was chosen for 
its special potential to represent entities and the relationships between them by typed 
relations as topic maps. The features of Ontopia comprise a visualization of the topic 
map and an ability to support a Web retrieval system. We refrain from giving more 
details or examples in this paper, more material has been presented in [6, 7]. 

Web retrieval and heterogeneous information environments include issues of se-
mantic interoperability. Compared with the already given suggestions in the SKOS 
recommendations [9], [13, 14] or in ISO 25964 [11], using typed relations may provide 
an advanced support for implementing inference processes and methods of faceted 
retrieval across heterogeneous indexing languages. The semantic representation stan-

                                                           
2  http://ixtrieve.fh-koeln.de/ghn/ 
3  http://ixtrieve.fh-koeln.de/LitIE/ 
4  http://www.ontopia.net 
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dards RDF or OWL support an enhancement of existing relationships without a need 
for complete reorganization of the indexing language.  

Further research and practical implementation projects will be necessary to get 
benefit for real information environments constituting of data records indexed by one 
or more of the well-known knowledge organization systems. This paper could only 
present a sketch of the approach. Any realization in a real world setting requires the 
combination of already elaborated linked data techniques with a labor intensive re-
structuring of knowledge organization systems used in heterogeneous indexing and 
retrieval environments. 
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Abstract. There is a consensus among scientists that the analysis of Big Data in 
health care (such as electronic health records, patient reported outcomes or in-
motion data) can improve clinical research and the quality of care provided to 
patients. Yet there is little knowledge about the actual effectiveness of Big Data 
in the health care sector. The aim of this study was to perform a systematic re-
view of the literature in order to determine the extent to which Big Data appli-
cations in health care systems have managed to improve patient experiences and 
clinicians' behavior as well as the quality of care provided to patients. All 
searches for relevant articles were performed in the PubMed database. From the 
108 potentially relevant articles 12 satisfied the inclusion criteria for this study. 
The findings showed that in the case of nine articles the researchers reported 
positive effect of Big Data. However, some negative results were recorded in 
the case of three articles. The main benefits of Big Data application involved 
positive behavior change, improved usability and efficient decision support. 
However, problems were identified for technology acceptance. Most problems 
occurred in the case of systems processing heterogeneous datasets, patient re-
ported outcomes and in motion data, as opposed to electronic health record sys-
tems. The paper concludes by highlighting some areas of investigation where 
further research is needed to understand the use of Big Data in health care and 
improve its effectiveness.  

Keywords: Health Informatics, Big Data, Electronic Health Records,  
Effectiveness. 
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1 Introduction 

The collection and analysis of big volumes of heterogeneous data sets is an important 
predicate of modern science and one of the key drivers of innovation and economic 
growth in developed countries. From a practical point of view, the harvesting and 
analysis of social and scientific data can generate new knowledge and intelligence 
needed to inform better decision making, improve the understanding of social and 
natural phenomena, explore new hypothesis, identify hidden patterns, and finally 
increase the relevance and timeliness of public policy making. Despite the fact that 
data has been used for a long time in the sciences  to understand natural phenomena 
(especially through simulations and computational algorithms), the modern term Big 
Data refers to data whose scale, diversity, and complexity require new architectures, 
techniques, algorithms, and analytics to manage it and extract value and hidden mean-
ing from it [9]. In particular, Big Data is a combination of four very important charac-
teristics: volume, velocity, variety, and veracity [1]. Volume refers to the amount of 
data. Velocity refers to data in motion and more specifically to the speed at which 
data is created, processed and analyzed. Variety is about managing the complexity 
and heterogeneity of multiple data sets, including structured, semi-structured and 
unstructured data. Finally, veracity refers to data uncertainty and to the level of relia-
bility/quality associated with certain types of data [1].   

Over the last decade a Big Data revolution is under way in the health care sector. 
In this context, scientists have been focused on the improvement of public health 
policies, clinical research and the care provided to patients through the analysis of 
health-related big datasets [10]. Traditionally, this type of data included electronic 
health records (EHRs), genomics and imaging data. However, the advent of modern 
ubiquitous and social networking technologies have given rise to new forms of patient 
generated data, such as electronic patient reported outcomes (ePROs); physiological 
and psychometric data (especially real-time data collected directly through sensor 
devices); and data generated online (for example, patients' comments and posts in 
online social networking tools). There are several examples of technological interven-
tions developed for public health benefit in this respect. For example, EHRs have 
been processed to improve the application and analysis of clinical guidelines and 
online integrated care pathways in health care [11, 12].  ePROs have been used ex-
tensively as a means of enhancing already existing electronic patient health record 
systems and improve the design of clinical decision support tools in primary and sec-
ondary care [13]. Also, mobile technologies and sensor devices have facilitated the 
development of novel online interventions for health monitoring that record and ana-
lyze big volumes of physiological and psychometric data collected directly from pa-
tients [14, 15]. Moreover, the extraction and analysis of patients' posts in online health 
forums and social networking tools has given rise to novel infodemiology tools used 
to track and monitor disease outbreaks and patients' concerns [16].   

Nevertheless, despite the fact that several technologies in healthcare have been fo-
cused on the analysis of Big Data, we know little about the effectiveness of these new  
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technologies in the daily clinical work. Previous work has shown positive evidence 
about the effectiveness of Big Data in clinical research, especially in the case of data-
driven hypothesis generation [30]; collaborative biomedical research [31]; and the 
identification of relationships between heterogeneous data-sets of genomic data, envi-
ronmental variables and patient health records [32]. However, evidence about the 
effectiveness of Big Data becomes more blurred as we shift from clinical research to 
daily clinical work. In the later case, patients, doctors and public health policy makers 
are the immediate beneficiaries of data-driven systems and tools (as opposed to clini-
cal research where the application of Big Data technologies targets primarily academ-
ics and researchers. Reviewing the literature on Big Data applications in daily routine 
health care systems (such as clinical decision support, diagnostic tools and other types 
of health information systems) is therefore critical to understand whether these tech-
nologies have managed to improve patient experiences and clinicians' behavior as 
well as the quality of care provided to patients.  

The aim of this paper was to review the literature on Big Data and identify empiri-
cal studies focused on how Big Data actually help to improve or hinder the effective-
ness of tools and systems used for the promotion of health in primary and secondary 
care. The review of the existing evidence on the effectiveness of Big Data in this con-
text will inform the design of more user-centered tools and highlight some of the main 
challenges and problems related to the application of Big Data.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review the literature 
on the effectiveness of Big Data implementation in health care. The next two sections 
include the methodology and the results of this study respectively. Finally, Section 5 
presents some discussion and conclusions.  

2 Background 

Only a few similar reviews have been published in the health care domain. In [7], 
authors present a review that includes 11 studies from the US that illustrate the range 
of what has been done in diverse health care settings for clinical care, quality im-
provement and research. This review was focused on PRO data collection systems 
that were linked to an EHR system. The results of this review highlighted several 
barriers associated to the uptake and use of PROs, as well as factors impending their 
integration with electronic health records. Despite the fact that the authors provided a 
comprehensive view of the different types of PROs in use across the US health care 
sector, they did not report findings about the effectiveness of systems collecting and 
analyzing data about patient outcomes. In [27] the authors systematically reviewed 
the literature around the effectiveness of the EHRs in primary care. Despite the fact 
that the authors did not focus specifically on EHRs with a Big Data, or, a data analyt-
ics component, the results showed some mixed evidence. In particular, the application 
of EHRs had structural and process-related benefits for primary care, but showed no 
positive effect on clinical outcome.  
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A more business-oriented and operational review of Big Data implementation in 
healthcare was conducted by [28]. The authors examined whether the use of Big Data 
could effectively reduce healthcare concerns of governments and healthcare providers 
regarding the quality of care provided to patients, the integration of heterogeneous 
data-sets and the analysis of real-time data. The study highlighted the need for in-
sightful analysis of current Big Data applications, led by champions in this area, as a 
means of providing guidelines and facilitate informed decision making for govern-
ments and stakeholders who are interested in using this type of applications but lack 
the means necessary to evaluate/analyze them. 

Finally, in [8] the authors performed a literature review on the application of Big 
Data in medicine. The paper, which was focused on providing a general overview of 
the field of Big Data in medicine, showed several factors that can influence the stor-
age and analysis of clinical data in health care and identified some of the mainstream 
technologies and methods used for Big Data management and processing. 

3 Methodology 

Our study aimed to review the literature on Big Data for health care promotion and 
identify empirical papers that report on the effectiveness of Big Data applications in 
this context. We conducted the literature review using the following strategy: <effec-
tiveness-related keywords> AND <big data-related keywords> AND [“healthcare” 
OR “clinical decision support” OR “clinical trial registry” or “registries” OR analytics 
OR “clinical work” OR “primary care” OR “secondary care” OR Physicians OR 
“General Practitioners” OR Patients].  

Effectiveness-related keywords and Big Data related keywords were combinations 
of the following: [effectiveness OR usability OR “behavior change” OR satisfaction 
OR validation OR evaluation OR “decision making” OR “policy making”] AND 
[“big data” OR “electronic health records” OR “patient health records” OR “patient 
reported outcomes” OR Genomics OR Imaging]. Queries were submitted to the Pub-
Med database, which comprises more than 23 million citations for biomedical litera-
ture from MEDLINE, life science journals, and online books. Research was conduct-
ed between January and April 2014. Only articles written in English were included.   

3.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

We included only studies focused on the evaluation of the effectiveness of Big Data 
in the context of clinical work (primary and secondary care). This decision was made 
because there is a lack of clear evidence on the effectiveness of Big Data in this con-
text (as opposed to the context of clinical research where positive evidence exists).   

Selected studies should document the use of technologies where Big Data was the 
key component of the effectiveness evaluation process. In this manner, traditional 
knowledge-based systems and tools that rely on relatively simple rules for the  
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processing of data were not included in this review. For such as system or tool to 
qualify for inclusion in this study should have employed analytics and data mining 
techniques for automatically mining and analyzing distributed and heterogeneous 
collections of Big Data. There was no restriction as to the type of Big Data qualified 
for inclusion in this study. However, an emphasis was placed on the following types 
of data:  

• Electronic Health Records: These large-scale datasets contain data regarding the 
results of clinical and administrative encounters between a provider (physician, 
nurse and others) and a patient that occur during episodes of patient care as well as 
demographic details of each individual patient, history records etc. 

• Patient Reported Outcomes: PROs are defined as any report coming directly from 
patients about their health condition and treatment and include a range of outcomes 
such as symptoms, functional status, and health-related quality-of-life [29].  

• Genomics and Imaging data: These types of data sets are more common in the case 
of clinical research. For example, Big Data analytics techniques have been used to 
identify associations between genomic data and environmental variables or patient 
health records [32]. In the same manner data mining and analytics methods have 
been used to improve the design of diagnostic tools in the case of imaging data and 
the data-driven generation of relationships and patterns [17]. The review explored 
whether instances of these data were used in the case of tools used by professionals 
in the context of primary and secondary care. 

• Data collected from wearable sensors: The majority of wearable devices enable the 
collection of biochemical, physiological and motion sensing data [18]. The analysis 
of this type of data, when integrated with electronic health records, can support 
health monitoring and diagnosis for different chronic conditions (e.g. [19]). 

• Data mining from social networking tools: Patients' posts in online social network-
ing tools can be mined to extract knowledge about disease trends, patients' satisfac-
tion and concerns. Twitter is a typical example where data analytics methods have 
been used for disease monitoring and health related trends (e.g. [16]). 

Studies may have described a new technology or model to be used in the health re-
lated domain and reported an evaluation of the effectiveness of an actual intervention 
using the technology. In the context of this study we defined effectiveness as: a) sys-
tem usability; b) system effectiveness c) user satisfaction; d) technology acceptance e) 
behavior change; and finally e) effectiveness in health policy making and decision 
making. 

We excluded the following kinds of studies: a) research surveys that referred to 
cost or benefit effectiveness of Big Data technologies in the health care domain, b) 
studies reporting on the effectiveness of Big Data in the context of academic or clini-
cal research, as opposed to studies focused on everyday clinical work; c) opinion, 
position, or concept papers on the use of Big data in health care, as well as review 
papers and papers reporting on planned, but not actually implemented, effectiveness 
evaluation studies; and finally d) papers describing the analysis of data-sets using 
traditional knowledge-based systems that rely on simple rule-based methods, as op-
posed to the use of data analytics methods. This latter criterion was also the reason 
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why many studies were excluded from this review. This decision was made in order 
to keep the focus of the study on Big Data, thus differentiating it from previous work 
in the area of knowledge-based health information systems. 

3.2 Data Extraction 

Following a review of title and abstracts, the search identified around 108 potentially 
relevant articles. Of these, 12 satisfied the inclusion criteria after a full-text review. 
As it is shown in Table 1, for each paper included in the study a record was kept with 
the following information:  

• The specific type of health technology used (e.g. clinical decision support, diagnos-
tic tool); 

• The type of Big Data that was analyzed (e.g. Electronic Health Records (EHRs), 
Electronic Patient-reported Outcomes (ePROs), genomic data; data from clinical 
trials, or drug testing); 

• The aim of the effectiveness evaluation (e.g. Usability evaluation; Technology 
acceptance; System effectiveness; Behavior change (behavior change can be either 
objective or subjective – objective change is normally measured through the use of 
quantitative measures, while subjective change is based on qualitative data report-
ing users' experiences); Satisfaction; Engagement; Effectiveness of public health 
policy and decision making);   

• The methodology followed, by presenting the method, sample and measures used 
(e.g. Randomized Control Trial / 60 adult patients / Blood pressure);  

• The findings of the effectiveness evaluation: the findings refer to the main findings 
of the effectiveness evaluation. 

4 Results 

The results showed the presence of four main types of health information systems that 
supported processing of Big Data. These were: Pharmacosurveillance systems [2]; 
Clinical Decision Support [3, 4, 6, 22, 23]; Diagnostic tools [5, 20, 25]; and Health 
monitoring systems [21, 24, 26].  

In terms of the type of Big Data processed by the aforementioned systems, the 
findings showed that EHRs were the most commonly used datasets. In particular, 
EHRs were processed in the case of eight out of the twelve studies. Despite the fact 
that EHRs were implemented across all different types of health information systems, 
the four studies that did not include the use of EHRs were diagnostic tools [5, 20] and 
Health monitoring systems [21, 24]. PROs were used in the case of two studies, both 
implementing a clinical decision support tool [4, 6]. Finally, in motion physiological 
data (collected through the use of wearable sensors) and psychometric data were used 
in the case of three health monitoring tools [24, 26], while electroencephalography 
data was analyzed in the case of two diagnostic tools [5, 20]. 
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Table 1. Effectiveness of Big Data in health care 

 
Reference 
 
 

 

 
Health 
topic 
System 

 

Source of Big 
Data 
 

 

Aim of Effec-
tiveness Evalu-
ation 

 

Methodology/ Sam-
ple/ measures 

 
 

Findings of the effec-
tiveness Evaluation 

 
 

Holbrook et 
al. [2] 

Pharmaco- 
Surveillance 

 

Large Administra-
tive Data (LAD) /
Electronic Health 
Records (EHRs) / 
Electronic Patient 
Registries (EPRs) 
 

System Effec-
tiveness 
 

Expert Evaluation / 
Data from three 
different sources 
(LAD, EHRs, EPRs) 
were analyzed by 
experts against a set 
of criteria / data type 
availability, data type 
importance, data 
quality and privacy. 

There is a lack of integra-
tion between different 
databases / Bias and 
incomplete privacy 
legislation can reduce the 
effectiveness of linked 
datasets for analysis and 
decision making. 

Hrovat et al. 
[3] 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clinical 
Decision 
Support 

 

Electronic Health 
Records (EHRs) 

 

Effectiveness of 
decision Mak-
ing / System 
effectiveness  
 

Reduction in hemo-
globin levels for the 
intervention Group 
(clinical change) – 
Change in medication 
prescription by 
physicians (behavior 
change) - Positive 
levels of satisfaction 
for both patients and
physicians. 

The application of Big 
Data and Visual Analytics 
on the analysis of EHRs 
facilitated the discovery 
of trends that would be 
Impossible to identify 
using traditional tech-
niques, thus improving 
the effectiveness of 
decision making.  

Valuck et al. 
[4] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clinical 
Decision 
Support 
(Depres-
sion) 

 

Electronic Health 
Records (EHRs) /
Patient Health 
Questionnaires  
(PHQ-9) 

 

Public health 
policy/ Decision 
making effec-
tiveness 
 

Feasibility study 
(aims at showing the 
potential for integrat-
ing electronic patient 
health records with 
the PHQ-9 question-
naire) / 61.464 patient 
health records + data 
from 4900 PHQ-9 
questionnaires.  

The findings showed that 
the integration of EHRs 
with data from the PHQ-9 
Questionnaire could 
improve the management 
of depression and the 
effectiveness of the public 
health policy making 
process. 

Shen et al. [5] 
 
 
 

 

Diagnostic 
tool (de-
pression) 

 

Electro-
Encephalography
(EEG) data 

 

System effec-
tiveness 
 

Experiment / 2 sets of 
EEG data (1st set from 
13 patients, 2nd set 
from 5 patients) / 
Classification accura-
cy, prediction time. 

The application of big 
data analysis on both sets 
of EEG data improved the 
diagnostic accuracy of the 
tool and prediction times. 

Holzner et al. 
[6] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clinical 
Decision 
Support 

 

Patient Reported 
Outcomes (PROs) 
/Electronic Health 
Records (EHRs)  

Technology 
Acceptance/  
User Engage-
ment 
 

Case study / Two 
hospitals (inpatient 
and Outpatient unit) / 
quantitative data – 
usage Statistics. 

Although the tool was 
used effectively to collect 
and analyze PROs for 
clinical studies, in the 
case of both hospital case 
studies the findings 
showed that the tool could 
not be 
integrated into daily 
clinical routine, thus the 
data collection and 
analysis process of PROs 
could not be used by 
clinicians for individual 
patient treatment. 

Jayapandian 
et  al. [20] 
 
 
 

 
 

Diagnostic 
tool  
(epilepsy) 
 

Electro- 
encephalography 
(EEG) data 

 

System Effec-
tiveness / 
Usability 
(response time) 
 

Experiment / five 
patient EEG record-
ings / Time (to pro-
cess data); Time (to 
execute  
Data) 
 

The proposed method 
(based on Hadoop) 
performed significantly 
faster than the baseline 
system (both in terms of 
data processing and 
execution time).  
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Table 1. (continued) 

Graf et al. 
[23] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clinical 
Decision 
Support 
(Coronary 
Artery 
Disease) 

 

Electronic Health 
Records (EHRs) 

 

Behavior 
change  
 

Observational study / 
Data from 200 prac-
tices (providing care 
to a total of 17,000 
patients) / Objectively 
measured physiologi-
cal measures (e.g. 
Body Mass Index; 
Blood pressure) and 
administrative clinical 
data (e.g. % of 
vaccination; visits to 
the doctors).  

The health of patients 
with CAD improved 
across Several measures 
including “Body Mass 
Index”; “Blood Pressure”; 
“Vaccination”;”LDL”; 
“adherence to therapy”. 

Tseng et al. 
[21] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Health 
Monitoring 
System 

 

Physiological data 
 

 

Technology 
Acceptance 
 

Survey / elderly 
residents in a nursing 
home / Acceptability 
was measured in 
terms of: performance 
expectation - endeav-
or expectation - social 
influence - user 
Intention - Facilitating 
condition  

Positive effect of perfor-
mance expectation, 
endeavor expectation, 
social influence, and 
facilitating condition on 
user intention to use the 
system. However, there 
was no effect of user 
intention on actual behav-
ior. 

Shams et al. 
[22] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clinical 
Decision 
Support 
(re-
admissions 
predictor) 

 

Administrative 
data / Electronic 
Health Records 
(EHRs) 

 

System effec-
tiveness 
 

Retrospective cohort 
study / Dataset (7200 
records that corre-
spond to 2985 pa-
tients) 
 

The proposed solution 
could identify more 
accurately avoidable or 
unnecessary readmissions 
than baseline approaches 
(that do not analyze 
administrative data, along 
with patient health 
records).  

Suh et al. [24] 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Health 
Monitoring 
System 
(diabetes) 
 

Physiological /
Psychometric data 
 

Usability (ease 
of use) 
 

RCT / Adults with 
Type 2 Diabetes / 
Confidence, Efficien-
cy 
 

Compared with a baseline 
system, the proposed 
method showed higher 
levels of confidence and 
efficiency in terms of 
rule-based data associa-
tions, which resulted in 
improved ease of use. 

Perer and Sun 
[25] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clinical 
Diagnosis 
Tool (Heart 
Failure) 

 

Electronic Health 
Records (EHRs) 

 

Usability 
 

Expert evaluation / 4 
medical experts 
 

Comments made by the 
experts during the 
evaluation included: 
doctors can easily track 
the progress of the disease 
– earlier diagnosis can 
be made – use of visuali-
zation can help doctors 
select the best strategy to 
avoid onset of heart 
failure – ability to com-
pare cohorts. 

Quinn et al. 
[26] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Health 
Monitoring 
System  
(Diabetes) 

 

Physiological data 
/Electronic Health 
Records (EHRs) 

 

Behavior 
change /  
Clinical change 
/  User Satis-
faction 
 

RCT / Adults with 
Type 2 Diabetes  
 

Reduction in hemoglobin 
levels for the intervention 
group (clinical change) - 
Change in medication 
Prescription by physicians 
(behavior change) - 
Positive levels of satisfac-
tion for both patients and 
physicians. 
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Despite the fact that only 12 studies satisfied the inclusion criteria for this review, 
the findings showed that in the case of nine studies the researchers reported positive 
effect of Big Data implementation. However, some negative results were recorded in 
the case of three studies [2, 6, 21]. Two out of the 12 studies reported results about the 
effect of Big Data application on actual behavior change (i.e. effect on patients' 
health; change of health behaviors and/or change in clinical practice). Both studies 
reported a positive effect in the context of diabetes and coronary heart disease respec-
tively [23, 26]. In the study by Graf et al. [23] the findings showed that the analysis of 
EHRs improved clinical decision support and the care provided to patients with coro-
nary heart disease. The health of patients with CAD improved in terms of Body mass 
index, blood pressure and therapy adherence. The integration of EHRs with real time 
physiological data collected through wearable sensors improved also the effectiveness 
of a health monitoring system for patients with type 2 diabetes [26]. The system ena-
bled both patients and doctors to track the progress of the disease. The collection of 
real time physiological data updated the data held in patients' electronic health record 
database and supported integrated analysis and visualization of both types of data. 
The results of the RCT showed that patients’ health was improved, as well as the 
flexibility of clinicians' prescription behavior.  

In addition to behavior change, two studies studied the role of the analysis of EHRs 
in improving the effectiveness of decision and public health policy making [3, 4]. 
Despite the fact that the results communicated in both studies were preliminary, it 
becomes clear that the application of visual analytics methods to the processing of 
EHRs can support the disclose of hidden patterns and trends that would be impossible 
to identify using traditional techniques, such as the identification of temporal trends 
and missed opportunities, critical for the management of the disease. 

The effect of Big Data on the usability and technology acceptance was the most 
common form of effectiveness evaluation. Specifically, this issue was reported in five 
out of the 12 papers.  However, the results of these studies were mixed. For example, 
although Big Data improved the usability of health information systems, the findings 
of technology acceptance evaluation showed some negative effects that impeded the 
use and integration of this type of systems in clinical care. In terms of usability evalu-
ation the authors found that Big Data improved the data processing time [20]; led to 
higher levels of confidence and efficiency in terms of rule-based data associations 
[24]; and enabled detailed visualizations of the processed data, as well as the com-
parison of different patient cohorts across several variables (including genomic, envi-
ronmental and administrative) [25]. However, studies focused on the investigation of 
technology acceptance issues showed that the integration of PROs into a clinical deci-
sion support tool could not be incorporated successfully by doctors into daily clinical 
routine [6]; while in the case of a health monitoring system for the elderly, which 
collected and processed in motion physiological data, the authors concluded that there 
was no effect of intention to use the system on actual behavior [21]. 

Finally, a panel of expert reviewers evaluating a pharrmaco-surveillance system, in 
the study by Holbrook et al. [2], found several factors where Big Data implementation 
reduced system effectiveness. These factors included: lack of integration between  
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heterogeneous datasets (e.g. EHRs, LAD and EPRs); incomplete linked data technol-
ogies for structured and unstructured data sets; data quality problems; and finally, bias 
and incomplete privacy legislation.    

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we aimed to present a systematic overview of the literature in order to 
determine the extent to which Big Data applications in health care systems have man-
aged to improve patient experiences and clinicians' behavior, as well as the quality of 
care provided to patients. The results show that significant research has been focused 
on EHRs implementation, while we also found that relatively few studies are explicit-
ly focusing on other types of Big Data, such as PROs, genomic data, etc. Therefore, 
despite the benefits of the PROs, described analytically in [6, 7, 13], as their im-
portance is evidenced by their increased use in clinical trials, in this review we  
observed that the systematic use of PROs assessment in clinical care is too rare. Nev-
ertheless, we should highlight the fact that our survey misses journal articles and con-
ference papers, which are not indexed in PubMed and that we also did not include 
gray literature, such as white papers and unpublished reports.  

Furthermore, we observed that in the majority of papers, Big Data implementation 
in the health care domain presents several positive effects, regarding actual behavior 
change and decision and public health policy making. This happens because the ap-
plication of novel analytics technique to big datasets of clinical data can show hidden 
patterns and associations between data variables; and enable decision makers to visu-
alize and make sense of big volumes of data. This was common in the case of clinical 
decision support and diagnostic tools that processed electronic health records. On the 
other hand, in a few papers some negative effects of Big Data implementation were 
stated. In particular, there is a need for research to explore how data-driven systems 
can be incorporated effectively into daily clinical work. Also, it is important to inves-
tigate what health behaviors are needed for patients to effectively engage with in-
motion data, and in particular, technologies that collect and analyze physiological and 
psychometric data in real time. For this type of data-driven health technologies to 
succeed there is a need to understand how patients engage with health data and trans-
late their requirements into usable interfaces. Despite the positive effect of Big Data 
on behavior change, there is a need for more long-term randomized controlled trials to 
examine the effectiveness of data-driven clinical decision support on patients' health 
and clinicians’ diagnostic accuracy. While the harnessing of big volumes of Big Data 
can improve the depth of traditional analysis and systems performance, we need to 
make sure that patients and clinicians can make sense of Big Data and benefit them-
selves by the new knowledge produced. The results of the preliminary review report-
ed in this paper were a step towards this objective. Finally, we need to highlight the 
fact that this survey is limited to a small subset of studies found in PubMed, and that 
we have to repeat the study in the near future in a larger sample. Therefore, the find-
ings should be interpreted with caution.  
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Abstract. Healthcare information systems needs to share and to reuse
the patient’s information not only in a department where the information
is being formed, but also between the departments of an organization
and also among the different organizations. The requirements of health
services like providing efficient services and ensuring continuity causes
privatization of information. As patient health information is dispersed
and specialized, sharing personal health information became more
prevalent. A blood test ontology in a clinical information system could
help physicians to learn more about the patient’s health status. Hence,
patients medical history is widely recognized as a good indicator for the
patient’s treatment plan. In this work, a methodology is proposed to
infer the opportunities of using blood test with the help of semantic web
knowledge representation. In order to provide a personalized, manageable
and privacy protected system, user profiles are fully integrated with blood
test ontology and consent management model.

Keywords: Medical Knowledge Management, Personalization,
Semantic Web, Blood Test Ontology, Consent Management.

1 Introduction

Blood as the life fluid, has a major role in the immune system to defense the
body against diseases. When a patient consults a physician for any complaint,
the physician listens the patient’s medical history and requests some medical
tests. Among various medical tests, blood test is the first and most important
test to analyze the human body. Abnormal results in a blood test might be
a sign of a disorder or disease. Many diseases and medical problems couldn’t
be diagnosed with blood tests alone. However, blood tests help the physician to
learn more about the patient’s health status and to find potential problems early.
In health domain, besides its importance, blood test contains information that
might be useful to any clinic. Unfortunately, the same tests are being performed
repeatedly when the patient goes to different clinics. This repeat process causes
the loss of time for the diagnosis and a rise in the healthcare costs.

Until recently, it was not reasonable to share a patient’s data between the
departments of the healthcare organizations. In fact, the information obtained
from records of a health information system is only the administrative data, such
as patient’s name, age, insurance information and other personal data. However,
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in recent years, information technologies are focused on using and sharing the
clinical data in a higher-level structured form of semantic rich information.
Thus, sharing personal health information became more prevalent in distributed
healthcare environments.

As patients are the center of medical treatment, user profiles are the
center of personalization. Profile gives the demographic properties and history
of the patient. Thus, doctors get to know their patients better. Friend
of a Friend project (FOAF, http://www.foaf-project.org/) is the basic
representation of profile in Resource Description Framework (RDF) language
(http://www.w3.org/RDF/) and most common document to represent the
demographical properties of a person. FOAF is widely used inside many different
domains to describe personal information. In this work, FOAF is used to describe
a patient with demographic and dynamic properties. Moreover, we extend the
FOAF description with profile and blood test ontology connections to describe
a complete patient profile with full support of different ontological structures.
Using FOAF for personal information and integrating FOAF with blood test
ontology, provides an interoperable, personalized and more manageable personal
data. A personal health care system needs a detailed personal definition. Besides,
personal records must be saved accurately. FOAF is the most interoperable data
format to describe the patient’s personal data. Moreover, it supports extendable,
open and sharable data and can be used as the basic description to create a
personalized patient system. By using FOAF, the patient can have fully control
over her data and the system can give a personalized experience to her during her
treatment. However, patient data needs privacy and security. As we extend the
FOAF descriptions with blood test ontology, we also connected consent policy
to patient’s FOAF file to protect patient privacy. Consent management is a
policy that allows a patient to determine rights for access control requests to
her personal health information. Therefore, FOAF is fully integrated with blood
test ontology and consent management to create a personalized, manageable
and interoperable system. As a result, the stored personalized blood test result
information could be queried and reused. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the relevant related work. Section 3 explains the proposed
model primarily. Later, knowledge representation and development of the blood
test ontology is clarified. Also, consent management model for the patient privacy
is expressed in this section. The overall architecture of the proposed model is
given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contributes and outlines the direction of
the future work.

2 Related Work

Healthcare domain is one of the rare areas that has a huge amount of domain
knowledge. Infectious Disease Ontology (IDO) [1,2], Saliva Ontology (SALO)
[3] and Blood Ontology (BLO) [4] are ontologies that are described by formal
ontology languages. IDO provides a consistent terminology, taxonomy, and
logical representation for the domain of infectious diseases [1]. IDO has 185

http://www.foaf-project.org/
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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concepts, but has not any object properties between these concepts and data
properties. IDO covers the terms common for all infectious diseases, but diseases
themselves are not defined in the ontology. SALO is defined as a consensus-based
controlled vocabulary of terms and relations dedicated to the salivaomics domain
and to saliva-related diagnostics. SALO is an ongoing exploratory initiative. BLO
is designed to serve as a comprehensive infrastructure to allow the exploration
of information relevant to scientific research and to human blood manipulation
[4]. It is an ongoing project and the ontology is still continued to be developed.
BLO describes the structure, diseases and abnormalities of the blood. However,
BloodTest Ontology is focused on substances of the blood that are measured
to analyze a patient’s general state of health.

There are many profile adaptations of patient properties within ontological
structures. There are two kinds of patient knowledge: demographic properties
of a patient which are not changing over time and dynamic properties such as
patient blood test results or treatment plan. In [5] and [6], patient knowledge is
dynamic and changing over time. Thus, the patient profile must be updated and
managed by administrators over time. Case Profile Ontology [6] is changing and
merging with other ontologies that are based on the treatment plan. However,
this profile isn’t connected to any social status or relationship knowledge bases
and there is no description of a manageable user profile or roles, no connection
with policies which gives privileges to a patient to control privacy rights over her
patient file. A concept profile modeling of general person is presented in [7]. The
profile model lacks of the structural development of a user model. Therefore,
there will be a problem when the system needs to integrate the patient data
with other information systems. Also, the user model ontology neither has any
connection to FOAF nor has a meta-modeling structure that gives a manageable
and extendable ontological environment. In [8], a multi-layered framework is
defined to represent personal profiles. As all of these existing user models don’t
have an active working online ontology, we couldn’t compare any ontological
structure with our work at the moment.

The protection of patient information in healthcare system is one of the
essential need to provide patient privacy. Consentir [9], Clinical Management of
Behavioral Health Services (http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/cmbhs), HIPAAT
(http://www.hipaat.com) and Cassandra [10] are systems for patient consent
management and personal health information privacy. Also, [11] focuses on
creating and managing of patient consent with the integration of the Composite
Privacy Consent Directive Domain Analysis Model of the HL7 and the IHE Basic
Patient Privacy Consents profile. The proposed consent management model
differs from the relevant works in that we combine access control techniques
with personalization based on semantic web technologies and FOAF profiles.

3 Combining FOAF with Blood Test Ontology and
Consent Policy

In our model, ontologies are centered on patient’s FOAF profile. As FOAF
is a static description of personal properties, we connected the profile

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/cmbhs
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with the blood test ontology to save the blood test data of the profile.
Therefore, this blood test result could be used to diagnose and to treat
the possible diseases of a patient. In order to add blood test result; blood
type and blood test result should be both described inside the ontology
and connected to FOAF. Blood type is already represented inside FOAF
(http://kota.s12.xrea.com/vocab/uranai/). However, the blood test result
that we defined gives more detailed and temporal information about the
condition of a patient. In order to represent a blood test inside a FOAF profile,
p, we are using blood ontology elements to represent results. As a person could
have more than one blood test, we described a time stamp for the personal blood
test result. hasBloodTest property connects the Person, p, description of FOAF
to BloodTest description, a, of BloodTest Ontology:

∃p.hasBloodTest(a)|a ∈ BloodTest ∧ hasBloodTest ∈ ObjectProperty
Our model uses the Meta Object Facility (MOF, http://www.omg.org/

spec/MOF/2.4.1/PDF/ ) description of Ontology Management Group (OMG).
MOF is the metadata representation and layering of knowledge representation
based on semantic capabilities of elements. It is a Domain Specific Metamodel
used to define metamodels. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our model.
At M1 (Model) Level, BloodTest Ontology and FOAF definitions are connected
together. M1 Level stores definitions about blood test result, personal preferences
and profiles about these results. Policy and profile ontologies are derived from
M2 (Meta Model) Level’s Policy and Profile Meta Ontologies. At M0 (Instance)
Level, these definitions are used to create personal FOAF profiles of patients.

Fig. 1. Structure of the proposed model

In our model, ontologies are connected together with object properties.
BloodTest Ontology is being connected toFOAFdescriptionwith hasBloodTest
property. Profile and consent policy descriptions are being connected together

http://kota.s12.xrea.com/vocab/uranai/
http://www.omg.org/spec/MOF/2.4.1/PDF/
http://www.omg.org/spec/MOF/2.4.1/PDF/
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with hasProfile property. Overall ontological descriptions are being connected
together inside thepatient’sFOAFfile.AsFOAFfiles arebeingderived fromFOAF
descriptions, a patient file has the following properties:

∃Person.hasProfile(p) ∧ Profile(p)
∃Profile.hasBloodTest(b)∧BloodTest(b)

∃Policy.hasProfile(p) ∧ ∃Policy.isOwnerOf(p, b) ∧ Policy.hasConsentPolicy(p)

These connections are the central point of our profile management. The
knowledge behind the profile, consent policy and blood test ontology are being
connected together inside the patient information. This centrality gives an
efficiency in twofold: to the doctor to describe a treatment plan for the patient
and to the patient to handle with her consent policy description.

3.1 Blood Test Ontology

The blood test ontology (BloodTest Ontology) provides information about the
blood test results to physicians, health workers and patients. In this work, we aim
to represent the recent blood test result status with the BloodTest Ontology

and to use it as a part of an information base for the clinical information system.
Thus, it could be used to give services to patients and health workers to organize
blood information, to support the clinical decision system and to improve the
clinical trials. The primary objectives of the BloodTest Ontology are to perform
interoperability, information sharing and reusability in the healthcare domain.

A medical test can be any test that is applied to a patient to assess patient’s
general state of health. In BloodTest Ontology, these tests corresponds to
the human body fluids as blood, saliva, stool and urine with the concepts of
BloodTest, SalivaTest, StoolTest and UrineTest, respectively. In this work,
we have focused on the substances of the blood that is measured to analyze
a patient’s general state of health. The core concepts of a blood test that are
defined in BloodTest Ontology like AST, ALT, Albumin, etc. do not exist in
the current blood ontologies of the literature. As there are so many blood test
concepts, all of these concepts couldn’t be explained in this paper. In hospitals,
the blood is analyzed in four different laboratories which are endocrinology,
biochemistry, microbiology and hematology, in hospitals, respectively. By taking
these situations into consideration, we classified the blood test concept into
four sub-concepts: EndocrinologyBloodTest, BiochemistryBloodTest,
MicrobiologyBloodTest and HematologyBloodTest. For example, the
blood tests about liver like AST and ALT are defined as sub-concepts of
BiochemistryBloodTest, blood tests about thyroid like FT3 and FT4 are
defined as sub-concepts of EndocrinologyBloodTest. As the reference values
may vary according to the test laboratory, patients’s age or gender, the reference
values of the substances, which are test concepts, are not defined as an object
or a data property. BloodTest Ontology has ALCRIF(D) DL (Description
Logic) expressivity. The main goal of developing this ontology is using it as an
information base for clinical information system. The BloodTest Ontology is still
being developed and extended with new concepts, object and data properties.
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3.2 Patient-Oriented Consent Management

Information sharing has a significant importance in health domain. Patients
personal information and medical history provides an essential indicator for the
patient’s treatment plan. However, patients have the right to know who collects,
stores and accesses their data. As different people have different privacy needs,
each patient should determine her own privacy level. Therefore, a patient-oriented
consent management is used to guarantee patient privacy. European Standards
on Confidentiality and Privacy in Healthcare ( http://www.cpme.eu/european
standards on confidentiality and privacy in healthcare/ ) states that
patient information is confidential and should not be disclosed without adequate
justification. The justification for disclosure should normally be consent. Patient
consent policy allows the patient to permit or deny the disclosure of her medical
information to particular people.

The proposed model is based on a personal consent management model
[12]. The consent management model has the following concepts: Subject,
User, Role, Organization, Action, Object, Quasi-Identifier, Constraint,
Purpose, Policy Objects and Consent Data Policy. Details of the related
concepts could be found in [12]. In this work, roles of the consent management
model is being represented with Friend-Of-A Friend profiles. The following
example defines a permission and a prohibition:
Mary who has a pregnant profile permits her doctor (Bob) to see her blood test
results for treatment purpose and prohibits her doctor to publish her blood test
results for research purpose.

hasProfile(Mary) ≡ Pregnant, hasProfile(Bob) ≡ Doctor

hasDoctor(Mary,Bob), isOwnerOf(Mary,BloodTest)

hasQuasiIdentifier(Mary, (Name,Gender,DateOfBirth, SocialSecurityNumber))

hasRequest1(Bob) = (Bob,Mary,Read,BloodTest, T reatment)

hasRequest2(Bob) = (Bob,Mary,Publish,BloodTest,Research)

CD(Mary) = hasConsentData(Mary,BloodTest)

hasConsentPolicy1(Mary) = (Mary,Bob, PermissionDoctor, CD(Mary))

hasConsentPolicy2(Mary) = (Mary,Bob, ProhibitionDoctor, CD(Mary))

The consent policy example has the consent data concept named CD(Mary).
Therefore, patients can categorize their records as consent data, control who can
access to their health records and for what purposes these data can be used.

4 Architecture

A patient treatment system is a complex system. It has to cover medical
knowledge fully and should be supported by doctors. A single missing data in a
patient information may lead doctors to make wrong suggestions or assumptions
while deciding a treatment plan. An efficient system must provide a semantically
rich representation for patient’s personal, diagnosis, disease and treatment
information. Thus, in our work, ontologies are being used to represent fully
structured patient information. Patient treatment system have a multi-layered

http://www.cpme.eu/european_standards_on_confidentiality_and_privacy_in_healthcare/
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the proposed model

ontological structure at the core of our proposed system. In addition to
ontological representations, the patient information and doctor’s domain
knowledge have to be represented in the system. The proposed patient
treatment system seen in Figure 2 consists of three parts: a domain knowledge
decomposition (rule acquisition pillar), a knowledge representation (data
connectivity pillar) and a knowledge reasoning (rule execution pillar). Inside
rule acquisition pillar, we take the expert opinions to construct basic rules
about the blood test. For example; If BETA HCG hormone is greater than
five, the patient might be pregnant sentence represents the domain knowledge
of a doctor. First, we resolve this opinion into keywords such as hormone,
might be, BETA HCG, greater than and pregnant. In the data connectivity
pillar, these keywords need to be matched with the right ontological elements
to create a rule about this opinion. Thus, we created a three layered knowledge
representation of semantic structures to create blood test result and connected
diseases with the user profile and personalized consent policies. In the rule
execution pillar, rules are being created, stored and executed. In order to execute
a complex rule and to infer new knowledge, we are using DL-based PELLET
reasoner (http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/). These new discovered pieces of
knowledge could cover the missing part of the doctor’s opinions and could
support the doctor sufficiently in her treatment plan decision.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have created the base of a personalized treatment system. In
order to support the interoperability and information exchange, we will insert the
ICD-10 codes and SNOMED-CT ConceptID inside the BloodTest Ontology.
Thus, when there will be an another information system using SNOMED-CT
vocabulary, that system could exchange health information with a clinic
information system which is using BloodTest Ontology as the information base.
Although blood tests are not sufficient to diagnose diseases, some blood tests
named markers can show certain diagnose results. For example, if a patient’s

http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
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HIV blood test result is positive, then the patient could certainly be diagnosed
as AIDS. In order to make such decisions, infectious disease ontology is needed.
As a future work, we will add a disease ontology to our model. Thus, we will
integrate IDO to work with BloodTest Ontology. However, if IDO’s descriptions
for the diseases do not meet our semantical requirements (our primary researches
show that IDO has no concepts like AIDS, Hepatitis, Mumps, etc.), our work
would expand to describe the infectious disease to overcome the shortcomings.
Also, we will integrate the infectious disease ontology with FOAF to create
personal treatment plans for patients. Therefore, we will integrate the treatment
ontology [6] within our model. This integration will provide to define interfaces
for experts to collect expert opinions, interfaces for doctors to select a possible
treatment plan or to create new treatment plan using the diagnoses and interfaces
to patients to inspect how their treatment plan is going and how they can manage
their personal data.
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Abstract. The history of data has a crucial importance almost in every
scientific application. In order to trust the correctness of data, the ability
to determine the origin of data becomes an important issue. Provenance
information summarizes the origin of items, the history of the ownership
of items and the actions performed on them. Ensuring that data is kept
safe from corruption or illegal accesses and detecting privacy breaches on
data should be achieved by integrating provenance concepts with security
concepts. Information such as an individuals infectious disease history is
highly sensitive and should not be revealed to an unauthorized user. This
historical data needs privacy. We propose a privacy-aware provenance
management model by creating policies and querying provenance data to
detect policy violations. We illustrate our proposed model by integrating
it with infectious disease and vaccination domains.

Keywords: Provenance Management, Process Tracking, Semantic Web,
Healthcare Information Systems.

1 Introduction

In data management, data is continuously being created, updated, copied and
deleted. Due to this dynamic nature, the background knowledge of data needs
to be trusted in order to determine the quality on query results. Hence, the
knowledge of provenance is essential for the integrity of data. As provenance
is widely used in art, archeology and archives, it has also an importance in
forensics and legal proceedings of data [1]. Provenance information (also called
lineage) describes the origins and the history of data in its life cycle [2]. Thereby,
provenance is metadata, not data [3]. Data provenance concerns how the data
was processed and by whom. Thus, providing data provenance helps users to
value and trust the data.

Data provenance has been studied in several fields and researchers have used
provenance data to trace data from different sources, such as by whom the file
is created, updated or copied. Researchers need to trust that the provenance
information associated with the data is accurate. In order to make provenance
records trustworthy; completeness, integrity, availability, confidentiality and
efficiency should be guaranteed [4]. Therefore, the provenance model should
be integrated with a security model.

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 162–169, 2014.
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We propose an ontology-based privacy-aware provenance management model
to provide semantically correct results to imposed queries with a
privacy-preserving architecture. For this purpose, the proposed model aims to
prevent privacy breaches by using policies and querying provenance data, to
track data in a privacy-aware manner in order to infer new relationships between
resources and to improve the quality of data integration. In order to achieve these
goals, we apply the model over the infectious disease and vaccination domains.
In this manner; retrospective patient data held in the infectious diseases domain
can be provided, confidentiality of patient data will be granted by determining
access control privileges, the progress of infectious diseases can be monitored,
the history of infectious diseases of the closest relatives of the patients can
be examined, the progress of infectious diseases of other patients in similar
circumstances can be examined to manage the patient’s infectious disease in
the future, the support for critical decisions about applicable treatments and
tests can be provided, the vaccination history of a patient can be monitored and
necessary vaccines can be determined on time.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section
3 defines prerequisites of the privacy-aware provenance management model. The
model components and the case study examples are presented in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes and suggests the future work.

2 Related Work

Provenance has been the part of research in many areas, such as databases [5],
workflowmanagement systems [6], e-science [7] and SemanticWeb [8]. Provenance
is considered to be one of the primary issue in security. A provenance access control
model and a comprehensive access control language is proposed in [9]. In [10], a
provenance-awarepolicy definition and execution language (PAPEL) is described.
PAPELmodels provenance information by integratingOPMand extensible access
control markup language (XACML). Differently from these works, our model is
based on OPM and Dublin Core terms. An OPM based provenancemodel for web
is performed to assess information quality in [11]. However, this study contains a
provenance model and an ontology to meet core requirements for web. In [12], a
study has been performed on the execution of structural queries over workflow
repositories to analyze privacy. [13] proposes a provenance based access control
(PBAC) that handles dynamic separation of duties, workflowcontrol, origin-based
control and object versioning. In our work, we do not focus on workflows.

As privacy is a critical issue in healthcare domain, provenance is also studied
in healthcare applications. [14] presents the privacy aspects of provenance into
healthcare information systems. One of the most challenging study is based on
the organ transplant management domain [15]. The records of the performed
donations and the original data of each donation are held within Organ
Transplant Management Application (OTMA). The OTMA ensures the
management and accessibility of patient records and donation records in the
distributed healthcare systems. The OTMA supports pre-transplant donor
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identification and assessment, realization of transplantation, post-transplant
monitoring of the health status of the recipient. Application can analyze reasons
why transplant was rejected by the body, issues whether a transplant is conducted
in accordance with rules and if a patient is a suitable donor or a recipient.

Privacy-aware provenance management model aims to detect access control
violations and to reduce privacy risks by using policies and querying provenance
data. Hence, we integrate OPM and Dublin Core terms within our model. We use
infectious disease domain in order to improve medical processes and integrate
infectious disease and vaccination domain to track the vaccination history.

3 Prerequisites

The proposed model is built on Open Provenance Model (OPM) and OPM
Profile for Dublin Core Terms. OPM (http://openprovenance.org/) is a model
for provenance. The model supports the digital representation of provenance
and allows provenance information to be exchanged between systems [16]. OPM
represents the provenance data as a directed acyclic graph (DAC). The OPM
model is based on three primary entities: artifact, process and agent. Artifact
defines the immutable piece of state which is a data object. Process is an action
and resulting in new artifacts. A process takes an artifact as an input and
outputs an artifact. Agent is a cause of a process taking place [16]. In order to
capture casual dependencies between these entities, OPM defines three types of
direct dependencies and two types of indirect dependencies. Direct dependencies
consist of used, wasGeneratedBy and wasControlledBy. Indirect dependencies
are wasDerivedFrom and wasTriggeredBy. Simply; a process used an artifact,
an artifact wasGeneratedBy a process, a process wasControlledBy an agent, a
process P1 wasTriggeredBy a process P2, and an agent A2 wasDerivedFrom an
agent A1.

Provenance related Dublin Core metadata terms map to OPM graphs [17].
Dublin Core terms integrate with OPM data and allow Dublin Core
provenance-related metadata to be expressed as an OPM graph. Therefore,
Dublin Core terms provide a common vocabulary of provenance resource
metadata. A resource could’nt be linked directly to the model in OPM. Hence,
there is a mapping process to define resources and functionalities that manipulate
them. Records or physical resources in different states are represented as an
artifact in OPM. Therefore, representations of the same resource in different
states are needed. Dublin Core provides terms to define which resources are
derived from another and to represent the relationship between resources. In
this manner, an artifact based on version could be held in the model.

4 Privacy-Aware Provenance Management Model
Components

The common purpose of security is to ensure privacy. In order to provide privacy,
the disclosure of personal information must be controlled and unwanted

http://openprovenance.org/
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disclosures must be prevented. As provenance allows to determine the origin of
data and to track the authentication of information, it could be used to detect
unwanted disclosures and to strengthen privacy. The aim of the privacy-aware
provenance management model is to use provenance as a security control to
achieve privacy needs. The model is based on Open Provenance Model (OPM)
and Dublin Core Profile for OPM.

In privacy-aware provenance management model, a subject is a responsible
for creating records, making contributions to the recorded data and making
the recorded data available. An artifact represents data or physical resources
same as an OPM artifact. The artifact can be generated by a subject. An
operation is a manipulation performed by a subject. It modifies an artifact
and creates new version of this artifact. In our model, we used Dublin Core
terms. For example, a subject in our model matches with Dublin Core terms of
dct:creator, dct:contributor and dct:publisher, operation matches with
dct:instructionalMethod. Therefore, we need the version history of artifacts,
dependencies between these versions and detailed information of creation and
modification. The Dublin Core terms of dct:available, dct:created,
dct:creator, dct:dateCopyrighted, dct:hasFormat, dct:hasPart,
dct:hasVersion, dct:isFormat, dct:isPartOf, dct: isRequiredBy,
dct:isVersionOf, dct:modified, dct:priorVersion, dct:versionInfo,
dct:rights and dct:modified are directly used in our model. In addition to
these terms, we also defined new terms in order to create permissions and roles
to control access to artifacts and to trace the access history of each artifact. The
terms defined in privacy-aware provenance model consist of Permission, Role,
AccessHistory, name, hasRole, isOwnerOf, hasRequest, value,
hasPermission, hasOwner, isInputOf, isOutputOf, hasInput,
hasOutput, isPerformedBy, isPerformedFor, isRequestedBy, performed,
started, expired, artifactIsAccessedBy, isAccessHistoryOf,
hasAccessHistory, accessed, wasAccessedBy and accessDetail.

Permission determines the accessibility of an artifact and includes access
rights. The artifact can be accessed according to a Role or Subject, started
and expired date of the authorization. After an artifact is created, it is related
with a Permission object. Role represents the position of each subject in an
organization. The Role is used to identify authorization in a permission object.
The Permission object provides a limited access to an artifact. However,
unauthorized access may occur maliciously. Therefore, detailed records of access
are required to detect unauthorized access to records. Hence, we used an
AccessHistory object that consists of date, accessed artifact and access details.
accessDetail is an information about access details like by whom the artifact
is accessed. AccessHistory is used to trace all authenticated/unauthenticated
accesses that are performed on an artifact.

The privacy-aware provenance model has ALCQ DL (Description Logic)
expressivity and has the following atomic concepts and roles:

− atomic concepts are Subject, Artifact, Operation, Permission, Role,
AccessHistory.
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− the atomic roles hasRole links a subject to a role, hasPermission links an
artifact to a permission, artifactIsAccessedBy links a permission to a subject,
wasAccessedBy links an access history object to a subject.

− the atomic roles isOwnerOf and hasOwner are inverse roles and create a link
between a subject and an artifact.

− the atomic role hasRequest and isRequestedBy are inverse roles and create a
link between a subject and an operation.

− the atomic role hasAccessHistory and isAccessHistoryOf are inverse roles and
create a link between an artifact and an access history object.

− the atomic role isInputOf and hasInput are inverse roles and create a link
between an artifact and an operation.

− the atomic role isOutputOf and hasOutput are inverse roles and create a link
between an artifact and an operation.

− the atomic role isPerformedBy and performs are inverse roles and create a
link between an operation to a subject.

− the atomic role isPerformedFor and hasOperation are inverse roles and create
a link between an operation and an artifact.

− the atomic role isVersionOf and hasVersion are inverse roles and create a link
between two artifacts.

The privacy-aware provenance management model rules are in the following
forms:

∀Subject hasRole(Subject, Role), Role � hasRole.Subject
∀Artifact(hasOwner(Artifact, Subject)) ↔

∃Subject(isOwnerOf(Subject, Artifact))
∀Operation(isRequestedBy(Object, Subject))↔

∃Subject(requests(Subject, Operation))
∀AccessHistory(isAccessHistoryOf(AccessHistory, Artifact)) ↔

∃Artifact(hasAccessHistory(Artifact, AccessHistory))
∀Operation(hasInput(Operation,Artifact)) ↔

∃Artifact(isInputOf(Artifact, Operation))
∀Operation(hasOutput(Operation,Artifact)) ↔

∃Artifact(isOutputOf(Artifact, Operation))
∃Artifact(hasV ersion(Artifact1, Artifact2)) ↔

∃Artifact(isV ersionOf(Artifact2, Artifact1))
∀Operation(isPerformedBy(Operation, Subject)),

Subject � isPerformedBy.Operation
∃Operation(isPerformedFor(Operation,Artifact))
∀Permission(artifactIsAccessedBy(Permission, Subject)),

Subject � artifactIsAccessedBy.Subject
∃AccessHistory(wasAccessedBy(AccessHistory, Subject)),

Subject � wasAccessedBy.Subject
Subject× Permission×Artifact → hasPermission.Subject
Subject×Artifact×AccessHistory → hasAccessHistory.Artifact
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4.1 Case Study

Provenance of data is known as the documented history of the data and being
used in various domains. Domain experts use this provenance data to perform
analysis and reasoning. When the importance of its consequences are taken into
consideration, the medical domain is an important research field for provenance
management. We integrate infectious disease domain and vaccination domain
with privacy-aware provenance model for twofold: (i) to detect privacy violations
in provenance data (ii) to track vaccine information and to remind the people
related with the relevant vaccine information.

The Infectious Disease Ontology (IDO) is a core ontology providing a
consistent terminology, taxonomy and logical representation for all infectious
disease domain [18]. IDO is constructed according to the Open Biomedical
Ontology Foundry and uses Basic Formal Ontology (www.ifomis.org/bfo) as
an upper ontology. Vaccination prevents humans from infectious diseases that
may result in mortality or morbidity. Vaccine domain is specifically handled
with regards to the usage of stakeholders who are persons and organizations
that participate in vaccination process. Vaccine Ontology is used in vaccine
information system in order to provide all services that occur in the vaccination
process [19].We illustrated ourmodel for infectious disease and vaccine ontologies:

Detecting Privacy Violations: An instance of the privacy-aware
provenance management model over the infectious disease domain is illustrated
for the case study. Subject represents patients and healthcare workers such as
doctor, nurse, practitioner, laboratory assistant, etc. Operations are clinical tests
and treatment processes. Artifact contains the personal information, clinical test
results, diagnoses and applied treatments of patients. The case study is designed
towards the diagnosis of Hepatitis C and presented according to the model rules
given in Section 3.

In the case study, the doctor (John) listens complaints of his patient (Mary)
and suspects that she is a carrier of the Hepatitis C virus. A number of diagnostic
tests, including HCV antibody enzyme immunoassay (ELISA), recombinant
immunoblot assay and quantitative HCV RNA polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
can be applied to diagnose Hepatitis C. While John requests an ELISA test for
Mary, Mary wants to protect her medical records from unauthorized accesses.

hasRole(John) ≡ Doctor, hasRole(Mary) ≡ Patient

hasRole(Lucy) ≡ Nurse, hasRole(Mark) ≡ LaboratoryAssistant

isPerformedFor(ELISA,DOID 1883) ≡ hasOperation(DOID 1883, ELISA)

hasRequest(John,ELISA) ≡ isRequestedBy(ELISA,John)

creator(Artifact1) = Lucy, Artifact1 = Mary′sELISATestRequest

isOwnerOf(Mary, Artifact1) ≡ hasOwnerOf(Artifact1,Mary)

hasPermission1(Artifact1) = (Permit,Nurse,OnlyWriteForClinicalT ests,

2014− 07− 01, 2014− 07− 10)

isInputOf(Artifact1, ELISA) ≡ hasInput(ELISA,Artifact1)

Artifact2 = ELISA− TestResult

isOutputOf(Artifact2, ELISA) ≡ hasOutput(ELISA,Artifact2)

www.ifomis.org/bfo
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isOwnerOf(Mary, Artifact2) ≡ hasOwnerOf(Artifact2,Mary)

hasPermission2(Artifact2) = (Permit,Doctor, ReadAndWriteForTreatment,

2014− 07− 01, 2014− 08− 01)

hasPermission3(Artifact2) = (Permit,LaboratoryAssistant,

ModifyTestResultForTreatment,2014 − 07− 01, 2014 − 08− 01)

hasAccessHistory1(Artifact2) = (Artifact2, 2014− 07− 04, John, Read)

isInputOf(Artifact2, UpdateArtifact2) ≡ hasInput(UpdateArtifact2,Artifact2)

isPerformedBy(UpdateArtifact2,Mark) ≡ performs(Mark,UpdateArtifact2)

hasAccessHistory2(Artifact2) = (Artifact2, 2014− 07− 07,Mark,

ModifiedAndCreatedAnewV ersion)

isOutputOf(Artifact3, UpdateArtifact2) ≡ hasOutput(UpdateArtifact2,Artifact3)

hasPerrmission2(Artifact3) = (Permit,Doctor,ReadAndWriteForTreatment,

2014− 07− 01, 2014− 08− 01)

priorV ersion(Artifact3) = Artifact2

isV ersionOf(Artifact3, Artifact2) ≡ hasV ersion(Artifact2, Artifact3)

hasAccessHistory3(Artifact3) = (Artifact3, 2014− 07− 30, John, Read)

In this manner, access history can be queried to detect privacy violations.
Thus, Mary can control who can access her infectious disease record and for
what purposes this record can be used. As a result, the infectious disease record
of Mary will be protected from unauthorized accesses.

Tracking Vaccine History: The vaccine history is an essential information
that can be learned by using provenance data over the privacy-aware provenance
management model. Therefore, the vaccine history could be accessed in critical
times in order to apply necessary vaccines to the patient on time and to prevent
unwanted vaccination processes. For example; when an unconscious patient is
brought to the hospital with a large incision on his arm, the doctor would like to
learn patient’s tetanus vaccine history. As he can’t learn it from the patient (we
accept that the doctor knows patient’s social security number), by executing a
query on the provenance data of patient’s personal vaccine information the latest
tetanus vaccination date will be controlled from the query result. Therefore, if
the tetanus vaccine is applied to the patient in last ten years, it should not be
applied again. Otherwise,the patient can die or the re-applied tetanus vaccine
can cause permanent damage to the patient.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed privacy-aware provenance management model provides privacy
and traceability of data. Users can trace the records of events and dependencies
between events and also manage the access control. Thus, data can be protected
from unauthorized accesses, all versions of data can be tracked and analyzes
can be performed by using provenance data. As a future work, policy ontologies
will be created and queries will be written, infectious disease and vaccination
ontologies will be extended with new concepts and instances, and the
privacy-aware provenance access control engine will be developed.
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Abstract. One of the key aspects of the approaching data-intensive science era 
is integration of data through interoperability of systems providing data prod-
ucts or visualisation and processing services. Far from being simple, interoper-
ability requires robust and scalable e-infrastructures capable of supporting it. In 
this work we present the case of EPOS, a project for data integration in the field 
of Earth Sciences. We describe the design of its e-infrastructure and show its 
main characteristics. One of the main elements enabling the system to integrate 
data, data products and services is the metadata catalog based on the CERIF 
metadata model. Such a model, modified to fit into the general e-infrastructure 
design, is part of a three-layer metadata architecture. CERIF guarantees a robust 
handling of metadata, which is in this case the key to the interoperability and to 
one of the feature of the EPOS system: the possibility of carrying on data inten-
sive science orchestrating the distributed resources made available by EPOS da-
ta providers and stakeholders. 

Keywords: Research Infrastructure, e-infrastructure, data integration, data in-
tensive, metadata, cerif, epos. 

1 Introduction 

We describe the use of metadata in EPOS: European Plate Observing System 
(www.epos-eu.org), an ESFRI (European Strategic Framework for Research Infra-
structures) project.  In EPOS, metadata is used not only to describe datasets but also 
users, software and ICT resources thus providing a virtualized e-infrastructure envi-
ronment for geoscientists.  We describe a 3-layer model of metadata to provide the 
required functionality including interoperability.  We approach the end of EPOS-PP 
(Preparatory Phase) with a developed architecture and prototype e-Infrastructure envi-
ronment and expect to develop the full production system starting in 2015. 

EPOS is the result of changing expectations and requirements in science, and the 
use of ICT for science.  According to Tony Hey [HeTaTo09] research passed through 
different eras, and we are leaving the computational science era and moving to the 
data-intensive science era, where the amount of produced data outstrips our capacity 
for collecting and analysing it. The vision is that  “the goal is to have a world in  
which all of the science literature is online, all of the science data is online, and they 
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interoperate with each other“. Data interoperability is therefore fundamental.  Extend-
ing the Tony Hey et al vision, another complementary view, promoted by 
[HaRaOr06] states that integration of data, which is one of the main reason for system 
interoperability, is another core concept: “Data integration is crucial […] for progress 
in large-scale scientific projects, where data sets are being produced independently by 
multiple researchers [and] for better cooperation among government agencies”.  The 
key to achieving the vision is virtualization (hiding from the end-user the complexity 
of the underlying system) and virtualization is achieved by the use of metadata.  
Metadata provides the raw material for the middleware necessary to allow interopera-
tion across datasets, across software, across users (using electronic means) and across 
computing resources. 

2 Related Work 

Interoperability of data has long been recognized as important.  In the 1970s attempts 
to integrate data from heterogeneous sources in geoscience were already underway 
[SuJeGi77] and in that work metadata (so-called structural information records) were 
the key to matching syntactically heterogeneous datasets.  However this work only 
touched on the semantic aspects.   Much research has been done since including the 
seminal paper [ShLa90]; an approach using in combination data, software and 
knowledge engineering [JeHuKaWiBeMa94] and the use of graph theory in hyper-
media databases [KoJe95] although no fully satisfactory automated technique has yet 
been developed.  In fact a semi-automated method involving much human interaction 
named Dataspaces has been proposed [FrHaMa05] and subsequent work has focused 
largely on semi-automated mechanisms. 

Software interoperability is even more problematic.  Attempts have been made 
with catalogs or directories of software components.  However, the binding of soft-
ware to data in the Object-Oriented environment precludes general use of software 
across heterogeneous data structures.  The answer lies in atomic software services that 
are agnostic to data structures (or semantics) which implies that the software reads 
first the metadata describing the data of interest and then self-modifies to meet the 
data structure encountered.  In the relational database world this is more easily 
achieved because the data structures are normalized and – at least for data manage-
ment – a set of atomic software services are already defined, namely the relational 
algebra.  Many software packages (e.g. in statistics or visualization) build on this 
concept and access relational tables because they provide a generic data interface 
using the relational schema.  The key is execute-time binding of software to data 
which precludes compile-time typing and thus requires typing checks to be carried out 
at execute time (at least for data ingest and update) to ensure integrity. 

 Interoperability across computing resources has been – so some extent - achieved.  
With homogeneous systems (same hardware, operating system and same organiza-
tional management) there have been solutions available for some time to make a  
distributed system appear homogeneous although even in this environment mainte-
nance of catalogs or directories of the systems characteristics is non-trivial. With  
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heterogeneous systems it is more complex.  Not only are we dealing with different 
hardware with different characteristics (e.g. specialized processors in supercomputers) 
but also differences in accuracy and precision especially for double-precision floating 
point numerics commonly used in scientific research.  Worse, we also have different 
organisations and their management policies to deal with.  Great advances were made 
in the period 2000-2008 based on GRIDs technology; perhaps summarized best in the 
work of the CoreGRID project http://coregrid.ercim.eu/mambo/ although much has 
been carried forward through the European Grid Infrastructure http://www.egi.eu/ and 
on into CLOUD Computing.  

The importance of interoperability means that design papers for system interopera-
bility and for data integration are plentiful in scientific literature: these papers range 
from theoretical models developed by huge companies and academic researchers 

[HaRaOr06], [Le02] to database models and implementation of seismogenic sources 

[BaVaVaBuFrMaBo08], to reviews and summaries on the topic of integration [Do-
HaIv12]  and many others. These (and other) papers provide a range of visions with 
part-solved approaches to each of the kinds of interoperability outlined above alt-
hough the maximum amount of work has been done on data interoperability.  Match-
ing the wide range of papers are many local e-Infrastructure implementations, with 
local data formats, specialised metadata standards and data delivery systems which 
only in a few cases are in regular production use and able to share data with common 
standards.  One example of a production system in Geoscience comes from seismolo-
gy [SuEcGi08]. 

Because of the distribution and heterogeneity of many scientific research resources 
the fundamental task of integration is usually carried on by European-wide organiza-
tions or European projects, with long term vision and consequent investment both in 
human and financial resources.   Examples come from astronomy, astrophysics and 
remote sensing, where huge organizations such as European Space Agency (ESA), 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Japan Aerospace Explora-
tion Agency (JAXA) and many others can manage and coordinate in a consistent way 
all the resources required to carry on research: satellites, telescopes, other sensors or 
machinery and also the e-Infrastructures which enable researchers to retrieve, store, 
exchange and elaborate data, thus reducing the amount of different data and metadata 
formats, software and procedures. When all the resources required to carry on re-
search in a certain science field are managed centrally, then an e-infrastructure with a 
high interoperability factor is likely designed and implemented.   The key factor is 
that the sensors / detectors and associate systems are expensive and shared among 
researchers and thus there is a need for standardization of data formats, software and 
procedures.  

With the exception of earth observation, such an approach is not found in Geosci-
ence. The relatively low cost of sensors and hardware  required to create a research 
infrastructure (RI) allow any institution to create its own RI and of the underlying e-
infrastructure.  Thus there is a lack of integration even within each sub-discipline of 
geoscience let alone between those sub-disciplines – except in seismology where 
there is some coordination.  This is because of the economic and social consequences 
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of seismic activity and the better science that can be achieved by utilising many seis-
mic observatories with their sensor arrays providing higher precision in the data. 

Attempts to provide cross-discipline integration have started.  At low level (storage 
and preservation) the EC-funded project EUDAT http://www.eudat.eu/  is providing 
an e-layer to store, securely preserve and curate the data and encourage discovery of 
datasets across all disciplines.  Interestingly, their initial trials of DC (Dublin Core) 
and subsequent use of CKAN (Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network, 
www.ckan.org) metadata proved inadequate and they are now pursuing other possibil-
ities including the metadata standard used by EPOS (of which more below).   

Similar integration is being attempted in the Global Earth Observation System of 
Systems (GEOSS www.earthobservations.org/geoss.shtml), devoted to “proactively 
link together existing and planned observing systems around the world and support 
the development of new systems where gaps currently exist”. In both cases the com-
mon goal is to provide a certain degree of integration of data and datasets coming 
from different science fields, so that a user may discover information with one dis-
covery action (query). Although such global initiatves are important and fundamental, 
dealing with such diverse data poses problems because of the heterogeneity intrinsic 
to multilingual semantics.  

3 EPOS 

This paper takes a particular example case from geoscience, the European Plate Ob-
serving System (EPOS) which deals with data coming from solid Earth Sciences. A 
major problem is the varied group of communities and their different approaches, 
their distributed locations and groupings.  There is a tension between the local institu-
tional organization covering one or several fields and the international cooperation in 
any one field – in some cases with one or more European centres.  Thus the EPOS e-
infrastructure team interacted with ten major community groupings to discover their 
assets (datasets, software, computing and other equipment, services offered).  This 
inventory – together with contact information – was stored in a database named RIDE 
(Research Infrastructures Database for EPOS) and made widely available.  This en-
couraged communities to ‘open up’ more assets.  It also allowed EPOS-PP to demon-
strate the scale of research infrastructures already funded and available and therefore 
the benefits of integrating across them all in the EPOS project. 

Thus, EPOS aims to have a real integration of science data and common access to 
services (including software services but also, e.g., access to rock mechanics equip-
ment or supercomputers) from one single integrated online environment, namely 
EPOS Integrated Services. These services utilise metadata namely a specialised, ex-
tended implementation of the Common European Research Information Format 
(CERIF) model.  CERIF was designed initially for research information interopera-
tion and has been an EU Recommendation to Member States since 1991.  Information 
on CERIF is available at the website of the not-for-profit organization tasked to  
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maintain, develop and promote CERIF, euroCRIS www.euroCRIS.org and specifical-
ly at http://eurocris.org/Index.php?page=CERIFreleases&t=1.  In this paper we out-
line the main features of the EPOS system, and in particular the metadata catalog and 
its implementation. 

The EPOS mission is to integrate existing and new, distributed research infrastruc-
tures (RIs) for solid Earth Sciences warranting increased accessibility and usability of 
multidisciplinary data from monitoring networks, laboratory experiments and compu-
tational simulations. This is intended and expected to enhance worldwide interopera-
bility in the Earth Sciences and establish a leading, integrated European infrastructure 
offering services to researchers and other stakeholders.  In fact EPOS is designed to 
interoperate with equivalent RIs in other continents and work is ongoing with them. 

EPOS represents the solution and expresses a scientific vision and an IT approach 
in which innovative multidisciplinary research is made possible. However, EPOS also 
requires a sustainability plan and business model and has to organize and leverage 
other funding sources.  Additionally the legal aspects of providing such integrated 
services and the associated rights over data, software, equipment and even scholarly 
publications require managing.  In an online integrated research environment all these 
aspects require metadata. 

Hence, EPOS is not only a portal to domain-specific (thematic) datasets for down-
load.  The ambition of EPOS is to overcome the general complexity faced by a re-
searcher when using a wide diversity of data and data products to perform her/his 
research, by providing a simple “one-stop shop” environment and interface.  The 
technical goal is to provide an integrated environment where the user can browse, 
preview and/or select, download data.  However, in addition, the novel aspect of 
EPOS compared with other portals – is to allow the user to perform analytics, data 
mining, visualisation and modelling directly online.   

4 e-Infrastructure Design 

The EPOS architecture is structured as follows (Fig.1): 

• Integrated Core Services (ICS) provide access to multidisciplinary data, data prod-
ucts, and synthetic data from simulations, processing and visualization tools. How-
ever, because EPOS means to integrate, analyse, compare, interpret, and present 
data and information, ICS does not simply mean data access, they are the place 
where integration occurs; 

• Thematic Core Services (TCS) are infrastructures that provide data services to spe-
cific communities (they can also be international organizations, such as ORFEUS 
for seismology www.orfeus-eu.org); 

• National Research Infrastructures and facilities provide services at national level 
and send data to the European thematic data infrastructures. 
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Fig. 1. EPOS architecture 
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sufficient because EPOS wants to (i) be interoperable with other systems, (ii) be com-
pliant with major European standards, (iii) deliver a high quality service that  
enables a user to perform programmatically some actions. A locus dedicated to  
machine-machine interaction is therefore needed. This is exactly the Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API), which includes a set of native functions enabling a ma-
chine use of the EPOS system, as for instance RESTful queries of the type: GET 
/entity?data_types=[seismwav,GPS,satdata]&lat=45.5345&lon=16.334&startime=”da
tetime”. For this latter purpose, the reliable and fully CERIF compliant CERIF-XML 
standard is used at the present stage in the form of a RESTful service that can be que-
ried to obtain XML-formatted metadata.   

Services interface module includes all the software and interfaces required to con-
nect outsourced resources as, for instance, linkage to HPC centres or workflow man-
agement infrastructure (e.g. VERCE www.verce.eu). 

5 Data Model 

The metadata catalog is the key to the implementation and is dependent on the meta-
data model.  Metadata can be viewed or considered in two dimensions: 

• Metadata to describe the objects of the “EPOS ecosystem” in such a way that the 
descriptions (including restrictions of usage) can be used by the middleware and by 
application software; 

• Metadata for to provide the appropriate level or depth of metadata for the required 
task or processing; 

5.1 Metadata to Describe EPOS Ecosystem Objects 

This dimension of the metadata concerns the objects of the EPOS “ecosystem”: these 
are classified into users, services (including software), data and resources (computing, 
data storage, instruments and scientific equipment) as shown in Fig. 3. 

The User Model describes how a subject (human user, but also a program, or a 
process) can interact with the EPOS e-infrastructure and determines the design of the 
EPOS web-portal. This is important to ensure all kinds of people, regardless their 
location, language, expertise, permissions, responsibilities, authorities and disabilities 
(or differently-abled abilities e.g. when driving), can easily access and use the system. 
Therefore, it will provide the technical information to ensure users’ security, privacy 
and trust through its identification, authentication, authorization and accounting 
(IAAA). IAAA are based on the data policy and access rules describing the degree of 
openness of the information, data usability, data ownership, and the stakeholders’ 
metric aimed at analysing the impact, influence, engagement, exchanges and ethical 
risks associated to each user category and the possible utilization of EPOS data and 
services. 
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of referential and functional integrity -  were experienced 1991-2000 which led to the 
reconvening of the expert group and the development of the replacement CERIF2000.   

CERIF2000 covers - as base entities - persons, organisations, projects, products 
(including datasets and software), publications, patents, facilities, equipment, funding 
and more.  The novelty of CERIF is in the linking entities; these describe the 
relationships between instances of base entities.  Each linking entity consists of the 
keys (unique identifiers) of the two base entities being related, a role (the relationship) 
and both start and end date/time; thus providing temporal information for the period 
of validity of the assertion implicit in the instance of the linking entity.  A role might 
be ‘author’ in the linking entity between person and publication; it could equally well 
be ‘editor’ or ‘reviewer’.  Similarly a role between organisation and person might be 
‘employs’; multiple instances with diffreent values of start date/time and end 
date/time (and possibly with different organisations) form a list of employments 
(career history) of a person.  In the case of datasets related to datasets appropriate 
roles describe replication or partitioning and (with appropriate dates/times) 
provenance.  Clearly it is possible to relate daatasets to software, licences, 
organisations, equipment (sensors) etc. 

The design of CERIF respects both referential and functional integrity which is an 
advantage over simpler metadata schemes and the reason why CERIF was chosen for 
EPOS (and other projects).  For example, in CERIF a person exists independently of 
whether they are employed, an author, a copyright holder or a software developer – 
all of which might be coincident.  Metadata schemes which, for example, have person 
as an attribute in an instance of a publication (where the attribute name might be au-
thor or creator) violate functional integrity and may – depending on cardinality – vio-
late referential integrity.  CERIF provides for multilinguality; each text string can 
have multilingual variants.   

Additionally, CERIF has a semantic layer – interoperable with the well-known 
W3C standards OWL and SKOS – which has the same design philosophy as the rest 
of CERIF.  It has base entities and linking entities.  The base entities of the semantic 
layer are classification schemes (rather like namespaces) and classification (i.e. 
terms).  The linking entities allow terms from different classification schemes to be 
related by roles such as is equivalent to, is broader than, is narrower than and so on – 
like a thesaurus or ontology.  This flexibility is important and having the semantic 
layer integrated within the model – and using conventional data processsing technolo-
gy - makes for efficient processing especially when crosswalking to interoperate 
across semantc domains is reuqired.  In implementation, the terms representing role 
from linking relations in the rest of CERIF are unique identifiers which – in the se-
mantic later – are translated to terms.   This allows for multilingual terms for the same 
role.  Similarly, the semantic layer holds valid terms for values of a particular attrib-
ute in the rest of CERIF – for example the values for country code from the ISO 
standard.   Holding all term values in the semantic layer and referencing them through 
unique identifiers from the rest of CERIF allows terminological /semantic contol and 
improves the accuracy and interoperability of the data.  

However the original CERIF design was aiming to describe all aspects of research 
process which ended up with the publication, product or patent as a final output.  
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Within the context of EPOS, the output (product) of research is a more complex object, a 
product which can potentially include very diverse kind of data and data products. Some 
developments in this area to extend CERIF were already started.  In 2013 a data exten-
sion proposal for CERIF for the purposes of EPOS was initiated by investigating  
CKAN, DCAT and eGMS and was guided by a draft proposal of the Jisc-funded  
CERIF for Datasets (C4D) project (cerif4datasets.wordpress.com). In EPOS, as a com-
prehensive list of all the possible data products would have been very difficult, if not  
impossible, to draft, a categorization has been carried out taking into account previous 
work done on levels of data products from NASA (science.nasa.gov/earth-science/earth- 
science-data/data-processing-levels-for-eosdis-data-products), Interface Region Imaging 
Spectrography (IRIS) (www.lmsal.com/iris_science/doc?cmd=dcur&proj_num=IS0076 
&file_type=pdf ), UNAVCO (pbo.unavco.org/data/gps) and others including the particle 
physics community and datacentres in the natural environment communities.   

This work yielded the EPOS data levels categorisation: 

• Level 0: raw data, or basic data (example: seismograms, accelerograms, time 
series, etc.) 

• Level 1: data products coming from nearly automated procedures (earth-
quake locations, magnitudes, focal mechanism, shakemaps, etc.) 

• Level 2: data products resulting by scientists’ investigations (crustal models, 
strain maps, earthquake source models, etc.) 

• Level 3: integrated data products coming from complex analyses or commu-
nity shared products (hazards maps, catalogue of active faults, etc.) 

The extension to CERIF proposed by C4D – and now adopted in the current version 
of the CERIF model as published - is able to handle all the data encompassed by this 
categorisation.  Furthemore, the relationships between datasets at the different levels - 
and the processing or operations that caused the generation of a new derived dataset – 
can be recorded together with software, persons, organisations involved and the tem-
poral duration of the transition.  

5.4 Data Discovery with EPOS ICS 

The three-layer metadata structure can effectively represent and manage the levels of 
commonality among all the metadata describing datasets provided by the data provid-
ers (or similarly for users, software services and resources). Discovery level is  
somewhat abstract but provides a target list of potentially relevant data (or software, 
resources) while contextual level provides the lowest common metadata across all 
domains and allows an end-user or software to assess the relevance and quality of the 
data for the purpose at hand.  The community specific metadata (lowest level) is 
hence not ingested by the system as a whole: only a subset of it is mapped into the 
Metadata Catalogue – sufficient for (a) providing the end-user or software with in-
formation to characterise the object(s) being accessed and assess their quality related 
to the purpose at hand; (b) to provide the acces route (usually an API). However in 
order to have a reliable access to the local data, the Integrated Core Services had to set 
up efficient communication mechanisms into the so called compatibility layer. This 
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layer makes possible the linkage between ICS and TCS (and when required institu-
tional RIs) thus enabling discovery and integration capabilities.  The thematic core 
services (TCS) are developed independently by their respective communities and in 
order to provide data and metadata to the ICS (but more in general to be interoperable 
at international level) they provide software interfaces to access their systems, usually 
just end-user services to discover appropriate datasets or software and –in some cases 
– limited processing.  

To fetch and discover the desired data and metadata, ICS can then: (i) access to 
TCS web-services, (ii) access TCS generic APIs, (iii) link directly to datasets and 
ingest the metadata by means of some automated process or – if it is an infrequent 
access channel - manually. The automated process is a conversion driven by an earlier 
metadata matching and mapping exercise which can be manual (once and thereafter 
automated using the convertor driven by the mapping parameters) or part-automated 
using one of the techniques mentioned in the Previous Work section (Section 2).   
   To enable such a communication (compatibility layer) a new entity was introduced 
in the CERIF scheme – the cfServiceInterfaceDescription – and the cfService was 
used with a special meaning: the entity is supposed to store information about the 
webservice or API providing data. The purpose of these two new proposed entities is 
to store all the information necessary to enable the system to connect to the desired 
service and map the metadata of interest into the cfResulProduct entity. 

6 Using EPOS for Science 

The aim of EPOS is to provide for the solid Earth community a research infrastructure 
for data intensive science making use of integrated data and community-constructed 
software services by users utilizing resources (computing, laboratory equipment, sen-
sors/detectors). To achieve this, two clearly differentiated steps are needed: (i) inte-
gration, (ii) intensive data processing. The latter goes beyond the determined capabil-
ity of the EPOS Preparatory Phase Project and the e-Infrastructure just depicted, 
whose role is to orchestrate the use of distributed processing facilities (and for in-
stance determine whether it is convenient to move data to HPC centers or code to 
local datacenters / repositories with some processing capabilities).  However, the 
EPOS e-Infrastructure architecture has been designed to accommodate data-intensive 
processing with analytics, data mining, simulation and visualization.  Nonetheless, the 
data integration (and to some extent user, software service and resource integration) is 
covered by the EPOS ICS.  

It is here that the requirement for rich metadata becomes apparent.  Some general 
purpose discovery tools, protocols and mechanisms, as for instance OAISTER for 
query with Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) 
for data transfer, can be effective for discovery of data repositories or of datasets. 
However, given the variety and complexity of objects in the EPOS e-Infrastructure a 
robust handling of metadata is needed.  The relevance (precision) and recall (com-
pleteness) of retrieval has to be better than that achieved with the commonly available  
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technologies. The complexity of data structures (which usually imply some meaning 
in terms of methods of data collection or initial processing) and the detail of the se-
mantics require rich metadata in order to achieve quality results.   

When heterogeneous data are confined within the field of Earth Sciences, a general 
discovery can be carried on using the contextual layer of the three-layers structure 
described above, which contains the maximal level of commonality among all the 
data products (i.e. it is the lowest level (between abstract and detail) that is applicable 
across all the digitally represented objects in the e-Infrastructure). Using the infor-
mation contained in the metadata catalog, the system can hence retrieve community 
specific metadata, thus enabling the user to perform a fine tuning of the discovery 
parameters (i.e. using specific metadata elements rather than generic ones) and the 
system itself to orchestrate higher level functions (visualization and processing) over 
distributed resources. With such a robust management of metadata through a CERIF-
based catalog, the path to data-intensive science gets closer and easier, thus creating 
new perspectives for science data processing.  

7 Conclusion 

In this work we outline the main concepts of EPOS, and describe its e-infrastructure 
devoted also to data intensive science. Such an e-infrastructure makes use of the 
CERIF data model not for its usual domain of   managing research information but to 
run a complex metadata catalog system which will – with middleware - enable EPOS 
services to perform advanced functions.  These functions, in turn, will improve the 
capabilities of scientists dealing with Earth Sciences. EPOS – or more precisely 
EPOS-PP - has therefore demonstrated with a prototype for the full EPOS system the 
power and utilization of the CERIF data model for building a data-intensive e-
infrastructure for geoscience. 
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Abstract. The breadth of biodiversity literature available through the Biodiver-
sity Heritage Library (BHL) is potentially of great use to agricultural research. 
It provides access to literature drawn from across the world, and its archives 
document the Earth as it was one hundred years ago and more. However, this 
strength of BHL is also its weakness: the breadth of coverage of BHL can  
complicate finding relevant literature. In this short paper, we will explore the 
practical issues arising from attempting to filter out relevant legacy literature to 
support agricultural research. 

Keywords: agriculture, biodiversity, metadata, AGRIS, AGROVOC, agrotags, 
KEA, BHL, LCSH, search, keywords, subjects, classification, information  
retrieval. 

1 Introduction  

The work described in this paper comes from the EU FP7 funded agINFRA project 
[1], which aims to promote data sharing in agricultural sciences. We are seeking to 
enhance an existing specialist agricultural resource, AGRIS [2], with content from a 
more comprehensive – but general – resource, the Biodiversity Heritage Library 
(BHL) [3], without introducing too many items that are irrelevant to agriculture. In 
doing this we are not attempting to develop new filtering algorithms. Rather our core 
task is to create a simple workflow to harvest and filter relevant content from BHL to 
make it accessible through AGRIS. 

We describe how we use AGROVOC [4], a specialist agricultural controlled vo-
cabulary, to assist in accurate filtering of BHL content, and how these vocabulary 
terms both help and hinder that process. The issues that we are addressing throughout 
this paper are “what is a suitable list of terms to use to filter?” and “what should we 
filter on – provided metadata such as the title, classification and subject, or the whole 
text?” 

A  brief overview of the relevant repositories and workflows follows. 
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AGRIS. The UN Food and Agriculture Organization’s AGRIS (International Infor-
mation System for Agricultural science and technology) is a mainstay of agriculture 
research. AGRIS began in 1976 as a bibliographic reference library to which all inter-
ested researchers could contribute, promoting access to agricultural information. It 
now has more than seven million references, and links to relevant data resources on 
the web. 

AGROVOC. To complement AGRIS, FAO developed AGROVOC, a controlled 
vocabulary to be “used by researchers, librarians and information managers for index-
ing, retrieving and organizing data in agricultural information systems and web pag-
es”. The consistency provided by using a specific set of defined terms to access agri-
cultural information, including AGRIS, assists productive use of that information. 
Applying AGROVOC terms to filtered BHL content exposed through AGRIS brings 
the benefits of discoverability through linked open data to that content.1 

Biodiversity Heritage Library. The BHL is a large digital archive of legacy biodi-
versity literature, comprising (in July 2014) over 44 million pages scanned from 
books, monographs, and journals. The BHL project began in 2005 when ten natural 
history museum libraries, botanical libraries, and research institutions in the UK and 
the USA agreed to collaborate in digitizing their legacy literature [5], with texts da-
ting back as far as the c16th. It now draws on libraries “that cooperate to digitize and 
make accessible the legacy literature of biodiversity” from all of the inhabited conti-
nents [6].  

Complementing the public domain literature in their collections, the BHL partners 
have obtained permission from publishers to digitize and publish significant copy-
righted content. In conjunction with the partners’ geographical scope, this makes the 
BHL a valuable resource of accessible biodiversity literature. This long-term view can 
prove invaluable in locating wild relatives of crops and understanding their relation-
ship to local habitats and ecosystems. 

Workflow – Filtering BHL. BHL’s metadata is available as a download [7], updated 
monthly. Our workflow processes the downloaded metadata to identify agriculturally 
relevant content, for which we then request the full bibliographic record directly from 
BHL using its public API [8]. We then pass those records to FAO who imports them 
into AGRIS. The workflow uses Python scripts that will be freely available on com-
pletion of our work.  

Related Work. Previous writings about BHL’s metadata [9] do not discuss its utility. 
Instead, they consider only the practical problems of assigning metadata to BHL con-
tent, given the need to maintain a high throughput in the digitization process, and 
handling the vagaries of historic biodiversity literature such as separate foldout pages. 
The current paper does not address these digitization workflow issues. 

                                                           
1  We acknowledge there are related filtering options we could use, eg CAB thesaurus and 

NALT. However, AGROVOC has the advantage of being an enhancement to AGRIS. In the 
future, GACS should supersede AGROVOC but is still in development. 
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Previous writings about BHL’s content have focused on specific tasks such as 
named entity recognition [10] within its content in order to improve information re-
trieval. The current paper does not investigate such methods to enhance retrieval, but 
to filter BHL content using existing content and search capabilities. 

2 Filtering Options 

This section discusses using four sources of data available to filter out agriculturally 
relevant resources from BHL, beginning with the item’s title, then considering the 
metadata attributes in subject and classification, and finally using the whole text itself. 

2.1 Filtering on Full Title  

Our initial approach to filtering was to look for AGROVOC terms in titles because 
this is the one data source we knew would always be available. Using the October 
2012 BHL data export of 56,568 titles, we found that 85% (37,793 titles) of English-
language titles contained at least one AGROVOC term, and 73% (41,455 titles) of all 
titles contained at least one AGROVOC term. This initially promising result masked 
three problems. 

First, 85% (or even 73%) seems a high estimate for the proportion of titles in BHL 
that are agriculturally relevant. Reviewing the first 20 titles identified suggested they 
could be appropriate. However, reviewing the top 5 terms that matched2 to something 
in a title (birds, plants, history, animals, species) struck us as not particularly agricul-
tural, and indeed led to inappropriate titles being selected for inclusion in AGRIS, as 
identified when we manually reviewed the complete list of filtered titles. 

Second, we were not the first researchers to find that AGROVOC can be very 
broad, and consider that a smaller, focused set of terms could be more discerning. 
ICRISAT (The International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) led 
the work [11] that produced AGROTAGS [12], a subset of AGROVOC. With some 
minor edits to aid matching of AGROTAGS terms in item titles, such as removing 
brackets from the terms, we applied an edited AGROTAGS list as a filter to BHL and 
retrieved a list 17,670 English-language titles. While the AGROTAGS results list is 
about half the size of the AGROVOC results list, similar issues in the filtered titles 
relevance to agriculture emerged when we reviewed the output. 

Third, the underlying issue affecting our use of both AGROVOC and AGROTAGS 
to filter BHL titles is that terms in both lists are not unique to agriculture. An example 
of the many rather general terms is dry season. In reviewing the accuracy of the re-
sults lists we found that a human, reading just the title, cannot tell if the material is 
relevant: hidden away in the text can be relevant and useful information that is not 
explicitly explained in the title. Unfortunately, from our perspective, we were not 
dealing solely with tightly descriptive scientific publications having meaningful titles: 

                                                           
2  The matching algorithm applies the list of AGROVOC terms alphabetically and stops when a 

match is found somewhere in the title. Hence, this is not a proper frequency analysis. 
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BHL’s content is broader than that. However, this is a well-known phenomenon, for 
which the solution is to assign keyword metadata to each item. Therefore, we next 
investigated the use of keywords to filter BHL content. 

2.2 Filtering on Subject 

Keywords, or subjects as BHL names them, aid searching for relevant material. 
Works can have multiple subjects assigned to them and are intended to indicate the 
content of a work. Hence, they could be used for filtering, as well as searching, BHL. 

The subjects applied to BHL’s content come from several sources. Most subjects 
are already associated with the material in the donating institution and are added to 
the content’s BHL metadata as part of the digitization process. These subjects typical-
ly include the Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH) [13], because many con-
sortium members are libraries and curate their collections using this system. Addi-
tional ad hoc metadata can be supplied manually during the digitization process and 
after. Text mining is used to identify taxonomic names automatically in the content, 
providing another means to search the literature [14]. Other potential search criteria, 
such as people and places, are not currently automatically identified using text min-
ing, though BHL would like to enhance its workflow to include this process. The net 
result is that currently, the metadata subjects might not provide a comprehensive in-
sight into the content of a document. 

The July 2014 BHL export data shows that 72,034 out of 77,552 (or 92.88%) titles 
have subject words associated with them.. That this value is slightly down on typical 
metadata completeness, as reported for example by Tsiflidou and Manouselis when 
assessing metadata tools [15], is a product of the BHL data import process. However, 
we felt there is sufficient coverage of the content to make selection on subjects a valid 
filtering technique. 

Our filtering is based on looking for appropriate LCSH terms in the BHL Subjects 
field. This is effective not only because the majority of BHL’s contributing libraries 
manage their collections using the Library of Congress cataloging scheme, but where 
other schemes are used, the subject terms are broadly similar. An added benefit of 
using LCSH to filter the titles is that the Subjects associated with each title can be 
translated to AGROVOC using the mapping developed as part of the AGROVOC 
Linked Open Data project [16, 17]. This mapping simplifies the integration of BHL 
metadata into AGRIS. 

Using monocot as our topic of interest identified seven BHL titles. Interestingly, 
four titles used the LCSH preferred term ‘Monocotyledons’, while three used the 
older and still recognized though no longer to be used ‘Monocotyledones’. This offers 
the possibility of automating record curation before import into AGRIS, bringing all 
seven items in line with current usage, though at the expense of maintaining detailed 
matching lists of variant terms. Therefore, we considered exploiting the hierarchical 
nature of LCSH, and to select titles based on higher-level subjects only. In this exam-
ple, the broader term for Monocotyledons is Angiosperms. 

We experimented by just using the high-level LCSH term “Agriculture” to filter 
the Subject field, which returned 2,123 titles (2.74%) as relevant. Filtering the Subject 
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field using the wider criteria of any term that includes the word “agriculture” returned 
2,314 items (2.98%), while using “agricultural” returned 881 items (1.14%). 

Repeating the experiment starting with a narrow filter using just the LCSH term 
“Horticulture” returned 3,047 titles (3.93%) as relevant. Filtering on the wider criteria 
of terms that include the word “horticulture” returned 3,834 items (4.94%), while 
using “horticultural” returned 83 items (0.11%). 

There was some overlap in these results, hence the total titles filtered as agricultur-
ally relevant using LCSH “Agriculture” and “Horticulture” was only just over 4,000 
titles. This represents less than 10% of the content of BHL, which was surprisingly 
small given the large number of titles previously identified as potentially agricultural-
ly relevant.  

Many titles have very restricted Subjects, e.g. Banana is used as the Subject for 
five items and none of them would have been retrieved if “Agriculture” or “Horticul-
ture” had been used as the filter term because they did not have these higher-level 
terms in their Subject fields. The issue can lead to relevant titles being hard to select. 
While using a few common LCSH terms, such as “Agriculture”, seems a good way to 
filter it means that many useful items are missed. Therefore, we next considered re-
turning to a larger list of LCSH terms, but only agriculturally relevant ones. 

To achieve this goal we exploited the set of LCSH terms that map directly to an 
AGROVOC term. Reviewing the list of mapped terms did not induce confidence 
because it contains generic terms such as “Bread”, “Density” and “Mouth”. There-
fore, we began to contemplate repeating the manual curation adopted by ICRISAT 
when producing AGROTAGS, and to produce our own list of terms to filter BHL 
Subjects. 

We began to prepare a hand-crafted list by reading LCSH and selecting all related 
terms in suitable hierarchies, but soon realized this would not be sustainable beyond 
the end of the agINFRA project to accommodate updates to LCSH. In addition, our 
discovery work with BHL content quickly exposed items whose Subjects do not re-
veal the true content of the item. For example, David Livingstone’s Missionary trav-
els and researches in South Africa [18], has the following subjects: 1813-1873; De-
scription and travel; Livingstone, David; Missions; South Africa; Travel. Neither the 
title nor the Subject list suggest that this is relevant to agriculture, but the table of 
contents shows: domestic animals, The Boers as Farmers, Discovery of grape-bearing 
vines, The sugar-cane, Coffee Estate, Coffee Plantations amongst others. 

Therefore, we turned to another means of identifying books used by librarians, and 
which should also benefit from their curation of the titles before submission to BHL. 

2.3 Filtering on Classification 

Libraries assign a unique Classification to the items in their collection using a Classi-
fication Authority, such as Library of Congress Classification LCC and Dewey Deci-
mal Classification DCC. For example, LCC classifications starting with S mean the 
item is Agricultural, as does DCC 630. This Classification also informs the item’s 
shelf-mark or Call Number, which is the physical location of the item. Being unique 
for each item, we investigated the utility of the Classification for filtering material. 
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In the July 2014 BHL data export, around 13,000 items have LCC Agriculture. 
Hence, selecting items with LCC Classification “Agriculture” would net just over 
15% of the content of BHL. Unfortunately, the classification is not always present. In 
the July 2014 data export, only 43,848 of the titles in BHL (56.54%) have a Classifi-
cation associated with them. Therefore, this could be good enough to filter BHL mate-
rial as a rough and ready method with a high proportion of the retrieved titles being 
relevant, but would fail to retrieve many relevant titles. In technical terms, filtering on 
Classification would easily deliver high precision but with low recall [19]. 

Further, we have found we would be at the whim of each library’s local practice. It 
is up to each library to assign a Call Number, which may include looking at the title, 
introduction and content, while using a classification manual for guidance. The final 
choice is up to the particular library; and depends on things like its particular size and  
remit. So, for instance, what one library places on the Agriculture shelf, another may 
place under Horticulture, or Economics. Hence, L'Illustration horticole [20] is listed 
under Botany (LCC QK), though it contains useful information about Floriculture, 
Gardening, Greenhouses and Horticulture. Should we filter on QK, however, we 
would identify many items that are not agriculturally relevant because the Classifica-
tion ‘Botany’ is too broad a term. 

Returning to our Subject example in the previous section, of the five texts with the 
Subject Banana, four are classified as S, Agriculture, and one as QH, Natural history - 
Biology. Hence, filtering purely with the Classification S can produce relevant results, 
but it is not sufficient to identify all relevant literature. Yet filtering including the 
more general QH will prompt the retrieval of a wide range of natural history material 
not relevant to agriculture. 

Therefore, it appears that filtering on terms in titles and subjects, and by classifica-
tions lead to the same problem: with a narrow set of terms we can achieve high preci-
sion but poor recall, and as we widen the set of terms used so precision falls off to 
such a degree as to invalidate our filtering. Hence, we turned to another source of 
information, the full content itself. 

2.4 Filtering on the Whole Text 

Given the accuracy and completeness issues with using metadata to filter relevant 
literature, we have begun to explore the option of filtering based on analyzing the 
whole text. This approach has two disadvantages. Firstly, we need access to the whole 
text not just the metadata export. Following an earlier collaboration with BHL, we 
have a 5Gb local copy of sample articles for our research. This avoids the issue of 
downloading and analyzing the text of BHL content during our research, though the 
issue of access remains for any possible later harvesting of the full BHL content. Sec-
ondly, there is the issue of the processing power required by the filtering process 
when compared with the previous metadata-based approaches. 

We analyzed the whole text of a sample of articles using KEA [21], a keyword ex-
traction tool trained to apply the AGROVOC vocabulary to the analyzed text. Apply-
ing this approach to analyzing the agriculturally relevant book, The arthropod fauna 
of potato fields [22], KEA identifies the key subjects as Arthropoda; Agriculture; 
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Canada; Control methods; New Brunswick; Research; Species; Fields; North Ameri-
ca; Yields. This indicates it is a relevant item. In contrast, the BHL supplied key sub-
jects Arthropoda; New Brunswick; Nomenclature, do not indicate the book’s agricul-
tural relevance. This suggests that whole text processing can be useful so we are con-
tinuing to develop this promising approach to filtering. 

A probable refinement to our workflow will be to continue with a first level analy-
sis of the metadata using a narrow set of manually curated AGROVOC terms to iden-
tify immediately relevant literature, and only incur the overhead of accessing and 
processing the whole text for the remaining texts whose relevance we cannot confi-
dently determine solely from metadata. 

3 Conclusion 

This paper has documented briefly our experience with filtering the known content of 
one resource to make a relevant subset available to a new audience, enhanced with its 
discoverability through linked open data. We faced two key issues in our work. 

The first issue was to identify “what is a suitable list of terms to use to filter?” 
While we are fortunate that our target domain of agricultural research has an estab-
lished vocabulary, AGROVOC, in practice AGROVOC is too generic to be usefully 
applied unmodified to BHL. The degree of modification necessary to achieve high 
precision with acceptable recall is still under test. 

The second issue was to ask “what should we filter on – provided metadata such as 
title, classification and subject, or the whole text?” The answer seems to be a combi-
nation of these data sources for we can relatively quickly assess the relevance of 
much material solely from its supplied Subject and Classification metadata, leaving a 
candidate body of material suggested by the presence of AGROVOC terms in the title 
to be further refined through whole text analysis. 

There is an interplay between these two issues, for it is possible that we can accept 
poor recall when addressing issue one because it can be overcome by our whole text 
work to address issue two. Our work to develop this complete workflow, and provide 
metrics on its efficacy, continues. 
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Abstract. The value of research data is recognized, and so is the impor-
tance of the associated metadata to contextualize, describe and
ultimately render them understandable in the long term. Laboratory
notebooks are an excellent source of domain-specific metadata, but this
paper-based approach can pose risks of data loss, while limiting the pos-
sibilities of collaborative metadata production. The paper discusses the
advantages of tools to complement paper-based laboratory notebooks
in capturing metadata, regardless of the research domain. We propose
LabTablet, an electronic laboratory book aimed at the collection of meta-
data from the early stages of the research workflow. To evaluate the use of
LabTablet and the proposed workflow, researchers in two domains were
asked to perform a set of tasks and provided insights about their experi-
ence. By rethinking the workflow and helping researchers to actively con-
tribute to data description, the research outputs can be described with
generic and domain-dependent metadata, thus improving their chances
of being deposited, reused and preserved.

1 Introduction

The laboratory notebook is a well-established device to document the labora-
tory activity and may be organized according to the recommendations of an
institution or a research group. Researchers involved in laboratory experiments
are comfortable with paper notebooks and there is a long tradition of their
acceptance as authoritative information sources and as legal documents [1]. It
is however recognized that their major drawback is the difficulty in searching,
sharing, and generically re-purposing the information in the notebook.

When data are created in a research environment, recording the context of
their creation is essential to allow others to understand their meaning or to
replicate the results of any derived analysis. Proper documentation of data also
increases the likelihood of data being reused. This calls for the association of
metadata to the collected data, a process which is recognized as hard due to the
overhead it creates on the researchers and to the lack of specific tools [2].
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As laboratory research is typically recorded in laboratory notebooks, they
are a valuable source of domain-level metadata. Paper notebooks offer simplic-
ity and flexibility, but besides the risk of loss and deterioration, the use of the
information therein as metadata for the recorded experiments requires its tran-
scription and the choice of an appropriate format for the metadata. Even when
the transcription of the notebook’s contents to a digital support is performed,
this task is often left to later stages in the research process.

Both funding [3] and research institutions are already concerned with the
preservation of their data, thus acknowledging that laboratory notebooks should
also be included in the earlier stages of the research [4,5,6]. This has resulted in
the emergence of several applications—electronic laboratory notebooks (ELNs)—
intended to help researchers manage their observations and record personal
notes.

The recent popularity and affordability of mobile devices such as smartphones
and tablets has contributed to an increase in the number of ELN solutions[7].
These applications provide ways of recording written notes, pictures, and other
information that can be sourced from portable devices. However, there is room
for improvement when it comes to sharing those notes and integrating them
with the remainder of research activities. We argue that ELNs should place a
stronger emphasis on semantically-enabled and customizable representations of
the metadata records they produce and export.

This work proposes an electronic laboratory notebook as part of a research
data management workflow. It innovates by closely integrating with researchers’
daily data management workflow and placing a stronger emphasis on metadata
record production. It allows users to gather experimental context metadata (im-
ages, audio, notes, sensor information, etc.) but goes a step further than existing
solutions by guiding researchers through the process of giving exact semantics
to them. In our approach, every descriptor used in the application is drawn from
an ontology; for example, foaf:depiction can be used to specify the semantics
of a picture taken in the field that aims to provide a visual representation of
an observed specimen. Since describing datasets from different domains calls for
distinct sets of descriptors, the application can be customized according to the
domain in which it is being used.

The complete workflow includes the synchronization of the metadata in the
electronic notebook with an intermediate research data management platform—
Dendro—developed to support the daily research activities, and a third stage
where researchers can decide to deposit their data on a repository aimed at
publication and long-term preservation, making them available to the scientific
community and citable. The main goal is to bring researchers closer to the data
management activities by allowing them to easily describe their data as soon as
they are produced.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an overview of the current data
management workflows, identifying the key concerns related to the creation and
preservation of metadata records. Section 3 describes the LabTablet application,
to be used by researchers to streamline metadata recording. Section 4 presents
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some preliminary evaluation results based on the feedback obtained from re-
searchers in two domains who tested the application through a set of pre-defined
tasks. Some ongoing extensions to the LabTablet platform are presented in the
conclusions.

2 Improving the Data Management Workflow

Current research data management workflows follow similar stages in different
research groups. Figure 1 shows three phases that data and metadata usually
go through: gathering, improving and sharing. In the first phase, laboratory
notebooks play an important role, whereas in the second a collaborative envi-
ronment can be used to help researchers to save and manage the collected data.
Finally, when a dataset is ready to be published (associated to a publication, for
example), a data repository designed for long-term preservation comes into play.

Fig. 1. Common data management workflow

To support the collaborative data creation phase, researchers often resort
to tools designed to manage the data in the research group, before they can
be disclosed. Email messages are the prevalent collaboration tool, but other
popular solutions are collaborative file management platforms such as Dropbox or
Google Drive that give researchers the ability to specify access control rules, while
keeping record of changes. Other platforms specifically tailored to the research
domain, such as LabFolder1 and labarchives2 also enable researchers to upload
their data while providing them with tools to describe them through personal
annotations. While these may be enough for creators to understand their own
data in the short term, the reuse of the datasets may become impossible due to
the lack of appropriate metadata and compliance with domain standards.

The final stage of the workflow includes the deposit of the dataset in a data
repository. In some areas, namely in the life sciences and the social sciences, there
are well-established repositories (NCBI3 and ICPSR4 are respective examples)
1 https://www.labfolder.com/
2 https://www.labarchives.com/
3 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
4 http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/

https://www.labfolder.com/
https://www.labarchives.com/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/
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where researchers are used to deposit. In these cases the metadata models are
also stable and the data curation routine has become part of the research process.
We are dealing here with the so-called long-tail of research data, i.e. groups with
insufficient resources to create their own data management tools [8] and where
data description and publishing has yet to be established.

Figshare and Zenodo are examples of popular cross-domain repositories that,
due to their ease of use and low usage costs, are more suited to the needs of
these small research groups. These platforms allow dataset creators to include
metadata such as the creator and a description of the new dataset, its associ-
ated license and, if applicable, an embargo period. In some cases, this informa-
tion is limited to a small set of metadata elements and does not comply with
any established metadata schema. In others, where there is this kind of com-
pliance, the available elements are limited to generic, high-level descriptors. To
help cope with these limitations, some platforms such as CKAN allow researchers
to include domain-specific metadata at the time of deposit, complementing the
generic mandatory descriptors.

Fig. 2. Improved research data management workflow

Since research results may have already been published at this final stage, it
is risky to assume that the creators of the original datasets will be available to
participate in the description of their data. Also, as data creators, researchers
hold the best knowledge about their data and therefore are key stakeholders when
describing them [9]. Actively involving researchers in data description early in
the process is therefore essential for the timely description of research datasets,
which is necessary to ensure data publishing [10,11]. Laboratory notebooks were
therefore selected for improvement and integration in a systematic research data
management workflow, as they are a valuable source of contextual information
regarding the production of many datasets [1].

While paper notebooks are inexpensive and portable, they are also a vul-
nerable storage media, as they can sometimes be misplaced or lost. Moreover,
their contents are often structured according to the practices of an individual
researcher or a research group, which can make them hard to interpret by oth-
ers. As research is often a collaborative effort, it is common for the metadata
recorded in the notebooks to be shared in the research group. For a paper-based
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notebook, however, sharing metadata for newly produced datasets among group
members requires either physical contact with the notebook or the transcrip-
tion of its information into a digital format (commonly a text document or a
spreadsheet).

A representation of an improved workflow is shown in Figure 2. Instead of
following an a posteriori approach to data description, we aim to integrate data
description throughout the entire research workflow, an approach already fol-
lowed in the past [8,12,13]. We identify a group of tools (Production) that re-
searchers use to describe and manage their data, along with valuable domain-
level metadata. In this scenario, a different collaborative platform, supporting
both general-purpose and domain-level descriptors can help prepare data for the
deposit in a repository. After the deposit process, data creators can reference the
dataset in their publications and make it available to the research community
while complying with their research data management plans. This seamless inte-
gration of rich metadata has to be supported by the entire ecosystem, meaning
that the ELN solution, the collaborative environment and the selected reposi-
tories must be flexible enough to record domain-specific metadata records that
take advantage of established semantics.

Popular note-taking solutions such as Evernote already allow researchers to
manage simple metadata records [14,5]. Evernote is a general-purpose solution
that helps users to produce not only text-based notes but also images and voice
recordings. However, these general purpose environments can show their limi-
tations when the number of managed notes increases. Researchers may find it
difficult to look for a specific record in the ad-hoc, non-standard structure. At
the same time, the absence of a structured metadata model means that the notes
have to be organized at a later time, when they need to be associated with data
records.

When analyzing ELN solutions, there are three types of application environ-
ments: purely web-based, mobile-only application and an integrated environment
where the two work together. A web-based notebook is cross-platform since it
works on any web browser; as a consequence it is compatible with a greater
number of devices [4], but is not as portable nor capable of gathering sensor-
based data. A purely mobile approach can take advantage of its portability
to mimic some of the interaction with a traditional laboratory notebook [5],
while the presence of many onboard sensors inside the device allows a native
application to automatically gather richer metadata such as GPS positioning,
temperature or altitude. The hybrid alternative combines the advantages of the
two approaches. It provides both a web-based interface for collaborative data
management and a native application for data production, enabling the gath-
ering of sensor-based metadata but allowing subsequent manipulation using a
computer terminal, which is more comfortable for researchers to use when han-
dling large numbers of metadata records—LabFolder, labarchives and our own
data management ecosystem are examples of these hybrid platforms.
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3 The LabTablet Application

LabTablet is designed for ease of use and seamless integration with the research
workflow, helping researchers produce better data descriptions by harnessing a
mobile device’s capabilities. These can then be used to produce standardized
metadata records that can be shared within the group through a collaborative
web-based data management platform. Provenance and descriptive metadata
can be included, much like in a traditional notebook [1], making activities like
metadata validation and exchange faster and easier. Designed for the long tail
of research, the LabTablet application can be customized to better suit com-
mon data description needs of researchers from different domains by including
different sets of ontology-based descriptors in its application profile.

3.1 Demonstration and Walkthrough

To support different research domains, LabTablet uses previously prepared de-
scriptors that are loaded into the application through an application profile.
As a mobile application, it takes advantage of the operative system features
such as the set of available sensors—position, magnetic field, ambient light and
temperature—as well as the built-in microphone and camera to help in the de-
scription process. According to our revised workflow, metadata collected during
research activities can be exported to describe a folder in the collaborative plat-
form. This folder can then be used by researchers to deposit the actual data
gathered in their activities. After the data is processed and the results are pub-
lished, datasets can be exported from the collaborative platform to a long-term
repository so that both data creators and other researchers can cite the datasets.
Since some researchers may not be interested in disclosing their data [15], this
final step is optional as they can keep their data within the intermediate repos-
itory where they can have full control over data access.

The selected collaborative data management environment is Dendro [16]. Den-
dro consists of an ontology based repository focused on allowing researchers to
describe their data with domain specific metadata, regardless of their research
domain. To maintain the interoperability with other data management plat-
forms, Dendro complements the generic purpose metadata schemas with specific
descriptors extracted from ontologies designed for the description of resources
from different domains. Furthermore, it is also possible to create and manage
projects as sets of folders and files, in a similar way as it is done by popular
cloud based storage services such as Dropbox.

Since Dendro does not implement important features for long-term data man-
agement such as detailed deposit workflows, embargoes or licensing, we have as-
sessed the capabilities of three major data repositories that already do—CKAN,
Figshare and Zenodo. After our evaluation, we opted for CKAN as the long-
term repository platform for finished research datasets. This repository features
a fully functional API, and while not explicitly encouraging the use of struc-
tured metadata, it enables its users to complement any metadata record with
domain-specific descriptors through sets of key-value pairs.
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Fig. 3. Initial screen and customization features

Metadata records produced by LabTablet follow a standard representation
as soon as they are added to the Dendro platform, but a translation process
is necessary when exporting them to CKAN, due to the different capabilities
of the platforms. Dendro stores a domain-specific metadata value, for example
the achem:sampleCount5 of a dataset as an edge in its underlying graph. When
exporting the dataset to CKAN, one will be limited to key-value pairs when
specifying dataset metadata, so that particular pair would have to be exported
as a human-readable textual representation of the edge, for example: Field
Name: Sample Count6, Value: 142. This way, each descriptor can be uniquely
identified, even if they have the same rdf:label property within Dendro. The
only foreseeable consequence is that the ontology has to be available for reference
when interpreting the dataset in the future; some domain-specific ontologies may
not be widely used and become unavailable in the long term, but those that are
well established will ensure the durability of metadata records.

As an open-source project, CKAN has the support of many entities, including
government agencies that use it to disclose institutional data7. CKAN can, un-
like subscription-based competitors, be installed and managed entirely within a
research institution. This approach can be beneficial for institutions that intend

5 A property defined in a purpose-built ontology for describing chemistry datasets,
representing the number of samples used in an experiment

6 http://dendro.fe.up.pt/ontology/achem/sampleCount
7 http://ckan.org/instances/

http://dendro.fe.up.pt/ontology/achem/sampleCount
http://ckan.org/instances/
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to keep data in a repository under their control and tailor the solution itself to
their particular needs.

LabTablet provides three main interfaces: the home screen, the customization
area and the project management and description tools. As shown in Figure 3,
the home screen shows statistical information about the open projects (Area 1)
as well as metadata quality related tips such as the number of times the generic
descriptor is used across all the projects (Area 2). From this page, the user can
either navigate to the list of open favorites or start a new one.

The second module allows users to customize their application by loading
an application profile, containing a set of previously gathered descriptors. As
this application can produce non-textual metadata—for instance, a picture to
be included as the object of a foaf:depiction property, or a Keyhole Markup
Language (KML) file as the dcterms:coverage of the dataset being produced—
it makes sense to specify default descriptors for each file type.

With this in mind, the user can associate frequent file extensions—such as
images or voice recordings—to an existing descriptor, that will be automatically
suggested whenever the extension is in use (although this association is not
permanent). For each of the file extensions that LabTablet manages (Area 3)
the researcher can choose one descriptor to be automatically associated with the
corresponding records.

The last module is responsible for the core functionalities of the application,
from viewing and editing the recorded metadata, up to preparing and upload-
ing it to the repository. Within the application, we also defined the concept of
favorite as a folder in Dendro that the researcher chooses to describe. For in-
stance, an ecology research team would create a favorite for each field trip and
then proceed to describe the data collected in that activity. At this time, though,
it is not required that the folder exists in the destination.

3.2 Metadata Collection

To describe a dataset, a previously created application profile puts together the
descriptors that will be available as soon as the researcher starts using the appli-
cation. LabTablet can also import descriptors from an existing Dendro project,
thus complementing the pre-loaded application profile. Recording metadata can
be done either by adding values to each descriptor, or by starting a session and
collecting several records from the onboard sensors of the mobile device, as well
as manual researcher inputs.

To add a metadata value, the researcher needs to select a descriptor and then
proceed to assign its value (a textual value, for example). In the second case, pre-
sented in Figure 4, researchers can add values provided by the device’s onboard
sensors (1), including freehand drawing on the touch screen, recorded audio
notes, or photos (2). Another implemented feature is the continuous GPS mon-
itoring (3) that generates a KML file—an XML-based (and thus preservation-
friendly) format used by Google Earth—containing all the recorded coordinates
in a standard representation. By turning on this feature, researchers can gather
a geographic boundary or represent a specific route, recording the geographical
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Fig. 4. Field mode and metadata validation, together with the result of uploading the
records

locations visited during their field experiments. Upon ending the session, the re-
searcher is prompted to validate the collected records. At this stage, it is possible
to assign a descriptor to each of the gathered values or discard the unwanted
ones. After this validation, all the accepted metadata records will be added to
the session and thus be available to be uploaded to the repository.

After each session, the researcher can edit (4) and upload the metadata to
the group’s shared working area in a data management repository. This upload
ensures that the records are backed up to the data management platform (5)
and allows the researcher to continue editing the metadata record after it has
been uploaded. If mistakes are found in the uploaded record, they can simply be
corrected in the LabTablet application and uploaded again. Dendro will replace
the metadata records, keeping track of all versions.

3.3 Data Management Improvements

The proposed data management workflow starts with the researcher creating
data and, at the same time, describing it using the application. The key difference
when comparing to a regular workflow is that metadata records will already be
recorded in Dendro and associated with standard descriptors when the actual
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data is ready to be shared in the research group, thus keeping data and metadata
together.

LabTablet does not require an active Internet connection to the repository up
to the time when data is sent to the research group’s working area in Dendro.
During the entire data production process, the application is available to collect
records and locally store them, just as with regular laboratory notebooks. In the
event of the presence of a network connection, metadata records can of course
be available from the moment they are recorded.

The resulting workflow can be less dependent on both the research team and
the curator, specially as some validation of the collected metadata is already
done as it is recorded. As the device can be synchronized frequently, researchers
are able to backup their metadata records at the end of each activity. Seamless
integration with a long-term data repository such as CKAN allows data creators
to quickly deposit datasets that can be cited, either by them in their publications
or by others.

4 Preliminary Evaluation

The development of the LabTablet application has followed the strategy already
adopted for Dendro: working in close partnership with the users. A panel of
researchers have been engaged in the identification of requirements for research
data management and in the validation of the tools. Their involvement is in itself
a proof of the growing interest of researchers in data management actions. For the
preliminary evaluation of LabTablet, researchers from two domains accepted our
invitation and provided feedback. The first domain is the chemical engineering
and our subject is well acquainted with the data management practices followed
at his laboratory. The second domain is biodiversity and our subject is an expert
on the fields of biodiversity and evolutionary biology.

For each of the research groups, both Dendro and LabTablet had to be pa-
rameterized in order to provide researchers with adequate sets of descriptors
for their specific domains. Dendro’s parameterization is performed by loading
available ontologies on the web, such as Dublin Core or FOAF, to obtain generic
descriptors. For the domain-specific descriptors not available in a public ontol-
ogy, a lightweight ontology was modeled and loaded [17]. The parameterization
of LabTablet, on the other hand, is performed by building an application pro-
file which, while not currently being specified in RDF format, uses descriptors
sourced from the ontologies that are loaded into Dendro.

4.1 Chemical Engineering

In the chemical engineering laboratory, metadata from each research activity is
mostly recorded in laboratory notebooks and translated to a digital media at the
end of the research work. Regarding data storage, research data is kept on local
storage devices such as USB thumb drives or personal computers. The researchers
sometimes use cloud-based solutions such as Dropbox and Google Drive to share
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their datasets locally, but data from external institutions or companies is not
shared at all due to legal restrictions. We had access to one of these datasets in
order to evaluate their requirements in terms of metadata descriptors. The data,
as described by the data creators, concerns measurements of the concentration
of a specific sediment in the sea water. As they routinely perform studies of this
kind, we were told that they can make particularly good use of a pre-defined
application profile. An application profile has been designed for this purpose,
including the basic Dublin Core descriptors, as well as domain specific ones—for
example, the sample (a word or phrase describing the collected sample), and
the compound_group (a description of the analyzed elements). To understand
the concepts related with metadata, our subject suggested that a preliminary
introduction to the concepts of descriptor and descriptor value would be useful.
After this explanation, they quickly understood the similarity between LabTablet
and their familiar laboratory notebooks.

After performing a series of tasks using the application, the researcher went
over some of the aspects considered interesting to improve the daily work in
the laboratory. He considered it useful to have the metadata records promptly
available as soon as the activity ended, and also recognized that using a tradi-
tional laboratory notebook would require the transcription of the records to a
digital support, which was not guaranteed. In this particular case, the researcher
was not interested in uploading data to a public repository, due to contractual
constraints. Nevertheless he acknowledged the usefulness of the electronic labo-
ratory notebook. As for the negative aspects, he pointed out that it was harder
to input text in the tablet, since the touch keyboard can be cumbersome. We
recorded this and observed that, to input longer texts for certain descriptors, the
task could be performed directly in Dendro, in a computer with a full keyboard.

4.2 Biodiversity

After the contact with the researcher from the chemical engineering domain, we
gathered feedback that was used to refine important aspects of the interface of
LabTablet, therefore improving the application’s overall usability. After perform-
ing these improvements, the second researcher was asked to perform the same set
of tasks. In contrast with the chemical engineering laboratory, the biodiversity
laboratory follows a data management plan and has an established set of rules
for data description. Due to existing ties with other European research facili-
ties, their metadata records must comply with the INSPIRE8 directive, which
outlines a set of guidelines to describe and manage data. As for the context
of the produced data, they are frequent users of both geographic coordinates
and boundaries to specify, for example, the locations of field studies and spec-
imen occurrences. Additionally, they also use photos and sketches as part of
the metadata associated to their datasets. For the purpose of creating the ap-
plication profile, some of the most frequently used descriptors were extracted
from the INSPIRE directive—including, for instance, the geographicBoundBox,
8 http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/
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to represent the geographic area covered by an experiment. Another advantage
of using ontologies became apparent in this context: relationships between dif-
ferent descriptors can be easily established (for example, an equivalence between
the geographicBoundBox data property and the coverage of Dublin Core).

This grouporganizes severalfield trips tomonitor specific species, so theportable
nature of the tablet device and the usefulness of its sensor package was highlighted
by the researcher. He found it very useful to have a tool to collect all the related
metadata such as the location, and to be able to take photos of the specimen. Addi-
tionally, as a more advanced user, this researcher suggested that the device might
be useful to gather data, and not just metadata. An example of this would be to
quickly capture geographic coordinates and photos of specimens as “opportunity
observations”. These would not be included as metadata records, but rather con-
stitute new data to be include in the same dataset or in a new one.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented LabTablet, an electronic laboratory notebook
designed to generate standard-compliant metadata records to describe research
datasets. LabTablet integrates with a staging repository (Dendro) to manage
research data on a daily basis within a research group. It is integrated with a
research data repository (CKAN) to preserve research datasets in the long-term.
To capture metadata in a semi-automated way, the application also makes use
of the device’s sensors to record and represent contextual information such as
location and temperature.

By collecting metadata as soon as it is available and recording it in a re-
search data repository, the initial curation stages become be less demanding for
researchers and curators. As the process becomes faster, it becomes possible for
data creators to make their datasets ready for deposit even before the corre-
sponding paper is published, making it possible for them to cite the dataset
associated to a paper. Although this doesn’t currently happen very often, inter-
viewed researchers stated that it would be a valuable possibility to be able to do
so. They also showed that, after an initial briefing, LabTablet can be integrated
in their daily activities to gradually complement the currently used laboratory
notebooks to record metadata.

In the future, we will continue to develop LabTablet alongside Dendro. Addi-
tional testing will be carried out with our panel of researchers in order to further
improve its interface, while fine tuning some interoperability improvements to
make the application increasingly standards-compliant. At the current state of
development, LabTablet’s application profiles are loaded from JSON files, but
in the future we will be updating the application to directly load lightweight
ontology serialized in RDF or OWL, much like Dendro already does.
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Abstract. A CRIS system with implemented semantic linkage technique opens 
new opportunities for authors of research outputs. Using facilities of such a 
CRIS authors can essentially enrich metadata of their research outputs after the 
papers have been published and have become available at the CRIS. The pro-
posed approach allows for authors providing some data for enrichment purpos-
es. These data include their personal roles and contributions into the collective 
research, comments and notes for updating publication abstracts, data about 
motivations for citing the papers in the reference lists, research association with 
newer relevant publications, etc. Technically authors make such enrichment as 
a semantic linking of related publications’ metadata. They don’t overwrite the 
initial publishers’ metadata. In the paper we present this approach and its pilot 
implementation at the Socionet CRIS with focus on servicing the big interna-
tional community of RePEc users. We expect that results of such enrichment 
will improve a professional recognition of “who did what” and “how research 
outputs were used”. Also we expect interest from research management and 
evaluation organizations. 

Keywords: semantic enrichment, semantic annotation, semantic linkage tech-
nique, scientific relationship taxonomy, CRIS, tools for authors, Socionet, 
RePEc. 

1 Introduction 

This paper continues a discussion started in [9,10] of possible applications of a se-
mantic linkage technique within a research information system environment. In these 
papers we showed that by establishing semantic linkages between information objects 
in a research Data and Information Space (DIS) the scientists can express their 
knowledge or hypotheses about research relationships between linked objects [10]. In 
particular, using a semantic linkage technique, authors can curate and enrich metadata 
of their research outputs even if the metadata is created by a publisher and after it 
became available for users within contents of research information systems.  

Authors have at least two reasons to enrich ordinary information about their papers 
typically provided by publishers: (a) there is something that is not supported by the 
traditional publication metadata model (e.g. roles/impacts of co-authors in making a 
paper, motivations why authors used publications listed at their papers references 
section, etc.); (b) something important is happened after the paper was published  
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(e.g. authors found some important methodological associations and theoretical hier-
archical relations, etc. with research outputs published after their papers). 

Authors also have an increasing motivation to provide such enrichment since: (a) 
funders and research assessment organizations would like to have more detailed data 
about authors’ contributions (who did what) to collaborative research output [1]; (b) 
citation indexes and other usage indicators are widely used to evaluate research  
performance so many authors seek any opportunity to popularize and promote their 
publications to maximize their professional recognition and research impact as 
demonstrated by more citations.  

Among possible technical solutions that allows authors to enrich metadata of their 
publications the semantic linkage technique looks the most preferable. A semantic 
linkage consists of ID of linked objects, a relationship type value taken from taxono-
my of scientific relationships, a comment, a provenance data, creation/revision dates, 
etc.1 These data elements are usually enough to express the additional information.  

A semantic linkage technique allows creating linkages as separate information ob-
jects [11]. Additional enrichment data is stored at the CRIS as separate information 
objects and displayed at the publication metadata web page together with initial metada-
ta created by a publisher. The publication metadata as some information entity provided 
by a publisher is not changed after the enrichment. Such virtual form of enrichment can 
be important for many research information systems because the information systems 
typically just federate publishers’ metadata and have no rights to change it.  

Since the semantic linkage that virtually enrich a publication metadata exists as a 
separate information object it can be easily exported from originating information 
systems to be aggregated in and connected with contents of other systems. It opens an 
opportunity to make such data completely portable and re-usable within research DIS 
based on common identification systems for information objects. 

A research information system designed according (or compatible with) recom-
mendations of a Current Research Information System (CRIS) approach [4,5] and 
based on a CERIF data model [6] provides a proper and convenient environment for 
implementing enrichment facilities for authors. The growing popularity of the CRIS-
CERIF approach improves basic standardization and interoperability among numer-
ous research information systems that are necessary for integrating its contents in a 
form of common research DIS. Adoption of CRIS-CERIF guarantees that enrichment 
data created at one CRIS can be easily moved, visualized and re-used outside the 
originating information system at other CRIS or at an Institutional Repository (IR). 

Another aspect of enrichment data portability is the use of common taxonomy. Us-
ers of different CRIS use the same taxonomy to assign some semantic meanings to 
linkages. Our approach assumes that scientific relationships taxonomy which also 
covered a publications metadata enrichment is centrally maintained as a set of con-
trolled semantic vocabularies [7].   

We used the Socionet CRIS, which is one of RePEc units, as a platform to imple-
ment the proposed approach of virtual enrichment of publication metadata by its  

                                                           
1  A discussion on a semantic linkage approaches and its specification details are provided in 

[12]. 
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authors. The design within the Socionet environment facilities is based on the Seman-
tic Linkage Technique [12] and the Open Annotation approach2. A set of controlled 
semantic vocabularies embedding taxonomy of scientific relationships into enrich-
ment facilities was created in collaboration with Mikhail Kogalovsky [7]. We also 
used some part of the Annotator open source Java-script library 
(http://annotatorjs.org/). Roman Puzyrev worked with the Annotator code; Victor 
Lyapunov developed all other software. 

In the paper we discuss opportunities and tools for authors to semantically enrich 
metadata of their research outputs available in CRIS content. We consider two situa-
tions: 1) an author browses a CRIS web page that displays metadata of their publica-
tion, i.e. a publication is linked with their personal profile); and 2) an author opens in 
a browser a CRIS web page with other’s publication metadata which have relation-
ship with some author’s research output linked with their personal profile. 

In the next section we provide details about semantic enrichment, including taxon-
omy which can be applicable for thus actions in different situations. The third section 
is about an implementation of this approach in the form of author tools designed with-
in Socionet CRIS environment (http://socionet.ru/). Section four concludes the paper. 

2 Semantic Enrichment of Research Outputs Metadata 

Traditionally a semantic enrichment or a semantic annotation of a research output 
metadata is understood as a result of some computer processing of the research output 
full text to extract some additional useful information. For example Bertin and 
Atanassova [3] write: “The semantic annotations are used to enrich the document 
metadata and to provide new types of visualizations in an information retrieval context”. 

In our approach an enrichment act is made by a person who establishes a scientific 
relationship between a pair of research DIS objects. The person classifies the scien-
tific relationship by some taxonomy and can also provide a text comment [12]. 

Technically an enrichment of certain publication metadata can be made by any per-
son who has been given access rights to perform such action at a certain CRIS. How-
ever, the focus of this paper is the specific case where an author creates scientific 
relationships with own publications. 

A relationship has a direction from a source information object to a target one. In 
our context, the directed relationship can be created: a) from an author personal pro-
file to an author’s publication metadata; or b) from some author’s publication metada-
ta to other publication metadata, which may describe a work by the same author, or 
describe a work authored by other people.  

The taxonomy of relationships depends on the types of the source and the target in-
formation objects. For the relationship “author personal profile” -> “author publica-
tion metadata” it can carry data such as the author’s role in collective preparing of the 
publication (who did what, if there are co-authors, see more in [1], or such as the au-
thor updating notes for the publication, etc.  

                                                           
2  http://www.w3.org/community/openannotation/ 
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In the second case “author publication metadata” -> “author another publication 
metadata” the taxonomy can classify dependences between different research outputs 
of the same author, e.g. relationships between components of a research composition 
(some research output can be used as a part of another, see a semantic vocabulary in 
[13], or provide links to supplementary materials, etc.  

In the third case “author publication metadata” -> “another author publication 
metadata” the author can use taxonomy to specify why and how the materials listed in 
reference section of their publications were used in a research and for preparing the 
publications. It includes usage/impact relationships, scientific inference relationships 
(see associated semantic vocabularies in [13]), etc. Another situation occurs when an 
author would like to establish relationships with newer publications of other authors. 
Here the taxonomy can classify e.g. hierarchical and associative scientific relationships 
(see a semantic vocabulary in [13]), etc. 

In Table 1 we list possible cases of enrichment in connection with suggestions 
where appropriate enrichment has to be anchoring within publication metadata. Ex-
amples of visualization of enrichment data over a publication metadata web page are 
in the next section. 

Table 1. Anchoring and taxonomy for cases of publication metadata semantic enrichment 

Part of 
metadata for 

anchoring 

Semantic vocabulary name / 
Types of related objects 

Type of enrichment *) 

Data about 
authors 

1. Researcher contributions to 
collaborative publication / 
Author personal profile -> 
Author publication metadata 

Authors can specify the roles of 
co-authors like “study concep-
tion”, “methodology”, “compu-
tation”, etc.  

Abstract 2. Professional evaluations / 
Author personal profile -> 
Publication metadata 

Users can express their opinion 
about a publication like: “inno-
vative result”, “very interesting 
result”, “potentially dangerous 
effect”, “result based on confu-
sion”, etc.  

3. Hierarchical and associative 
relationships between research 
outputs / Author publication 
metadata -> Publication 
metadata 

Authors can indicate relations 
between own publication and 
newer one like: “extends or 
broader”, “related or relevant 
to”, “narrower”, etc. 

4. Usage proposals / Author 
personal profile -> Publica-
tion metadata 

Authors can make a relationship 
between own and newer publi-
cation to propose own one for 
purposes like: “can improve”, 
“can illustrate”, “can replace”, 
etc.  
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Table 2. (continued) 
 

Full text link 5. Relationships between com-
ponents of a research composi-
tion and supplementary mate-
rials / Author publication 
metadata -> Author publica-
tion metadata 

Authors can make a relationship 
between a pair of own materials 
like: “revised or new version”, 
“abstract”, “part of”, “duplicat-
ed copy”, etc.  

References  6. Usage/impact relationships 
between research outputs / 
Author publication metadata -
> Publication metadata 

Authors can add usage types to 
publications from a reference 
section like: “uses method 
from”, “corrects”, “refutes”, etc.  

7. Scientific inference relation-
ships between research outputs 
/ Author publication metadata 
-> Publication metadata 

Authors can also add usage 
types to publications from a 
reference section like: “obtain 
background from”, “confirms”, 
“qualifies”, etc.  

*) Current content of all semantic vocabularies used for enrichment of publication 
metadata see at http://socionet.ru/section.xml?h=metrics_interdisciplinary&l=en 

3 Implementation 

The proposed enrichment of publication metadata has been partly implemented as a 
set of tools and services within the Socionet CRIS (http://socionet.ru/) environment. 
Some general information about Socionet CRIS can be found in [14]. For options 1, 2 
and 6, 7 from Table 1, the implementation is complete. We provide some descriptions 
and screenshots. All other options from Table 1 are currently under development. For 
these we only give general descriptions.  

CRIS facilities for authors to do enrichment according cases from the Table 1 have 
to include:  

a) an identification service, which using data from a user personal profile can rec-
ognize if a user is an author of a currently opened web page with a publication 
metadata from CRIS content. If that is the case, the system provides for a user some 
additional menu;  

b) user tools to create semantic linkages with enrichment data;  
c) user tools to manage created semantic linkages (editing, deleting, etc.);  
d) administrator tools to control an input flow of created semantic linkages;  
e) a visualization service for the enrichment at a CRIS publication metadata web 

page.  

For a complete description of necessary information objects, tools and services see 
[12]. 
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3.1 Identification of Authors 

A proper authors identification at CRIS to provide them ability for semantic enrich-
ment of their publication metadata has two basic requirements: 1) users who are going 
to make semantic enrichment have to be represented at CRIS by some information 
objects, e.g. they should have some personal profile at the CRIS; and 2) users should 
have ability to identify themselves as authors by claiming to have publications at 
CRIS content.  

There is an approach when users identify themselves as authors of some publica-
tions by linking their personal profiles with appropriate research output. An approach 
pioneered by the RePEc Author Service, see [8].  

A real scale of such activity can illustrate, e.g. the IDEAS Author Information web 
page (http://ideas.repec.org/i/eall.html), which currently visualizes about 40K (thou-
sands) personal profiles created at RePEc Author Service and linked with publica-
tions. This activity is based on metadata aggregated by RePEc services from about 
4.5K sources worldwide with in total about 1500K publications. Owners of these 
profiles registered with the service RePEc Author Service (http://authors.repec.org/) 
and identified themselves as authors by claiming to have written papers in RePEc 
content during the registration process. They can add papers to their profiles when 
new publications appear at RePEc.  

Another example is Socionet CRIS (http://socionet.ru/), which also satisfied to the 
requirements and provides additionally to RePEc Author Service about 180K personal 
profiles of Russian scientists linked with their research outputs. Most of personal 
profiles in Socionet CRIS are generated by software and only few of them connected 
with identification data of real Socionet users. This is the main difference with 
RePEc, where all personal profiles are created by real people. 

A scale of potential enrichment activity can be also illustrated some numbers from 
CitEc data. Currently about 40K personal profiles in RePEc have in total about 1000K 
linkages to 675K3 publications from RePEc content. It means that for about 50% of 
publications from RePEc content the identification service can recognize at least one 
of its authors. All these people get ability to enrich their publications. 

3.2 Author Tools to Make Enrichment of a Publication Metadata 

In this section we consider the case where an author looks at their own publication 
metadata web page within a CRIS. The author has at the CRIS a personal  
profile with linked own publications and she/he would like to add to the initial pub-
lication metadata generated by a publisher some updates or useful information for 
readers of the publication and/or demanded by research management/assessment 
organizations. 

 
 

                                                           
3  Number of linkages is bigger than number of linked publications, since co-authors have link-

ages with the same publication.  
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Enrichment of Author(s) Data 
 

Usually a publication metadata represents authors like this4 
 

Fields name 1st author 2nd author 
author-name Sergey Parinov  Mikhail Kogalovsky 
author-workplace CEMI RAS MEI RAS 
author-email sparinov@gmail.com kogalov@gmail.com 

 
At the first stage of enrichment, just because the author’s personal profile is linked 

with their publication, the CRIS service inserts a link to the profile on the fly. This if 
displays at the publication metadata page a hyperlink to the author’s personal profile, 
with the total number of their claimed publications linked to the publications list. 
Figure 1 for an example. 

If a user is recognized as an author the system provides at the publication metadata 
web page a hyperlink to specify roles/impacts of authors in preparing the publication. 
For an example see the anchor at the Figure 1 at the right starting with “You are the 
author…”. This menu item is visible only if the publication has more than one author.  

The online form to create a semantic linkage, which will enrich traditional data 
about authors by information “who did what” includes:  

a) taxonomy selector of roles/impacts of authors in collective work to prepare the 
publication, see option 1 from the Table 1;  

b) optional comment which can provide some additional information;  
c) a selector of a “container” where this linkage will be stored at user’s personal 

data storage at CRIS.  

You can see the form at the Figure 1 in the right bottom corner. 
By default the system also includes into the linkage attributes: user’s personal pro-

file ID (as source object of the linkage); current publication ID (as target object of the 
linkage), a provenance data (who create the linkage) and creation date. See more 
about semantic linkage data format in [12]. 

At the Figure 1 you can see a fragment of publication metadata web page at 
Socionet CRIS with enriched authorship data and a form to add more enrichment 
data. 

                                                           
4  All examples and illustrations below use the same publication metadata –  
http://socionet.ru/publication.xml?h=repec:rus:mqijxk:31&l=en 
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Enrichment of Publication
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For each cited publication displayed at the source publication metadata CRIS sys-
tem can provide to its users a hyperlink to an enrichment form. On the Figure 3 we 
have the hyperlinks at the right as a column of [+]. A click on any [+] opens the en-
richment form visible here at the right bottom corner.  

In general the enrichment form is the same as in previous cases. The taxonomy is 
the one from Table 1, options 6 and 7.  

3.3 Other Enrichment Facilities 

This section presents facilities that are not completely implemented at the moment. 
 

Enrichment of the Full Text Link 
 

An author can supplement information about the full text of their publication initially 
provided by a publisher by making relationships listed in the Table 1, option 5. This 
opportunity can be used by an author to “enrich” a typical for commercial publishers’ 
payment access to the article full text by linking, for example, to an open access ver-
sion of this publication.  

An online form to make this type of enrichment differs from previously described 
forms by a semantic vocabulary (Table 1, option 5) and by an additional menu to get a 
list of author’s publications to select one from the list as a target publication for creat-
ing a linkage. The source publication of the linkage is the current one which metadata 
is opened by the author in a browser. 

 
User Tools to Make Enrichment of Publications Metadata 

 
This is the case when a user opens in a browser a web page from CRIS content with a 
publication metadata to read it. The user is not the publication author. He/she has at 
CRIS a personal profile linked with own publications. After reading the publication 
the user intends establishing a relationship (semantic linkage) from some own publi-
cation (as a source for the linkage) to this one read currently in a browser (as a target 
of the linkage). The added information may be useful for authors of the target publica-
tion; for readers of both linked publications; and/or for research manage-
ment/assessment organizations.  

If a user opens a publication metadata web page after authorization at a CRIS the 
system “knows” the user is not its author and displays at the publication web page a 
menu configured for this current situation. In a menu a user gets a tool to specify a 
relationship between some own publication selected from the list and the currently 
reading publication.  

This tool is very similar to one described above in the section “Enrichment of the 
full text link”. But the semantic vocabulary is different. It must allow a user to specify 
research associations and hierarchical relationships (Table 1, option 3) between a pair 
of linked publications.  

Using this tool an author can enrich metadata of their own published research out-
puts by connecting them with other research be they younger or older. It works as 
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some kind of actualization of older research results by comparing them with the new-
er ones. Users can also use this approach. 

Another side of such actualization is ability of users to make suggestions to authors 
to enrich metadata of some their publication. In this case a user would use the same 
form with a semantic vocabulary of Table 1, option 4. 

4 Conclusion 

Additionally to the enrichment facilities Socionet CRIS provides an e-mail notifica-
tion service making awareness of users about creating/changing semantic linkages 
with their publications and also specific scientometrics based on processing of accu-
mulated data about semantic linkages [13]. Altogether these facilities can create a 
more efficient professional communications for the research community and a better 
information source for research management and assessment organizations. 

We expect that presented enrichment facilities will be adopted by the community 
and it will improve professional recognition of “who did what” and “how research 
outputs were used”. 
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Abstract. In recent years the presence and importance of learning objects re-
positories like Agrega has increased in the educational community. Meanwhile, 
several trends have gained momentum, notably open education, cloud compu-
ting or the web of linked data as a realization of the Semantic Web. Educational 
repositories should encompass all these trends to maintain high levels of ser-
vice. This paper proposes a set of best practices to the Spanish Learning Object 
repository Agrega, aiming to improve on its current retrieval, interoperability 
and reuse capabilities. As a guiding principle, the user's perspective and needs 
are given priority. The most recent learning technologies and semantic web 
standards are considered in this approach, including ISO/IEC MLR, LRMI and 
RAMLET metadata specifications. This set of recommendations aims to serve 
as a basis for other learning resources repositories, as well to any other kind of 
repository, currently planning to adopt the new generation of standards and 
technologies, like the linked data web. 

Keywords: learning object repositories, educational resources, metadata, linked 
data, Agrega. 

1 Introduction 

Agrega, the Spanish federation of educational digital object repositories, is a platform 
with nodes in all regional government education departments. Agrega holds a collec-
tion of more than 90,000 educational resources organized around the curriculum cov-
ering pre-university education. To describe these resources, the LOM-ES application 
profile is used. LOM-ES was developed adapting the IEEE Learning Object Metadata 
to the Spanish curriculum particularities, and was published as an official national 
standard (UNE 71361-2010 AENOR) [1]. Agrega educational resources can be down-
loaded in IMS Content Packaging, SCORM 1.2 and SCORM 2004 standardized 
packaging models. Moreover, to improve interoperability with other repository eco-
systems through metadata exchange, Agrega is compliant with the OAI-PMH (Open 
Archives Initiative-Protocol for Metadata Harvesting) [2, 3, 4].  
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Despite the efforts made, and the good set of standards applied, Agrega has experi-
enced some shortcomings in its retrieval, reusability and interoperability capabilities. 
Among them, we can highlight the cataloguing issues due to the use of the standard 
LOM and its profile application LOM-ES, which have proved some inconsistencies of 
their metadata definitions [5]. As a result, a high proportion of metadata records are not 
correctly completed lowering the performance of the retrieval system. Also, the in-
teroperability which provides the OAI-PMH must be based on simple Dublin Core due 
to the fundamental  incompatibly among LOM application profiles. 

These technologies were chosen in Agrega's design as the most innovative at the 
time (2007). However the Semantic Web and learning technology standards areas 
have developed further over the last few years, offering better and more powerful 
technologies to adopt. Agrega along with many contemporary repositories, have both 
the challenge and the opportunity to adapt themselves and transform their resources 
into Linked Data.  

In 2013, INTEF [6] started a process of adopting semantic web technologies. The 
pilot project, called Procomun [7] published a dataset of Agrega educational resources 
described with a wide range of open vocabularies as well as newly developed OWL 
ontologies (e.g. odeAgrega [8]), linked with some open datasets such as Dbpedia. 
Procomun provides a faceted search engine both for Agrega’s resources and external 
resources by teachers and other educational agents, alongside many other new social 
media features. This promising project is still in progress, and many of the linked data 
assumptions and requirements are not yet met: the new Agrega ontologies are not 
publicly available; their URIs are not dereferenceable; and there is no SPARQL end-
point. The current implementation just offers one-way links, from Procomun to other 
datasets, and it is impossible to make links from other datasets to the Agrega  
collection. 

This paper proposes alternative strategies to adapt Agrega —or other repositories 
in a similar situation— to current learning and linked data technologies. The approach 
taken is based on the consideration of Agrega expected users’ perspective, under the 
principle that a repository should be designed to serve its users, and not just depend 
on economic and political trends. Several groups of stakeholders have been consid-
ered according to their main objectives and necessities: students and general public; 
teachers and other content authors; and cataloguers together with other repository' 
administrators. Following their different user intentions and interactions with the plat-
form, a set of priorities have been identified that would guide Agrega’s developments: 

• facilitate the creation, description and reuse of new educational resources, 
• improve Agrega’s cataloguing system easiness and usability, 
• enhance Agrega’s interoperability model, 
• facilitate users' discovery and retrieval of educational resources . 

We analyze these objectives in the context of three different function areas of a repos-
itory: resource management, search and retrieval, and interoperability. 
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2 Management Area 

The Management Area covers the operation of the repository, its main functions being 
the classification and organization of digital object collections and their metadata. 

2.1 Objective 1: Improve Agrega's cataloguing 

Agrega uses the Spanish application profile of the metadata standard IEEE LOM, 
LOM-ES. IEEE LOM is a metadata schema specially designed to be used in educa-
tional contexts and to be compatible with other learning standards such as SCORM. 

However, both IEEE LOM and its application profile LOM-ES have proved to 
have many inconsistencies that hinder Agrega's cataloguing: incompatibility between 
different application profiles, a lack of precision in metadata definitions, insufficient 
metadata and a lack of well-defined data formats. 

Proposal 1.1: Metadata records migration to a new standard: from LOM-ES to 
ISO/IEC MLR 
The standard ISO/IEC Metadata for Learning Resources [9] aims to be internationally 
inclusive, as well as solve LOM's deficiencies, and focus on cataloguing issues. Also, 
MLR extensions are compatible between each other and with the standard. 

The migration could be based on ISO/IEC MLR part 11, whose main purpose is 
being a guide for LOM to MLR migration [10]. Also, there are digital tools in devel-
opment which will allow automatic transformation of LOM records into MLR ones 
[11]. 

These mapping techniques and tools should be carefully reviewed and customized 
to meet Agrega’s requirements. The LOM-ES application profile includes new ele-
ments beside IEEE LOM ones, as well as vocabularies developed specifically for 
LOM-ES. The conversion method should not present significant difficulties, as the 
MLR schema proposes also more metadata elements than IEEE LOM.   

2.2 Objective 2: Facilitate the Creation and Description of New Educational 
Resources 

At present, teachers can create and integrate new resources into the Agrega collection 
thanks to the cataloguing tool —catalogador— available both on-line and as a desk-
top application. This tool allows teachers to perform an initial metadata assignment 
process. To prevent them having to struggle with LOM-ES cataloguing complexity, 
teachers should just provide some basic information for compulsory metadata ele-
ments. Agrega cataloguers review and complete these metadata records before their 
final publication. This implies redundant work that is not always done properly, as it 
is common that cataloguers do not complete the records because of time restrictions 
or knowledge limitations related to educational or subject-specific content.   
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Proposal 2.1: Automated metadata extraction cataloguing aids 
We propose the adoption of automatic metadata extraction features, integrated in or 
offered together with the existing cataloguing tool. These would reduce the time re-
quired for cataloguing technical and basic descriptive information of digital objects, 
thus leaving more time for quality cataloguing of educational and other complex 
metadata content. Existing automatic generation tools as SAmgl (Simple Automatic 
Metadata Generation Interface) have shown good results extracting metadata from 
learning resources [12]. Learning content repositories such as those of the LACLO 
federation [13] are already using an automatic metadata generation system successful-
ly [14]. 

3 Search and Retrieval Area 

The Search and Retrieval area is fundamental to repositories, both for teachers and 
final users, being one of the key purposes for which the repositories are created. 

3.1 Objective 3: Facilitate Users to Find Educational Resources  

Up to now, Agrega resources may be retrieved by general web search engines such as 
Google or Yandex, although usually their page rank is not high, so they do not reach 
top positions in the search results list. Search engine optimization of Agrega resources 
will help users to find educational resources more quickly and easily, and thus in-
crease the repository’s popularity. This objective may be achieved by adopting differ-
ent strategies as we propose below. 

Proposal 3.1: Adopt schema.org with LRMI specification 
Adopting schema.org, and tagging the educational records according to the Learning 
Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI) [15] specification will help to improve visibility 
and retrievability of Agrega content in web search engines such as Google, Bing, 
Yahoo! or Yandex. Internationally known learning content repositories such as 
MERLOT [16] or JORUM [17] have already adopted LRMI, an example that Agrega 
should follow.  

Proposal 3.2: Publication of Agrega metadata collection as a linked open dataset  
The publication of Agrega learning resources' collection metadata as a linked dataset 
will help to create new interfaces with other repositories and a wide range of different 
information sources. Fulfilling the linked data premises would allow other reposito-
ries and datasets to point to Agrega resources too, providing significant benefits in 
terms of visibility and ease of retrieval for Agrega. For instance, the ARIADNE re-
pository [18] has created a dataset of metadata records linked with DBpedia and 
WordNet. 
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3.2 Objective 4: Improve Educational Resources Retrieval in the Agrega 
Repository 

The current Agrega search engine has an advanced search option which allows filter-
ing by format type, license, content properties (identifier, resource type, publishing 
date, etc.), aggregation level, educational thesaurus terms and taxonomies (there are 
four: competences, availability, curriculum tree and educational level). This system is 
quite complete but also complicated. Students and general public have some difficul-
ties using it, as some filters are not easy to understand for non-expert users. 

Moreover, some of the default search rules correspond to non-mandatory LOM-ES 
metadata elements. Since not every record is complete a biased or incomplete retriev-
al is likely. 

Proposal 4.1: Adoption of an ontology based retrieval system.  
The introduction of an ontology-based retrieval system will allow Agrega to become a 
Semantic Learning Object Repository (SLOR). The platform would act as a connec-
tion point between users seeking information and software agents, which   search for 
and retrieve it. A SLOR has flexible information storage, for example, the same re-
source may have more than one description, with non-normalized information [19]. 

An ontology-based system will permit retrieval of related resources which do not 
include any of the specific search terms in their metadata record. Also, it will allow 
new information to be generated from by making inferences over stored data and 
established rules. 

Proposal 4.2. Implementation of recommendation technologies  
The application of recommendation technologies in Agrega will improve the re-
trieval of learning resources more suitable for user needs [20]. Some of the current 
proposals in this area include collaborative filtering or web mining, as reviewed in 
[21]. We recommend the initial adoption of an automatic recommendation strategy, as 
the Case Based Reasoning system implemented in AIREH (Architecture for Intelli-
gent Recovery of Educational content in Heterogeneous Environments) [20]. 

4 Interoperability Area 

The interoperability area focuses on the availability of resources to be deployed and 
used in Learning Management Systems and other platforms, as well as connection and 
interaction with other educational repositories. 

4.1 Objective 5: Facilitate Educational Resources Reusability 

Currently, Agrega's educational resources can be downloaded in the established ag-
gregation formats SCORM 1.2, SCORM 2004 (with or without sub-manifests) and 
IMS Content Package. 

Agrega repository works only with aggregation packages. Because single compo-
nents or objects that are part of the packages are not individually described there is no 
way to retrieve them. 
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In addition, if someone wants to introduce repurposed resources in Agrega, these 
have to be re-catalogued, as the system does not allow the inclusion of new versions 
of the same objects sharing common metadata. This lack of interoperability between 
aggregation formats and metadata schemas is probably the main technical barrier for 
resource reusability.  

Furthermore, it should be noted that Agrega allows the authors to chose a wide 
range of licences, including copyright, public domain or different types of Creative 
Commons licences resulting from the combination of their terms and conditions: at-
tribution, ShareAlike, NonCommercial, and NoDerivatives. Problems arise when new 
resources are created aggregating multiple assets distributed under different and con-
tradictory licenses. 

Proposal 5.1: Implement automatic aggregation capabilities based on RAMLET 
RAMLET is a recently published IEEE standard proposing a conceptual model for 
learning resources aggregation. It aims to facilitate interoperability by providing an 
ontology that allows mapping from existing aggregation formats. We recommend  
Agrega adopt RAMLET, as it is already compliant with some of the aggregation for-
mats for which RAMLET is developing crosswalks [22]. This would increase the 
exchange formats of educational resources available through automatic mapping 
without the need to re-catalogue them.  

Proposal 5.2 Increase the granularity of description and retrieval  
The implementation of cataloging and retrieval functionalities at the granularity of 
objects or assets would result in higher and easier reusability of Agrega learning re-
sources. The cataloging tool should be modified to facilitate the description of these 
resources, through automatic extraction of technical metadata, and when applicable 
inheritance of descriptive metadata from the aggregated resources they belong to. The 
SCORM aggregation model could work as a reference model though it should be 
adjusted to offer an effective modularity [23].  

Proposal 5.3 Limit the licensing choices and recommend CC-BY 
A smaller choice of licences would reduce complexity and foster reusability of learn-
ing resources. When possible, the use of more open licences such as CC-BY should 
be prescribed, to lower barriers to repurposing and reusing resources.   

4.2 Objective 6: Improve Agrega's Interoperability Model  

Agrega interoperability model is based on the OAI-PMH, therefore the Dublin Core 
metadata format (oai_dc) is the minimum common denominator. While it guarantees 
interoperability with a wide range of repositories and other information management 
tools, the use of this general-purpose metadata schema also means a loss of information 
richness [24]. Also, the Procomun project does not provide the best interoperability due 
to limitations already mentioned: ontologies are not publicly available, URIs are not de-
referenceable and there is no SPARQL end-point. 
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Proposal 6.1: Adopt a "follow your nose" interoperability model based on linked 
data 
If learning content repositories publish their metadata records collections as real 
Linked Data, thus following its main concept and technical principles [25]; it would 
be possible to establish semantic connections between them, regardless of the metada-
ta schema used internally and avoiding the loss of representativeness of these  
schemas.  

A "follow your nose" model would allow the connection of repositories joining the 
linked data cloud without the need for a bridge, e.g. a metadata mapping tool. 

5 Conclusions 

The learning content repositories created during the first decade of the Twenty-First 
century need to be adapted to current semantic web technologies. While significant 
efforts have been made, the adaptation is still too slow and lacks coordination.  

There is no single shared strategy to carry out this adaptation process. As an exam-
ple we have analyzed the Procomun approach to take Agrega, the Spanish federation 
of learning content repositories, to the Semantic Web. In this paper, alternative strate-
gies are proposed with this aim. As a guiding principle, the users' perspective and 
needs are considered paramount. 

The specific strategies that collectively form our approach are based in the most 
recent linked data premises and standards, especially those designed for learning 
technologies and systems. It includes the adoption of the brand new ISO/IEC MLR 
standard, which would improve Agrega cataloging in comparison with LOM and its 
application profile LOM-ES. Adoption of the LRMI specification and schema.org for 
resource tagging would improve visibility and discoverability of Agrega resources by 
the best known general web search engines. Additionally, other specifications and 
methods adopting Semantic Web core technologies, such as RDF and OWL ontolo-
gies, would provide a significant improvement to Agrega's current capabilities for 
retrieval, interoperability and reuse of objects.  

To sum up, the strategies proposed could serve as a best practice basis to other 
learning resources repositories, as well as to any other kind of repository currently  
planning to adopt the new generation of standards and technologies, like the linked 
data web. For those already in this enterprise, this would remind them of the  
need to be alert and anticipate future improvements in the areas of educational and 
web technologies. 
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Abstract. Repositories provide a vital infrastructure for an institution to aggre-
gate and disseminate creative output, yet this task is only as successful as the  
effective organization of its content. The University of Kansas is currently un-
dergoing a systematic review to analyze metadata and content organization in 
its own repository. This paper argues that for a full assessment to be achieved it 
is necessary to not view the repository as a fixed item, but as an entity with its 
own continuity. This temporal approach has a significant impact on establishing 
resource provenance for metadata policy adjustments, disciplinary migration, 
and resource extensibility. For any repository it is essential for ensuring long-
term viability. 

Keywords: Institutional Repositories, Information Hierarchy, Author Generat-
ed Metadata, Temporality. 

1  Introduction 

The organization of an institutional repository (IR) has a significant impact on its 
ability to enable discovery and disseminate resources. Processes to analyze both 
metadata and information hierarchy are critical to ensure consistency of records and 
clarity of structure. Repositories can be understood as having both horizontal and 
vertical dimensions, the former concerning records’ conformance to metadata stand-
ards across the corpus and the latter to ensure consistency between organizing classes. 
While examining both dimensions is necessary to any analysis as a step towards iden-
tifying needed remediation, they are not entirely sufficient in providing the clearest 
picture of an IR’s structure. 

Information continuity is the idea that a resource, be it item, collection, or reposito-
ry, has an ongoing narrative. This temporal aspect to information systems plays a 
significant role in providing vital provenance information about resources and their 
place within an IR. This information also provides an important way to organize con-
tent that is consistent with the history of the institution, disciplinary migration, and IR 
policies. This paper will define this principle and its impact on these critical aspects, 
and provide examples of how they may be understood by using the University of 
Kansas’ (KU) repository, ScholarWorks as a model. [1] Finally, it will provide possi-
ble use cases for implementing information continuity as well as the next steps to be 
taken in the context of KU ScholarWorks (KUSW).  
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2 Dimensional Aspects of Institutional Repositories 

An IR can be described most fully as having three dimensions: horizontal, vertical, 
and temporal. Briefly, the horizontal aspect can be thought of as a way of assessing 
resources at the item level with regards to their metadata. Consistency regarding ad-
herence to policies about required elements, content standards, and other similar qual-
ities can be analyzed from this perspective to ensure maximal discoverability of re-
sources across the repository. Ensuring that appropriate semantic units are being em-
ployed for the corresponding element is required before any scalable enhancement 
can be considered. 

The vertical dimension of an IR refers to the organizational structures present with-
in the IR in terms of an information hierarchy. For example, the Dspace framework 
allows for the creation of both communities and collections. In KUSW, this has actu-
ally been a source of inconsistency with communities like ‘Office of the Provost’ 
being listed alongside ‘Mathematics’. While the aim of this paper is not to assess the 
repository on this level, this is merely provided to show an instance of when classes 
may not have equivalency and in turn obfuscate the hierarchy of the IR; an unneces-
sary challenge for users to navigate. 

The horizontal and vertical approaches to repository quality should be familiar as 
they reflect a common, persistent way of viewing information resources. In this case 
metadata and the organizing structures that contain it are understood as relatively 
unchanging objects. However, these dimensions provide a misleading notion of the 
repository and its resources as fixed items. This view is perhaps owing to the time of 
the physical card catalog in which the metadata record, as a mostly static object, stood 
as a surrogate for the information resource. When the most atomic metadata in a sys-
tem is seen as unchanging, so also will its organizing containers. This persistent view 
fails to take into account not only the capabilities of current technology to track 
changes to information over time, but the fact that information is not a static entity. 
Rather, information’s ability to change is a critical component of any system. It is 
important that records may change over time, and that a repository’s structure may 
adapt to accomplish new organizing objectives. 

Concern for temporality is required to gain the fullest context for information re-
sources. Significant work has already been achieved in this area by Isabelle Boydens, 
who begins from the notion that an unequivocal interpretation of ‘observable reality’ 
is impossible. [2] As closed world systems, databases, the ubiquitous system for stor-
ing what we will for simplicity’s sake call ‘facts’, are generally in opposition to this 
fundamental idea. Her thesis, neatly distilled by Bade, is that 

 
 “…The world changes for us because we ask and expect different things of it at 

different times; that being so, both our data and our metadata need to change to reflect 
that new state of the world.” [3]  

 
Information stored in a database represents a particular, fixed view of reality. That 

picture should change with time and by the functional needs of those using it to  
remain consistent with the changing world around it. An IR is no exception. Being 
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databases with a culturally significant bent, they are acutely tied to temporal changes. 
Furthermore, there are many ways in which these temporal elements affect IR admin-
istrators’ ability to manage and enhance metadata. By incorporating elements that 
capture continuity, administrators will be able to present a clearer, hopefully more 
useful, bibliographic system to users.  

3 Temporal Perspectives 

3.1 Policy Adjustments 

Policies for metadata creation are necessary to ensure consistency across records. 
Before any standardization can occur (e.g. naming conventions), it is necessary to 
know what guidelines are already in place. However, these policies change by the 
adoption of new schema, identifiers, content standards, and other similar considera-
tions. Fortunately, the time a record is created can be captured by repository technol-
ogy, making it a straightforward process to determine which records were created 
after a specific policy had been put in place. It is then possible to more accurately 
adjust records to reflect a newer policy. 

While this capability is certainly essential to effective record management, it is un-
fortunately insufficient, especially for an IR. KUSW metadata consists of author gen-
erated (AG) records provided at the time of a resource’s submission into the reposito-
ry. While this process has saved cataloging staff from a substantial workload, it has 
understandably led to creative interpretations of schema elements, causing a wide 
level of inconsistency across records. This obviously raises concerns for those inter-
ested in providing an effective retrieval system. The remediation process will require 
substantial work, particularly as it pertains to subject terms. 

Some examples of author-generated subject terms include ‘parent-child talk’, 
‘agency’, ‘reading with distraction’, and ‘future selves’ to name only a few. These 
types of terms, in some cases at once both specific and vague, make up the majority 
of subjects populating the corpus. There is a clear disparity between these terms and 
what one would expect to see had they been populated from an authority source such 
as Library of Congress Subject Headings or another more discipline appropriate vo-
cabulary. From a retrieval perspective they are generally not very useful given their 
frequency of use; most are employed only once. Indeed, collocation is essentially 
impossible for those browsing by subjects. From a linked data perspective they are 
useless as there is no URI available for them to reference. 

It was initially suggested that these terms be mapped onto terms from an authority 
source, an idea that will likely be implemented in the future. But should AG terms 
then be discarded? As Lubas notes, it is recommended to retain terms from AG 
metadata, however this does come at the cost of increased ‘noise’ within a repository, 
an obvious hindrance to any bibliographic system. [4] While the terms may not be 
useful in the context of a retrieval system, they remain valuable as artifacts. AG 
metadata provides a unique prism to view how an author understood their work, with 
subject terms adding a particularly acute distillation of what terms they thought might 
also be used by other practitioners. 
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Preserving AG records raises questions of access and audience. Tracking prove-
nance as it conforms to the Dublin Core element set has been built into Dspace. How-
ever, there currently is no mechanism to store meta-metadata or what changes were 
made and why. Even if such a system existed, such changes would probably only be 
viewable from an administrator perspective, which while still valuable, does not lend 
itself to openness. Indeed part of the motivation for saving AG records is so that users 
would be able to observe these changes, in turn informing their own assessment of the 
resource and its relevance.  

A straight normalization of subject terms, or their mapping onto a pre-existing con-
trolled vocabulary eliminates this unique perspective of the author regarding their 
work. Yet if we continue to think of databases as a snapshot of a particular instance in 
time, an edited record, while positively adding consistency to the corpus, will come at 
the cost of provenance or even more precisely, a cultural artifact unique to the institu-
tion. Capturing the evolution of metadata allows for the ability to analyze how it 
changes and understand why it changes, becoming itself an object of critical inquiry. 

Transparency, usually referring to openness about the internal workflows and poli-
cies a trusted repository follows, should be extended to providing the clearest account-
ing of a resource’s lifespan, including adjustments to its metadata. By retaining an orig-
inal record and making it accessible to users as an optional view on the same splash 
page with the new record is an important way of establishing trust through providing 
additional context for a resource rather than covering it up. For KUSW, since there was 
little guidance regarding what metadata should look like, this will play an important part 
for an administrator’s ability to understand how and why records changed over time and 
more effectively monitor the utility of records or lack thereof.  

Continuity is important on many different timescales. While the previous example 
focused on metadata through its entire lifecycle, metadata may also be improved by 
understanding its current usage. Working from a micro-temporal level, a dynamic 
prototype interface designed by Boydens and Hooland allows for users to choose 
which elements to search by in the interface through a drag and drop mechanism, 
customizing their experience to their specific information seeking behavior. [5] Be-
sides its flexibility for users, it also allows collection managers to prioritize work 
based on the most frequently used elements and monitor how this changes over time.  
This demonstrates promising possibility for determining appropriate metadata scope 
that is informed by temporal considerations. Furthermore it addresses capturing the 
narrative of the record, in this case, why certain elements are more important at a 
given time than others. As a basic way of understanding user behavior, dynamic inter-
action with metadata will provide insight into the effectiveness of interfaces and in-
form user experiences decisions in a more rigorous way. 

3.2 Disciplinary Migration 

If policy adjustments over time may be understood as referring to the horizontal dimen-
sion of an IR, disciplinary migration represents the vertical. Disciplinary migration is, as 
its name suggests, when a particular discipline undergoes some sort of rebranding or 
refocusing to reflect more current appellations consistent with the larger academic 
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community. At KU, what was once the Human Development and Family Life depart-
ment broadened in 2004 to be Applied Behavioral Science. Such changes are ubiquitous 
at academic institutions and their changes can be no small feat to navigate.  

These migrations present a difficult challenge for IR with static worldviews. Re-
cently deposited resources stored under the most current appellation of a discipline 
present no problem, but relevance collisions emerge when one considers aggregating 
resources under the same collection from when the discipline went by other names. 
Are the resources consistent enough in subject matter to form a cohesive collection? 
For more recent changes this is likely true, but for subjects that can trace back several 
decades, even into other centuries, the similarities grow increasingly thin. Likewise, it 
may be counterproductive to aggregate resources for disciplines that have undergone 
disruptive foundational changes, particularly in the physical sciences. 

There are a couple of ways in which repositories have sought to mediate this issue. In 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign repository, IDEALS, separate top-level 
collections were created for each iteration of a discipline or department, with dates listed 
to delineate when the department existed or went by a different name. [6] Within each 
collection a description was provided indicating the origin of the discipline/department 
and when it transitioned into something else. From a statically based perspective, this is 
an acceptable if somewhat less than ideal solution. The tracking of migrations is docu-
mented and it avoids the problems of disparity caused by aggregating resources across a 
century of development under one roof. However, for users navigating the system it 
creates an even grander domain to traverse. Similarly, relations between iterations of a 
discipline, while noted, are not built into the infrastructure. There is no attempt to mean-
ingfully connect these relationships on a deeper level. 

Another method has been to ignore it as a problem. In KUSW a collection of pre-
1923 Theses and Dissertations have been aggregated under the broader collection of 
Theses and Dissertations that includes those resources from 1923 to the present. 
While the more recent ETDs are also housed within their respective disciplines, the 
pre-1923 works can only be found in this one collection. One work, ‘Aspects of the 
Gothic Romance’, has a discipline marked unambiguously as ‘English’ and if desired 
could easily be mapped into the existing discipline collection of the same name, espe-
cially since the content is less likely to be dated. 

 By contrast, another work, ‘Additional Peculiarities in the Spermatogenesis of 
Phrynotettix Magnus’ has for its discipline ‘Zoology’. While valuable as representing 
an important historical perspective on an evolving subject, it has not been joined to its 
current related discipline ‘Biological Sciences’. It is possible that its content has been 
superseded by new research, but if that is the case, who will go looking for it if it is 
not stored under what would be its current discipline? For similar examples, separat-
ing these resources from their current disciplinary descendent may be a bit of detrac-
tion; they appear now as simply relics of a certain time period, perhaps not worthy of 
consideration alongside more recent research. The solution of aggregating resources 
in an appropriate collection, even though it may not represent the best, most specific 
location for it categorically speaking, is fraught with inconsistencies and difficultly 
resolved content arrangements. 
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The limits of assessing a repository without a temporal perspective are significant. 
It may be argued that the methods mentioned above to address disciplinary migration 
are really more compromises than permanent solutions as some element of the infor-
mation hierarchy and continuity is lost after implementation. In the context of KUSW, 
Dspace does not have any built in method of applying these nuanced details within its 
architecture. Indeed, this is beyond the scope of what a Postgres database can offer on 
its own. However, linked data provides a possible solution to the challenges of repre-
senting information continuity. 

As stated above the specter of the physical card catalog continues to influence bib-
liographic systems. Memory institutions are still strongly tied to the record format, 
which while useful still suggests a view of the record as an immutable object. Of 
course current technologies allow for a degree of interoperability that in the light of 
our discussion can go some way to addressing these temporal concerns, transitioning 
a record more to data along the spectrum outlined by Glushko and McGrath. [7] In a 
promising study, Peponakis describes a system for building semantic relationships 
into an IR, primarily by a combination of RDF informed by FRBR and FRAD princi-
ples to create a network of authority files for individuals and departments that can be 
tied to works. [8] Additionally, a time span was attached to each triple to allow an 
even more powerful method of coordinated searching, though as Peponakis notes, the 
implementation of time with RDF has not reached a community consensus despite 
research into this area. [8, 9] Nevertheless, it remains a unique way of addressing 
these temporal constraints in an elegant and progressive way. By serializing the histo-
ry of the departments and disciplines in RDF, one is able to view the relationships 
between different academic units and their evolution over time through a semantically 
rich and meaningful way.  

As a method of assessing a repository, the continuity of its vertical organization is 
a critical element with significant implications. To remain with a static view of disci-
plines, an image of the world at a given time, is to compromise on the meaningful 
structure of the information hierarchy in addition to creating a system that is at best 
flawed for navigation and at worst inconsistent and confusing. Initial steps for as-
sessing an IR from this perspective must first to determine what disciplines are repre-
sented and if there has been an attempt at documenting the continuity of migrations, 
then some steps towards integration into a semantic framework may be already in 
place. If, as in the case of KUSW, the view is of a static present then much of this 
historical context will need to be discerned before it can be integrated into an authori-
ty file and incorporated into a linked environment. 

3.3 Resource Extensibility 

Format Types 
Digital resource types and the software that create them are in a constant state of de-
velopment. It goes without saying that ensuring resources remain in a currently acces-
sible format is a natural concern for any repository. Fortunately, the push for open 
formats is a positive step towards ensuring the longevity of repository resources. [10] 
However, long term utility of resources is not quite so simple a matter of choosing an 
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initial format. Rather, it is an increasingly nuanced universe, especially as media types 
continue to change and grow in complexity. 

The majority of resources in KUSW are of a text-based nature, consisting of arti-
cles, books, project reports, and other similar items. However, there is a slowly grow-
ing body of code, data, and videos; formats for which are much more in flux regard-
ing adoption than their text-based counterparts. For example, the resources listed as 
‘videos’ in KUSW often point to embedded videos in web pages. Ignoring the mis-
leading type designation, the resource is subject to a similar problem regarding exten-
sibility. Ensuring that the HTML remains consistent with modern browsers ability to 
read the page is one concern, but the video in the page, which currently runs on the 
Adobe Flash, may be replaced by functionalities built into HTML 5. It is inevitable 
that over time the current format of the video will become obsolete. 

The predominance of text resources may diminish over time, requiring the already 
needed attention given to preservation of more complex resources and consideration 
for those that are yet to emerge. Resources in KUSW are generally available in the 
format they were ingested in. Little effort has been made to upgrade resources to their 
most current, stable format which fortunately has not been a significant problem as 
most of the resources are in formats that remain widely used (e.g. PDF, CSV). How-
ever, if Python code were to be ingested today, how useful will that resource be to the 
user who finds it a decade from now and by which time a new version of the language 
will have been released? Similarly, XML metadata for GIS datasets may need conver-
sion to JSON to support future use. 

Evolving resource types are an excellent way of demonstrating how the fixed-
world view of databases is itself a contradiction. As a repository ages it will grow to 
contain several iterations of a particular resource type, becoming an inconsistent dis-
seminator of anachronistic resources. Understandably this is in direct conflict with the 
definition of a trusted repository put forth by RLG-OCLC, particularly that a trusted 
repository “design its system(s) in accordance with commonly accepted conventions 
and standards to ensure the ongoing management, access, and security of materials 
deposited within it.” [11] Enabling access is a continuous process, not an event, and 
ensuring that resources can be not only accessed but also used is a part of that process. 

It is evident that resource extensibility is a critical part of any repository’s assess-
ment, and particularly that format types, dependencies, and other information needed 
to enable its use be documented in the preservation metadata. Provided this is accom-
plished, we may return to the horizontal dimension of the repository and be able to 
observe that after a certain date, for example, a policy regarding accepted file types 
was implemented and that previous types were migrated to a more current format. 
The question of retaining those older versions and how metadata records should re-
flect their replacements goes beyond the scope of this paper, but it is mentioned now 
as a possible source of future discussion. 

 
Preservation Narratives 
The use of PREMIS for documenting the technical components of a resource at a very 
granular level is widespread. Given the limitations of other schema to record information 
of this quality in any sort of all encompassing way, its existence is a needed tool for  
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managers of repositories. However, the claim that PREMIS data dictionary contains all the 
information required to ensure preservation has been rightly questioned by Wilson, who 
notes that the dictionary does not capture anything related to the preservation process, only 
the resources, events, and related agents. [12] Additional provenance information, he con-
tinues, is required to gain the clearest picture of a resource’s lifespan beginning from be-
fore its ingest and into the future.  

Wilson hints at the temporal element by his mention of preservation as a process. 
Defined by the PREMIS data dictionary, a representation is ‘a single digital instance 
of an intellectual entity held in a preservation repository’. [13] This concept seems to 
exists somewhere between a FRBR manifestation and item. It uses as an example a 
TIFF image of a statue of a horse as one representation, while a derived JPEG image 
represents yet another, both being representations of the statue image. The ability to 
track events and relationships between representations and agents goes some way 
towards introducing a temporal element, but it is not sufficient. We only know that 
preservation events happened, but not necessarily why they happened. While the 
<eventOutcomeDetailNote> element can capture some of this information, it reflects 
only a small part of the ongoing preservation process.  

The contextual element is essential to the notion of information continuity. Without 
the proper documentation for why certain processes were implemented, we are left 
with guesswork. But if this information is not to be fully captured in PREMIS, where 
can it be? While METS does allow for some of this more administrative information 
to be recorded, it is neither exactly what is needed nor on a scale appropriate to the 
myriad iterations of digital resources that may populate a system; the structure of a 
METS record would quickly be overwhelmed. Of course some degree of rational can 
usually be inferred from a PREMIS event, but leaving these deductions to future 
stewards when more should be captured at the time of the event is hardly a favor. 

It is recognized that to some extent we are reaching the limits of what can be ex-
pressed by metadata, at least currently. Again, while events recorded by PREMIS can 
be given additional details, the ability to form a narrative outlining these changes is 
really what is required to fully reflect information continuity. How these discrete 
metadata units can be rebuilt to form a larger picture remains to be seen, but its 
achievement is required for future administrators to have the most complete picture of 
the preservation continuum and how it informs their own work. For KUSW, which is 
only in its initial stages of implementing a preservation system, care will have to be 
given to these concerns to create an effective and understandable paper trail from the 
outset to ensure it is achieved. 

4 Temporal Modeling and Implementation 

4.1 Temporal Parts 

Any consideration for modeling how resources exist in time will inevitably require a 
decision between two trains of thought. The perdurantist view posits that entities have 
both a spatial and temporal parts, in essence that an institution does not just have its 
present version, but has in equally important measure its version from yesterday and 
tomorrow; in essence, a sum of parts. The opposing view, endurantism, says that an 
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entity is wholly present whenever it exists, that parts do not extend beyond the current 
moment. [14] While not delving into the nuances behind each school of thought, each 
has significant implications for temporal representation of an IR. Information continu-
ity is most closely aligned with perdurantism as it has been argued that the narrative 
of a metadata element, document, and institution is important. 

Before any implementation of a system can occur it is necessary to model what ex-
actly comprises a perdurant object. Despite the fundamental differences between a 
resource and an entity in an IR there are similarities in the way they are viewed from 
temporal perspectives. Figure 1 represents how an admittedly oversimplified 
perdurant view might represent an object (e.g. article, department): 

 

Fig. 1. An object with its perdurant components 

The prime object itself is not identical with any one of its iterations, but rather is 
the sum of the three. While Object A.3 may represent the one currently accessible in a 
repository, it does not represent the totality of the object. Rather, Object A, an intan-
gible resource, might be considered the prime object, and is not unlike a Work in the 
FRBR sense. This correlation is only meant to illustrate and not to incorporate another 
model in any systematic way. 

It may be judged that temporal parts are just a matter of versioning, and while the 
similarities are obvious, the primary difference is that continuity is more interested in 
the matter of the objects as aggregates; one does not supersede another. Indeed, that is 
the critical element of continuity. That one may succeed another does not change the 
fact that all are necessary to form the narrative of the object. 

4.2 Implementation 

It is clear that semantic solutions are required to facilitate the meaningful relation-
ships between resources built around temporal considerations. Otherwise one runs 
into the same compromises that we have observed in the examples of organizing an 
IR by discipline. Yet, as noted above, there is no common consensus on how time is 
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to be accounted for within the context of RDF despite research into the area. [9] More 
recent approaches include the development of a temporal Web Ontology Language 
(tOWL) though its widespread adoption remains to be seen and it seems likely that its 
proposed serialization in RDF/XML will pose the same challenges that have encum-
bered that format so far. [15] Concerns for interoperability are of course critical but 
beyond the scope of this paper. 

This initial exploration seeks to draw on existing models to avoid the proliferation 
of alternatives among an already competitive ecosystem. RDF is the natural tool for 
creating these relationships and using JSON-LD will likely provide a more light-
weight and flexible method for preliminary investigations into the feasibility of these 
aggregations. Regarding an appropriate aggregating standard, the most closely related 
model currently available is that of OAI-ORE [16]; Fig. 1. Is derived from a part of 
this model. Though the goal of the aggregations are different with OAI-ORE designed 
to collect resources from various content providers, the specification provides a 
broadly analogous model for how various perdurant iterations could likewise be col-
lected. [16] To build in a temporal element one may draw on the W3’s OWL-Time, 
which allows for time to be incorporated into an object’s metadata as ‘instants’ and 
intervals’. [17] There are fundamental differences regarding representations in OAI-
ORE that will need to be reconciled with the non-tangible prime object of the 
perdurant model. This brief discussion has only been meant as a cursory outline of 
what potential frameworks may be employed towards a serialization of IR resources 
and structures. It is implied that a more detailed model and analysis of its implementa-
tion will be the immediate focus of future research. 

5 Conclusions  

This paper has outlined that the idea of information continuity is essential to an effec-
tive assessment and organization of any information system. By outlining three areas 
most immediately impacted by temporal concerns, a framework for approaching the 
needs of a repository can be used and a more thorough analysis achieved. Future work 
will demonstrate how effectively perceived temporal needs can be implemented in the 
context of KUSW, with results serving as a model for future development. 

While this paper has pointed to potential solutions for each of three areas de-
scribed, they by no means represent the best or only approaches to consider. As re-
gards preservation metadata there is significant room for research on how to best in-
corporate the already present sequential aspects into a more meaningful relational 
context. For archival metadata additional effort is needed to address the final role and 
perceived utility of author generated records. Finally, the disposition of certain sche-
mas towards capturing important temporal information will provide an important 
outlet for a wider assessment of schema utility in general. 

Finally, the perdurant model outlined above is only an initial step in using existing 
tools and standards to build a flexible relational model. Since there is yet no standard, 
allowing for flexibility in proposed models is necessary to ensure responsive adapta-
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bility. Further research will involve using the OAI-ORE framework within the context 
of an IR collection to assess its appropriateness and needed extensions. 

Metadata needs to be more flexible. As only one part of the information environ-
ment that is a repository, it in some ways can be considered a microcosm of its host 
structure. If the metadata is considered a static resource, then the organizing structures 
containing it will follow suit, as there is no temporal element to be considered and 
built upon. If metadata begins with a concern for capturing temporality and in a way 
that meaningfully impacts larger structures, a greater symbiosis between resource and 
repository can be achieved and information continuity more effectively represented. 

Information, like the world, is affected by temporality. Monitoring how metadata is 
used over time and in certain contexts naturally allows for a greater understanding of 
its effectiveness and how it must change to reflect new information seeking behaviors, 
social responses, and networked environments. That metadata is an indicator for re-
sources and not just a pointer is a vital way of assessing the narrative of resources 
themselves. As Boyden notes, this provides a new direction for a type of metadata 
that is more interactive and responsive to the world around it. [2] 
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Abstract. Automatic enrichment of collections connects data to vocabularies, 
which supports the contextualization of content and adds searchable text to 
metadata. The paper introduces a framework of four dimensions (frequency, 
coverage, relevance and error rate) that measure both the suitability of the 
enrichment for the object and the enrichments’ contribution to search success. 
To verify the framework, it is applied to the evaluation of automatic 
enrichments in the digital library Europeana. The analysis of 100 result sets and 
their corresponding queries (1,121 documents total) shows the framework is a 
valuable tool for guiding enrichments and determining the value of enrichment 
efforts.  
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1 Introduction 

Digital libraries see great promise in linking controlled vocabularies and datasets in 
order to achieve easier access to the material, for example, through the implementa-
tion of better browsing functionalities based on category systems [1]. Automatic en-
richments of metadata lead to an improved contextualization of the information ob-
jects that are enriched and increase the searchable metadata many digital libraries are 
lacking [2]. The dream of interconnected datasets, which reveal hidden contexts and 
allow the presentation of semantic relations, seems to be within arm’s reach.  

In the cultural heritage domain, where structured metadata and, therefore, accessi-
bility is rather scarce, the application of semantic technologies like automatic enrich-
ments seems to be a step in the right direction. Europeana1, as one of the biggest  
platforms for retrieving, experiencing and interacting with cultural data from Europe-
an museums, archives and libraries, is trailblazing the implementation of automatic 
workflows for linking controlled vocabularies and other datasets to its metadata. As of 
mid-2014, over half of the metadata-described objects in Europeana had links to  
 
                                                           
1 http://www.europeana.eu/ 
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external datasets and resources. However, automatic metadata enrichments are not 
always useful [3]. Ambiguous, vague or even incorrect data could be added to curated 
and high-quality metadata resulting in reduced effectiveness during the retrieval pro-
cess or during the relevance decision-making process of a human user.  

The impact and quality of the created links could not be studied so far due to a lack 
of a comprehensive evaluation framework and suitable measures. This paper wants to 
fill this gap and presents a framework for evaluating automatic enrichments in digital 
libraries. The framework is applied to evaluate automatic enrichments in Europeana 
based on a sample of real Europeana queries and (enriched) documents determining 
their value and impact. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides the state of the art with re-
gard to enrichments and linking datasets in the cultural heritage domain. Section 3 
presents the framework for evaluating enrichments including a categorization schema 
for the impact of enrichments in relation to user queries. To verify the framework, 
section 4 presents an evaluation of enrichments automatically conducted by 
Europeana based on the framework. The last section discusses the findings.  

2 Background and Literature 

The key to unlocking the value of a digital library’s content is to provide easy access 
to its collections [1]. This requires a high quality standard of metadata, which can 
necessitate an enhancement of metadata to improve the retrieval experience for the 
user if the provided metadata is scarce or poor. We have defined this process of 
metadata enhancement as semantic and multilingual enrichment that uses controlled 
vocabularies to enrich metadata of information objects in a digital library, archive or 
museum [3]. Schreiber et al. [4] define this process as semantic annotation.  

Automatic enrichment efforts in digital libraries have been carried out by Newman 
et al. [1], who used statistical topic models to generate and add uniform subject head-
ings to information objects from hundreds of different repositories and Jones et al. [5] 
who experimented with geographical metadata enrichment. The Paths Project2 im-
plemented several enrichment techniques [6] like mapping items to Wikipedia [7] and 
developing a web service for the enrichment of cultural heritage data [2].  

The basic process for linking datasets is to find a match between the target vocabu-
lary and a source field in the metadata. Metadata quality is crucial to enable a smooth 
and high quality linking process. Shreeves et al. [8] conclude from their study on 
implications of local metadata practices on aggregation that variance in the metadata 
sharply increases. This leads to problems for activities concerning the whole body of 
the heterogeneous data, especially for automatic metadata enrichment.  

In 2012, some of the authors manually analyzed 200 enrichments from Europeana 
and categorized the different flaws and problems encountered [3]. They concluded 
that three dimensions influence the quality of enrichment: metadata level, vocabulary  
 

                                                           
2 http://www.paths-project.eu/ 
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level, workflow level. Domain and language-specific characteristics of metadata  
need to be considered in the enrichment process. Based on the findings of this  
study, Europeana created a task force with metadata experts to determine a strategy 
for multilingual and semantic enrichments in Europeana3. While the task force fo-
cused on identifying sources for enrichment errors, the framework introduced in the 
following identifies measures for evaluating the quality of produced enrichments. 

3 A Framework for Evaluating Enrichments  

Evaluating the effectiveness of automatic metadata enrichments helps to understand 
their usefulness for information access and reveals potentially harmful enrichment 
processes. When measuring the effectiveness of enrichments, the focus can be either 
on the quality of the enrichments themselves (i.e. are the enrichments correct for an 
object) or their influence on the retrieval performance (i.e. do the enrichments in-
crease success in search). The latter focuses on the outcomes of enrichments from an 
end-user point of view. Not the enrichment itself is important, but how it influences 
user satisfaction, i.e. the entire end-to-end process (from the initial query to the result 
list) is evaluated [9].  

For evaluating the quality of the enrichments, one can determine how often objects 
were enriched and how good these enrichments were with regard to the enriched ob-
ject. This assumes that logical and appropriate vocabularies and linking rules have 
already been determined during the enrichment process so that the first quality check 
of the prerequisite stages of the enrichment process has been assured [10]. Looking at 
queries, the impact of enrichments on the quality of the search results can determine 
their usefulness with regard to the retrieval performance. This evaluation can serve to 
fine-tune the enrichment components but also to improve the integration of  
enrichment outcomes into the retrieval processes. 

To evaluate enrichments and their effectiveness, a framework based on a collection 
of (metadata) objects and a list of queries is proposed. The queries represent different 
end-user information needs retrieving a collection of objects. They are the basis to 
measure the effectiveness of enrichments from both the quality and retrieval perfor-
mance perspectives. 

Table 1 gives an overview of the framework for evaluating enrichments based on 
several dimensions. Frequency and coverage provide information about the distribu-
tion of enrichments across a collection (of metadata objects). The relevance dimen-
sion for the objects measures whether the enrichment is appropriate for the digital 
object, respectively the field or facet that was enriched. The error rate determines the 
number of incorrect enrichments per objects and per query. Dimensions can have 
several measures, that are either dependent on the metadata objects (measures for 
quality) or on the queries (measures for retrieval performance).  

 

                                                           
3  http://pro.europeana.eu/web/network/europeana-tech/-
/wiki/Main/Task+force+multilingual+semantic+enrichment  
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Table 1. Framework for evaluating enrichments 

Dimension Object-dependent Query-dependent 
Frequency Percentage of enriched objects 

Enrichments per objects
Percentage of queries that re-
trieve enriched objects 

Coverage Distribution of enrichments 
across facets 

Proportion of enriched objects 
per query 
Percentage of queries retriev-
ing enrichment facets 

Relevance Relevance of enrichment to 
the object 

Relevance of enrichments to 
queries

Error  
rate 

Percentage of incorrect en-
richments  
Percentage of retrieved objects 
with incorrect enrichments

Percentage of queries retriev-
ing incorrect enrichments 

 
To determine the relevance and error rate of the enrichments with regard to objects 

and query, the authors developed seven categories (Table 2).  

Table 2. Categories and their descriptions for measuring the relevance and error rate 
dimensions 

Category Description 
Retrieved query match The object was found due to the enrichment, i.e. the query 

term is only present in the automatically added enrich-
ment terms but not in the original metadata. 

Query match The enrichment is relevant to the query, but the enrich-
ment terms are also part of the original metadata. 

Hierarchical term match The enrichment is a broader or narrower term of the que-
ry. It has no influence on the retrieval of the object. 

Partly query match The enrichment is relevant to only a part of the query or 
only part of the enrichment is relevant to the query. 

Query  
independence 

The enrichment is independent from the query, but a cor-
rect enrichment for the record. 

Incorrect  
enrichment 

The enrichment is incorrect, but does not have influence 
on the retrieval of the object. 

Retrieved incorrect en-
richment 

The enrichment is incorrect, and has been retrieved be-
cause of the incorrect enrichment.  

 
The retrieved query match type directly contributes to the retrieval performance for 

an object, because it adds terms that are in the query – the object would otherwise not 
have been found. The partly query match and query match type could also positively 
contribute to the retrieval performance, because of repeating original metadata terms in 
the enrichments that are relevant for the query. Europeana, for example, uses a ranking 
system that uses term frequency (the frequency of a term occurring in a metadata rec-
ord) as a positive ranking signal, so while repeating terms in the object description 
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might not be useful for the user, it might contribute to the retrieval success. The hierar-
chical term match could be used for increasing the result set by retrieving objects that 
have a broader or narrower scope of the original query, but are not used in that way so 
far and, therefore, do not contribute to the retrieval performance. Query independence 
denotes a correct enrichment for the object, which is independent from the query. 
Hence, it can have potential positive influence on the retrieval for other queries. The 
incorrect enrichment type could actually decrease the retrieval performance because 
irrelevant objects might be retrieved for a query because of incorrectly added enrich-
ments. The retrieved incorrect enrichment type decreases the retrieval performance by 
ranking irrelevant objects for the query. The error rate is implicitly measured by the 
categories, since retrieved query match up until query independence denote a correct 
enrichment and the remaining two categories incorrect enrichment and retrieved incor-
rect enrichment designate an incorrect enrichment. 

4 Use Case: Evaluation of Europeana 

In order to verify the framework explained in the previous section, it was applied to 
enrichments in Europeana. The focus was on the enrichments conducted by 
Europeana after the ingestion of the collections.4   

Europeana enriches its object metadata automatically with different vocabularies 
using the AnnoCultor Tagger5. It matches certain metadata fields to different vocabu-
laries establishing links between these resources. Additional contextual information is 
also added to the original objects. These can be multilingual variants of the terms or 
broader terms. Table 3 shows an overview of the source metadata fields and the target 
vocabulary for the enrichment facets used in Europeana, namely places (WHERE), 
agents (WHO), concepts (WHAT) and time periods (WHEN). 

Table 3. Enrichment facet, their target vocabulary and source fields 

Facet Target vocabulary Source metadata fields 
WHERE GeoNames6 dcterms:spatial, dc:coverage 
WHAT GEMET7, DBpedia8 dc:subject, dc:type 
WHO DBpedia dc:creator, dc:contributor 
WHEN Semium Time9 dc:date, dc:coverage, dcterms:temporal, 

edm:year 
                                                           
4  The evaluation was conducted within the EU-funded project Europeana v2.0 

(http://pro.europeana.eu/web/europeana-v2.0/home). An earlier version 
of the framework and parts of the evaluation can be found in the deliverable D7.8 [11]. 

5  A thorough explanation of the enrichment process can be found here: 
http://europeanalabs.eu/wiki/EDMPrototypingTask21Annocultor 
which is a copy of the following blog post: 
http://borys.name/blog/semantic_tagging_of_europeana_data.html 

6  http://www.geonames.org/ 
7  http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet/ 
8  http://dbpedia.org/About 
9  http://semium.org/time.html 
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In the portal display10, automatic enrichments can be found in certain metadata 
fields (number 1 in Fig. 1) and in the foldout “Auto-generated tags” (number 2 in Fig 
1). The example in Fig 1shows that the dc:type field of the object was delivered with 
the German term “Denkmal” (monument).  Europeana enriched it with the appropri-
ate GEMET entity and its language variants (number 2). Additionally, the broader 
term of “monument” was added too – “cultural facility”. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Automatic enrichments in the portal display.11 

4.1 Data Collection and Assessment 

In order to build a sample corpus of queries and enriched objects for evaluation, the 
1,000 most frequent queries in Europeana were extracted from Google Analytics for 
the first quarter of 2014. By removing duplicates, advanced queries (e.g. 

                                                           
10 It should be noted that the display does not distinguish between automatic enrichments deliv-

ered by providers with their domain-specific vocabularies and the automatic enrichments 
conducted by Europeana. 

11 http://europeana.eu/portal/record/08501/ 
5160ED8B5ED7C6D057AAE31C4FAA1FB2A82BAC62.html 
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what:"Photo"), queries with just one letter, a number, punctuation (except *) or Bool-
ean operators, the corpus was reduced by circa two thirds. A random selection of 100 
queries was extracted from the remaining 348 queries. 

Each query was searched in Europeana and the first result page (12 objects at most) 
analyzed. A total number of 1,121 records for 100 queries was assessed, i.e. almost all 
queries retrieved at least 12 objects (enough for a first result page) that could be ana-
lyzed. Based on the relevance categories, each enrichment term was assessed. Table 4 
shows the categories with examples from the data sample and their coding. 

Table 4. Categories, examples from the sample and codes 

Category Example Code 
Retrieved query 
match 

The query “Bratislava” retrieves a record that only 
had “Pozsony” in the original metadata, which is a 
Hungarian translation of Bratislava. 

RQM 

Query match The query “Lilien, Ephraim” retrieves objects en-
riched with the person Ephraim Moses Lilien, yet, 
Ephraim Moses Lilien was also listed as creator in 
the original metadata.  

QM 

Hierarchical term 
match 

For the query “Bratislava” a record was not only 
enriched with Bratislava, but also with its broader 
term Slovakia. 

HTM 

Partly query match For the German query “sport zeitung”, objects were 
enriched with the concept sports.  

PQM 

Query  
independence 

The query “Lerski, Helmar” (Swiss photographer) 
retrieves objects that were enriched with documenta-
tion and photograph or industrial process and pho-
tography.  

QI 

Incorrect  
enrichment 

A record with the subject “art” was enriched with 
“ecological parameter” and “species” (independent 
from the query). 

IE 

Retrieved incorrect 
enrichment 

The query “internet” retrieves objects about the Fo-
rum Romanum, because Forum was incorrectly 
enriched with newsgroup and its broader term inter-
net. 

RIE 

 
The automatic enrichments added by Europeana were assessed per facet as ex-

plained in Table 3. For the relevance dimension of the evaluation only the WHAT-, 
WHO- and WHERE-facet enrichments were analyzed12. Additional enrichments de-
livered from data providers were considered part of the original metadata and are not 
subject of this evaluation. 

                                                           
12 Temporal queries (such as year dates or time periods), where enrichments in the WHEN-

facet would be helpful, did not occur in our selected corpus and were therefore excluded 
from this analysis. Consequently, a total number of 507 enrichments were assessed for their 
relevance to the query and the object. 
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4.2 Results  

Following the results are listed grouped by the dimension from the framework - fre-
quency, coverage, relevance and error rate. 
 
Frequency – Object and Query-Dependent  
In total, 1,082 enrichment terms were added to the 1,121 retrieved objects (Enrich-
ments per objects). However, only 424 (38%) of these objects were enriched, i.e. 
when enrichment occurred, more than one enrichment term was added to an object 
(Number of enriched objects). A small percentage of the objects contained only one 
enrichment (17%), while the rest were enriched with two terms (51%) or more. Al-
most ¾ of the queries (75%) retrieved at least one object in the first 12 results that 
contained an enrichment (Number of queries that retrieve enriched objects). 

Coverage – Object and Query-Dependent 
Summarizing the Distribution of enrichments across facets, of the 424 enriched rec-
ords, 72% were enriched with terms in only one facet, 26% in two facets and 2% in 
three facets. Most enrichment terms were added in the WHEN facet (53%), followed 
by WHAT enrichments (28%). Personal names (WHO) were rarely enriched. On 
average, 50% of the objects are enriched per query which retrieved enriched objects 
(Proportion of enriched objects per query).  

Relevance – Object and Query-Dependent 
The overall results in Fig. 2 show that enrichments from category QI (correct enrich-
ment for the object, but not relevant to the query) are the most frequent ones with 
46%, followed by enrichments from category QM (correct enrichment for the object 
and relevant for the query, but terms also occur in the original metadata) with 21%. 
Incorrect enrichments (IE and RIE), which can be, and in some cases were, detri-
mental for the retrieval performance, account for 15% of the assessed cases, whereas 
enrichments that might contribute to the retrieval success (RQM, PQM and QM) ac-
count for 27% of the cases.  

Summarized according to the framework, 85% of enrichments are relevant to the 
object (RQM, QM, HTM, PQM, QI), i.e. Relevance of enrichment to the object. For 
the query relevance, i.e. Relevance of enrichments to queries, this means that 39% of 
the enrichments were relevant to the query. While 27% of enrichments had a potential 
positive impact on the retrieval performance, 4% of enrichments had a negative im-
pact on the retrieval performance and 2% of enrichments had a positive impact on 
retrieval.  

Error Rate – Object and Query-Dependent 
The relevance to the object and query can also be expressed as error rate. Summariz-
ing the categories IE and RIE, 15% of enrichments are incorrect for the object they 
enriched (Percentage of incorrect enrichments). In total, 3.5% of objects had an in-
correct enrichment (Percentage of retrieved objects with incorrect enrichments). 7% 
of the queries retrieved incorrect enrichments (Percentage of queries retrieving incor-
rect enrichments). 
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Fig. 2. Relevance and error rate of enrichments  

4.3 Summary 

While 15% of the analyzed enrichments were incorrect for the object, this affected 
only 3.5% of the objects. With respect to retrieval performance, only 1% of the que-
ries were affected negatively by the incorrect enrichments. On the other hand, in 7% 
of the queries, users would find an incorrectly enriched object within the first 12 re-
sults of a search, which could lead to mistrust in the system. As a matter of fact, the 7 
queries with incorrect enrichments retrieved 6 objects with incorrect enrichments on 
average. The likelihood of encountering an incorrect enrichment is therefore not to be 
underestimated. 

Of the analyzed enrichments, 85% were factually correct for the object, but only 
27% (RQM, QM, PQM) might have contributed to the retrieval performance, i.e. 
increased the chances of the object being found for the query. Only 2% of the enrich-
ments actually added a term to the original metadata, without which the object would 
not have been found. The other 25% (QM, PQM) duplicated terms in the original 
metadata and have probably contributed to the retrieval performance due to the term 
frequency-based ranking algorithm. Objects which were only retrieved due to the 
enrichments often tended to be from collections with underrepresented languages. 
This means that multilingual enrichment can help particularly in multilingual retrieval 
and contextualization of objects.  

Most enrichments are in the temporal facet, most queries are topical, geographic or 
for person names, meaning that the temporal enrichments will be mostly used  
for contextualization of information when the user reviews an object. A lot of the 
topical enrichments did not contribute to the retrieval performance (enrichment terms 
were not used for searching) and were mostly very broad. A significant number of 
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enrichments were either broader or narrower terms of the query terms. In an expanded 
search, these could be used to increase precision or recall when used as recommended 
search terms.  

While this analysis has shown that enrichments might not necessarily increase an 
object’s findability or likelihood to be retrieved, they can help in the contextualization 
of objects, particularly in a multilingual environment. A larger sample and a more 
rigorous categorization of query categories could even determine viable candidates 
for enrichments, for example by comparing query terms to enrichment terms. Query-, 
domain- and language-specific characteristics of the objects play a role in successful 
enrichment processes. The results from this analysis contribute to identify focus areas 
for future developments of enrichments.  

5 Discussion 

The study has shown that the framework can be used to get a holistic view on the 
quality and impact of enrichments. It allows illuminating the impact of enrichments 
from different angles. It not only measures the object-enrichment relationship, but 
also takes into account how visible enriched objects are in the search results.  

The Europeana evaluation has shown that query-dependent measures deliver dif-
ferent results dependent on the sample of the query. Enrichments that did not influ-
ence the retrieval of the object (categories QM, HTM, PQM, QI and IE) might fall 
into different categories, even one that does influence retrieval, if the query was dif-
ferent. Hence, the coding of enrichments is determined by the enriched object, the 
enrichment, the query and their relationships. Results are, therefore, individual for 
each use.  

Additionally, the categories used for determining the relevance of enrichments 
with regard to the enriched object only determine the states ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’. 
For future work, the framework categories should reflect different shades, similar to 
the relevance with regard to the query. For example, Europeana has millions of ob-
jects with very generic enrichments. In the majority of cases, these enrichments are in 
the subject or type field (e.g. “paper” plus broader term “industrial product” or “pho-
tograph” plus broader term “documentation”). They are correct but could also create a 
lot of noise at the expense of reduced precision. For some users searching for “docu-
mentation” in Europeana, it might be useful to get every object of the type document, 
photograph, CD-ROM, film, video (all narrower terms in the GEMET thesaurus) as a 
result, but for others those might not be important. It is difficult to decide how useful 
these enrichments are, especially when considering Europeana as part of the semantic 
web, where generic terms become very specific just due to the vast amount of da-
tasets. These enrichments are therefore not considered harmful in contrast to incorrect 
enrichments, which could contribute to objects being retrieved although they are not 
relevant to the query. For these different views, categories to measure the relevance 
and error rate dimension could be extended to reflect the diversity of aspects enrich-
ments impact.  
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Furthermore, the specific data sample used influences the results of the query-
dependent measures. In our Europeana evaluation, the most frequent queries in a giv-
en time period were used to give an overview on how often users in general encounter 
either objects, which ranked incorrectly due to enrichments, or an object with incor-
rect metadata (the enrichments). Another sample with longer, more specific or com-
plex queries representing the long tail might get very different results and should be 
subject of future research. 

Additionally, the framework offers measures that are system-focused and inde-
pendent of the user’s point of view. For example, the user might not even realize that 
an incorrect enrichment is added to an object. On the other hand, expert user might be 
very upset to be finding incorrect metadata on objects they want to work with. Eval-
uations regarding the diversity of stakeholders and their satisfaction with metadata 
enrichments should be also focus of further research. 

The framework is a tool that can be used to evaluate enrichments in a structured 
manner being able to monitor measures across time spans or systems. It offers a nu-
anced analysis of enrichments and their impact on findability. Within one system 
correct automatic enrichments might have no influence on the retrieval of objects 
whereas incorrect enrichments might be less visible in the search results. The frame-
work helps to thoroughly understand these implications and will result in better, more 
elaborate discussion about automatic enrichments, i.e. how they can be evaluated and 
improved. 
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Across Cultural Heritage Domains
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Abstract. This paper describes an approach to the evaluation of dif-
ferent aspects in the transformation of existing metadata into Linked
data-compliant knowledge bases. At Oslo and Akershus University Col-
lege of Applied Science, in the TORCH project, we are working on three
different experimental case studies on extraction and mapping of broad-
casting data and the interlinking of these with transformed library data.
The case studies are investigating problems of heterogeneity and ambi-
guity in and between the domains, as well as problems arising in the
interlinking process. The proposed approach makes it possible to collab-
orate on evaluation across different experiments, and to rationalize and
streamline the process.

1 Introduction

Cultural heritage domains have recently experienced substantial efforts in de-
veloping new metadata standards intended to increase usability and to enable
integration of related resources across established ”data silos”. In many of the
domains, such as in the library community and in broadcasting institutions,
these efforts tend to involve Linked data technologies and principles.

The huge amount of existing data produced in compliance with dated stan-
dards, requires a significant investigation into transformation processes. In this
paper, we describe an approach for the evaluation of different aspects in the
transformation of existing metadata into Linked data-compliant knowledge bases.
The approach has emerged from work on three partially overlapping and on-going
case studies at the Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Science:

1. The mapping of bibliographic (MARC) records to newly developed ontologies
in the library community

2. The (automated) extraction ofmetadata from semi-structured archive records
at the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation and

3. The interlinking of shared entities across the two domains.

While these case studies have different goals, they share a need for a stan-
dardized set of rules for evaluation of performance in a broader context than
traditional evaluation of information retrieval and ontologies represent. The pre-
sented approach builds upon existing evaluation principles and metrics, but

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 250–261, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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rationalizes these into a coherent and minimalist system of applicable data sets,
representing ground truths for a variety of tasks.

The paper consists of two parts. Firstly, we describe a generic transformation
process and provide definitions of the key concepts used in the paper. Secondly,
we present the ongoing case studies and the evaluation approach.

2 The Road to Linked Data - Key Concepts and
Processes

Linked data is a set of best practice guidelines for the publishing and interlinking
of data on the web, recommending the use of standards such as RDF, URI‘s and
OWL ([1,2]). The publishing and interlinking of legacy data (which is the prob-
lem context of this paper) must overcome a variety of heterogeneity conflicts
between legacy sources. The conflicts can be structural (caused by disparate
modelling approaches) or they can concern inconsistencies in the data (caused
by typos, local or changing registration practises, ambiguate name forms, schema
flexibility etc.) ([3]). Figure 1 illustrates the process of transforming metadata
collections into interlinked knowledge bases. In the figure, ”Source schema(s)”
denotes any metadata standard or rules for content descriptions. The ”Target
ontology” can be any formal ontology, providing sets of classes, properties and
restrictions. The resulting ”Knowledge base” denotes a data set of instances
transformed in compliance with the target ontology. According to the Linked
data guidelines the target ontology should be based on a formal ontology lan-
guage such as OWL and the knowledge base should be formalized as RDF.

The transformation process primarily consists of three complementary activ-
ities:

– Mapping: Structural transformations based on semantic correspondences be-
tween the source schema and the target ontology.

– Extraction: Content transformation consisting of entity and relationship
recognition and disambiguation (i.e. information extraction) from textual
fields within the metadata.

– Interlinking: The linking of identical entities that are members of different
data sets. In Figure 1 A′⋂B′ is the intersection of entities that belongs to
both (data) set A’ and B’. In this context, entities must be understood as
”things-that-exist” in the real world. The representation of entities can differ
in the data sets, but as long as a unique identifier is provided for each entity
in each set, we can formally relate the entities with proper OWL properties.

3 Case Studies

At Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Science (in the TORCH
project1) we are working on three case studies that are focusing on metadata

1 The TORCH project is an activity of the research group Information systems based
on metadata: http://tinyurl.com/k8gf7dr

http://tinyurl.com/k8gf7dr
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Fig. 1. Overview of a generic transformation process from two sources with related
data

transformations in the library and broadcasting domains. The case studies are
investigating problems of heterogeneity and ambiguity in and between the do-
mains and problems arising in the interlinking process.

In the library community a huge amount of the metadata are generated in
accordance with established international standards. The two most prominent
standards are the suite of MARC metadata schemas and the cataloging code
AACR2 . MARC has been in use since the late 1960s and was developed as a
tool to make the card catalogue machine-readable in order to support metadata
exchange between libraries. AACR2 provides rules for the registration of con-
tent. Together these standards primarily provide coded fields with string based
information intended for human consumption (an inheritance from the card cat-
alogue, see Figure 4 for an example record and [4] for a more detailed discussion
of the history and dated features of MARC/AACR2). A ”flat” record model (the
format was developed prior to both relational database theory and the web) and
the string orientation pose severe challenges to the transformation into a data
oriented and graph based OWL/RDF environment.

In our case study, we are using a subset of MARC records from the Norwegian
National Bibliography. One of the studies is experimenting with mapping based
transformations into Knowledge bases compliant with a series of new ontologies
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provided in the library community such as BIBFRAME2 , Schema.org3 and
FRBRoo4.

The archives of the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) have regis-
tered metadata describing TV and radio programs since the early 1990s. While
the schema and rules that constrain library MARC data are based on (in-
ter)national standards, NRK’s archival metadata is created according to schema
and rules developed in-house generating so-called SIFT-records (Searching In
FreeText, [5]). A major part of the metadata are free text fields that describe
the contents of the programs. Valuable entities, such as people, places and events
are hidden within the ambiguity of these natural language descriptions, hamper-
ing machine processing, and consequently retrieval and interlinking. One of the
cases in the project focuses on the evaluation of methods for extracting these
entities and the relationships between them.

Ontologies play a pivotal role in the project. We have been studying existing
ontologies within the broadcasting domain, such as the BBC Programmes ontol-
ogy5 and EBU-Core6, but felt that they did not fill our needs to decribe entities
and relationships between entities that we found in the original NRK metadata
collection. This was due to our desire to describe both formal elements related
to broadcasting (e.g. the relationships between programs, episodes and series) as
well as details from the program content (e.g. different kinds of creative works
and their creators mentioned or included in a program). Recently Schema.org
([6]) has been extended with elements for the description of broadcasting re-
sources that brought us closer to our required coverage, but we have still felt
the need to develop our own broadcasting ontology (TORCH ontology). The
ontology is very much inspired by the aforementioned ontologies, and contains
mappings to equivalent classes and properties in these. With 50 classes and 60
properties it is not as big as many of the established cultural heritage ontologies,
but the design reflects the SIFT-specific needs regarding coverage and supports
its two main goals, firstly to be the target of the automated extraction and thus
serve as a model for the resulting knowledge base, and secondly to support the
manual annotation described below.

Figure 2 illustrates the different case studies and how they interrelate. Dealing
with the relatively structured library data, we are primarily concerned with
problems related to structured mapping and the outcome of transformations
based on such mappings. In the case of broadcasting data, dealing with semi-
structured data closer to natural language, we are concerned with problems
related to extraction algorithms. In both cases, we aim at disambiguating and
interlink the resulting data that are related, based on established tools and
experimental algorithms.

2 http://bibframe.org/
3 http://schema.org
4 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/frbr_inro.html
5 http://www.cidoc-crm.org/frbr_inro.html
6 http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/ebucore/

http://bibframe.org/
http://schema.org
http://www.cidoc-crm.org/frbr_inro.html
http://www.cidoc-crm.org/frbr_inro.html
http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/ontologies/ebucore/
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Fig. 2. Overview of the different experimental case studies

4 Automated Extraction and Interlinking - Ongoing
Experiments

In the following, we will illustrate and give some examples from the experimental
case studies on broadcasting data and the interlinking of these with transformed
library data.

A simple prototype for extraction has been developed, that currently con-
sists of a pipeline with three modules: Tokenizing and part-of-speech recognition
based on the Oslo-Bergen Tagger7 ; identification of SIFT-specific formatting
patterns; and lookup in local gazetteer files, currently Norwegian first and last
person names.

The result of the three modules is an array of features for each token. Can-
didate entities are identified by rules that combine these features and external
Linked Open Data and web services are queried to strengthen the evidence.

The identified entities can be used to populate a knowledge base compliant
with the TORCH ontology. In order to automatically generate the proper rela-
tionships between the entities (e.g between the author and his novel or between
the interviewer and her interviewee) internal and external evidence must be
collected and analysed. While library data can be used to support the creator-
relationship between Eggen and Hilal (see e.g. MARC record in Figure 4), it does

7 http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/obt-ny/english/index.html

http://www.tekstlab.uio.no/obt-ny/english/index.html
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not help to identify the relationship between Eggen and Bratholm that might
be dependent on internal (con)textual features.

Figure 3 shows an example of a typical SIFT record and Figure 4 a related
MARC record, both with highlighted entities. Figure 5 shows two interlinked
RDF graphs based on identified entities and relationships in the SIFT record (the
white nodes), and the MARC record (the grey nodes). Corresponding entities in
the two graphs are interlinked with the owl:sameAs property. The SIFT records
are transformed into a graph compliant with the TORCH ontology and the
MARC data is made compliant with the BIBFRAME ontology. Both sets of data
were mapped and transformed with the data integration tool Karma [7]. The
SIFT data was transformed from the result of the extraction process described
above. The MARC data was transformed directly from the record. The project
is at a very early stage regarding experimentation on interlinking. The example
in Figure 5 is developed manually to illustrate a potential result.

Fig. 3. Excerpts from the content field in a SIFT record. The entities found by the
extraction prototype are highlighted. Rockefeller is the venue of the show, located in
the city of Oslo. Eva Bratholm is the host interviewing Torgrim Eggen about his novel
”Hilal”.

Fig. 4. Excerpts from a related MARC record from the Norwegian national bibliogra-
phy. Entities are manually highlighted. ”Eggen, Torgrim” is an author, ”Hilal” is the
title, ”Oslo” is the place of publication” and ”Gyldendal” the publisher.

5 Evaluation Approach

In order to evaluate the experiments described in the previous section, we gen-
erate three sets of ground truth data. Figure 6 illustrates how the ground truth
sets, based on selected corpora, are covering the evaluation of each metadata
transformation (A and B), respectively, and the eventual interlinking between
them. On a conceptual level, these three sets form a coherent approach for the
evaluation of metadata transformations and interlinking.

Based on the specific case studies in the TORCH project, we are using this
set up for the evaluation of what is described as three complementary activities
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Fig. 5. Two interlinked RDF graphs based on entities in Figur 3 and 4

in Section 2; mapping, extraction and interlinking. The evaluation approach is
based on three comparisons between the resulting data from the experimental
runs and the ground truth data (our TORCH-specific interests and perspectives
are included in parentheses):

– experimental knowledge base A → ground truth A (mapping)
– experimental knowledge base B → ground truth B (extraction)
– experimental A

⋂
B → ground truth A

⋂
B (interlinking)

The ground truth data result from (semi-)manual annotations of entities and
relationships in the corpus data. In the following, we will briefly describe some
of the practical tools we have developed in the TORCH project for the generation
of the ground truth data.

5.1 Corpora

To secure a satisfactory level of variety, our corpus of broadcasting data was
selected from two different categories of programs; culture and news. 100 SIFT-
records from program series in the two categories were chosen. We manually
harvested two MARC records related to each of the selected programs from the
Norwegian national bibliography, based on entities found in the SIFT records.
This procedure also helped to secure an intersection of entities for the evaluation
of interlinking.

5.2 Manual Annotation

After reviewing a couple of available annotation tools, we chose to develop our own
tool, particularly to gain better control of the different aspects of annotation spe-
cific to our project. Annotation productivity was also an important consideration
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the evaluation approach consisting of three ground truth sets

here. The annotation tool consists of a PHP-based GUI supported by relational
database structure for both parameterization and persistence. Figure 7 shows a
part of the GUI view. Eventuallywe use Karma to transformannotation data from
the relational database into RDF. The GUI allows annotators

– to highlight and classify mentions with classes from the annotation ontology
described below. There is also an automatic suggest-and-select feature for
linking entities to Wikipedia articles based on the mediaWiki API8 search
operation.

– to express relations between already classified mentions, using properties
from the same ontology(see the table at the bottom of Figure 7). Two special
features here are; firstly mentions can relate to the automatically annotated
representation of the program (annotated record) itself, and secondly the
linking of different mentions of the same entity through a special property,
”identicalTo”.

The annotation tool uses ontologies to provide classes and properties for
classification and expression of relationships. In the case of the broadcasting
data, we developed the TORCH ontology described in Section 3 partly for
this purpose. The classes and the properties in the ontology are used directly
to classify entities and relationships between them. In addition to the afore-
mentioned needs concerning coverage, the exposure to test-annotators at an
early stage further encouraged the development of a project-specific ontology.
The ontology is designed for efficient and consistent annotation by reducing
complexity and the intuitive naming of classes and properties [8]. The ontol-
ogy builds on hierarchies of classes and properties, realized through the RDF

8 http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
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Fig. 7. The annotation tool’s main GUI window. Each classified mention in the running
text has a special icon to its left, double-clicking on which allows the annotator to
establish a relation between it and another, pre-classified mention. The classes, and
other information about a mention, are available in a menu window, not shown here,
upon selecting a menu or classifying a new mention. The first relation in the table below
the running text is between the record (program) representation and the anchor, the
second relates two mentions of the same entity to each other.

Schema properties rdfs:subPropertyOf and rdfs:subClassOf (e.g. FictionalChar-
acter rdfs:subClassOf Person rdfs:subClassOf Agent). This allows for manual
annotations on specific levels, which indirectly and at the same time implies
general classifications. Such features can be useful e.g. in order to measure the
depth obtained by an extraction algorithm.

High quality manual annotation with a high degree of inter-annotator agree-
ment is dependent on guidelines. With some modifications and extensions, we
have based our guidelines on work done by Jonsdottir and the Textlab at Uni-
versity of Oslo [9]. The ontology, guidelines and annotation tool have been de-
veloped in an iterative process using a group of LIS students as test annotators
and domain experts from the NRK archive as a reference group for ontology
development.

In order to generate a ground truth set for the MARC data, following the A
path in the figures above, we could use the annotation tool with a bibliographic
ontology as input. This would have been especially useful (and interesting) for an
analysis of the semi-structured description fields (5XX-fields in MARC parlance).
Due to our interest in the results of structured mappings, we have nevertheless
chosen to experiment with a straightforward RDF serialization of MARC9 . The

9 The serialization is partly based on the efforts in mapping MARC(21) into RDF
found at the metadata registry: http://marc21rdf.info/

http://marc21rdf.info/
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chosen approach secures lossless data and semantics for the comparison with the
results of transformations based on other ontologies. There are issues with seri-
alizing MARC directly as RDF though, for instance related to the handling of
string values, but this part of the project is very much work in progress and the
issues will need to be discussed in detail elsewhere. This approach can be con-
sidered semi-manual. Data are transformed automatically based on mappings,
but quality is assessed and corrected manually afterwards.

5.3 Manual Interlinking and Disambiguation

The third ground truth set, A
⋂
B, consists of links between corresponding enti-

ties in the two sets described above (A and B). The manually created links can
be used for the evaluation of (automated) interlinking between RDF graphs, but
also to support algorithmic disambiguation of entities as part of the extraction
process. This set could be represented in many ways; in our project, we are using
the RDF Alignment format10.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation in our context is measuring the correspondence between the result
of mappings and automatic extractions on one hand, and the manually develop
sets of ground truths on the other hand. In the case studies, we are utilizing es-
tablished metrics originating from traditional information retrieval and ontology
evaluations.

The literature of ontology evaluations is pointing in many directions refer-
encing a variety of metrics concerning everything from design complexity and
coverage to usability and human reception. In our context, we are mainly con-
cerned with the level of semantic interoperability between two metadata systems
[3], measuring loss and gain of information during transformation from one sys-
tem to another. In the TORCH project, semantic interoperability is investigated
from the perspectives of typical heterogeneity conflicts such as inconsistent string
data and structural and semantic variations.

Three metrics (originating from evaluations of information retrieval systems)
have dominated information extraction campaigns such as Message Understand-
ing Conferences (MUC, see e.g. [10]); recall, precision and F-score. With the
introduction of ontology based information extraction, additional metrics ex-
ploiting the features of graphs and ontologies have been used and suggested (see
e.g. [11] for an overview). Adaptations of the recall and precision oriented metrics
are also common in the evaluation of interlinking (see e.g. the Instance matching
track in the ongoing Ontology Evaluation Initiative and [12] for definitions of
the metrics in this specific context).

10 http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/format.html

http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/format.html
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6 Summary and Concluding Remarks

This paper describes various case studies dependent on systems for evaluation.
Such systems exist separately for the evaluation of problems represented by each
case study. As our case studies are related through the selection of (corpus) data
and the people working with them, we wanted to coordinate such systems in one
efficient framework in terms of development and reuse across the studies. We
believe that the approach described, consisting of two sets of ground truth data
that represent golden standards for the transformations of metadata to RDF,
and a third set, consisting of relationships between the previous two, are both
efficient and hospitable to (re)use across a variety of problems.

In order to evaluate the experiments, we had to generate three sets of ground
truth data. The ground truth data are results of (semi-)manual annotations of
entities and relationships in the metadata corpus A and B, and the third ground
truth set, A

⋂
B, consists of links between corresponding entities in the two sets A

and B. The manually created links can be used for the evaluation of interlinking
between RDF graphs, but also to support algorithmic disambiguation of entities
as part of the extraction process.

We chose to develop our own annotation tool to annotate entities and re-
lationships in the corpora for the generation of the ground truth data. This
allows for manual annotations on specific levels adapted to our projects, which
can be useful e.g. in order to evaluate the degree of specificity a certain ex-
traction algorithm is able to achieve. The annotation tool uses ontologies to
provide classes and properties for classification and expression of relationships.
The ontology and annotation tool have been developed in an iterative process,
involving domain experts from the Norwegian Broadcasting (NRK) archive and
LIS students as test annotators. The evaluation is based on comparisons between
the result of automatic extractions and mappings, and the manually developed
sets of ground truth data. This approach can be considered semi-manual. Data
are transformed automatically based on mapping, but quality is assessed and
corrected manually afterwards. We are mainly concerned about the level of se-
mantic interoperability between two metadata systems, and we are measuring
loss and gain of information during transformation from one system to another,
using established metrics such as recall, precision and F-score, originating from
traditional information retrieval and ontology evaluations.

The case studies described above are still work in progress and will be docu-
mented in detail elsewhere. Regarding the further development of the approach,
we are looking into the potential provided by the ontology-based features. Us-
ing ontologies as the basis of ground truth data gives us the opportunity to
evaluate both transformed entities and the relationships between them. In prac-
tice, this implies the opportunity to move from entity recognition to information
extraction without adding further annotations. We have also mentioned the pos-
sibility of exploiting the hierarchical structures in the ontology, for evaluating
the specificity-ability of extraction algorithms. As future work we wish to inves-
tigate how ontologies can be further exploited as a basis for evaluating metadata
transformations.
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Abstract. Integration of library data into the Linked Data environment is a key 
issue in libraries and is approached on the basis of interoperability between li-
brary data conceptual models. Achieving interoperability for different represen-
tations of the same or related entities between the library and cultural heritage 
domains shall enhance rich bibliographic data reusability and support the de-
velopment of new data-driven information services. This paper aims to contri-
bute to the desired interoperability by attempting to map core semantic paths 
between the BIBFRAME and EDM conceptual models. BIBFRAME is devel-
oped by the Library of Congress to support transformation of legacy library da-
ta in MARC format into linked data. EDM is the model developed for and used 
in the Europeana Cultural Heritage aggregation portal. 

Keywords: Conceptual models, linked data, interoperability, path-oriented 
mapping, data integration, BIBFRAME, EDM. 

1 Introduction 

The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web emerged powerful tools and possi-
bilities for the development of new, added value information services by museums, libra-
ries and archives. Metadata harvesting and aggregation, as well as linked data technolo-
gies enforce a shift towards data and data-driven services that enhance the visibility and 
impact of memory institutions’ collections to research, teaching and learning. Aggrega-
tion and harvesting presuppose interoperability and therefore there is the apparent need 
that metadata (i) are expressed by common vocabularies and (ii) their semantics are har-
monized with shared and commonly accepted conceptual models. 

This paper focuses on libraries and investigates the integration of their data with 
third party services and their reuse in new contexts. One of the obstacles for integrat-
ing library data into the semantic web and publishing them as Linked Data is the  
existence of different conceptual models and vocabularies. The most well known 
conceptual models in the library linked data domain are FRBR [1], FRBRoo [2] and 
BIBFRAME [3]. 

Newly-developed aggregation services in the cultural heritage (CH) domain collect 
metadata regarding cultural heritage objects (CHOs) from libraries and other memory 
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institutions aspiring to provide a point of access to CH information and advanced 
research supporting services. Two aggregator efforts are in progress in Europe and 
North America, that of Europeana (http://www.europeana.eu/) and the Digital Public 
Library of America – DPLA (http://dp.la/). Europeana focuses on European CHOs, 
while DPLA is oriented to the United States of America. Both projects have devel-
oped data models to enable proper harvesting of metadata from a variety of data  
providers. Europeana provides the Europeana Data model (EDM) [4] and DPLA pro-
vides the DPLA Metadata Application Profile [5], which is also based on EDM.  

BIBFRAME is the new library data model that the Library of Congress currently 
develops within the framework of “modeling the MARC 21 format as a Web of Data” 
[3, 7]. The Europeana Data Model (EDM) describes the digitized CHOs that the Eu-
ropeana portal aggregates from European Libraries and other cultural institutions. 
This paper extends previous work [6] and aims to contribute to interoperability of 
library data by examining how BIBFRAME core classes and properties could be 
mapped to EDM according to different paradigms, such as those defined in the library 
metadata alignment report published in 2012 [8] and the EDM-FRBRoo application 
profile [18]. For both paradigms contextualized versions of the EDM using the 
ore:Proxy class [9] are considered, as well as non contextualized versions 
incorporating the BIBFRAME data directly to the edm:ProvidedCHO class.  

In the next section BIBFRAME and EDM conceptual models are briefly presented, 
while section 3 describes the methodology followed for the proposed mapping and 
provides a test case of seven library records. Section 4 presents proposed mappings 
between the two models following different scenarios and Section 5 discusses and 
concludes the derived results.  

2 Background 

Libraries typically describe their holdings using MARC format [7]. MARC records 
provide information regarding the physical copies held at a library to enable searching 
and locating on the shelves. On the occasion of the physical copy more information is 
added to each record, such as the intellectual content of the physical item, biblio-
graphic details regarding the publication process, custodial history, relationships be-
tween and among other bibliographic entities, subjects, etc. [2, 8]. The flat record 
structure in MARC presents many insufficiencies and has been criticized by experts 
and library-related international organizations [10–14]. Moreover it does not facilitate 
meaningful representation and interchange of bibliographic data in the semantic web 
environment.  

Library of Congress announced in 2011 [15] its decision to “experiment with Se-
mantic Web and linked data technologies to see what benefits to the bibliographic 
framework they offer our community and how our current models need to be adjusted 
to take fuller advantage of these benefits.” BIBFRAME is the new model that the 
Library of Congress develops within the context of the bibliographic framework initi-
ative. Its main classes are: Creative Work, Instance, Authority and Annotation [3]. 
The class Creative Work (or simply Work) reflects the “conceptual essence of the 
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cataloguing item” [3]. The class Instance reflects “an individual, material embodi-
ment of the Work”. The class Authority is used to identify People, Places, and Organ-
izations involved in the creation or publication of a Work. For the expression of top-
ics, BIBFRAME Authority simply works as a linking mechanism to LC Subject Head-
ings published as linked data1. The class Annotation expresses comments made about 
a BIBFRAME Work, Instance, or Authority. Examples of BIBFRAME annotations 
are: library holdings, cover arts, sample texts, reviews, etc. (see Figure 1). 

  

Fig. 1. BIBFRAME model with Annotation for holding 

Europeana aggregates metadata about and enables access to digital cultural heritage 
resources provided by European memory institutions. Descriptions over Europeana are 
made with Europeana Semantic Elements [16], a basic data model that uses Dublin 
Core’s 15 elements and other 12 additional elements. EDM has been developed for the 
better semantic expression of the cultural heritage descriptions that Europeana data 
providers contribute. No community-driven standard was used as a basis for its devel-
opment and the Semantic Web framework was taken into account [4]. 

EDM’s scope is wider than BIBFRAME’s; thus different semantics and abstraction 
layers are used. For each provider, EDM distinguishes between real provided CHOs 
and their digital representations, and between provided CHOs and their descriptions. 
Europeana collects only descriptions for objects having at least one web representa-
tion [4]. EDM provides three core classes, namely edm:ProvidedCHO (for provided 
Cultural Heritage Object), edm:WebResource (for the edm:ProvidedCHO digital re-
presentations) and ore:Aggregation (for the aggregation of the activities made by the 
provider of the edm:ProvidedCHO). 

The alignment of EDM to library metadata is a work in progress. The library meta-
data alignment report published in 2012 [8] focuses on specific library materials (mo-
nographs, multi-volume works and serials), does not adopt current bibliographic 
records’ flat structure and adheres to linked data principles. A key point for the devel-
opment of the report was the separation of the item in hand (e.g. the book) from its 
edition which represents the entirety of all identical copies of the item. Despite the 
fact that the need for compliance with FRBR was recognized by the report, the con-
cept ‘edition’ was introduced as the union of FRBR Work, Expression and Manifesta-
tion entities and thus the desired compliance was postponed.  

According to the report the ‘edition’ level information of the resource is 
represented by the edm:ProvidedCHO class, while the digital representation of the 

                                                           
1 http://id.loc.gov/ 
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real world object is represented by the edm:WebResource class. The ore:Aggregation 
class links the description of the provided resource with its digital representations. 

EDM in order to contextualize harvested descriptions of the same CHO provided 
by different institutions utilizes the ore:Proxy class [17]. The added value of using 
proxies is that there will be only one edm:ProvidedCHO class instance for each Euro-
pean Heritage object along with multiple instances of the ore:Proxy class, provided 
by different providers. Hence a provider’s description (metadata) is assigned as prop-
erties at the ore:Proxy class (see Figure 2). It is worth mentioning that the ore:Proxy 
class was not considered by [8]. 

 

Fig. 2. Europeana data model with use of ore:Proxy 

The report on alignment of library data to EDM [8] concluded that it should be 
considered as a milestone and that it needed to be reviewed to “integrate the FRBR 
entities in EDM using FRBRoo terms”. This provision prompted the launch of the 
EDM-FRBRoo application profile Task Force in July 2012 which completed its activ-
ities in April 2013 announcing an application profile [18]. The Task Force in order to 
translate classes of the FRBR model to EDM, without the introduction of new specia-
lized classes in EDM considered FRBR classes as skos:Concept class instances (Fig-
ure 3) and then, related edm:InformationResource classes with the FRBR vocabulary 
using the edm:hasType property. In Figure 3 an example of the translation of FRBR 
Group 1 Work and Expression entities as concepts in EDM is shown.  

 

Fig. 3. FRBR Group 1 Work and Expression concepts expressed with EDM classes in the 
EDM-FRBRoo application profile [18] 

Transforming instances from BIBFRAME into EDM, with respect to the above al-
ternative frameworks, will examine key issues in interoperability between the two 
models, as well as will suggest semantic alignments between the intentions of the two 
models’ communities. 
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3 Integration Scenarios – Requirements 

The methodology adopted in this work is a combination of the ones used in the Euro-
peana Libraries project [8] for the alignment of library metadata with the Europeana 
Data Model and the EDM – FRBRoo Application Profile Task Force [18]:  

1. Selection of specific type(s) of library material 
2. Definition of requirements for a BIBFRAME – EDM profile 
3. Selection of a real test case and bibliographic records 
4. Representation(s) of the test case in BIBFRAME  
5. Attempt for a BIBFRAME – EDM mapping following a path-oriented approach  
6. Mapping of BIBFRAME representations into EDM using different modeling pat-

terns described in the next paragraph.  

The most common library material type is monographs, and therefore this paper 
focuses on monographs and multivolume works. Different types of monographs in-
clude -but are not limited to- simple monographs, multipart monographs, derivations 
of a monograph such as translations, adaptations, etc, reproductions and aggregates. 
These categories of monographs are estimated in millions of records in WorldCat 
according to two studies performed in 2002 [22] and in 2011 [23]. The requirements 
for our BIBFRAME – EDM mappings are defined as follows: 

─ BIBFRAME – EDM mappings will be performed using different EDM modeling 
paradigms; namely the definitions of the Europeana Data Model for Libraries re-
port [8], use of ore:Proxy class as described in [17] (see Figure 2), use of 
edm:InformationResource class as used in [18] (see Figure 3) and concurrent use 
of the edm:InformationResource and ore:Proxy classes (see Figures 2 and 3).  

─ BIBFRAME is a linked data model. Therefore the BIBFRAME-EDM profile shall 
use Resource Description Framework syntax and shall support the use of URIs. 

─ The BIBFRAME-EDM mappings shall be flexible enough to enable meaningful 
representations for other types of library material. 

Cervantes’ “Don Quixote” has been selected as our test case, because it may ex-
emplify different types of monographs, as referred above, enabling complex represen-
tations in BIBFRAME and scrutiny of possible BIBFRAME-EDM mappings. There-
fore use of the “Don Quixote” case shall enable identification and study of representa-
tion issues in BIBFRAME for whole monograph categories, as well as their mapping 
into EDM.  

“Don Quixote” consists of two separate works: the first one entitled “El ingenioso 
hidalgo don Quixote de la Mancha” was published in 1605 and the second one en-
titled “Segunda parte del ingenioso cauallero don Quixote de la Mancha” was pub-
lished in 1615. These two parts have been published, translated and reproduced after-
wards as independent volumes, as well as in a single volume. Moreover, there are 
many adaptations, as well as other works based on variations of the original work. 
Our test case consists of seven bibliographic records from the National Library of 
Spain and the Library of Congress that describe (i) the first editions of the two parts 
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(denoted as ‘First part’ and ‘Second part’ respectively in Figure 4), (ii) the first edi-
tion that incorporated both parts (denoted as ‘Two parts’), (iii) a French translation of 
both parts (denoted as ‘French translation’), (iv) an English translation that was based 
on the former French one (denoted as ‘English translation’), (v) an annotated edition 
of both parts by the Cervantes Institute (denoted as ‘Annotated edition’) and (vi) a 
CD-ROM (denoted as ‘CD-ROM’) that compiled the annotated edition’s text with a 
linguistic database developed on this content. The linguistic database is also 
represented in BIBFRAME and EDM representations. It must be noted that some of 
the mentioned records are the same to the ones used by the EDM-FRBRoo Applica-
tion profile task force [18]. Yet, we selected a few additional records from the Na-
tional Library of Spain and the Library of Congress to study specific representation 
cases, such as reproduction and aggregates. 

 

Fig. 4. BIBFRAME representation of the “Don Quixote” test case 

In BIBFRAME every record from our sample corresponds to a bf:Work class 
linked with the respective embodiment Instance or subclass of Instance (e.g. 
bf:Monograph). Thus, eight individual works are generated to represent the intellec-
tual content of the two independent volumes, the single volume publication for both 
parts, its translations in English and in French, the Cervantes Institute’s annotated 
edition, the linguistic database derived from the Cervantes Institute’s annotated edi-
tion and the CD-ROM containing (bf:contains) both the Cervantes Institute’s edition 
with the linguistic database (Figure 4). The relationships between the parts are im-
plemented using the partOf relation of the Work class. All instances, except the CD-
ROM, are digitized (bf:heldMaterial class with a bf:electronicLocator property) and 
may be openly accessed online. 
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Mapping between distinct models that serve different purposes is not a straightfor-
ward issue. Therefore we decided to elucidate the semantics of each model and of 
their mappings following a path-oriented approach [19–21]. Paths are defined as se-
quences of “domain class – property – range class” statements and enhance compre-
hensibility of each model’s semantics. The paths of the source model (in our case 
BIBFRAME) are mapped to semantically equivalent paths of the target model (in our 
case EDM).  

Mappings between BIBFRAME and EDM follow different paradigms that may 
serve distinct library organizations’, collections’ or end-users’ requirements. At first 
the Don Quixote’s test case BIBFRAME representation is mapped to the EDM apply-
ing the definitions expressed in the EDM library data alignment report [8]. Then the 
contextualization of CHOs’ ingested descriptions is examined with the use of the 
ore:Proxy class as defined in [17]. Examining the transformation of BIBFRAME to 
EDM with use of the edm:InformationResource class follows. This alternative map-
ping is based upon the pattern used in the EDM-FRBRoo application profile [18], 
highlighted in section 2. The final scenario examined is concurrent use of 
edm:InformationResource and ore:Proxy classes (Figures 2 and 3). 

4 Mapping BIBFRAME to EDM 

Europeana aggregates descriptions of CHOs in digital form only. In BIBFRAME the 
existence of a library object that is in digital form and therefore may be aggregated by 
Europeana is expressed by the following path “Work –hasInstance – Instance - ha-
sAnnotation - heldMaterial - electronicLocator – URI”. In this paper’s framework this 
path is considered the basic BIBFRAME path from which four different mappings to 
EDM are attempted. It is worth mentioning that in case where EDM is used as the 
conceptual model for an information integration system and not for aggregating de-
scriptions in the Europeana portal, the basic BIBFRAME path might be slightly dif-
ferent due to the inclusion of non digital materials. This paradigm is out of the scope 
of this work and is suggested as a further extension to these mappings.   

4.1 Mapping According to the EDM Library Data Alignment Report  

The EDM library data alignment report was published in 2012 with the aim to “de-
scribe how library metadata can be aligned with the EDM” [8]. This report referenced 
the FRBR WEMI [1] entities (Work, Expression, Manifestation, Item) but did not 
achieve a one-to-one mapping to EDM classes. Yet it introduced the concept of “edi-
tion” to include “all information concerning the Manifestation, Expression and Work 
entities” and defined that the edm:ProvidedCHO class is at this “edition level”. The 
edm:WebResource class is defined in this report’s framework as the “digital represen-
tation of an item”. 

In BIBFRAME information regarding the intellectual content and its expression 
(Work and Expression entities in FRBR) is at the Creative Work class level. Informa-
tion regarding the publishing product/object is at the FRBR Manifestation level and is 
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tion profile and concurrent use of edm:InformationResource and ore:Proxy classes to 
better express BIBFRAME semantics and preserve providers’ view (descriptive me-
tadata) about the holdings-CHOs they provide to Europeana.  

In our mapping a path approach was adopted to avoid possible semantic misinter-
pretations. Use of source and target paths furnished explicit semantic expressions and 
mappings between the source BIBFRAME and the target EDM data models, as de-
fined in models’ current specifications. Mapping was attempted between a basic 
BIBFRAME path and the EDM alternative representations. A basic BIBFRAME path 
was defined in order to satisfy Europeana’s focus on born-digital or digitized CHOs 
available online. BIBFRAME “Work –hasInstance – Instance - hasAnnotation - 
heldMaterial - electronicLocator – URI” paths of the “Don Quixote” test case were 
successfully mapped to all possible EDM representation alternatives, proving that 
various modeling requirements may be satisfied. In case where EDM is used as the 
conceptual model for an information integration system and not only for aggregating 
descriptions in the Europeana portal, the above mappings of the BIBFRAME paths 
require further investigation in order to incorporate descriptions of non digital mate-
rials utilizing among others the edm:PhysicalThing class. 

This is a preliminary work regarding mapping of the core BIBFRAME classes and 
properties to EDM. More investigations are needed to include more paths and to pro-
vide a full application profile. Both models are evolving since BIBFRAME is under 
development and EDM is regularly updated. Therefore a future application profile 
should take into account possible changes in each model’s semantics. Besides the fact 
that “Don Quixote” may be considered as a representative example for whole catego-
ries of monographs, additional tests need to be performed with a larger set of biblio-
graphic records that will also include more types of aggregates, as well as other types 
of library materials, such as serials, cartographic material, ephemera, collections, 
graphic material, etc.  
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Abstract. During her lifetime, Pina Bausch had already started to collect  
material containing her work and in this laid the foundations for an archive. For 
preserving this cultural heritage in the area of performing arts it was of special 
interest to integrate ideational resources such as memory fragments or oral  
storytelling as well as to offer flexible knowledge exploration experiences. 
Therefore, the digital Pina Bausch archive is realized as a Linked Data archive 
containing data on various different materials such as manuscripts, choreogra-
phy notes, programs, photographs, posters, drawings, videos and even oral  
history related to Pina Bausch’s work. In this paper, an insight into the used 
techniques is presented together with the modeling approach based on FRBR 
and a machine-readable Dublin Core application profile specifically adapted for 
managing the archive. 

Keywords: Pina Bausch, Performing Arts, Ontology, Linked Data, FRBR, 
Dublin Core, Application Profile. 

1 Introduction 

During her lifetime, Pina Bausch had already started to collect material containing her 
work and to organize the collected objects. In this, she established the foundation for 
an archive representing her work [1]. After her death, the Pina Bausch Foundation 
was founded in order to preserve and maintain her lifework. Thereby, preservation 
and maintenance not only included collecting material, but also preserving memory 
fragments of people from all over the world [2]. To ensure the archive’s accessibility 
to the public and to allow for the collection of ideational objects (e.g. oral history), a 
digital archive was decided on. 

It is necessary that this archive enables general archiving functions as annotating 
and linking the archived material. Additionally, it should allow for the collection of 
ideational objects and the preparation of this material for the development of interpre-
tations, visualizations or interactive experiences [2]. 
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The archive is meant to become publicly available for human users and especially 
for software interfaces. Accordingly, the use for open standards was envisaged.  

For archiving, the ideational objects encountered were in the form of memory 
fragments, comments and oral history. As there is no written source for these objects, 
people often have different memories or accentuate different aspects of their shared 
memories. Thus, one major requirement for the archive was to include contradictory 
and inconsistent statements and archiving their provenance. Another important re-
quirement was to allow for varying interpretations and interactive experiences with 
the archived data. However, the details of these actions could not be fully defined at 
the start of the project, as there was a variety of differing expectations concerning this 
topic. The data had to be structured to support different representations and purposes 
in the future. 

During the development of the archive it was necessary to provide changing data 
structures over the course of the project. The needs are provided for through the usage 
of Semantic Web technologies [3]. Moreover, they enable linking data automatically 
and create new knowledge through inferencing [4]. Hence, they support exploring and 
interpreting the archive data according to varying user needs. 

To provide the possibility to link the archive with other sources on the web the uti-
lization of Linked Data techniques was foreseen, because they help to structure and 
connect data on the web [5]. 

However, even though applying Semantic Web technologies and Linked Data 
techniques supports all the factors, such requirements also demand for a flexible data 
model foreseeing a shallow taxonomical hierarchy. In the area of cultural heritage 
archiving, open standards for different specific areas such as libraries or museums 
exist. Due to enabling interoperability, the reuse and application of these standards 
had to be analyzed. Not only is the reuse of existing standards important, but also 
ensuring the ontology model’s flexibility.   

Managing data from multiple external sources and providing mappings for a flexi-
ble model and ongoing modeling is a major challenge. Varying models and multiple 
data sources require dynamic configuration of ontology population. Application pro-
files help maintain modularity and expressivity under these circumstances and pro-
vide ways to combine differing metadata schemas [6].  

Therefore, the creation of this digital archive incorporated the use of the mentioned 
technologies and techniques together, which is described in this paper. After this in-
troduction, in Section 2 the related work is presented. In Section 3 the modeling ap-
proach is described, followed by a presentation of the specific application profile used 
to manage data import and export in Section 4. The technical realization in Section 5 
shows how these components are combined. Section 6 illustrates the technical process 
of archiving performance videos and how different types of archive users work with 
this data. This paper concludes with a short summary and discussion and gives a short 
outlook onto the further works planned by the Pina Bausch Foundation. 
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2 Related Work 

The archive project brings together topics from differing domains such as cultural 
heritage and semantic technologies. Data modeling has to be done considering all 
aspects of these interdisciplinary topics.    

There are already several standard ontologies and vocabularies, which can be used 
for modeling archives in the domain of cultural heritage. According to [7], appropri-
ate models for the library context are FRBR [8], FRBRoo [9], BIBFRAME or 
EDM[10]. In the domain of museums and (in a broader sense) archives, models such 
as the ISO21127 release of CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo are being deployed [11]. 

Even though the use of these standards is more common for modeling archives, the 
first version of the Pina Bausch archive ontology is based on an RDF version of core 
FRBR concepts [12]. Instead of applying and adjusting a rich ontology model, the use 
of a small core model allowed for easier data integration of several external sources. 
Furthermore, modeling the ontology and negotiating the model’s core schema with 
the Pina Bausch Foundation could be done simultaneously. 

However, these processes demand dynamic configuration of integrating different 
external data sources and mapping their contents to the model. In addition, the reuse 
of standard vocabularies was one of the major requirements of the project. Hence, 
application profiles as a means for configuring and describing the use of standard 
vocabularies in a compound model [13] qualify for the dynamic configuration of data 
integration processes in an archive. They were first introduced in UKOLN’s work on 
the DESIRE project [14] and have since been used in several archiving projects, espe-
cially in the Linked Data domain, with the most prominent example probably being 
the application to the Europeana Data Model (EDM) [10]. 

In particular, machine-readable application profiles allow for interoperability  
between external data sources and the archives [15] and have been part of many re-
search projects [13, 16]. There are several expressions for machine-readable applica-
tion profiles. The “RDF Application Profile” Task Group is engaged with RDF [17], 
as it is one of them. Utilizing RDF or other constitutive vocabularies such as RDF-S 
and OWL for an application profile expression comes to mind because they are suita-
ble for this application [18, 19] and having the ontology in the same format as its 
descriptions and restrictions is beneficial for handling purposes. To deploy Dublin 
Core Application Profiles [20] in RDF, there are two possibilities: Following the 
“Guidelines for machine-readable representation of Dublin Core Application Profiles” 
that describe contents and formats with the focus on property usage [19] or formulat-
ing an RDF variant of a Description Set Profile (DSP), which is one of the compo-
nents a Dublin Core Application Profile should consist of [21]. A DSP is meant to 
describe and constrain resources of an application in accordance with the DCMI  
Abstract Model [18] and therefore focuses on entities. Hence, their differences lie 
particularly in the focus of constrained types. In accordance with the decision for  
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FRBR as a base model and in this focusing on the modeling of entities, a Dublin Core 
Application Profile with a DSP in RDF was utilized in the digital archive of the Pina 
Bausch Foundation. 

3 Modeling the Ontology 

The archive’s main purpose is supporting the exploration of Pina Bausch’s work for 
researchers and the interested public. This means that in addition to the collection and 
annotation of various materials such as posters and videos, the archive also has to 
provide means for commenting on certain aspects of Pina Bausch’s work. At the start 
of the project, the processes of commenting and discussing Pina Bausch’s work in the 
archive could not be clearly structured and described. Thus, varying and adjusting the 
model several times was part of the creation process of the archive. 

The need for flexible and ongoing modeling led to the decision for a small core 
model rather than applying a rich ontology such as CIDOC-CRM [22], which could 
have also been deployed in this context. Since the main use case of the digital archive 
of the Pina Bausch Foundation derived from a library perspective, FRBR group 1 was 
merely chosen as a core model. In addition, the first modeling approach focused on 
digitized objects as the digitization of collected materials paralleled. Thus, the clear 
structure of FRBR supported this aspect.  

In a second step, the archiving focus will slightly shift, including oral history and 
the creative process, the aforementioned ideational objects. Using FRBR’s core con-
cepts as a first step also allows for converting the utilized model to FRBRoo [9] and 
therefore facilitating further development regarding creation processes [7]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. The first version of the Pina Bausch archive ontology’s core model 
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The application of the FRBR core model in the Pina Bausch archive ontology is 
briefly shown in Figure 1. Black font is used for FRBR entities and properties, while 
gray font represents the individual extensions to the model. All 54 plays of Pina 
Bausch are modeled as individuals of the class Piece, a subclass of frbr:Work, repre-
senting the intellectual creation. Performances of these plays are individuals of 
frbr:Performance, a subclass of frbr:Expression, representing a realization of 
frbr:Work. As the distinction between different types of performances is important for 
the archive use cases, several subclasses of frbr:Performance have been created. 
Premiere in Figure 1 is representative for these classes. On the manifestation level, 
there are videos, pictures, programs and posters of a performance, all modeled in 
subclasses of pbao:Object. Divided into physical representations (e.g. a tape of a vid-
eo) and digital items (e.g. an MPEG-file of a video), all items are modeled as individ-
uals of subclasses of frbr:Item. 

The example in Section 6 shows that applying FRBR as a core model has proven to 
withstand the modeling needs of the digital archive of the Pina Bausch Foundation in 
a previous stage.  

4 Managing Archive Data 

The need for ongoing and flexible modeling did not only imply the use of a small core 
model, but it also demanded special treatment of the inclusion of external data sources 
and data input processes in general. Furthermore, one of the project’s requirements 
was to use standard vocabularies whenever possible in order to conform with Linked 
Data principles [5]. 

Application profiles have proven to ensure the modularity and extensibility of an 
application while allowing for the use of domain-standard vocabularies [6]. Especially 
in Linked Data software development, where the reuse of existing vocabularies is 
considered good practice [5], it has become common practice to deploy application 
profiles. To ensure longevity and interoperability of the application profile, the deci-
sion was made to use an open and widely accepted standard and therefore deploy a 
Dublin Core Application Profile [20, 21]. Utilizing such an application profile in a 
machine-readable format leads to further advantages:  

─ Automated data integration and validation 
─ Database for a form-based editor 
─ Automated generation of a user manual 

As mentioned earlier, Description Set Profiles (DSP) focuses on the constraints of 
resources. The emphasis on resources led to the decision to utilize a Dublin Core Ap-
plication Profile with a DSP in RDF-S for managing data import in the digital archive 
of the Pina Bausch Foundation. In the course of the process, the DSP was not only 
used for data import and served as a base for an interactive editor, it was also utilized 
for data representation and selection means which is represented in the DSP model. 
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Fig. 2. Description Set Profile extension for the digital Pina Bausch archive 

The formalization of the DSP in RDF-S and our extensions for data integration and 
selection purposes are shown in Figure 2. The general structure comprises of so-called 
DescriptionTemplates for each class. These are linked with several 
StatementTemplates, which represent descriptions of property constraints. The proper-
ty constraints can be distinguished by their constraint value types: these are either 
literal or non-literal. The same characteristics apply to the types of Constraint, thus, a 
distinction is drawn between LiteralConstraint and NonLiteralConstraint. 

The application-specific extensions mainly comprise of templates for editing and 
data presentation purposes, but there is also an extension for container classes [4]: the 
property dsp:descriptionTemplateRef is used as a link between a DescriptionTemplate 
describing a container and a template describing the constraints of its contained ele-
ments.  

Defining subclasses of DescriptionTemplate leads to the possibility to differentiate 
between class purposes: EditDescriptionTemplates are used for the main purpose of 
the application profile: defining and constraining the mapping between data sources 
and the Pina Bausch archive ontology. Whereas ViewDescriptionTemplates serve as a 
means to map classes of this ontology to specific view templates containing SPARQL 
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queries [23] and access rights for frontend applications. Thus, the properties 
displayQuery and roleRestriction are defined. 

These extensions allow for the use in an interactive editor and as a browser control-
ler for selected frontends. 

5 Technical Realization 

The Pina Bausch archive ontology and the proposed Dublin Core application profile 
are both deployed in the digital archive of the Pina Bausch Foundation which implies 
several components for data import and frontend representation. 

 

Fig. 3. Software architecture of the digital Pina Bausch archive 

Figure 3 shows a brief description of the archive’s components. The archive appli-
cation comprises the Triple Store containing the archive ontology model, the applica-
tion profile with the machine-readable DSP, a component for data import and one for 
frontend representation. The Data Import component depends on the Application 
Profile for mapping external data sources to the archive ontology. Automated imports 
are available for a costume database, Excel sheets and a video annotation tool which 
all supply bulk data. In addition, this component provides content for an interactive 
frontend editor, which is controlled by the Representation component. This compo-
nent also allocates facilities to browse the archive data, managed through the means 
of the Application Profile component. In addition, the Application Profile component 
handles automated generation of a manual which is used for the guidance of archive 
users. 
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6 Usage Scenario 

To illustrate how the digital archive works, a usage scenario is described in this sec-
tion: videos of a performance of ‘Orpheus and Euridice’ are archived and afterwards 
the related contents can be used through the means of the digital archive in different 
ways. 

 

Fig. 4. ‘Orpheus and Euridice’ and a corresponding video realized in the FRBR model 

Figure 4 shows how a video of the aforementioned performance is realized in the 
Pina Bausch archive ontology with FRBR group 1 entities and the use of several 
standard vocabularies like Dublin Core. The play itself is modeled as an individual of 
pbao:Piece, a subclass of frbr:Work. The performance on Jan 2nd, 1992 is modeled as 
an individual of frbr:Performance. Properties of the Dublin Core vocabularies are 
used to annotate this performance. The structure of FRBR is kept throughout all tiers. 
A video of the mentioned performance is linked through the property 
frbr:embodiment, and its digitization is an individual of pbao:DigitizedVideo, a sub-
class of pbao:DigitizedItem and therefore a sublass of frbr:Item.  

In order to annotate those entities in the ontology, an interactive editor uses the 
DSP to generate input forms. The corresponding part of the DSP in Turtle-Syntax is 
as follows: 

:edTemplate_video rdf:type :EditDescriptionTemplate; 
 dsp:minOccur "0"^^xsd:nonNegativeInteger; 
 dsp:maxOccur "Infinity"^^xsd:string; 
 dsp:resourceClass pbao:Video; 
 dsp:statementTemplate :litST_title, 
  :litST_mediaPosition,  
  :nonlitST_depicts,  
  :nonlitST_embodimentPerformance. 
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The template is an individual of the class :EditDescriptionTemplate and therefore 
used by the interactive editor to generate forms. The property dsp:resourceClass ref-
erences the type of class the form is generated for, in this case pbao:Video. Five at-
tributes are linked with this template by dsp:statementTemplate. The interactive editor 
translates this into a form with five fields (see Figure 5 for the video input form). 

 

Fig. 5. An input form for videos generated from DSP contents 

The field type (e.g. input field or selection box) depends on the content of the  
corresponding StatementTemplate. In this case, two text fields are generated as the 
appropriate templates define string values. However, the other two fields are more 
constrained by the corresponding templates. The selection box for depicted persons 
allows multiple values while there can only be one performance associated with a 
video. Multiple values are realized as RDF containers in the archive. Hence, the tem-
plate for depicted persons uses the container extension of the DSP. Selectable values 
are taken directly from the archive’s triple store, thereby supporting correctness of 
data input. The editor enables domain experts and users not familiar with knowledge 
engineering in detail to fill the archive in an unambiguous way. 

There are several use cases for the archive’s data. Two of them will be illustrated 
in this example. 

Exploring and browsing the archive is one of the main use cases. This is realized 
through frontend browsers which users can use to navigate through the archive’s con-
tents. Figure 6 shows the browser’s contents for the performance of ‘Orpheus and 
Euridice’ on Jan 2nd, 1992. 
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Fig. 6. Performance of ‘Orpheus and Euridice’ on Jan 2nd, 1992 displayed in one of the ar-
chive’s browsing tools1  

Which aspects of a performance are displayed in the browser is also managed by 
the DSP. As shown in the following code listing, ViewDescriptionTemplates link 
entity types to query templates which are used to select the displayed contents. 

#frbr:Performance 
:vdTemplate_perform rdf:type :ViewDescriptionTemplate; 
 :displayQuery "performance_sparql.ftl"; 
 dsp:resourceClass frbr:Performance. 

Another use case is restaging of a play. There is a mobile app which allows browsing 
through the individual video scenes of a certain play (see Figure 7). Thus, a dance 
company would select the individual scenes of the videos taken from the performance 
of ‘Orpheus and Euridice’ on Jan 2nd, 1992 in order to restage the play.  

 

Fig. 7. The archive’s mobile app for restaging plays 

The usage scenario shows how the digital archive of the Pina Bausch Foundation 
works for different types of use cases.  

                                                           
1  Placeholders for video screens are shown due to confidentiality and copyright reasons. 
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7 Conclusion 

This paper reports on the creation of the digital archive of the Pina Bausch Founda-
tion with a focus on domain-specific obstacles which could have been overcome by 
the use of Semantic Web technologies, Linked Data techniques, elaborate modeling 
based on a small core model and the use of a machine-readable Dublin Core Applica-
tion Profile. 

Semantic Web technologies provided means for constantly changing data struc-
tures and supported the exploration of new knowledge within the archive’s data. The 
adherence of Linked Data principles helped to provide interoperability and longevity. 

To date, FRBR as a base for the ontology model has proven to allow for the archiv-
ing of all incurred types of resources. The use of standard vocabularies complemented 
the ontology and supported Linked Data concepts. Even though, modeling was a con-
stant process throughout the project, data import was possible at all times. This was 
realized through the use of a small model and the utilization of an extended Dublin 
Core Application Profile, which has helped to dynamically configure the data integra-
tion. Furthermore, it has also been explored as a base for data frontend representation, 
which can be recommended. 

However, frontend representation is still an issue with the digital archive of the 
Pina Bausch Foundation and Linked Data applications, in general [24]. Especially, the 
required possibilities for exploring the archive’s data in unusual ways leave space for 
further research regarding visualizations and interactive experiences. Future work will 
put a strong focus on that feature of the digital archive. 

In addition, mapping from the FRBR-based core model to FRBRoo will be further 
investigated as the main integration analyzing processes are completed and migrating 
to a more extensive model is possible. This change has to be considered since the 
project’s modeling focus will shift from archiving objects to documenting creation 
processes.  
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Abstract. Epigraphic archives, containing collections of editions about ancient 
Greek and Latin inscriptions, have been created in several European countries 
during the last couple of centuries. Today, the project EAGLE (Europeana net-
work of Ancient Greek and Latin Epigraphy, a Best Practice Network partially 
funded by the European Commission) aims at providing a single access point 
for the content of about 15 epigraphic archives, totaling about 1,5M digital ob-
jects. This paper illustrates some of the challenges encountered and their solu-
tion for the realization of the EAGLE data infrastructure. The challenges mainly 
concern the harmonization, interoperability and service integration issues 
caused by the aggregation of metadata from heterogeneous archives (different 
data models and metadata schemas, and exchange formats). EAGLE has de-
fined a common data model for epigraphic information, into which data models 
from different archives can be optimally mapped. The data infrastructure is 
based on the D-NET software toolkit, capable of dealing with data collection, 
mapping, cleaning, indexing, and access provisioning through web portals or 
standard access protocols. 

Keywords: Data Infrastructure, Aggregation System, Metadata Formats, Data 
Interoperability, Data Harmonization, Cleaning, Epigraphy, D-NET. 

1 Introduction 

Born approximately in the 16th century, Epigraphy is a modestly ancient field of 
study with its well-established legacy of best practices. During its early centuries, 
different communities started their studies independently and developed their local 
modus operandi possibly clashing with other practices from other communities. One 
of the most important initiatives striving to reduce such fragmentation took place in 
1932, with the Leiden conventions [1] which established a set of rules, symbols, and 
bracketing system to indicate the content and the conditions of an epigraphic or 
papyrological text when transcribed in a modern edition. 

During the nineties, when large portions of epigraphic corpora started being digit-
ized, to make them available online, it became apparent that the Leiden notation, with 
its symbols and bracketing conventions, had been defined having in mind essentially a 
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printed representation of the inscription, and was not convenient for searching and 
browsing digital information online. 

The next step forward to facilitate the exchange of epigraphic information was 
therefore the definition of a new standard, in the early 2010s, for annotating inscrip-
tions and for providing additional information about the epigraphic object itself, such 
as the physical carrier, the finding place, the present conservation place, and so on. 
The new standard, called EpiDoc [2], was based on TEI (Text Encoding Initiative), 
which was a standard already widely used in the Digital Humanities community for 
XML annotation of manuscripts and old documents [3]. 

Despite EpiDoc, however, most of the epigraphic archives made available online to 
support searching, browsing and visualization of inscriptions were developed inde-
pendently across communities and without any shared guideline, resulting in an a 
highly fragmented scenario in which information of the same nature is represented 
according to different conceptual models, making use of heterogeneous back-ends and 
being offered to the users by different protocols and means. The increased use of In-
ternet and the Web, with its ubiquitous services for searching and browsing infor-
mation online, has raised the level of expectations of the users of epigraphic material, 
whether scholars or general public, bringing the need for new paradigms of interoper-
ability and collaboration between different communities and integration of services. 

The project EAGLE (Europeana network of Ancient Greek and Latin Epigraphy 
[4], a Best Practice Network partially funded by the European Commission) intends to 
provide Europeana [5] with a comprehensive collection of unique historical sources 
(about 1,5 million digital objects), representing approximately 80% of the total 
amount of inscriptions in the Mediterranean area. At the same time EAGLE will pro-
vide a user-friendly portal to access that same collection, built with material coming 
from about 15 different epigraphic archives. 

More precisely, EAGLE is developing an infrastructure whose aim is to: (i) aggre-
gate content from the most prominent European institutions and archives in the field 
of Classical Latin and Greek epigraphy; (ii) harmonize that content according to a 
single data model; (iii) make that content available for ingestion to Europeana and for 
searching and browsing on the part of end-users (be they epigraphy practitioners or 
general public). In addition, EAGLE intends to set up a multilingual wiki for the en-
richment and curation of epigraphic images and texts, with special emphasis on trans-
lations, providing a basis for future translations of inscriptions in modern European 
languages. 

In the present work, we describe the challenges and the solutions adopted in the 
EAGLE project in order to enable data interoperability and deliver a unified, homo-
geneous, high-quality information space of cohesive epigraphic material. 

The EAGLE data aggregation infrastructure is powered by the D-NET [6] software 
toolkit, which provides a rich and customizable set of data management services ca-
pable of coping with issues such as metadata collection, storage, transformation, 
cleaning and indexing of the collected data. D-NET also offers services for tailoring 
search/browse capabilities to the requirements of a target community, and supports 
the export of the collected (now harmonised) data through standard protocols, such as 
OAI-PMH [7], SRW/CQL [8], and other exchange formats. 
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The paper is organized as follows. After the Introduction, in Section 2 we provide 
some more details about the solutions adopted in the EAGLE project to ensure data 
interoperability; in Section 3 we provide a detailed description of the different data 
sources providing input to EAGLE and the common data model harmonizing all of 
them; in Section 4 we describe how the D-NET toolkit has been customized to satisfy 
the EAGLE requirements, and describe the different workflows defined to harmonize 
the collected data; finally, in Section 5, we provide some concluding remarks about 
the present implementation and future development. 

2 Overview of the Problem and Adopted Solution 

The EAGLE data infrastructure satisfies two main requirements as identified by the 
user community: (i) single access point to the most prominent European epigraphic 
archives, and (ii) rich and high-quality metadata descriptions. 

As mentioned in the introduction, these requisites are hindered by the highly heter-
ogeneous nature of the epigraphic archives. In fact, content of different archives gen-
erally conforms to different metadata models and XML schemas, whose structure 
may vary from complex tree-structured elements to simple flat lists of elements. Other 
problems arise from the use of different controlled vocabularies to indicate the same 
concepts, different standards for names, dates and time periods, etc. 

In addition, the epigraphic archives also differ in the typology of the objects ex-
ported as we will further describe in the next Section. Part of the content describes 
real-world objects (the physical carrier of an inscription), while other content de-
scribes the inscription itself, considered as a string of symbols in some alphabet, and 
yet other content describes the relationships binding together the different pieces of 
information, possibly coming from other archives. 

EAGLE has tackled such heterogeneity by developing first a common data model 
(see Section 3.5) onto which incoming metadata records are mapped and then by im-
plementing the EAGLE data infrastructure, whose services provide functionality for: 
(i) collecting records from the different archives and transforming them into records 
matching the common XML metadata schema; (ii) curating the resulting records to 
identify possible errors and (possibly) to enrich them with additional content. 

The data ingestion process, based on the D-NET Software Toolkit, consists of four 
phases: 

1. Metadata mapping definition. In cooperation with domain experts from the ar-
chives providing records, the structural and semantic rules to map the incoming 
records into the EAGLE common metadata schema are encoded in the form of D-
NET scripts. 

2. Metadata transformation and cleaning. Metadata records are collected (via FTP, 
OAI-PMH or other protocols) and processed (using the scripts defined in phase 1) 
to generate the “EAGLE objects”, thus creating the Pre-production Information 
Space. 

3. Metadata quality control. The EAGLE records are inspected and validated to iden-
tify mapping errors and possible mistakes (e.g., typos). This quality control process 
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may lead to the redefinition of the mapping rules (in Phase 1) and the repetition of 
Phase 2. 

4. Metadata provisioning. The EAGLE records that pass Phase 3 are moved to the 
Production Information Space, where they are indexed and become available for 
ingestion to Europeana or for querying and browsing through the EAGLE portal. 

3 EAGLE Data Sources and Common Metadata Model 

As briefly mentioned in the preceding Sections, EAGLE aggregates content provided 
by about 15 different archives from all over Europe. While the majority of them is 
providing records based on the EpiDoc standard, for various reasons a few archives 
are supplying records in different formats. In addition to epigraphic archives, EAGLE 
aggregates data from two other different sources: Mediawiki pages, containing trans-
lations of inscriptions, and “Trismegistos records”, containing information about dis-
ambiguated records. Here below we briefly describe those different data sources. 

3.1 EpiDoc-Based Epigraphic Archives 

The majority of EAGLE data sources provide “editions”, i.e. epigraphic documents 
marked up following the TEI/EpiDoc standard. EpiDoc is today the de facto standard 
in digital epigraphy and enables a holistic text-centric digital description of an inscrip-
tion and all its related aspects. EpiDoc documents processed by the EAGLE infra-
structure comprise a broad range of information describing the stone (or monument) 
and its properties, the inscription (as epigraphic field) and its text, contextual infor-
mation, images, bibliography and so on. Thanks to XML, all this information is pro-
vided in a flexible, machine-readable and exchangeable format. 

At the same time, an EpiDoc record consists in a monolithic, self-descriptive and 
self-standing information unit that does not lend itself to an easy search and naviga-
tion through big epigraphic databases, with hundreds of thousands of inscriptions. For 
example, given an EpiDoc document that includes pointers to two images of the de-
scribed inscription, it is not easy to find another EpiDoc document describing the 
same inscription, but providing pointers to different images, or to retrieve detailed 
information about those images, that usually are not included in the EpiDoc docu-
ments. For these reasons, as we will see in Section 3.5, the information provided in a 
single EpiDoc record is (possibly) transformed into more than one “EAGLE object”. 

3.2 Non-EpiDoc-Based Epigraphic Archives 

In a few cases, for historical or technical reasons, some of the institutions providing 
data to EAGLE will export their data as XML records, but not following the EpiDoc 
standard. A brief description of those cases follows. 

Arachne The Arachne archive [9] is hosted by the Deutsche Archäologisches 
Institut (DAI) and comprehends a vast collection of photographs, drawings, sketches 
and scans of ancient volumes. For historical reasons, and because it is more suitable 
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for the type of its information, Arachne exports records expressed in XML, but fol-
lowing the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) [10]. The CIDOC CRM is 
another standard very popular in the Humanities, especially museums, which is par-
ticularly suitable for describing information about physical objects and events (agents, 
time) related to them, but is less suitable for textual information. 

UbiEratLupa The UbiEratLupa archive [11] is hosted by the University of Salz-
burg (PLUS) and its main focus of interest is on monuments. The archive exports 
XML records based on its own schema, describing the physical properties of monu-
ments, dating information, plenty of pictorial material, other relevant places related to 
the monument, and (optionally) describing also information about the text of possible 
inscriptions on their surface. This type of information does not fit well in the text-
centric representation provided by EpiDoc. 

The Cyprus Institute The Cyprus Institute [12] is dealing mainly with ancient 
Cypriote literature and archeology, focusing on 3D modeling of monuments and ar-
cheological sites. It exports XML records based on its own metadata schema 
(STARC), which is very rich in terms of properties related to 3D models. Here also 
the text-centric representation provided by EpiDoc is not the best mean for represent-
ing this type of information. 

3.3 Trismegistos 

Trismegistos [13], an initiative hosted by the University of Leuven, is a vast archive 
of information about “texts” spanning approximately from 800 BC to 800 AD. It 
started focusing especially on texts coming from Graeco-Roman Egypt, but in recent 
years its domain of interest has expanded to include the entire ancient world.  

Trismegistos receives records describing inscriptions (mainly papyrological and 
epigraphic texts) from many different archives, and by using sophisticated disambigu-
ation technologies (and some heuristics) it determines whether a different edition of 
the newly arrived inscription is already present in its database or not. As a result of 
this analysis, if the incoming inscription is considered a “new” one, then a new unique 
stable Trismegistos identifier (TM-id) is created and associated with that inscription. 
Otherwise, if the incoming inscription is recognized as being another instance (edi-
tion) of an inscription already present in the Trismegistos database, then the TM-id 
already assigned to the existing inscription is assigned also to the incoming one. In 
both cases the assigned TM-id is sent to the sending archive for (possible) inclusion in 
the metadata describing that inscription. 

EAGLE too receives records from many different archives and it can happen that 
the same inscription is held by more than one archive, possibly with different editions 
and critical apparatus. In order to avoid that as a result of a query EAGLE provides 
the same inscription more than once, it would be necessary to make duplicate record 
detection within the aggregator, which could be very onerous. Instead, the use of the 
TM-ids provided to EAGLE by Trismegistos is particularly useful, as it allows at 
query time to group together in a single result item all those inscriptions that have the 
same TM-id. 
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In conclusion, the information provided to EAGLE by Trismegistos are not records 
describing inscriptions or inscription related objects, but are records associating a 
TM-id with all the instances of that inscription that are known to Trismegistos. Those 
instances are identified with the local identifier assigned to them by the archive 
providing that instance, and therefore it is easy for the EAGLE aggregator to integrate 
the TM-id into the records provided by the archives, if not already present. 

3.4 Mediawiki 

For a project like EAGLE, which aims to be of interest also to the general public, and 
not just to epigraphy scholars, is a key success factor the availability of good quality 
translations of the inscriptions (most of them are in Greek or Latin) into modern lan-
guages. For that purpose EAGLE has established a Mediawiki platform [14] to be 
used by the EAGLE partners in order to build a dedicated knowledge base for the 
translation of the EAGLE inscriptions. Hopefully the use of Mediawiki will stimulate 
the participation of other interested parties and general public, so that the huge trans-
lation task will be accomplished in a collaborative way, like a sort of crowdsourcing. 
Based on translations already existing in the archives, at the time of writing the 
EAGLE Mediawiki contains translations (mostly in English and German) for more 
than 7000 inscriptions, with many inscriptions having more than one translation, in 
the same or in different languages. 

Each Mediawiki page contains all the translations available for a given inscription, 
identified by its TM-id number (if existing) and by the local identifier assigned to it 
by the owning archive. If the TM-id is associated with more than one instance of the 
inscription, all the instances (and their translations, if existing) are on that same page. 
The Mediawiki page contains also links to the “original objects” contained in the 
archives that provided those inscriptions. The EAGLE aggregator collects all those 
information for integration with the information received directly by the archives. 

3.5 Epigraphy Aggregation Conceptual Model (EACM) 

The need for expressing queries against such heterogeneous material has led to the 
definition of a data model being able of relating separate concepts and objects in a 
seamless way, thus allowing both the scholars and the general public to achieve re-
sults which could hardly be obtained with the existing EpiDoc archives. 

The Epigraphy Aggregation Conceptual Model (EACM) is based on a small num-
ber of entities on which the EAGLE Common Metadata Model and Schema is then 
defined and implemented. The EACM allows expressing all the different facets of 
epigraphy-related content such as physical supports, texts, translations, images and 
other context information and enables the user to make sophisticated queries to accu-
rately retrieve the material of interest. 

The EACM consists of a root entity (the Main Object) from which four sub-entities 
can be instantiated: (i) Artefact, (ii) Inscription, (iii) Visual representation, and (iv) 
Documental manifestation. All the information to be aggregated in EAGLE will find 
its place into one or multiple instances of such sub-entities. In the following we  
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briefly describe each of those. Figure1 shows a high-level view of the model, where 
solid lines represent a hierarchical relation between two entities (class, sub-class), 
whilst dashed lines represent a relationship between two entities. 

 

Fig. 1. High-level view of the model 

Main object - is an abstract entity that will be materialized into one or more in-
stances of some or all of the sub-entities underlying it. It serves as a placeholder for 
the information common to all the sub-entities, the main information being the ID of 
the providing archive and the local ID (in that archive) of the provided object.  

Artefact - captures the information about the physical nature of an object in the 
Epigraphic domain. 

Inscription - describes the textual and semantic nature of a text region possibly 
present on an artefact. 

Documental manifestation - contains all information related to the “textual na-
ture” of an inscription. It has two sub-entities: the Transcription, which gathers the 
information related to the text of the inscription itself, and the Translation, which 
gathers the relevant properties of possible translations in modern languages of the 
(interpreted) text of the inscription. 

Transcription - describes the inscription text in its original (ancient) language. A 
Transcription is related to one and only one Inscription instance. At the same time, a 
Transcription may be related to more than one Translation.  

Translation - captures all the aspects relevant to the translation of an ancient text 
into a modern language. A Translation instance can be put in relation with one or 
more Inscription instances, of which it is a translation. 

Visual representation - collects all the information related to the “visual nature” 
of a generic artefact, be it a stone, a monument, or an epigraphy-related object provid-
ing context to others epigraphic objects of interest. A Visual Representation (always 
materialized as a digital image) can be put in relation with at most one Artefact (of 
which it is a picture) and zero or more Inscription instances. There may be cases 
where a Visual Representation is not in relation with any Artefact, in which case the 
image represent “context objects”. 

A more detailed description of the model can be found in [15]. The conceptual 
model has been implemented as a set of XML objects and a complete schema can be 
seen at [16]. 

Main  
object 

Artefact 
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Transcription Translation 
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4 EAGLE Data Infrastructure and Workflows 

The EAGLE Data Infrastructure is built on top of the D-NET software toolkit [6], re-
sulting from the experience of CNR-ISTI through its participation in a number of Euro-
pean projects. D-NET is an open source solution specifically devised for the construc-
tion and operation of customized infrastructures for data aggregation, which provides a 
service-oriented framework where data infrastructures can be built in a LEGO-like ap-
proach, by selecting and properly combining the required services [6, 17]. 

The infrastructures implemented by means of D-NET are customizable (e.g., trans-
formation into common metadata formats can be configured to match community pref-
erences), extensible (e.g. new services can be integrated, to offer functionality not yet 
supported by the toolkit), and scalable (e.g., storage and index replicas can be main-
tained and deployed on remote nodes to tackle multiple concurrent accesses or very-
large data size). D-NET offers a rich set of services targeting aspects such as data col-
lection (mediation area), data mappings from formats to formats (mapping area), and 
data access (provision area). Services can be customized and combined to meet the data 
workflow requirements of a target user community. As proven by the several installa-
tions and adoption in a number of European projects (DRIVER and DRIVER II [18], 
OpenAIRE [19], HOPE [20], EFG [21]), D-NET represents an optimal and sustainable 
solution [17, 22] for the realization of the EAGLE infrastructure. 

The customization of the D-NET services implemented for the EAGLE infrastruc-
ture is shown in Figure 2. Services are appropriately combined to support the data 
ingestion workflow defined for the epigraphists’ community. In particular the Collect-
ing, Transforming and Cleaning services result from the project design activities. 
They were devised in order to meet the requirements of the epigraphic archives 
providing content to EAGLE, but engineered to support their functionalities when 
operating over arbitrary XML schemas. In addition D-NET has been extended with 
image processing services to support the Flagship Mobile Application (see Section 
4.3), an important application that will be offered by EAGLE to mobile users. 

 
Fig. 2. D-NET customization for EAGLE 
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4.1 Metadata Mapping Definition, Transformation, and Cleaning 

The mapping from the native metadata schema used by an archive to the EAGLE 
common metadata schema is defined jointly by the experts of the archive (knowl-
edgeable about the structure and the meaning of the objects in the archive) and the 
infrastructure administrators. The definition has two aspects: (i) a structural mapping 
from the archives’ local schema to the EAGLE common schema and (ii) a semantic 
mapping from the local vocabularies to the ones defined in the infrastructure. A map-
ping defines a set of rules according to which the infrastructure administrators cus-
tomize the services that transform the source records into EAGLE records by means 
of XSLT scripts. 

The structural mapping is implemented by the Transformator Service, which im-
plements the rules defining the correspondence among elements and attributes of the 
local schema and elements and attributes of the EAGLE schema. This is a non trivial 
task, since input XML records are mapped onto several interrelated EAGLE records, 
representing different EAGLE data model entities. More precisely, a structural map-
ping rule for each source element consists of the following information: 

1. Source element: xpath identifying the schema element relative to the input value; 
2. Target element: xpath(s) identifying the schema element(s) (and the sub-entity of 

the conceptual model) onto which the source value has to be mapped; 
3. Mandatory element: states if the source element is mandatory (if not present, the 

record is rejected); 
4. Element multiplicity: states if the source element is repeatable; 
5. Comment: description of the mapping rule. 

The semantic mapping is implemented by the Cleaner Service. Each semantic rule 
identifies an element of the schema used by the archive and the corresponding element 
of the EAGLE schema (i.e., source element and target element of the structural rules), 
and defines the correspondence between the terms of the respective vocabularies. 

4.2 EAGLE Workflows 

In D-NET, data processing is specified by defining workflows (i.e. a tree of elemen-
tary steps, with optional fork and join nodes) and meta-workflows (i.e. a sequence of 
workflows). A (meta)workflow can be easily configured, scheduled and started 
through a D-NET tool with a graphical user interface (see Figure 3), while the imple-
mentation of the elementary steps is done by writing programs actually executing the 
needed processing. Each workflow targets one specific and well defined task, such as 
collection of records, transformation, indexing, etc. [23]. 

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the D-NET tool with the definition of the meta-
workflow for the processing of EpiDoc documents. It consists of the sequence of the 
following workflows: 

• collect (records from an archive); 
• transform (the collected records into the EAGLE metadata format); 
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The two final steps of the data collection meta-workflow are the indexing and OAI 
workflows, which can be performed in parallel. EAGLE’s metadata can be provided 
to external consumers via different channels and modes. In the index workflow the 
cleaned final records are given to a SOLR search engine [27] for indexing and for 
searching and browsing on the part of the EAGLE end users. The EAGLE portal will 
interact therefore with the SOLR search engine API, and not directly with the aggre-
gator. For the Mobile Application, a specific light-weight API has been developed in 
order to interact directly with the Image Recognizer. 

In the OAI workflow the final records undergo a further transformation, to extract 
from them exactly the information to be provided to Europeana and put them in the 
format required by the Europeana OAI-PMH harvester (see [25]). 

The other types of archive records dealing with epigraphic objects are processed by 
meta-workflows quite similar to the one described. The meta-workflow to process the 
non-EpiDoc records (Arachne, UbiEratLupa, Cyprus) is exactly the same, except for 
the transform workflow, which of course will be different for each type of record, to 
perform the correct mapping from the source format to the EAGLE common format. 

The processing of Mediawiki pages, containing translations of inscriptions, is done 
with a very simple meta-workflow, since in this case there is no need to “clean” the 
collected data. The transform workflow is also very simple, since it only creates the 
EAGLE entity “Translation” and fills its elements with the appropriate values taken 
from the Mediawiki page. After that, there is the backlink step, as before, to create 
links between the newly created “Translation” entity and the other (existing) EAGLE 
objects related to the IDs contained in the Mediawiki page. The meta-workflow for 
Mediawiki pages will conclude with the provisioning steps as all the other workflows 
described until now. 

The processing of Trismegistos record is different, since its meta-workflow basi-
cally consists only in the collection workflow, as the collected records are stored in a 
staging area waiting to be used by the other workflows, and there is no need for clean-
ing and provisioning. 

4.3 The Mobile Application 

For completeness we briefly describe the customization of D-NET to support an im-
portant feature of the EAGLE project, namely the Flagship Mobile Application as 
shown in the bottom part of Figure 2. To increase the visibility of EAGLE and to 
better exploit the wealth of data aggregated in the central repository, EAGLE is im-
plementing an application targeted at “common end user”, i.e. end users who are not 
scholars in Greek and Roman epigraphy. 

A picture of an inscription found somewhere in Europe can be taken with a 
smartphone and sent to the EAGLE infrastructure. There the software will recognize 
the picture from within a database of inscriptions, and will provide all the information 
associated with that picture. For that purpose, during harvesting, the Image Feature 
Extractor will identify images (or links to images) in the incoming records, will fetch 
those images and will send them to the Image Recognizer for visual features extrac-
tion and indexing. 
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The application supports two modes of recognition. In the first mode, called “best 
match”, the mobile device will receive back a list of inscriptions (each with a short de-
scription) in order of similarity with the image sent, and by selecting one of them the 
user will receive all the associated information; it may happen that none of the inscrip-
tions in the result list is the image sent to the EAGLE infrastructure. In the second 
mode, called “exact identification”, the mobile device will receive either a “not identi-
fied” answer, or all the information associated with the recognized image. To support 
this mode, in collaboration with the partners providing content to EAGLE, a subset of 
the material with visual representations will be selected to enrich it with additional his-
torical and touristic material. The main criteria to select this subset will be the historical 
or touristic relevance of the inscription and the quality and quantity of images associated 
with it, as this will increase the probabilities of an exact recognition. 

A more detailed description of the application can be found in [26]. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have described the solutions adopted in the EAGLE project to achieve a complete 
integration of different ancient Greek and Latin epigraphic archives. The solution is 
based on the definition of a conceptual model and a common metadata schema that 
have, at the same time, the power to preserve the input metadata quality and the sim-
plicity to enable simple mappings from all different archives. Metadata aggregation is 
based on the use of D-NET, a software toolkit to support the implementation of  
Aggregative Infrastructures. D-NET offers services for metadata collection, transfor-
mation, and provisioning and offers also a service-oriented framework for the  
seamless addition of new services and domain specific functionalities. This capability 
has proven very useful in EAGLE to implement and integrate the Metadata Record 
Inspector for advanced curation and validation services.  

At the time of writing (July 2014) the EAGLE infrastructure is under test for the 
collection (to be done over the next few months) of the first set of epigraphic objects 
(about 375.000 objects). This first round of collections will be useful to check the 
adequacy of the common metadata schema and to fine tune the collection meta-
workflows. The aggregator will then be ready for the production phase, to reach the 
final goal of about 1.500.000 epigraphic objects. 

EAGLE is also actively conducting a “recruitment campaign” to enlarge the initial 
group of epigraphic archives that are partners in EAGLE. There are many other cul-
tural institutions inside and outside Europe that have precious epigraphic material, 
and EAGLE can offer them the possibility of making their content visible and availa-
ble to a much wider audience. That would also be interesting for the EAGLE concep-
tual model and the common metadata schema, to see to what extent they could ac-
commodate new types of epigraphic records. In any case, both of them are dynamic 
structures that could easily be extended with a minimal impact over the whole archi-
tecture, since only the mappings and the transformation workflows would need to be 
changed. 
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From the technical point of view, planned future extension of the infrastructure 
deal with the development of a monitoring component enabling the analysis and con-
trol of the content processed by workflows against required quality levels and metrics 
(e.g. metadata coverage and completeness, metadata field consistency, content vol-
ume over time, etc.). 
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Abstract. Improvement of most animal and plant species of agronomical 
interest in the near future has become an international stake because of the 
increasing demand for feeding a growing world population and to mitigate the 
reduction of the industrial resources. The recent advent of genomic tools 
contributed to improve the discovery of linkage between molecular markers and 
genes that are involved in the control of traits of agronomical interest such as 
grain number or disease resistance. This information is mostly published as 
scientific papers but rarely available in databases. Here, we present a method 
aiming at automatically extract this information from the scientific literature 
and relying on a knowledge model of the target information and on the 
WheatPhenotype ontology that we developed for this purpose. The information 
extraction results were evaluated and integrated into the on-line semantic search 
engine AlvisIR WheatMarker. 

Keywords: information extraction, corpus annotation, natural language 
processing, ontology building, biology, genetics. 

1 Introduction 

A large amount of work has been done in information extraction (IE) from scientific 
literature in biology during the past decade. Most of this research has been applied to 
the extraction of genetic regulations in the molecular biology field, such as protein 
and gene interactions. It has been popularized by shared tasks (LLL [1], BioCreative 
[2], BioNLP-ST [3]. Nowadays, the extraction of organism trait and phenotype 
mentions from papers encounters a growing interest [4,5]. This knowledge is critical 
in many domains notably agriculture and health and it is rarely available in databases. 
The phenotypes of plant varieties of agronomical interest are described in scientific 
papers with the genetic information used for the variety selection. Compared to 
genetic regulations, the extraction of this knowledge is challenging in IE. In the 
domain of wheat selection assisted by molecular markers, the knowledge to be 
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extracted and formalized belongs to various fields, e.g. genetics, physiology, plant 
environment, food processing. Its representation involves several n-ary relations and 
entities that are complex to identify in the texts. The terms that denote traits and 
phenotypes are very diverse and difficult to predict.  

The main approach in relation extraction (RE) for biology uses supervised machine 
learning trained with reference annotated corpora. The annotation follows a schema 
that defines the type of relations and entities to be extracted. In this paper we describe 
how we formalized the knowledge of marker-assisted selection in wheat into a text 
annotation schema that is appropriate both for the annotation of the reference corpus 
by domain experts and for the automatic extraction and representation of the 
knowledge (section 3). Common methods for entity prediction include dictionary 
matching, supervised machine learning and term analysis. This paper presents a multi-
strategy named entity recognition (NER) method that takes into account the diversity 
of the entity naming and the availability of nomenclatures (section 4). The lack of a 
controlled vocabulary on wheat phenotypes and traits led us to build a domain 
specific ontology. The results of the NER methods were evaluated with the reference 
corpus and used in a bibliographical semantic search engine (section 5).  

2 Wheat Selection Assisted by Genetic Marker  

Improvement of most animal and plant species of agronomical interest in the near 
future has become an international stake because of the increasing demand for feeding 
a growing world population and to mitigate the reduction of the industrial resources 
especially the oil. The new environmental constraints such as the reduction of inputs 
(water, fertilizers and pesticides) and of acreages involve the development of new 
breeding schemes that must be shorter and more powerful. This increase needs a 
significant improvement of the agronomical potential of the species through breeding. 
This is especially true for wheat, the most widely grown crop worldwide.  

Until now, the conventional selection methods lead to maintain the yields just 
covering the current consumption. The recent advent of genomic tools contributed to 
improve linkage between molecular markers and genes of agronomical interest. This 
information must now be integrated in breeding programs and the aim is to move 
from genetic toward genomic selection. A large number of varieties and molecular 
markers have been developed these last ten years for the bread wheat (see [6] for a 
review). However, the most useful information has to be extracted from thousands of 
scientific articles among which only a few are relevant. In addition, within each 
interesting paper, only a small part deal with the linkage itself, they indicate the name 
of the closest marker, the gene itself and the protocol that is useful to reveal the 
appropriate molecular signal that can be used for marker-assisted selection (MAS). 
Much more than retrieving relevant papers, breeders need to access the information in 
a structured form.  

Our information extraction goal is the extraction of relationships between entities 
that are molecular markers, genes, traits, phenotypes and varieties from published 
papers. Traits are defined as observable characters such as the resistance to a given 
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disease. The phenotypes are the values of the traits, e.g. the resistance or the 
susceptibility to a disease. The alleles of the genes are the different versions of the 
genes leading to the genotype of the individual. They control the phenotypes. An 
allele is generally attributed to a molecular marker. The marker discriminates the 
different alleles of a same gene with the polymorphism of the DNA sequence. The 
molecular markers are used to select the varieties with a phenotype of agronomic 
interest. The linkage between molecular markers and genes we focused on are related 
to four main subjects with high economic impact, (1) biotic stress: resistance to 
diseases (e.g. rust, fusarium, septoria), resistance to pest (e.g. greenbug, 
Cecidomyides, Hessian fly); (2) abiotic stress (e.g. drought, soil salinity, temperature, 
lodging), (3) plant development (e.g. vernalization, flowering) and (4) bread quality 
(e.g. grain hardness, protein content). 

A given knowledge may be expressed in the text of the papers in different ways as 
shown in example 1. In example 2, we can see that many entities and relations may 
occur in a single sentence. These features make the information extraction task 
difficult. 

 
Example 1. The phenotype resistance to leaf rust diseases that is controlled by the gene 
Lr34 is expressed by the two very different clauses:  

a. the gene Lr34 confers resistance to leaf rust [..] 
b. [..] lines missing Lr34 allele are susceptible.  

In clause a., the gene Lr34 is explicitly designated as controlling the resistance phenotype, 
whilst clause b. states the same fact in an indirect way: the genotype where the gene Lr34 has 
been knockout makes the wheat variety susceptible to the disease. This means that the variety 
needs the gene Lr34 to be resistant. 
 
Example 2. [PMID 20002313] 

only two alleles, photoperiod insensitive (Ppd-D1a and Ppd-B1a) and  

 

photoperiod sensitive (Ppd-D1b and Ppd-B1b), respectively, at each locus were known 

 
The four allele entities (Ppd-D1a, Ppd-D1b, Ppd-B1a, Ppd-B1b) and the two phenotype 
entities (photoperiod insensitive and photoperiod insensitive) are the argument of four 
instances of the allele_expresses_phenotype relationships. 
 
Despite this complexity, the recent progress of RE in molecular biology as 

evaluated in shared tasks open up possibilities of large scale extraction of complex 
events in the wheat MAS domain. 
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3 Knowledge Model and Annotated Corpus 

The source of information on the linkage between molecular markers and genes in 
wheat is diverse. We identified 1,229 scientific journals that published relevant 
papers. These references were obtained by querying Web of Science (WoS) with the 
wheat, marker and gene keywords. It yielded 3,170 references to scientific papers. 
Among the retrieved references, we selected 125 relevant journals according to their 
availability, their impact, their scope, their geographical area and the frequency of 
relevant publication. A corpus of 2,097 full-texts (WheatMAS corpus) was then 
obtained from the journal publishers that concentrate the target knowledge. 

With the breeder experts, we built the MAS knowledge model for the 
representation of the relevant information of the text. The knowledge model contains 
8 entity types and 14 n-ary relationships (10 binary relationships and 4 ternary 
relationships) that are shown in Figures 1a and 1b. The main entity types are marker, 
allele and gene, trait and phenotype and variety. Type represents the method used to 
identify the marker, e.g. AFLP, microsatellite, which is useful for the evaluation of its 
quality. 

 

 

Fig. 1a. Binary relations of the knowledge model for wheat MAS 

Binary relations may be used instead of ternary relations when an argument is 
missing. For instance, marker_tags_gene is used instead of marker_tags_ 
gene_in_variety when the wheat variety is not mentioned in the text. 
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Fig. 1b. Ternary relations of the knowledge model for wheat MAS 

Our RE method relies on the deep linguistic analysis and the supervised machine 
learning tools of the AlvisNLP pipeline [7]. The supervised machine learning method 
requires a training corpus of reference examples. For this purpose, we designed a 
corpus of 72 papers that were selected for their representativeness, most of them in 
Theoretical and Applied Genetics, International Journal of Plant Breeding Research. 
This journal publishes numerous manuscripts mentioning linkage between traits and 
molecular markers in wheat and is available on-line. 13 domain experts, mainly 
breeders and the GDEC authors of this paper annotated the corpus with the MAS 
knowledge model as annotation schema. To ensure effective and consistent 
annotation, we provided them with a guideline manual that describes the entities and 
the relations; it defines them and gives many examples that illustrate frequent and 
borderline cases. The annotation process follows the standard practice: double-blind 
annotation followed by adjudication. The text was automatically pre annotated by 
AlvisNLP with the entities that were frequent and easy to recognize in order to speed-
up the manual annotation. The annotation editor AlvisAE [8] supported the whole 
process. The annotation campaign was defined by the annotation schema, the 
document collection and the two-step workflow. The 13 users were assigned a batch 
of documents to annotate and revise. We chose AlvisAE as annotation editor for its 
campaign specification tool and for its graphical user interface that was designed for 
non-computer scientists (Figure 2). The annotators were able to use it after one-day 
tutorial session. With AlvisAE the users annotated overlapping and discontinuous 
annotations. They also annotated co-references, which avoid the annotations of the 
repeated information.  
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Fig. 2. The main screen of AlvisAE annotation editor. The entities are highlighted. The lines 
figure the relationships between the entities, for instance, the maker tags the gene relationship 
between S5550 and Lr9 in the first line. 

The double-blind annotation phase is achieved and the adjudication phase is on-
going. The annotators fully annotated the 293 sections in the 72 corpus papers that 
were relevant. Table 1 displays the distribution of the entity and relation annotations. 
The distribution reflects the importance of the different information for breeding. The 
gene, variety, trait, marker and marker type are the most frequent and critical. 
Conversely, the alleles are rarely named, which explains the low number of allele 
annotations. 

Table 1. Number of manual annotations in the wheat MAS training corpus 

Entities Binary relations Ternary relations 

Gene 1,826 
Variety 1,284 
Marker 703 
Type 508 
Trait 603 
Phenotype 403 
Alelle 368 
AlleleSize 153 

5 848 

marker_of_type 307 
gene_controls_trait 260 
variety_has_phenotype 224 
marker_tags_gene 184 
allele_expresses_phenotype 107
is_allele_of_gene 107 
is_allele_in_variety 64 
marker_alleleSize 55 
trait has value 34 
   1 342 

gene_expresses_phenotype_in_variety 103 
marker_size_in_variety 58 
marker_tags_gene_in_variety 24 
trait has phenotype in variety 24 

207

 

It does not affect the extraction results since the allele name is not required for the 
extraction of the linkage between the marker and the phenotype. 
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4 Named Entity Recognition  

We used two different methods for the recognition of the named entities. We 
distinguished the rigid designators [9] from the other names. They are proper names, 
numbers and acronyms. They denote genes, markers, marker identification methods, 
allele sizes and varieties. Conversely, the phenotype and trait names are subject to 
more variation.  

4.1 Recognition of Proper Names and Acronyms 

The NER method uses dictionaries such as gene and marker lists of the GrainGenes1 
database and hand-coded extraction patterns. The patterns identify typographic 
variations and perform word-sense disambiguation with the context of the target 
word. Disambiguation is particularly needed for the recognition of variety names that 
have frequent homonyms in the text, e.g. Leeds is cited both as a variety and a 
university. The quality of the method predictions has been evaluated with respect to 
the reference corpus. Table 2 displays the recall, precision and F1 measures for an 
exact match and for a partial overlap between the predicted and the reference entities. 
F1 is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. The recognition of the names of 
the genes and markers is affected by homonymy: the marker of the gene is denoted by 
the same name as the gene. The reference annotations of markers and genes are 
mostly of good quality. Gain in prediction quality is to be found in the improvement 
of the disambiguation method and the gene name boundary identification. The 
performance of partial overlap in gene name recognition is 12 points over the exact 
match, which shows that the predicted gene name boundaries are often not correct. 

Table 2. Quality of the named entity recognition 

 Exact match Partial overlap 
 Recall Precision F1 Recall Precision F1 

Gene 0,61 0,49 0,54 0,73 0,61 0,66 
Marker 0,58 0,65 0,61 0,59 0,66 0,62 
Type 0,54 0,62 0,58 0,56 0,64 0,60 
AlleleSize 0,39 0,49 0,43 0,46 0,50 0,48 

 
The poor result of the recognition of the allele size is due to many errors in the 

reference corpus. Allele size names are numbers followed by bp (base pair) as 103 bp. 
A close examination of the reference corpus revealed a high number of incorrect 
reference annotations, for instance Ppd-D1a designates an allele and not a size. Many 
annotated allele size represent an absence of the allele, for instance, absence of PCR 
products. An accurate correction of the reference corpus will allow a more significant 
evaluation of AlleleSize prediction quality.  

                                                           
1 http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/GG2/ 
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The examination of the experimental results of named entity recognition shows us 
clear directions for further improvement. 

4.2 Recognition of Phenotypes and Traits  

4.2.1 The ToMap Method 
The recognition of the trait and phenotype terms cannot be efficiently achieved by the 
direct matching of dictionary entries with the text because of the high variability of 
the terms. Instead we used our ToMap method, previously named OntoMap [10]. 
ToMap requires a domain terminology and the results of a term extractor applied to 
the text. It matches the extracted terms with the terms of the terminology to determine 
which type of entity the extracted terms designate. The principle of the ToMap 
method is close to MetaMap method for the recognition of UMLS thesaurus terms in 
a corpus [11]. The matching relies on the similarity of the syntactic structures of the 
terms to be matched together. ToMap is applicable to any kind of text and 
terminology, being structured or not. ToMap has shown good results in the 
recognition of bacteria biotopes of the shared task BioNLP-ST Bacteria Biotope in 
2011 and 2013 [12,13]. We used the term extractor BioYateA that is particularly well 
suited for this task because it provides the syntactic structure of the extracted terms 
and it extracts terms with prepositional phrases, e.g. to crown rot in partial seedling 
resistance to crown rot as described in [14].  

4.2.2 The WheatPhenotype Ontology 
We built an ontology dedicated to the description of phenotypes and traits in wheat 
called WheatPhenotype. The available terminologies and ontologies were not fully 
relevant to our IE purpose. The most suitable is the Trait Ontology2 (TO), a controlled 
vocabulary that describes traits of plants of agronomic interest. It includes relevant 
traits such as disease resistance, development traits, but also many traits that are 
irrelevant to wheat selection (e.g. biochemical, molecular, anatomy and morphology) 
and some over general trait (e.g. plant aspect) that are not mentioned in wheat 
selection texts. Conversely, TO lacks many specific traits and synonyms in all 
categories. The resistance to fungal disease is a critical trait in wheat selection. Only 8 
fungus resistance concepts relevant to the wheat are defined in TO; we identified 24 
in the texts and databases. Moreover, in the scientific papers disease resistance is 
often described by the resistance to the pathogens that cause the disease, for instance, 
resistance to fusarium head blight is equivalent to resistance to Fusarium 
graminearum where Fusarium graminearum is one of the fungus species that causes 
fusarium head blight. TO does not record such information. Moreover many different 
names can be used for each fungus. For instance, Microdochium nivale that also 
causes fusarium head blight is also called Fusarium nivale. The listing of all pathogen 
names and acronyms for all wheat disease is needed for efficient information 
extraction. Another important information is bread-making quality since the selected 

                                                           
2 http://archive.gramene.org/db/ontology/search?id=TO:0000387 
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varieties determines the quality of the flour for bread making (mechanical and 
sensorial properties). 

The current version of the WheatPhenotype ontology defines 409 concepts with 
361 synonyms. Its hierarchical structure comprises 9 levels. Figure 3 shows the main 
levels. 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig 3. The highest levels of the WheatPhenotype ontology. 

The biotic factors involve living organisms that have an impact on the plant 
properties.  

 

Fig. 3. The highest levels of the WheatPhenotype ontology 

The abiotic factors represent the physico-chemical conditions of the plant 
development (water availability, temperature, wind force, soil composition). The 
properties of the plant are organized in six sub trees, the response to environmental 
factors, the development, the reproduction, the product processing and the quality of 
the product (fiber and food). All traits and phenotypes are considered, including the 
less studied (e.g. aluminum tolerance), but the response to biotic factors, in particular 
to fungal and bacterial pathogens, is the most developed. The cause relationship links 
pathogens to the corresponding infectious diseases defined in the biotic condition sub 
tree. The WheatPhenotype ontology will be made publicly available in Obo format 
after alignment to TO. The common concepts with TO will be explicitly identified by 
a cross reference as an xref property. 

4.2.3 Experimental Results of Phenotype and Trait Prediction 
We applied the ToMap method to the terms extracted by BioYateA from the training 
corpus by using the WheatPhenotype ontology. As already noticed for the allele size 
annotation, the quality of the trait and phenotype annotation of the reference corpus 
was not sufficient for a reliable evaluation of ToMap predictions. The on-going 
adjudication phase will detect these errors and correct them. 

(1) A frequent error confuses genotypes with phenotypes and alleles. For instance, 
the term wild type denotes an organism, but it is frequently annotated as a phenotype 
or as an allele, e.g. wild type alleles WB357 means the allele WB357 of the wild-type 
line. 

(2) The confusion between the environmental factors and the phenotypes is also 
frequent, for instance winter is annotated as a phenotype by analogy with the 
phenotype winter habit that denotes the growth period of the variety.  
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(3) The phenotype value is also confused with the trait, for instance ToxA 
sensitivity is confused with ToxA sensitive.  

To obtain a reliable experimental result, we manually validated the results of the 
method applied on the abstracts of a subset of 870 papers. The ToMap method 
classified 299 terms as denoting a phenotype or a trait among the terms extracted by 
BioYateA. The manual validation of the classified terms yielded a precision rate but 
not a recall rate for which a reference annotation is required. Table 3 details the 
experimental results for two versions of the method, without and with disambiguation.  

Table 3. Precision of the phenotype and trait prediction 

 Without disambiguation 
With 

disambiguation 

Category # terms Rate # terms Rate 

Positive 245 81% 212 95% 

Correct and informative 227 76% 176 79% 

Correct and general 18 6% 36 16% 

Negative 54 19% 11 5% 

Linguistic analysis error  5 1,7% 4 2% 

ToMap error 16 5,4% 7 3% 
ToMap setting error 33 11 % 0 0% 

 
The first line gives a high precision rate of 81% that we divided into a correct and 

informative category (76%) and a correct but general category (6%). General terms 
are not useful for breeding but they are relevant for knowledge modeling. Plant 
morphologic trait is an example. A closer analysis of the false positive examples 
showed that a small number of the errors are due to linguistic preprocessing: word 
segmentation by the in-house tool SegMig and POS-tagging by TreeTagger [15]. 
Most of ToMap errors were due to an incorrect setting (11%). ToMap setting involves 
the setting of the list of term heads that are non-discriminant with respect to the 
named entity recognition goal. The list is dependent of the domain. The word content 
is an example of a non-discriminant head. It occurs in trait terms such as Grain 
Protein Content or reduction in DON content, but also in other terms, e.g. 
polymorphism information content. A better discrimination of terms with such heads 
was obtained by post-processing disambiguation hand-coded rules that used the words 
of the terms and their contexts. We also designed some domain specific rules to 
improve the boundary prediction by excluding irrelevant words such as main in the 
term main growth habits. As a result, the precision rate increased by 14 points to 
reach 95%. The total number of positive terms decreased from 245 to 212. Most of 
the 33 removed terms were not classified as negative, but merged with other terms as 
a result of the boundary correction (main growth habits and growth habits were 
counted as one instead of two in the previous setting). 

These preliminary experiments are very promising yielding a precision rate of 95% 
in the prediction of traits and phenotypes for wheat selection. The reference manual 
annotations once consolidated will allow measuring the recall and F1.  
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5 The AlvisIR WheatMarker Bibliographical Search Engine  

The semantic search engine AlvisIR WheatMarker indexes the document collection of 
2,097 scientific papers about the linkage between molecular markers and genes that 
will be used for information extraction. The search engine index includes all entities 
defined in the knowledge model. The trait and phenotype index was built with the 
WheatPhenotype ontology, which means that query terms may contain high-level 
concepts of the ontology that will be searched together with all specializations and 
synonyms.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Interface of the semantic search engine AlvisIR WheatMarker 

Figure 4 shows the results of the query (resistance to a fungal pathogen) sr2 that 
aims at retrieving papers about sr2 involvement in any resistance to fungal pathogens. 
The snippets (short extracts) of the 46 relevant documents are displayed below the 
query. The relevant terms are highlighted in the same colors as the query terms, sr2 
gene in green, resistance to fungal pathogen in red. With its semantic capabilities, 
AlvisIR retrieves many different fungal pathogen resistances such as stem rust 
resistance as highlighted in the three first snippets. The left panel displays the facets, 
the most frequent index values in the answer set. The query can be refined by the 
selection of a facet. AlvisIR WheatMarker semantic search engine is publically 
available3. The current version of the search engine does not index the relations for 
which the information extraction methods are under development. 

Once the marker information will be fully extracted, it will be indexed by the 
AlvisIR WheatMarker search engine. It will also be integrated in a public database 
interconnected with all relevant genetic information, physical map, the 4000 known 
markers and the available wheat chromosome sequences [16,17,18]. It is worth to 

                                                           
3 http://bibliome.jouy.inra.fr/test/alvisir/FSOV/ 
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note that ToMap not only extract phenotypes and traits from the papers but also 
normalize them with respect to the WheatPhenotype Ontology, enabling 
heterogeneous data integration. 

6 Conclusion  

The extraction of the available information on molecular marker published in 
scientific papers is a key issue for marker-assisted selection. It is particularly critical 
for wheat breeders that do not have access to this information in structured databases. 
We proposed a knowledge model that formalizes the knowledge needs in the form of 
an entity-relation schema. Our annotation framework involving a team of 13 breeders 
produces reference examples for training supervised machine learning methods and 
for the evaluation of prediction results. We proposed two methods based on linguistic 
analysis for the recognition of entities denoted by proper names and terms. The results 
evaluated on reference data yielded very encouraging results. The lack of structured 
vocabulary for extracting and normalizing phenotypes and traits led us to build the 
WheatPhenotype ontology. The prediction results and the WheatPhenotype ontology 
are used by the semantic search engine AlvisIRWheatMarker that index the full-text of 
the major papers of the domain. In the future, once consolidated, the reference wheat 
marker corpus will be made available to the community. It will be used for the 
training of the relation extraction methods. The overall approach will be then applied 
to other plants of agronomic interest, such as maize. 
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Abstract. Sources like thesauri or taxonomies are already used as in-
put in ontology development process. Some of them are also published
on the LOD using the SKOS format. Reusing this type of sources to
build an ontology is not an easy task. The ontology developer has to face
different syntax and different modelling goals. We propose in this paper
a new methodology to transform several non-ontological sources into a
single ontology. We take into account: the redundancy of the knowledge
extracted from sources in order to discover the consensual knowledge
and Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) to guide the transformation pro-
cess. We have evaluated our methodology by creating an ontology on
wheat taxonomy from three sources: Agrovoc thesaurus, TaxRef taxon-
omy, NCBI taxonomy.

Keywords: Ontology Development, Ontology Design Pattern,
Non-Ontological Sources, SKOS, Trust, Agriculture.

1 Introduction

The French Ministry of Agriculture has launched the Ecophyto plan 1 in order to
reduce drastically pesticide use. Ecophyto includes several monitoring systems of
agricultural practices. One of those is based on alert bulletins that inform farmers
of pest attacks on crops. Thus, farmers adapt their crop treatements based on
these alerts. These bulletins are called “Bulletin de Santé du Végétal” (BSV)
2. In order to follow the evolution of pest attacks over several decades, these
bulletins need to be gathered, analysed and annotated. The first step to help
the annotating process is to build a reference source on any organism that could
appear in the fields (crop plant, crop auxiliary, crop aggressor). This reference
source is stored as Knowledge Base (KB) in OWL format 3.

1 http://agriculture.gouv.fr/ecophyto
2 http://agriculture.gouv.fr/ecophyto-BSV
3 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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In agriculture, many data are available in various electronic formats about
crops: thesauri, databases... The next challenge is to make these data available
to all stakeholders (farmers, agronomist researchers) so that they can use the
data in decision support and analysis tools. Linked Open Data (LOD) is an
opportunity to accelerate the sharing of data. Thus we want to publish on the
LOD the annotations of alert bulletins.

In this paper we describe a method to build a Knowledge Base (an ontology
populated with individuals) from various sources. Unfortunately, we cannot trust
all the extracted knowledge with the same confidence, because some errors ap-
pear in some sources [17]. Thus we propose a new method based on redundancy
and trust scores to filter trustable knowledge.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a state of the art about
ontology engineering and trust. Then our proposition is explained in section 3.
Some experiments are presented and discussed in section 4. We conclude and
present our future works in section 5.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Reusing Non-Ontological Sources

Most part of ontology engineering methods use non-ontological sources during
knowledge extraction processes. We can cite for example the MethOntology [7],
the method [20] of the Neon methodology [18] or the SMOL methodology [9].
In our work we focus only on ontology engineering methods using Knowledge
Organisation System (KOS) like thesauri, taxonomies and classification schemes
because they are the most current to describe and classify organisms. Many
knowledge organisation systems share a similar structure, and are used in similar
applications. KOS can be defined as a hierarchical organisation of normalised
terms used to classify any real entities. Some of the KOS are available on the
LOD using the Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) 4 format. The
figure 1 presents a SKOS example which comes from the Agrovoc thesaurus. We
studied ten methods able to create a knowledge base in OWL format using KOS
[1]. These methods can be classified as manual, semi-automatic or automatic.

manual The more recent methods [14] [3] and [13] are manual methods. This
can be explained by the difficulties to translate a KOS conceptual struc-
ture into a knowledge base, due to the fact that the semantics of the KOS
structure do not imply any logical formalisation. Thus the KOS conceptual
structure is ambiguous for a logical point of view. For example, the figure 1
contains two hierarchies using the skos : broader links. The left one de-
fines different kinds of taxa (kingdom and phylum). The right one defines a
taxonomy about plant organisms.

automatic In methods proposing some automatic processes, some of them fol-
lows the same strategy. They generate an owl : class for each normalised

4 http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-skos-reference-20090818/

http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-skos-reference-20090818/
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term. Each hierarchical relation is transformed into an owl : subClassOf re-
lation. In this category we can cite [21,11,20,10,4]. The figure 2 illustrates the
automatic transformation of the Agrovoc example of figure 1. Let us point
out that some of the owl : subClassOf relationships are false: A Phylum
taxon is not a Kingdom one. To overcome this drawback, [20,11] includes a
disambiguation process to validate the owl : subClassOf relationship.

semi automatic Others proposed to associate a specific owl : object property
that can be the owl : subClassOf one with the hierarchical relation of the
KOS [17,19].

Fig. 1. example of agrovoc in SKOS for-
mat

Fig. 2. Automatic transformation of
agrovoc example

All these methods show that the KOS transformation should be guided in
order to build a valuable knowledge base. Thus we decided to reuse Ontology
Design Patterns [8] to guide the transformation of a KOS. An Ontology Design
Pattern (ODP) is defined as a modelling solution to a recurrent ontology design
problem [8]. ODPs are normally generated by experienced ontology engineers,
who submit them to online repositories5. These patterns are evaluated by the
Ontology Engineering community and generally accepted as good practices.

2.2 Ontological Object Trust

Extracting ontological objects from various non-ontological sources with differ-
ent qualities requires a consideration of trust on these objects. Several trust
definitions in computer science and semantic web are presented in [2]. The one
which corresponds the most to our purpose is:

“Trust of a party A to a party B for a service X is the measurable belief of A
in that B behaves dependable for a specified period within a specified context
(in relation to service X).”

5 For instance, the repository at http://ontologydesignpatterns.org

http://ontologydesignpatterns.org
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Consider A as the user who wants to create a knowledge base, B as a source
and X the extraction process. In this definition, trust is about a source B,
with the extraction process X , which generates ontological objects with a trust
score associated. This definition is very suitable for our purpose because they
consider that a trust score is specific for a period, a context and a service. This
corresponds to the fact that the trust on a source is variable depending on the
objective of the project, the time and the source itself.

Using multiple sources to extract ontological objects leads to an aggregation of
trust scores: Finding the same ontological object in several sources will increase
the trust score of this object. As shown on [5] the aggregation of trust scores is
more effective than classic approaches.

2.3 Synthesis

The method we propose can be seen as the combination of two Neon ontology
engineering methods [18]: the one based on ODP [15] and the one based on non-
ontological source transformations with NOR2O [20]. Note that in the SMOL
methodology, the authors include a “knowledge structure construction” method
in order to reorganise and harmonise the conceptual structures inherited from
different sources. Moreover the Hepp method [11] includes an ODP to transform
the KOS, because for 2 terms linked by a hierarchical relation, 4 owl : classes
and 3 owl : subClasOf properties are build. Our method can be seen as a
generalisation of [11] where different ODPs can be used depending of the domain
of the ontology.

Moreover we take in consideration the consensus about each ontological ob-
ject, to determine if we want to keep it or not. To do so, we use a trust score
computed between all the sources used to extract ontological objects. As fas as
we know, there is no ontology engineering method ables to transform KOS using
consensus and ODPs. About consensus, we have to define a function to compute
trust score and a way to aggregate them.

3 Our General Approach

Due to its completeness we selected the Neon methodology to build a KB. Neon
proposes a set of nine methods for collaboratively building ontologies. Our on-
tology engineering method consists of adapting and merging two Neon methods.

Our method is composed of three processes detailled in next sections:

1 - Source analysing: During this process, the domain expert and the ontolo-
gist work together to select the most appropriate sources to build their KB.
They inspect each source to evaluate its coverage and to have a broad idea
if the source can be transformed to an KB or not.

2 - Source Transformation This process transforms each source into an KB
in OWL format. It is based on Neon methods.
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3 - KBs Merging This process builds the final KB based on all KBs extracted
from sources. As far as we known, this process is not proposed in any ontol-
ogy engineering method. Usually ontology engineering method uses several
sources separately in order to enrich the KB in a incremental way. The merg-
ing process uses several KBs at the same time in order to extract consensual
knowledge.

3.1 Source Transformation

The figure 3 present our “source transformation” process, which contains several
other processes. The “module construction” is the Neon scenario 7 [8]. The
scenario 7 proposes to build a module re-using Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs)
and competency questions. We fully apply this method to build modules. The
module is built once and is used for all the “source automatic transformation”
processes. The “syntactic transformation” is an adaptation of the Neon scenario
2 [20]. The scenario 2 proposes to build a KB reusing non ontological source. We
adapt this method to enrich modules previously build by scenario 7.

Fig. 3. Source transformation process

Module Construction. The current best practice to create an ontology is to
reuse ODPs. We follow the method [8] in order to generate modules. An example
of one of our modules is Agronomic Taxon [16] (c.f. appendix 6.1) which has been
manually built for a specific task (representing organism scientific name using
taxonomy). The module is composed of owl : Classes and defines the set of
owl : Properties that may exist between them. It re-uses some ODPs coming
from Neon project and two vocabularies already published on the LOD [16].

The Agronomic Taxon module models living organism taxonomy. All the
taxon types wanted in our knowledge base are defined in the module as owl :
class, child of the neon : Taxon class. For example we only focus on the
seven most known taxon types: kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus
and species. The next process will use the sources to enrich automatically this
module. The final KB should contains several taxa, individuals of the class
neon : Taxon that are used to describe organisms appearing in fields.
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Source Automatic Transformation. As generally each non-ontological source
follows some modelling principles and is implemented in a specific format. For
example Agrovoc follows the modelling principles of multilingual thesaurus and
is available in the SKOS format. The [20] [17] methods proposes transformation
using patterns. The [20] method takes in account the modelling and implemen-
tation choices and applies the same transformation pattern on the source. The
[17] method takes in account that the modelling choices may change over the
same source and that the same pattern can not be applied on the whole source.
We will take advantage on these two methods and apply transformation based
on pattern.

As shown in Figure 3, we extract first from the source, the parts that seem
to follow the same modelling principles and that meet our requirements. The
previous “source analysing” process has defined that these parts exist in the
source. Secondly we apply a syntactic transformation using [20] method and tools
in order to have a file following the OWL syntax. The “knowledge engineering”
activity produces a new owl file which is an enrichment of the module that is to
say a KB. To do so, the module is mapped to the first owl file. The output is a
set of mappings. Then the module is expanded using the owl file and following
new pattern that re-engineered the owl file. Thus the new OWL axioms are
compatibles with the module.

For example, if Agrovocwas selected during the “source analyzing”process.The
experts decide that it is a good source to build a KB about plant taxonomy. They
decide to work on the SKOS file of the Agrovoc thesaurus. Based on the module
Agronomic Taxon, we will illustrate the “source automatic transformation” pro-
cess. First we extract fromAgrovoc all the data related to plant taxonomy (see fig-
ure 1), that is to say all the skos : conceptsunder Taxa and under Plantae.Thenwe
apply a transformation pattern based on thesaurus and SKOS format as presented
in the section 2. We obtain an owl file like the figure 2. We first mapped manu-
ally the owl file to Agronomic Taxon module. The owl : classes neon : Taxon,
neon : Kingdom, neon : Phylum, and so one are mapped to owl : class of
Agrovoc file. Now we apply a re-engineering pattern (c.f. the appendix 6.3). This
algorithm creates a new individual for each class representing a plant taxon. Using
thehasTaxonomicLevel link ofAgrovoc the individual is typedby the correspond-
ing rank type (Kingdom, Phylum and so one). Then the hierarchy between taxa
is depicted using the neon : hasHigherRank property of the Agronomic Taxon
module. At the end of the re-engineered pattern the sourceKB contain the module
plus new individuals as proposed in figure 4.

3.2 KBs Merging

The figure 5 shows that the merging of KBs previously built, named Source
KB, is composed of three activities:

Mapping: this activity computes Alignments between all the Source KBs.
Mapping activity identifies similar ontological objects contained in distinct
Source KBs.
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Fig. 4. Enrichment of Agronomic Taxon
module using Agrovoc Fig. 5. KB Engineering process

Trust computation: This activity identifies candidates and computes their
trust score. A candidate contains a set of ontological objects that are found
similar by the mapping activity.

Filtering: This activity filters candidates according to their trust score and
add them in the final KB.

(1) Mapping Aligning KB1 and KB2 consists in computing all the mappings
between objects of KB1 and objects of KB2. This is a large research area [6]
and a lot of methods have been proposed and implemented in tools. We choose
to use LogMap [12] because it can map any ontological objects, it obtains good
results in OAEI Challenge6 and its source code is available online7 Let us define
a mapping m as a triplet < ei, ej, sij > such as:

ei ∈ KBi: is an ontological object belonging to KBi ,
ej ∈ KBj: is another ontological object belonging to KBj (KBj 	= KBi),
sij: is the similarity degree between ei and ej .

We define a function called degree(ei, ej) from KBi × KBj to [0, 1]. Where
sij = degree(ei, ej) is the similarity score between ei and ej given by the mapping
tool and 0 if there is no mapping.

(2) Trust Computation Due to space limitation of the article, we present
two kinds of candidate, but more candidate types are taken in account in our
method.

Individual Candidate (ic): Individuals are instances of classes. We define
an individual candidate ic as a set of mappings that share common individ-
uals. Each individual, belonging to a candidate, should belong to a distinct
knowledge base.

6 Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative -
http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2013/

7 https://code.google.com/p/logmap-matcher/.

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2013/
https://code.google.com/p/logmap-matcher/
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Relation Candidate (rc): the instances of property that links two individual
candidates. We define a relation candidate rc as a pair of individual candi-
dates, such as there exist some instance of the same properties that link
components of individual candidates.

We define dim(c) as the number of KBs involved in a candidate c.
Let consider the example in Figure 6 with three knowledge bases KB1, KB2

and KB3. KB1 and KB3 contains two individuals ai, bi linked by the same
property p. The dash line represent mapping between individuals. There are two
individual candidates ic1 and ic2 and one relation candidate rc1.

Fig. 6. Example of candidates

ic1 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[< a1, a2, s12 >,< a2, a3, s23 >,
< a1, a3, s13 >]

a1 ∈ KB1, a2 ∈ KB2, a3 ∈ KB3

s12 = degree(a1, a2)

s23 = degree(a2, a3)

s13 = degree(a1, a3)

ic2 =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

[< b1, b2, s12 >,< b1, b3, s23 >]

b1 ∈ KB1, b2 ∈ KB2, b3 ∈ KB3

s12 = degree(b1, b2), s13 = degree(b1, b3)

rc1 =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

[ic1, ic2]

[p(a1, b1), p(a3, b3)]

p(a1, b1) ∈ KB1, p(a3, b3) ∈ KB3

(1)

In the example figure 6 dim(ic1) = 3, dim(ic2) = 3 and dim(rc1) = 2.
Each candidate has a trust score to define how much we can trust this can-

didate. There are several way to compute this score. In the experiments we will
test several trust functions.

4 Experiments

The goal of our experiments is to test different functions to compute the trust
score. We want to determine which function obtain the best results. To do so,
we build a use case about wheat crops. We want to build a KB describing wheat
taxonomy.

4.1 Source Analysing Process

For the project of wheat taxonomy, our experts select the following sources:

Agrovoc8: a multilingual thesaurus with more than 40,000 terms,
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TaxRef9 a french taxonomic referential with 80,000 taxa created by the
”Muséeum national d’histoire naturelle”,

NCBI Taxonomy10: a taxonomy created by the National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI) of the United States with 1,000,000 taxa.

We chose these three sources because of their complementarity. First NCBI
is the source with the most taxa. It is considered by experts to be the most
up-to-date source but this include potential errors and there are only few labels.
Alongside, Agrovoc contains labels in several languages with distinctions between
scientific labels and vernacular ones but less taxa than NCBI and with a quality
often criticized [17]. TaxRef overcomes this drawback and is considered as a
national reference in agronomic classification. But its number of taxa is limited
by the data verification process. Combining these three sources is very suitable
because we combine the taxa quantity (NCBI), with labels quantity (Agrovoc)
and the assurance of quality (TaxRef).

4.2 Source Transformation Process

We start the “source transformation” process by building a module about plant
classification (Agronomic Taxon [16], see appendix 6.1 for more details. From
each sources, we extract automatically subparts of the wheat taxonomic classi-
fication. We focus the extraction on the Triticum taxa. We create an OWL file
corresponding at the “syntactic transformation” of each source using NOR20
patterns. Then we define re-engineering patterns to extract instances of neon :
Taxon from the three different OWL files. For each individual we type them and
link them using the neon : hasHigherRank object property.

KBs Merging Process. For this process we reused LogMap tool for the map-
ping activity. Then we define several trust functions to compute trust score of
individual candidates and relation candidates. Then we apply a threshold em-
pirically fixed at 0.6 to filter candidates. Thus a candidate becomes a component
of the final KB if its trust score is above 0.6 otherwise it is rejected.

Simple Trust Function. The simple way to extract consensual ontological
objects is to determine in how many KBs the candidate appears. We consider
that a candidate is consensual if it appears in at least two KBs. Otherwise
the candidate should not belong to the final KB. We defined a function called
trustsimple to implement the simple consensus. trustsimple is defined by the
following formula :

trustsimple(c) =

{
1 if dim(c) >= 2

0 if dim(c) < 2
(2)

Degree Trust Function. We can also use the mapping degree (provided by
LogMap) to compute the trust score. We consider that a candidate with higher
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mapping degrees implies more trust. For the degree consensus implementation
there is a different formula for each kind of candidate.

The instance candidate trust function is defined by the formula:

trustdegree(ic) =

dim(ic)∑
i=1

dim(ic)∑
j=i+1

degree(ai, aj)

nbSources(nbSources−1)
2

such as(ai, aj) ∈ ic

(3)

This function sum all mapping degree involved in the candidate. We normalised
the result with the maximum number of individuals mappings possible in an
individual candidate (We have 3 KBs thus we can have at most 3 mappings in
an individual candidate). Here, nbsources is the total number of KBs involved on
the merging process.

The relation candidate trust function is defined by the formula:

trust(rc) =
dim(rc) + trust(ic1)+trust(ic2)

2

nbSources + 1

such as ic1 ∈ rc, ic2 ∈ rc

(4)

This formula takes in account the dim(rc) and the average of trust scores of
individual candidates, components of the relation candidate. We do so to simu-
late a mapping degree between object properties instances. Note that LogMap
do not match object property instances. We normalised this result with the
nbSources, which is the maximum value that dim(rc) could be, plus 1, which is
the maximum value that the average of the two ic trust score could be.

4.3 Experiment Set up

To build our Gold Standard KB in order to compare the output of the different
KBs merging process, we ask to three agronomists to validate manually the three
KBs, outputs of the “source transformation” process. We consider that an onto-
logical object is validated by the experts if at least two experts validated it and
the third one vote for the ”don’t know” option (more precision on the appendix
6.2). The baseline is composed of the union of all ontological objects validated
by the experts. Two final KBs are generating using the different trust functions
(trustsimple and trustdegree). Precision, recall and f-measure are computing to
evaluate the quality of the final KBs. The precision is the ratio between the
number of ontological objects of the final KB validated by experts and the total
number of ontological objects of the final KB. The recall is the ratio between
the number of ontological objects validated by experts which appear on the final
KB and the number of ontological objects validated by experts.

4.4 Results and Analyse

Table 1 presents our results. The column, called simple consensus, shows the
results of the “KBs merging” process using the trustsimple function. The column,
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Table 1. Results

Simple Consensus Degree Consensus

Candidate Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure

Individual 0.91 0.66 0.77 1 0.59 0.74

Relation 0.41 0.48 0.45 0.44 0.4 0.4

called degree consensus, shows the results of the “KBs merging” process using
the trustdegree function.The fist line presents the results on individual candidates
and the second line presents the results on relation candidates.

We can observe on the table 1 that the results are encouraging. All the in-
dividuals that our method is able to extract are valuable one (our individual
candidate results obtain a high precision); But our method is not yet able to ex-
tract all the valuable ontological objects. The degree consensus approach worka
little bit better than the simple consensus one. More over our approach is able
to extract more individual, than links between individuals.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this article, we propose a method to transform several KOS into a knowledge
base using Ontology Design Patterns and consensus. Our method estimate con-
sensus by computing a trust score for each ontological object extracted. We de-
termined which trust formula is the more suitable for our use case. This method
helps the validation at the end of the process because some candidates could be
validated (or rejected) automatically, by using different filtering thresholds.

We will focus our next works on the results filtering to answer to several
problems we observed. First we want to implement the same approach to extract
different type of ontological objects (labels, classes, ...). We should also improve
the extraction of links between individuals. Then we have to face the problem
of contradictions between candidates. Currently all candidates are considered
and can be accepted, even if there is a conflict. To solve such conflicts, it could
be possible to use the argumentation theory associated with the trust score to
manage the candidate selection. We want also to work on another sub-domain
than the plants taxonomy classification. We planned to work on the attacks
from bio-aggressors using the module CultivatedPlant11 with a database from
the Arvalis12.
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us to validate our results by generating the gold standard:

Franck Jabot from Irstea Clermont-Ferrand, France
Jacques Le Gouis from INRA Clermont-Ferrand, France
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6 Appendix

6.1 AgronomicTaxon

Fig. 7. AgronomicTaxon

6.2 Gold Standard

Experts Validation. To validate our approach, we asked to three domain
experts to analyse the three knowledge bases extracted automatically from the
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three sources: Agrovoc, Taxref, NCBI. The experts have to determine which
ontological objects are well represented and in the scope of the knowledge base.

An interface was implemented to let the experts validate the ontological ob-
jects. Here there was only instances of the neon : Taxon class. For each individual
four questions were asked to the expert :

1. Does the taxon belong to the domain? first we ask if the element
presented is really a taxon (an element of a taxonomy). Also we want to
know if the taxon is in the scope of the KB that is to say (Triticum or
Aegilops).

2. Do the labels designate the same entity?

There are several labels available in KB (especially in Agrovoc) but some-
times some labels are inexact, because there are not synonym or they are
not the exact translation (if the source contains multilingual labels).

3. Is the taxon more specific than “anotherTaxon” ?

When we can extract a ”hasHigherRank” relation between two taxa from
the source, we want to validate this link. So we want to know if the first
taxon is a specialisation of the second.

4. Is the rank of the taxon “aTaxonType” ?

Sometimes there is information about the rank type of the taxon in the
source. We want here to validate this extraction and define the type of the
taxon. Is it a specie, a family, a gender, ... ?

At the end of the form, there is an input field to let the expert add a comment if
the response was not obvious. We can see the validation interface on the figure 8.

Fig. 8. Validation interface
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This figure shows that for each question there are three available answer: Valid,
Not Valid or Don’t know.

The three experts have validated the owl : KBs (NCBI/Triticum,
NBCI/Aegilops, Agrovoc/Triticum, Agrovoc/Aegilops, TaxRef/Triticum,
TaxRef/Aegilops). At the end of the validation we have a list of ontological
objects validated by the experts. We can then compare them with the candidates
generated by the prototype.

Evaluation of the Consensus Intuition. To build our Gold Standard base-
line, we first have to know if an agreement is possible between experts. To do
so we computed a ratio between the number of experts and their number of
validations. We consider that there is an agreement between experts when at
least two experts validate the same ontological object and the third one select
the Don’t know option. We get a consensual ratio of 0.82. We also computed
the Fleiss Kappa score on the expert validations. Then we get the Fleiss Kappa
of 0.69. These two values show that the experts agree, most of the time, on the
validation of the ontological objects. So we can use this consensus and use the
experts validation as a gold standard to validate candidates.

6.3 Agrovoc Algorithm

Algorithm 1. Transformation Pattern : AGROVOC for AgronomicTaxon
aModule: the AgronomicTaxon module
anOwlFile: agrovoc transformed in owl using transformation pattern
aModuleClassesList: the classes of AgronomicTaxon module that are mapped to anOwlFile
(neon:Taxon, neon:Kingdom, neon:Phylum etc...)
aKB: the AgronomicTaxon module enriched by the data from agrovoc owl file
aKB ← copy (aModule);
aClassLis() ← All subClasses of Plantae in anOwlFile
while aClassList() is not empty do

aTaxonClass ← extract from(aClassList());
anIndividualTaxon ← create an Owl Individual From(aTaxonClass)
Add anIndividualTaxon in aKB
if Exist a property called hasTaxonomicLevel linking aTaxonClass in anOwlFile then

aCurrentModuleClass ← Find a class linked to aTaxonClass by the hasTaxonomicLevel
property in aModuleClassList()
Add an rdf : type property between anIndividualTaxon and aCurrentModuleClass in
aKB

else
aCurrentModuleClass ← neon : Taxon
Add an rdf : type property between anIndividualTaxon and aCurrentModuleClass in
aKB

end if
end while
anIndividualList() ← All owl : individual type of neon : Taxa in aKB
while anIndividualList() is not empty do

aTaxonIndividual ← extractFrom(anIndividualList());
aTaxonClass ← Find a class equivalent to aTaxonIndividual in anOwlFile
if Exist a class subClass of aTaxonClass in anOwlFile then

aChildClass ← Find a class subClass of aTaxonClass in anOwlFile
anotherTaxonIndividual ← Find an individual that is equivalent to aChildClass in aKB

Add a neon : hasLowerRank object property between aTaxonIndividual and
anotherTaxonIndividual in aKB

end if
end while
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Abstract. This paper describes an ontology for modeling any food pro-
cessing chain. It is intended for data and knowledge integration and
sharing. The proposed ontology (Onto-FP) is built based on four main
concepts: Product, Operation, Attribute and Observation. This ontology
is able to represent food product transformations as well as temporal se-
quence of food processes. The Onto-FP can be easy integrated to other
domains due to its consistencies with DOLCE ontology. We detail an
application in the domain of winemaking and prove that it can be easy
queried to answer questions related to data classification, food process
itineraries and incomplete data identification.

Keywords: ontology-based model, data integration, food processing,
winemaking.

1 Introduction

Researches on technological aspects in the field of food production have grown
rapidly in recent years, mainly driven by consumer demands for food products
that are safe, high quality and more sustainable [1]. The increasing complexity of
technological aspects and the accumulation of heterogeneous data from research
activities emerge new challenges related to data and knowledge organization,
particularly to answer the following objectives. Firstly, providing researchers
with a scientific tool for large scale data integration. It is important not only
for presenting data in standard format, but the more important thing is, it will
provide possibilities for further analysis by applying available knowledge [2].
Specific applications such as food traceability can only be achieved by applying
data integration. Secondly, sharing data and knowledge between various stages
of operations. Typically, data and knowledge are separated and reside on each
section of food production chain. An expert on a particular section may not know
the data and knowledge on the others. Therefore exchanging data and knowledge
helps to coordinate the independent entities and increases efficiencies by greatly
reducing redundancies [3]. Thirdly, providing feasible solution to address the
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problem of incomplete data and information. By giving proper ways to work
with incomplete data and information, it will increase the quality of the whole
result [4].

Developing methods intended for decision support with those objectives is
fairly complicated work due to the nature of data in the field of food production
chain. Despite the large amount of data collected, there are issues that require
further investigation. A first key issue is their various terms, data schemes and
formats used. Most of the data collected relate to the product characteristic,
process conditions and other influential factors which come from experiments.
Experimental data are stored and conveyed in various formats with their own
schemes, such as in simple text files, csv and excel work sheets, complex word
documents, laboratory reports, image files, etc., [5]. A second issue concerns the
heterogeneous sources of the data. In food production chain, data are scattered at
several locations and come from a variety of stages such as from the cultivation,
harvesting, transformation process, and distribution of products to consumers
[6]. These two issues are major obstacles to be resolved, especially for the purpose
of data integration and data sharing. A knowledge layer that acts as a backbone
for data and knowledge integration should be provided to overcome these issues.

Recent studies show that the ontology-based model is a flexible solution for
building that knowledge layer. Compared to the previous knowledge manage-
ment methods, ontology-based approach has more advantages in acquisition and
creation, integrating different data sources, and interoperability among different
systems [7].

In this paper, we propose a food processing chain ontology (Onto-FP) to
achieve the objectives mentioned before. This ontology focuses on transformation
processes by taking into account their key characteristics, i.e., food product
transformation, temporal factor of operations, and data organization. To our
knowledge, our proposal is the first ontology-based model describing explicitly
material transformation combined with a sequence of operations. This ontology
was initially built for specific domain, i.e., winemaking. However, with the need
to be applied to other similar food transformation process, this ontology has
been further developed to be more generic.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief state of the art on
food domain ontologies and process design; Section 3 is dedicated to the proposed
food production chain ontology that includes how the ontology building process
was carried out, detail core elements and relationships; Section 4 provides a brief
description how the Onto-FP can be integrated to an upper ontology, particularly
the Dolce ontology; Section 5 demonstrates some practical uses of the proposed
ontology in the domain of winemaking; Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are
drawn and further works are outlined.
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2 Related Works

2.1 Food Ontology

The need for ontologies has increased in food sectors due to the need of knowl-
edge expression and sharing. Some works described the food world from a general
point of view such as FOODS [8], which contains specifications of food ingredi-
ents, substances and nutrition facts. Contrary, the others developed ontologies
for very specific food commodities, e.g., wine classification [9], potato [6], and
fish production [10]. Another part of the food domain that recently attracts the
attention of researchers is ontologies for food traceability. It is driven by a grow-
ing interest in developing systems for food supply chain. Some essential works in
this domain have been carried out, such as The Food Track and Trace Ontology
(FTTO) [11] and TraceALL [12].

The ontologies mentioned above have proven useful and can be applied to their
domain. However there are some important things that have not been presented
in those ontologies. Most of them describe the classification concepts and their
relationships in the target domains, but how food product transformations and
processes associated with the transformations as well as important factors such
as temporal aspects of operations have not been widely studied.

2.2 Ontology-Based Model for Process Design

To date, an ontology related to food transformation processes has not been
widely discussed. However, since food transformation processes are mainly de-
rived from chemical processes, related works in the domain of chemical process
design can be used to support this work.

A widely known ontology that currently become reference in the domain of
chemical engineering is OntoCAPE [13]. It is a formal, heavyweight ontology. In
this ontology, the design, construction, and operations of chemical plants are con-
sidered as the major engineering activities. Furthermore, OntoCAPE provides
chemical engineering concepts needed for describing structural and phenomeno-
logical details of the chemical process. Based on this ontology, a framework for
work process modeling in the chemical industries has been developed [14]. This
framework comprises an iterative modeling procedure, an extensible modeling
language for work processes (including temporal aspects of chemical operations),
and software tools for its practical application.

3 Proposed Model

Food production chain is a complex system with many variations. Therefore,
building an ontology that can be used to represent different food production
chain is a challenging task. The ontology should be fairly generic to be easy to
use. However, that ontology should also provide flexibility for different varieties
of food production chain.
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3.1 Ontology Building Process

To date, several methodologies related to the ontology development and mainte-
nance have been proposed in the literature. [15] have discussed comprehensively
about the three most well known generic methodologies, i.e., TOVE (Toronto
Virtual Enterprise), Enterprise and Methontology. In the domain of agriculture,
[7] proposed a general method for the construction of agricultural ontology. The
main stages of this method are determination of ontology purpose and scope,
collection and analysis of domain information, key concepts and relationships
identification, formalization, confirmation an evolution, and ontology evolution.

Based on this development approach, the ontology building process of Onto-
FP has been done by a series of activities : (1) Defining ontology purpose and
scope through meetings with experts; (2) Knowledge acquisition by using various
techniques, such as brainstorming, interviewing with experts in the domain of
food processing, literature searching, etc; (3) Conceptualization by accurately
selected domain relevant concepts and relations according to the purpose; (4)
Formalization by using ontology language and semantic web technology (RDF,
RDFS, OWL DL, etc); (5) Confirmation and evaluation of ontology by using an
automatic reasoning tool provided by an ontology development tool (Protege)
in order to check its correctness and logical relationships between concepts.

3.2 Ontology Core Elements

Onto-FP is purposed mainly for providing researchers a framework for construct-
ing their knowledge in semantic way. The domain is specified into food process-
ing, where raw materials are processed into final products. It covers the wide
range of activities, started from harvesting, preparation, intermediate processes
and final processes.

Main Concepts. Four main classes have been defined to represent general
food transformation process, i.e., Product, Operation, Attribute and Observation.
Figure 1 shows the complete hierarchy of these classes. A short description for
each class is provided in the following paragraphs.

– Product
Product class represents an abstract model of the different types of food
products. The product taxonomy used in the Product class is based on the
product transformation stages. Thus, as shown in Figure 1, the second level
of this class comprises HarvestingProduct that represents raw material enter-
ing particular food transformation process, IntermediateProduct represents
semi or unfinished products, FinishedProduct is an abstract model of final
products and ServiceProduct models all materials or products that are used
by operations to transforms raw material or intermediate product during
process flow.
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Fig. 1. Food processing domain hierarchy

– Operation
Operation is class that conceptualizes the knowledge related to the process
activities. The second level of this class corresponds to the general classifica-
tion of operations including physical, chemical and biological operations (see
Figure 1). The third level represents more specific operations widely known
in the domain of food processing, such as fermentation, separation, mixing,
maceration, crushing, etc. This level can be added depending on the needs
of selected domain.

– Attribute
Attribute class models all the characteristics of product or operation. The aim
of this class is to store information about all features or qualities belonging
to Product or Operation class. ProductAttribute is a class that represents all
attributes of Product while OperationAttribute is used to model Operation’s
attributes. For the purpose of generality, more specific attributes are defined
as an instance of ProductAttribute orOperationAttribute rather than as a new
class. For instance, volatile acidity as an attribute of finishedwine is declared as
an individual, not as a sub-class of ProductAttribute. By using this approach,
this ontology becomes more stable and flexible enough to cope with the rapid
changes on qualities used in product and operation, which commonly happen
due to new innovations on sensors and observation methods.

– Observation
The class of Observation is a conceptualization of an abstract model of ac-
tivity where an instance of Attribute class is measured. Observation can
be a single observation (SingleObservation class) that means one time only
measurement or a set of observation (SetObservation class) where multiple
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measurement to the particular attribute of product or operation are needed
(see also in Figure 3). An instance of SetObservation will always have at
least two SingleObservation instances. The class of SetObservation is very
important to model a series of observations, such as fermentation tempera-
ture that is commonly measured not only once but several times in a given
operation.

General Relations between Elements. Generally, relations among core el-
ements can be grouped into four categories, relations between : (i) two or more
products, (ii) products and operations, (iii) two or more operations and (iv)
relations related to data observations. Figure 2 shows the first three general
relations, while Figure 3 shows relationships between Observation, Product, Op-
eration and Attribute.

comesFrom

hasVariety

hasOutput

hasInput
hasAttribute

hasAttribute

hasObervedAttribute

hasObservedObject hasObservedObject

temporal
relations

precedes

Product

Plot/farm

Variety

Attribute

Observation

Operation

Fig. 2. General relationships between elements

– Product transformation
Product transformation is one of the key elements in food production. Raw
materials are processed into intermediate products to subsequently be fur-
ther processed into the finished products. In the domain of food processing,
raw materials are crops that are harvested from farm. These products can be
in different varieties. In most cases, varieties will determine what kind of op-
erations that should be considered and what type of final products that may
be produced. Therefore, the concept of variety is important (see Figure 2).
There are two relations proposed concerning product transformation, i.e.,
product to product and product to operation relationships. The first relation
aims to list all existing products and arrange them according to a particular
sequence in a food transformation chain. Here, a transitive object property
called precedes and its inverse succeeds is used to model this relation. The
second relationship is inspired by the basic theory of material balances, where
there are links between products as input, operations as processor, and other
products as output. The object properties of hasInput and hasOutput are
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used to model this condition (see Figure 2). By using this representation,
product changes due to a particular operation can always be identified.

– Temporal relations of operations
Temporal factors are important issues in food transformation processes.
They become important considerations because they will affect the attributes
of the raw materials, semi-finished products, as well as the final products.
Representing temporal factors or dynamic aspects of a particular domain
such as food transformation will help researchers or related actors to deal
with problems of prediction, planning and data explanation [16]. Temporal
relations also can be used to check the consistencies of the set of operations.
Semantic temporal relations between operations can be described by the On-
tology of Time for the Semantic Web proposed in [17]. This ontology relies on
the interval representation of time developed by Allen [16]. Furthermore, this
ontology has been refined and listed as W3C Working Draft since September
2006. According to this ontology, there are two subclass of TemporalEntity,
i.e., Instant and Interval. ”Intervals are, intuitively, things with extent and
instants are, intuitively, point-like in that they have no interior points” [17].
Using this definition, it can be stated that Operation class is a subclass
of Interval. Thus it will inherit the two important properties of Interval,
i.e., hasBeginning and hasEnd. It can be also inferred that operations can
use object properties of interval to represent semantic relation between op-
erations. Table 1 shows all possible relations between two operations and
corresponding examples.

Table 1. Temporal relations between operations

Relations Inverse Notation Examples from winemaking

Before(A,B) After(B,A) A < B ; B > A Crushing occurs after destem-
ming

Meets(A,B) MetBy(B,A) A m B ; B mi A Draining is started immediately
after maceration

Overlaps(A,B) OverlappedBy(B,A) A o B : B oi A Malolactic fermentation can be
started before alcoholic fermen-
tation is finished

Starts(A,B) StartedBy(B,A) A s B ; B si A Maceration is started when al-
coholic fermentation started

Finishes(A,B) FinishedBy(B,A) A f B ; B fi A Sulfitation finished malolactic
fermentation

During(A,B) Contains(B,A) A d B ; B di A Alcoholic fermentation occurs
during maceration

Equal(A,B) A = B ; B = A Extraction of ethanol is started
and finished at the same time as
alcoholic fermentation

– Flexible data organization using attribute and observation
Recording chronological changes in the products and operations during the
process flow is very important. For the specific application of food traceabil-
ity, data and information regarding product transformation are main sources
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for identifying potential causes if some problems arise. Therefore, data must
be organized in such a way that represents the actual condition of the product
or operation that has observed. Here, we proposed a simple approach based
on natural relationships that occur between Product/Operation, Attribute,
and Observation. Figure 3 shows how this approach is represented.

Operation

Product

Attribute Observation

ProductAttribute

OperationAttribute

UnitofMeasurement

SetOfObservation

SingleObservation

hasAttribute

hasAttribute

subClassOf

subClassOf

subClassOf

subClassOfhasObservedObject

hasObervedAttribute

memberOf

hasUnitOfMeasurement

hasObservedObject

Value

Value

hasObservationDate

Value
Value

Value

hasObservationValue

hasExpertJudgement

hasEstimationValue

hasReferenceValue

Fig. 3. Data organization using Product/Operation Attribute and Observation

The Observation class plays an important role to represent the attribute mea-
surement process. An instance of single observation has always relations with
an instance of product or operation through the object property of hasObserve-
dObject as well as with an instance of product/operation’s attribute using ha-
sObservedAttribute object property. It is a natural representationwhere an ob-
servation is done on a particular attribute belonging to a given object (product
or operation) at a specific time. Another important thing regarding observa-
tion is how various data types have to be represented. For a single observa-
tion result, data can be quantitative values provided by a sensor or based on
estimation, or qualitative values based on expert judgments. Thus, as seen on
Figure 3, object properties such as hasObservationValue, hasEstimationValue,
and hasExpertJudgment are added to the single observation class.

4 Integration into an Upper Ontology

The Onto-FP was built initially for a specific domain (i.e., winemaking ontology).
From the development perspective, it can be stated that it follows a bottom-up
approach where the process started by defining the most specific concepts in the
domain of winemaking. This approach results an ontology which is in accordance
with the specific conditions of the domain being modeled. However, there is a
possibility that this ontology will be difficult to be modified and integrated
with ontologies developed for other domains [18]. Therefore, for the purpose
of information and knowledge integration, it is necessary to do an analysis to
show that the core concepts of the Onto-FP are consistent with an upper level
ontology.
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4.1 Upper Level Ontology

Upper level ontology can be defined as an ontology that contains very general
concepts and relations from which more specific concepts and relations can be
constructed [19]. This definition implicitly states that if a generalization is per-
formed in ontologies from different domains, at some point there are the same
concepts and relations across all domains. Some widely known upper ontologies
are: Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO), Basic Formal Ontology (BFO),
General Formal Ontology (GFO) and DOLCE [19].

This paper used DOLCE, a widely recognized and used upper level ontology,
as reference. According to its authors, DOLCE is declared as an ontology of
particulars, where particulars refer to instances which differs to universals that
point to properties and relations [20]. The top-level categories of DOLCE and
their relations are presented in Figure 4. According to this figure, there are
four main classes of DOLCE, i.e., Endurant, Perdurant, Quality and Abstract.
Endurants can be seen as ”entities that are wholly present at any time they are
present” while perdurants are ”entities that happen in time” [20]. Qualities are
the basic entities that can be observed or measured [20]. Abstract class refers
to entities that do not have spatial nor temporal qualities, and they are not
qualities themselves [20].

Temporal-quality Abstract-qualityPhysical-quality

Quality

ParticularPerdurant

Endurant

Abstract

Event

Stative

Process

State

Achievement

Accomplishment

Arbitrary-sum Physical-endurant
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Non-physical-endurant

Amount-of-matter Physical-object Non-physical-object

Region

Set

Proportion

Physical-region

Abstract-region

Temporal-region

Quality-space

Quale

inherent_in

q_location

participant

inherent_in

Fig. 4. Dolce main concepts

4.2 Structuring Onto-FP to the DOLCE Ontology

Structuring Onto-FP to DOLCE ontology consists of assignment of core con-
cepts from the Onto-FP to the categories provided by DOLCE. The following
paragraphs describe briefly relations between those concepts.
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– Product

Product is a concept used to model all types of materials. This definition
clearly expresses that Product is a physical entity. According to the defini-
tions of DOLCE main concepts, Product can be categorized as an Endurant.
More precisely, Product is a subclass of Physical-object (see Figure 4).

– Operation

Operation is a concept that represents process activities. It is an action that
just extends in time by gathering different temporal parts. Every instance of
Operation always has temporal parts, e.g. starting time, duration, end time,
etc. From the DOLCE’s point of view, this concept lies clearly under the
Perdurant concept. Operation is close to the DOLCE’s concept of Process
which is a sub-subclass of Perdurant (see Figure 4). Another important thing
here is the relation between endurants and perdurants called participant or
participation-in as its inverse. This relation means that an endurant exists in
time by participating in a perdurant [20]. This generic relation is comparable
to the relations defined in Onto-FP, i.e., hasInput (inverse: isInputOf ) and
hasOutput (inverse: isOutputOf ). An instance of Product exists by partici-
pating as an input (or output) of an instance of Operation. Thus hasInput
and hasOutput can be declared as a specialization of participation-in rela-
tionship.

– Attribute

As defined before, Attribute is a class that models all the characteristics of
Product or Operation. Using this definition, it can be directly revealed that
Attribute is close to the DOLCE concept of Quality due to their similarity of
meaning. Both of them are entities that can be observed. More precisely, At-
tribute could be considered as a subclass of Quality. In Onto-FP, Attribute is
intended to represent physical qualities of Product or Operation. Therefore,
the concept of Attribute is equal to the DOLCE concept of Physical-qualities.
Additionally, from Figure 4, it can be seen that there is a relation between
Quality and Endurant or Perdurant named inherent-in. This relation is iden-
tical to the relation of hasAttribute that link between Attribute and Product
or Operation in Onto-FP (see Figure 3).

– Observation

Observation is a conceptualization of an activity where data or information
from an instance of Attribute class is captured. Like Operation, Observation
is an action that also has temporal parts. Therefore, it can be stated that
Observation is a Perdurant.

5 Practical Use

In this section, three examples of the practical uses of this ontology will be pre-
sented. These three examples have been selected to represent common conditions
found in winemaking. For the testing purposes, the Onto-FP has been populated
using winemaking data collected from the Unite Expérimentale de Pech Rouge,
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France from 2005 to 2008. These data contain observation results from the dif-
ferent stages of winemaking and are stored in more than 580 Microsoft Excel
files.

5.1 Identifying Red Winemaking Data from the Other Types

The Unite Expérimentale de Pech Rouge, France produces different kind of wines.
According to their color, it can be classified into red, white and rosé. The data
observed from these three types of winemaking are stored together in the same
file with similar scheme. Consequently, it is not easy to classify whether partic-
ular sets of data belong to red, white or rosé winemaking. Some guidance from
experts are needed to check and verify them manually. Thus, it will take quite a
lot of time to do this classification when the number of data increases. By using
the ontology of food transformation process, this process can be done instantly
by querying the data using specific criteria.

Lets take an example here. Suppose we want to select all sets of red winemak-
ing data. The colors of wine are determined by the variety of grapes used and/or
the processes used to make the wine. According to the experts, the easiest way to
distinguish red winemaking to the other types is by checking the existence of re-
montage operation during alcoholic fermentation. Rémontage is the French term
for the process of pulling out wine from underneath the cap of grape skins and
then pumping it back over the cap in order to stimulate maceration. Therefore,
the existence of a rémontage operation can be used as a criterion to filter related
red winemaking data. The following lines is an example of SPARQL query for
identifying red winemaking datasets.

Query 1.

SELECT * WHERE {

?WmDataset rdf:type own:Winemaking .

?WmDataset own:hasPart ?macName .

?macName rdf:type own:Maceration

OPTIONAL {?remName own:during ?macName .

?remName rdf:type own:Remontage }

}

Query 1 shows simple SPARQL query using OPTIONAL statement to check if
an instance of Rémontage (remName) exists during maceration operation (mac-
Name). If it is present then the instance name of rémontage will be displayed and
the corresponding winemaking dataset (wmDataset) can be determined belongs
to the red winemaking group. Figure 5 shows the result of this query.

5.2 Backward Tracking to Find Winemaking Itineraries by Given
Wine Color Parameters

Color is one of the important characteristics of wines and probably the first at-
tribute that affects consumer acceptance. The color of wines can be estimated
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Fig. 5. Query results show the first four rows are winemaking datasets

by investigating their chemical composition which are related to color, such as
anthocyanins, total phenolics and tannin. For researchers, the colors of wines are
useful to find the relationships between wine color attributes and various fac-
tors such as grape varieties, selected processes, treatment during these processes,
temporal factors, and other interesting studies. To describe these relationships,
the first thing that should be known is the winemaking itineraries, which com-
prise all related products and operations to produce particular wines. Certain
wines may be produced by using a single straight process flow, but the others
may need the combined process flows. By using these itineraries, it will help re-
searches for describing comprehensively all potential factors that affect to wine
color attributes. This ontology provides mechanisms to do backward tracking by
using transitive object properties mentioned before (precedes, succeeds, hasIn-
put, hasOutput and temporal relations between operations). Query 2 shows an
example how one of these object properties is used to find all previous operations.

Query 2.

SELECT ?pa ?c WHERE {

?s own:hasObservedObject ?o .

?s own:hasObservedAttribute own:Anthocyanins .

?s own:hasObservationValue ?v .

?p own:hasOutput ?o .

?p own:after+ ?pa .

?pa rdf:type ?c

FILTER (?v = 479.22)

}

Here, we want to find all operations that are used to produce a wine that
has anthocyanins value of 479.22. The after temporal relation is used to find
previous operation. Because it is a transitive object property, thus we can use
one of SPARQL Property Path expressions, i.e., by adding operator ”+”. This
operator allows to find a path of one or more occurrences of after object property.
Figure 6 shows the result of this query.

5.3 Identifying Incomplete Data

Winemaking data contains large amounts of data collected from different sources.
One of the conditions that normally occur on such data is that some parts of
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Fig. 6. Set of operations for producing a particular wine with anthocyanins = 479.22

them are lost or unavailable [21]. These incomplete data will affect data anal-
ysis methods and the conclusions that can be drawn. Therefore, dealing with
incomplete data is an integral part of research activities.

Unlike conventional database, RDF does not provide mechanism to store null
value which is commonly used to represent incomplete data. RDF stores data
in a triplestore which is a collection of triples rather than in a set of tables.
Each triple contains flat data in the form of subject-predicate-object (S-P-O).
This form has a basic consequence that all data should be known so that the
triples can be built. According to this rule, the null value which is mostly used to
represent that the value (data) is unknown or doesn’t exist, does not fulfill the
RDF standard form. Hence, null values will be disregarded because the triples
cannot be generated. In conventional database, it is easy to query data using
null values as a keyword, even without knowing the structure of data. But, to
do that in a triplestore, it will be a bit tricky. Query 3 shows an example how
to display all observation data and identify the existence of incomplete data.

Query 3.

SELECT DISTINCT ?obs ?obj ?att ?val WHERE {

?obs rdf:type own:SingleObservation .

?obs own:hasObservedObject ?obj .

?obj rdf:type ?cob .

?obs own:hasObservedAttribute ?att .

OPTIONAL {?obs ?h ?val .

?h rdfs:subPropertyOf own:hasInformation }

}

ORDER BY desc(?obj)

Again, here the OPTIONAL statement is used to check if a triplet that con-
tains value exists (indicated by statement of ”?obs ?h ?val”). If it is present, a
complete triplet will be generated. Otherwise it will remain empty, which indi-
cates incomplete data. Figure 7 shows the result of this query. There are two
missing values found, i.e., values (val) of DO250 in the observations (obs) of
so 0012 and so 0010.
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Fig. 7. Query results for identifying incomplete data

6 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper presents an ontology-based model for food transformation process,
the Onto-FP. The ontology is intended to be a knowledge layer that can be used
by researchers for data and knowledge integration and sharing as well as for
further analysis. The Onto-FP is based on four main concepts: Product, Opera-
tion, Attribute and Observation. Beside those main concepts, the key elements
of this ontology are product transformation relationships, temporal sequence of
operations and a flexible data organization. The Onto-FP has been qualitatively
analyzed and proven to be consistent to DOLCE upper ontology, both on con-
cepts and relationships. This ontology also has been tested in some potential
uses, particularly in the domain of winemaking. It shows that this ontology can
be easily queried to answer questions related to data classification, food process
itineraries and incomplete data identification.

In the future, Onto-FP, which is general for the food domain, can be spe-
cialized and tested to different food products or even to a wider domain, i.e.,
bio-resources products. More concepts and relations in the food and related do-
mains could be added in order to improve its adaptability. This ontology could
be also completed by specific rules to represent expert knowledge in estimating
incomplete data. Another interesting future work is an analysis of food process
itineraries for two or more given characteristic of find products based on this
ontology.
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Abstract. Within the framework of the European project EcoBioCap (ECOeffi-
cient BIOdegradable Composite Advanced Packaging), aiming at conceiving the
next generation of food packagings, we introduce an argumentation-based tool
for management of conflicting viewpoints between preferences expressed by the
involved parties (food and packaging industries, health and waste management
authorities, consumers, etc.). In this paper we recall briefly the principles under-
lying the reasoning process, and we detail the main functionalities and the ar-
chitecture of the argumentation tool covering the overall reasoning steps starting
from formal representation of text arguments and ending by extraction of justified
preferences. Finally, we detail its operational functioning through a real life case
study to determine the justifiable choices between recyclable, compostable and
biodegradable packaging materials based on stakeholders’ arguments.

1 Introduction

Within the framework of the European project EcoBioCap (ECOefficient BIOdegrad-
able Composite Advanced Packaging), we have designed a Decision Support System
(called DSS) whose objective is to select packaging materials according to possibly con-
flicting requirements expressed by the involved parties (food and packaging industries,
health authorities, consumers, waste management authority, etc.). The requirements and
user preferences are modeled by several ontological rules provided by the stakeholders
expressing their viewpoints and expertise.

The DSS software is made of two parts, as depicted in Figure 1:

1. a multi-criteria flexible querying process [2] which takes as inputs desired prefer-
ences associated with packaging characteristics (permeability, shape, dimensions,
desired shelf life, ...) and retrieves from a packaging database a ranked list of the
most relevant packagings.

2. an argumentation process which aims at aggregating several stakeholders (con-
sumers, researchers, food industry, packaging industry, waste management policy,
etc.) requirements expressed as simple textual arguments, to enrich the querying
process by stakeholders’ justified preferences. Each argument supports/opposes a
choice justified by the fact that it either meets or not a requirement according to
packaging aspects (biodegradability, recyclability, transparency, ...).

S. Closs et al. (Eds.): MTSR 2014, CCIS 478, pp. 344–358, 2014.
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Fig. 1. Global insight of the DSS

Thus, our approach consists of two steps: (i) aggregating possibly conflicting pref-
erences expressed by the involved stakeholders (ii) querying a database of packagings
with the resulting aggregated preferences obtained at point (i). Indeed, packagings have
to be selected according to several aspects or criteria (permeance, interaction with the
packed food, end of life, etc.), highlighted by the expressed stakeholders’ arguments.

In this paper we detail the implementation of the argumentation system. This mod-
ule has as inputs stakeholders’ arguments supporting or opposing a packaging choice
which could be seen as preferences combined with their justifications, and returns con-
sensual preferences which may be candidates to enrich the bipolar querying system.
From the argumentation-based software standpoint, based on the recent survey of [8]
and the web site http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/argument mapping/, argumentation
tools could be divided into the two following categories:

– Software for argument expression and modeling. These software such as Araucaria
[6], Argunet [7] and DebateGraph (www.debategraph.org) allow the expression of
arguments in a text format and manually formalizing them as logical implications
made of hypothesis and conclusions. The user can after that save the arguments as
an XML file.
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– Software for extension computation (an extension is defined as a conflict-free sub-
set of arguments defending themselves against attacks computed under a consid-
ered semantics [3]) over an argumentation graph given as input, like OVA-GEN
and ArguLab.

Despite the plethora of the software available in the field of argumentation, there are
few argumentation software implementing an argumentation process from argument ex-
pression to extensions computation, while providing users with several Graphical User
Interfaces to visualize the entire process. Unlike ArgTrust [4] in which the authors con-
sidered the uncertainty underlying the sources of the knowledge used in the argumenta-
tion framework for decision making, we introduce in this paper a real world application
based on argumentation reasoning and combining a querying process, which exploits
the result of the argumentation process as justified preferences expressing consensual
solutions that meet the stakeholders needs and requirements.

Section 2 summarizes the main functionalities of the tool. Section 3 details the ar-
chitecture of the argumentation tool. Section 4 introduces a real use case for packaging
selection. Section 5 describes the implementation of the approach and Section 6 con-
cludes the paper and sums up some future work.

2 User Requirements

We detail hereinafter the main functions of the argumentation system. After discus-
sions and interviews with the project partners, we have identified some requirements
summarized in the following functionalities:

– Formalize text arguments: the argumentation system should provide users with a
user-friendly interface allowing them to express their arguments as text and then
formalizing them as concepts and rules. Here, a concept is either a concrete concept
defined over some attributes of the packaging material database for which values
(numerical, intervals or boolean) can also be specified, or an abstract concept which
is not related to any attribute in the database and only used in the reasoning process,
as illustrated in Example 1.

Example 1. The following text argument in favor of recyclable material “Recy-
clable packagings are advised since they protect the environment according to the
life cycle analysis” can be modeled by the following concepts and logical rules:
• RecyclablePack: a concrete concept corresponding to recyclable packag-

ing materials. It is defined over the boolean attribute Recyclable from the pack-
aging materials database with the value true,

• ProtectEnvPack: an abstract concept corresponding to packaging materi-
als which protect the environment,

• RecyclablePack ⇒ ProtectEnvPack is a logical rule (implication) express-
ing the fact that any recyclable packaging is a packaging which protects the
environment,

• ProtectEnvPack ⇒ AcceptedPack is a logical rule expressing the fact that
the decision of acceptance is attached to each packaging protecting the envi-
ronment.
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The system is also equipped with a function of import/export formalized arguments
from/into an XML format. So, we can load already formatted concepts and rules
directly in the system or obtain a local copy of the current project.

– Process arguments: the system should automatically compute the logical arguments
obtained from the set of concepts and rules.

Example 2 (example of a logical argument). The text argument of Example 1 is
automatically translated into a logical argument made of the following three steps
of reasoning:
• Choice C1 = RecyclablePack,
• By the rule “RecyclablePack ⇒ ProtectEnvPack” we get the conclusion:
C1 is ProtectEnvPack,

• By the rule “ProtectEnvPack ⇒ AcceptedPack” we get the final conclu-
sion: C1 is AcceptedPack.

The arguments can be gathered into pros and cons with regard to some packaging
alternative characteristics. Once logical arguments are built, the system computes
all conflicts or attacks among them and draws the corresponding argument graph.

Example 3 (example of conflict). The following argument ”recyclable packagings
are not advised since they need to provide collect and treatment facilities, which
could be very expensive” is in conflict with the argument of Example 1.

– Compute extensions: an extension is a subset of non-conflicting arguments, which
defined themselves against attacks, defined according to one semantics (admissi-
ble, preferred, grounded, stable, etc. see [3] for more details about semantics). The
current version of the system implements different kinds of semantics. The user can
compute one particular semantics or all the implemented semantics.

– Enrich the bipolar querying: based on the obtained extensions, the system extracts
the criteria leading to either the rejection or the acceptance of some packaging
types. These criteria and eventually associated values become predicates (condi-
tions) which can be used latter as contraints or wishes to enrich the bipolar query
which can be processed by the flexible querying system.

In addition to the above functions, the argumentation system must deal with interac-
tion concerns such as:

– multi-users: the system must allow a real-time discussion among stakeholders. Ev-
ery stakeholder has an account and a password. After logged in the system, a stake-
holder can browse the current project, open one of them and join the discussion by
adding or updating the expressed arguments.

– persistence: in the sense that the system saves in a database the ongoing or old
projects (concept and rules) and already expressed concepts and rules and makes
them available and accessible to the stakeholders to define quickly their own argu-
ments.

– informative: the user can access to a log describing further details about the current
state of the system including current users, complete description of logical argu-
ments and conflicts.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the argumentation system

– configurable: regarding to the amount of information the user can face during an
argumentation session, the system can be run in either expert or user mode. The
former allows to display all information about the process (argument graph, attack
graph, conflicts, extensions, etc.) and the latter limits the information to the most
relevant one (conflicts and extensions).

3 Architecture of the Argumentation System

As illustrated in Figure 2, the proposed argumentation system relies on 5 main modules,
described below.

– Argument formalization module: this module implements a user-friendly interface
for an interactive translation of text arguments into a formal representation made
of concepts and rules (claims and hypothesis). The user has just to specify the part
of the text argument corresponding to the claim and the part corresponding to the
conclusion. Each part is modeled as a concept which could be either supported or
not by the database. A graphical representation of the expressed rules is also built
as the users formalize their text arguments. The formal representation obtained is
finally saved in a database for a persistent storage allowing to reload argumentation
projects without rebuilding all the arguments and to also reuse the already formatted
rules in other projects.

– Logical arguments: this module receives as inputs the list of concepts and rules cor-
responding to text arguments. This list can be the result of the formalization module
or given by the user as an XML file. As in [11,12] and by using a derivation process,
this module builds all possible arguments according to the logical process defined
in ASPIC/ASPIC+ logic-based argumentation frameworks [1,5]. This module also
allows to export the argument list into an XML document.
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– Conflicts and attacks: this module relies on the logical arguments built by the pre-
vious module. According to the negation operator, it detects all the conflicts among
arguments and models them as attacks with respect to the definition of attacks in-
troduced in [11,12]. The output of this module is an argumentation graph made of
arguments (nodes) and attacks (edges).

– Extensions: an extension is a subset of non-conflicting (consistent) arguments which
defend themselves from attacking arguments. The computation of extensions is
made under one semantics (preferred, stable, grounded, eager, semi-stable, semi-
stable, ideal) as defined in [3]. This module allows the computation of one or all
semantics considered. We notice that theoretically we can get empty extensions
under any semantics. This situation occurs when a user expresses at least one self-
defeated argument, which is not attacked by any other argument, but attacks all the
others. This kind of arguments are called contaminating arguments [13]. The cur-
rent version of the system detects the rules leading to such arguments and discards
them before performing the process of extension computation.

– Extraction of the justified preferences: the computation of extensions delivers one
or several extensions. In the case of several extensions, the system lets the users
selecting the most suitable one according to their objectives. The selected extension
is then used to extract the preferences underlying the contained concepts. These
preferences are translated into a list of couples (attribut, value), where attribute
stands for a packaging attribute as defined in the packaging database schema of the
flexible querying system part of the DSS, and value is the preferred value expressed
for the considered attribute. More details are provided in section 5.

4 Use Case

This section details a use case employed throughout the project and in this paper for
exemplification reasons. We consider the following arguments expressed by the stake-
holders obtained by interviews and surveys.

1. Packaging materials with low environmental impact are preferred, low environmen-
tal impact corresponds to carbon footprint of value [0, 10] kg CO2,

2. Waste management authority aims at collecting at least 75% of recyclable packag-
ing,

3. Consumers are unwilling to sort packaging cause of its extra taxe,
4. Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) results are not in favor of biodegradable and com-

postable materials,
5. Consumers are in favor of biodegradable material because they help to protect the

environment,
6. Biodegradable materials could encourage people to throw their packaging in nature,

causing visual pollution,
7. Micro-perforated packaging can increase the shelf life by about 20 days,
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8. Multilayered byproduct made packagings allow a good permeance,

9. Biodegradable and compostable are expensive to product,

10. Consumers do not want pay an extra cost greater than 5% for a product packed with
biodegradable or compostable packaging,

11. Recycling creates new jobs and encouraged by the waste management local admin-
istration.

Given the different concerns expressed by the experts, we have split the above argu-
ments into several viewpoints. Focusing on a specific point of view or a concern helps
experts to concentrate and to elicit knowledge. Such restriction is explained by (i) the
huge number of arguments generated during the software testing phase, and (ii) the
need for associating the packaging attributes with the argumentation process in its early
stages. So, a viewpoint corresponds to one or several packaging attributes. In the current
version of the system, argument splitting is made manually by the users when they ex-
press their arguments. In the above list of arguments, we can distinguish the following
viewpoints:

– end of life: in this viewpoint, stakeholders (waste management authority, users,
researchers) argue between biodegradability, compostability and recyclability of
the packaging from their environmental effects. It contains arguments 1 to 6,

– shelf life: this viewpoint contains arguments 7 and 8, the choice is between multi-
layered packagings or micro-perforated packagings,

– economic: this viewpoint deals with arguments expressed on the economic concerns
such the extra cost of the final product, and the effect on employment. It contains
arguments 9 to 11.

5 Implementation of the Approach

The implementation of the approach has been done in the context of the EcoBioCap
DSS. A java GXT/GWT web interface was developed and a open version is accessible
on http://pfl.grignon.inra.fr/EcoBioCapProduction/. Hereinafter, some user interfaces
are displayed showing the obtained result in the case of the viewpoint “end of life”. The
main interface of the system is illustrated in Figure 3 which gives access to the func-
tions of the Logical-based argumentation system in Figure 1 and detailed in Figure
2. It is divided into 5 zones. Zone 1 corresponds to the task bar implementing general
functions applied on projects (create, load, close, refresh, export, etc.). Zone 2 lists the
text arguments by stakeholders. Zone 3 displays the extracted concepts and rules from
the text arguments, they are also listed by stakeholders. Zone 4 displays the graphical
representation of the formalized concepts and arguments. Zone 5 is a notification area
displaying the computed conflicts and extensions.
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Fig. 3. Main interface of the argumentation system
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Fig. 4. Add a concept based on a defined attribute in the packaging database

After logging in, the user can create a new project, load an existing one or import
a new project from an XML file. So, in the freely available version, stakeholder’ argu-
ments can be entered as (i) an XML file, by using the import from XML function, or
(ii) text arguments to formalize then as concepts and rules by using a dedicated user
interface (Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7) guiding and helping the user during all the process of
formalization (implementing the Argument Formalization module in Figure 2). A new
concept has a name and a short code, it can be defined as either a choice or not and can
be related to a packaging attribute (as in Figure 4 for BiodegradablePackaging
corresponding to packagings having the attribute Biodegradability = true in
the packaging database), not related to any information in the database (as in Figure 5
for the concept HighTaxes), or can suggest a new attribute to enrich the packaging
description in the database (as in Figure 6, concept HighEnvPackaging suggests the
new attribute CarbonFootPrint, with the measure unit of Kg CO2 eq. to describe
packaging).

Figure 7 shows the formalizing interface in which a user can specify the already
created concepts as premise or conclusion to form the rule underlying the text argument.
The rule is then connected to a decision (accepted, not accepted). The rule
and its decision can be specified either strict or defeasible.

Figure 8 illustrates the obtained ontology in the case of the viewpoint end of life
in which stakeholders argued about biodegradability, recyclability and compostability.
This ontology is the input of the Logical Arguments module in Figure 2.
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Fig. 5. Add a concept based which is not related to the database

Fig. 6. Add a concept not currently supported in the packaging database but suggested for addition
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Fig. 7. Formalizing a text argument as concepts and rules

The system generates arguments and computes conflicts and attacks as depicted in
Figure 9 corresponding to the result of the Conflicts and Attacks module in Figure 2.
For the arguments of the “end of life” viewpoint, the system detected 409 conflicts. The
extensions under different semantics (stable, preferred, admissible, grounded, naive)
are after that computed and their contents are displayed to the user in Figure 10 (imple-
menting the Extensions module in Figure 2).

We notice in Figure 10 that the system concludes skeptically that biodegradable
packagings are the most justified ones. The obtained extensions are then stored as a
list of attribute = value (Figure 11) to be used in the flexible querying system in
addition to some other parameters useful for the querying process. In the context of end
of life viewpoint, the condition Biodegradable = true is sent to the querying process
to be used as a justified preference for packaging material selection.
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Fig. 8. Example of an ontology built upon the viewpoint end of life

Fig. 9. Conflicts computed in the viewpoint end of life
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Fig. 10. Delivered extensions in the end of life viewpoint

Fig. 11. Export delivered attributes to a database for the querying process

Fig. 12. Selecting the preferences associated with the end of life view point to complete the query
with Biodegradable = true.
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The user can actually select the extensions, previously translated into couples
attribute= value, from the graphical user interface of the flexible multi-criteria query-
ing system as displayed in Figure 12. Figure 13 finally displays the result after the
execution of the multi-criteria querying which takes into account the aggregated prefer-
ences about biodegradability attribute. Four packagings are delivered and listed accord-
ing to their relevance to the query preferences.

Fig. 13. The final result after running the multi-criteria querying process.

6 Conclusion

We applied in this paper an argumentation approach on a real use case from the industry,
based on a combination of an ASPIC argumentation system with a DLR-Lite specifi-
cations allowing stakeholders to express their preferences and providing the system
with stable concepts and subsumptions of a domain. We have proposed an argumenta-
tion system in which each criterion (attribute or aspect) is considered as a viewpoint in
which stakeholders express their arguments in homogenous way. Each viewpoint de-
livers extensions supporting or opposing certain choices according to one packaging
aspect, which are then used in the querying process. The approach is finally imple-
mented as freely accessible web application and a demonstration of the tool can also be
provided. Some feedback obtained from test users point out the difficulties to consider
a rule as either strict or defeasible and expressed the need to be able to specify a sort
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of importance encompassing the notions of strictness and defeasibility. So, one work
in progress is to extend the proposed approach to fuzziness to make it possible to deal
with vague and uncertain concepts and rules [10,9].
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Abstract. In recent years as a complement to the traditional surveillance 
reporting systems there is a great interest in developing methodologies for early 
detection of potential health threats from unstructured text present on the 
Internet. In this context, we examined the relevance of the combination of 
expert knowledge and automatic term extraction in the creation of appropriate 
Internet search queries for the acquisition of disease outbreak news. We 
propose a measure that is the number of relevant disease outbreak news 
detected in function of the terms automatically extracted from a set of example 
Google and PubMED corpora. Due to the recent emergence we have used the 
African swine fever as a disease example. 

Keywords: terminology extraction, internet disease surveillance. 

1 Introduction 

The new and exotic infectious diseases are an incising threat to countries due to 
globalization, movement of passengers, and international trade. With the traditional 
reporting schemes, often there are miss, delays or underreporting of disease 
outbreaks; leading to unawareness of countries about potential disease threats. As the 
Internet is a source of numerous and dynamic information, services need tools that 
could refine the search and detect the information of interest. Two important systems 
of the state-of-the-art, MediSys (Mantero et al. 2011) and Biocaster (Collier 2012) are 
based on a series of automatic steps to detect and acquire disease related news. The 
algorithms rely upon predefined templates, such keywords or patterns. Internet search 
queries have been proposed as inexpensive method to detect signals of diseases (ex. 
avian influenza) (Polgreen et al. 2008). In the face of many diseases and even more 
symptoms, the analysts face another challenge: How to identify appropriate queries 
for Internet disease surveillance? One option is to use the terms from existing 
thesaurus (e.g., MeSH). In this paper we present a new combined approach of 
selection of terms automatically extracted from relevant scientific and non-scientific 
corpora in order to identify most appropriate search queries for the detection of 
disease outbreak news on the Internet. As it is a recently emerging disease we use 
African swine fever (ASF) as a disease example. 
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2 How to Extract Relevant Information? 

The methodology we propose consists of four stages: data acquisition, information 
retrieval, information extraction and information evaluation. Here we focus on the 
automatic term extraction and evaluation by domain experts in order to improve the 
relevance of the search queries for the detection of disease outbreak news on the 
Internet. For automatic extraction of terms from documents, we have used the BioTex 
tool which combines linguistic and statistic information adapted to biomedical 
domain (Lossio et al. 2014). More precisely, with Biotex (i) the list of syntactic 
structures of terms are learnt with relevant sources for our study (e.g., MeSH), and (ii) 
the relevant combination of information retrieval techniques (e.g. TF-IDF, OKAPI, 
and C-value measures). The aim of our work consists of weighting the terms extracted 
according to different sources of information. Therefore we propose a measure (see 
formula (1)) that privileges the terms extracted from the relevant sources and the high 
ranking obtained with Biotex. 

w(t) = α i ×
1

rankSi(t)
∑      with α i ∈[0,1] and α i =1∑           (1) 

where t is the term, Si is the information from the Internet source, rankSi is the 
automatic Biotex rank of the term t from a source Si and where αi is the weight 
attributed by experts to Si.  

3 Experiments 

Two principal sources of information were used in this work: Google and PubMED. 
The search queries were applied for the period from 01/01/2011 to 10/06/2014 on the 
10th of June 2014. The Google corpus was acquired with the search query: “african 
swine fever outbreak” that resulted in 497 news. Only 123 HTML pages, reporting an 
ASF outbreak (place, time, animals affected, symptoms etc.) were considered as 
relevant to this work. The PubMED corpus was consisted of 232 abstracts that 
contained the term “african swine fever” in the title. Only 66 abstracts were selected 
as relevant to the epidemiology of ASF. 1200 terms were extracted and ranked from 
the Google and PubMED corpora. Domain experts identified 67 (5,6 %) terms from 
Google and 85 (7,1 %) from PubMED as relevant to describe an ASF case or 
outbreak, including acronyms and synonyms. According to this evaluation, the 
attributed weight (αi) for Google was 0,4 and 0,6 for PubMED. For example the 
weight given to the term “asf outbreaks” based on the formula (1) was 
(1/5)*0,6+(1/1034)*0,4 = 0,12. This term used as a query enabled to identify 67 
disease outbreak news not identified previously. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

Our work shows that both Google and PubMed could serve as sources of terms for 
Internet search queries (with PubMED giving 20% more relevant terms). We believe 
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that search-term surveillance may represent an inexpensive way of performing 
supplemental disease surveillance. The use of search queries is not limited to ASF; it 
could also be used to monitor other infectious diseases or even symptoms (e.g., 
abortion, mortality). For this preliminary study, we limited our experiments to a small 
set of examples. In future we intend to test the relevance of a more precise set of 
terms or combinations thereof as Internet search queries. 
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